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Abstract
Title of novel: Forty Shades of Green
Title of exegesis: The Female Bohemian Artist in 20th Century Australia: ‘Telling
what can be told’ (Byatt 2002: 102).

This PhD comprises a historical novel Forty Shades of Green and an exegesis The
Female Bohemian Artist in 20th Century Australia: ‘Telling what can be told’. These
two components in their different ways explore my research question: what impact
does historical change have on the creative expression of women artists?
In order to allow sufficient scope to examine this question, the historical novel deals
with three generations of women. The novel opens in 1973 with the third generation
woman, Keira Bolt, composing a photographic essay on the life of her mysterious
maternal grandmother Deirdre Wild, born in 1909. She emigrated from the Great
Blasket island, County Kerry in Ireland’s far west. Deirdre came to Sydney, settling at
Clovelly with her baby daughter Maureen. Deirdre participated in the between-thewars art scene as a surrealist painter and collage artist.
Deirdre left Sydney just after the end of World War II and she and Maureen are
estranged. Maureen is against Keira ‘raking up the past’ but her hostility towards the
project makes Keira even more determined to find out what happened to Deirdre and
why Maureen is so reluctant to talk about it.
The concept of collage is demonstrated in the novel (by the form of the novel, with
different voices making up the narrative, and in the descriptions of collages in it) and
examined in the exegesis. The role of gender in the understanding of a period’s
cultural production is dramatised in the novel and explored in the exegesis. Writing a
historical novel involved much research – the history in fiction – which led to
reflections on the fiction in history. Both these concepts are explored in the exegesis.
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Chapter 1
Background and Research Approach
Evolving beyond ‘one long wail of despair’

Introduction

This chapter explicates the origin of my novel, Forty Shades of Green, outlines the
research question I wanted to explore by writing the novel and the exegesis, and
examines why I chose the novel form as the creative component of the PhD. It also
discusses my research approach, including a discussion of ekphrasis – the written
description of visual works, both imagined and real. Finally, it indicates the content of
the chapter that follows this one.

Origin and evolution of my research question

The original inspiration for Forty Shades of Green came from the biography Camille
by Reine-Marie Paris (1988). I saw this book many years ago at the Canberra Times
where I was choosing books to review. The literary editor, Bob Hefner, could not
spare the limited space of the literary pages for an artist’s biography just then, but
allowed me to keep the book. After writing reviews of my other books, I started
reading the story of the talented sculptor Camille Claudel and was riveted by the
tragic life depicted in the handsomely produced, illustrated book. Born in 1864 in the
Champagne district of France, she grew up to be gifted, ambitious and independent.
Rebelling against the wishes of her conservative family, she became assistant, artist’s
model for, and later the lover of the much older sculptor, Auguste Rodin. Her mother
was appalled, her siblings hostile; only her father was sympathetic towards her.
In 1913, after about fifteen years of Camille’s involvement with this emotionally
unavailable giant of Paris’ art world, the volatile relationship finally ended. Camille
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was thirty-nine. Her father died in March the same year. He was buried on 4 March.
The family did not tell Camille about either event. On 5 March her brother Paul met
Dr Michaux, a general practitioner, who gave him a certificate that authorised
internment according to the law of 1838, which stated that patients could be confined
in a mental asylum on the basis of a simple medical certificate. Camille’s behaviour
had for some time become increasingly erratic and she had become an embarrassment
to her family.
A few days after the funeral, two male nurses forced their way into her Paris studio
and took her to the Paris insane asylum where she spent her last three decades. One of
her rare surviving letters (undated but clearly from two decades after her internment)
makes poignant reading:
My dear Paul,
I have to hide to write you and I don’t know how I’ll get my letter mailed….
Your sister is in prison. In prison with lunatics who yell all day long, make
faces, are incapable of saying three words that make sense. For nearly twenty
years, that is the treatment inflicted on an innocent… (R.-M. Paris 1988: 160).
I was captivated by Camille Claudel’s bleak story, which contained many gaps. Most
of her letters have been destroyed. During her years with Rodin, Camille disappeared
twice for lengthy periods. No one knows where she went. Almost as soon as I finished
Camille, I longed to write a novel that filled in those gaps.
The idea of the tragic Camille Claudel inspiring not one character but three evolved
during the process of my wondering whether Claudel’s story would have been
different had she been born at a different time. This idea evolved over time to raise
this question in my mind: what impact do historical events and social change have on
the creative expression of women artists?
That biography was the initial inspiration for copious notes I took over some weeks
asking a series of What if…? questions: What if Camille had had a child during one of
those disappearances? What if she had bought a ticket for a sailing ship and migrated
as far away from Rodin and her hostile family as possible? What if I made her Irish
since very few French people migrated to Australia at that period but many Irish
people (such as my own great grandparents) did? What if I shifted her forward in time
to coincide with the invigorating period of Australian art, especially for women
10

artists, between the wars? What if I looked at her daughter as well, who inherited her
talent but whose period of productivity would have occurred in a much more socially
constrained time in Australia? What if I also looked at her daughter, whose equivalent
period would have been the 1970s, years more favourable to women’s self expression
and professional development?
It soon became clear that this multi-generational saga was too ambitious a project for
a first novel and I put my notes away and wrote a novel more modest in theme and
plot, a contemporary comedy about an artist’s model (Full House, Simon & Schuster,
1993). After writing two more contemporary novels (currently unpublished) I applied
for a PhD scholarship, using that original migrant woman artist idea, and I was
awarded one.
Discussing my idea at an early meeting, I recall one of my supervisors, Maureen
Bettle, saying dramatically, ‘But how are you going to depict the documented
injustice and tragedy that has been the lot of talented women artists for centuries,
without your work being one long wail of despair?’

1

I wanted my work to be anything but. Call me naïve but I wanted to forge a plausible
happy ending – even if it took me three generations to achieve it. I longed to
transform the ‘long wail of despair’ into a life of triumph, or at least a life not trapped
behind literal or metaphorical bars; I wanted to take some sobering historical facts and
go somewhere else, somewhere positive, with them.
I conceived of an artist who, like Camille Claudel, rebelled against her family and
society and took enormous risks, but ended up with a life rich in creative expression
and most of all freedom, the freedom to develop and change, to keep learning and
evolving, personally and creatively, into her old age. I envisaged her spirited approach
to life, her courage and creativity animating her own life and also being a legacy
enriching future generations.
A character who rebels against social restrictions and achieves great things sounds
plausible but, as every writing student knows, there has to be conflict or there is no

1

Maureen Bettle, University of Canberra, February 2005, personal communication.
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story. I conceived of the character I called Céit Deirdre O’Mara who emigrated from
the Great Blasket Island in the south west of Ireland, County Kerry. I pictured my
protagonist sailing to Australia in 1927 and eventually settling in Clovelly, a beach
suburb in eastern Sydney with her baby daughter, Maureen.
Céit changed her name to Deirdre Wild. From now on, I refer to her as Deirdre.
Deirdre’s rebellious personality and innovative ideas lead her to express her artistic
talent in Surrealist paintings and collages and she plays an active part in Sydney’s
between-the-wars art scene. When Deirdre disappears from her daughter’s life just
after the latter marries, she actually leaves not an ‘enriching’ legacy, but one of
bitterness behind her. The fact that Maureen’s own daughter Keira, in her last year at
art school, has chosen to investigate the life and work of her Surrealist grandmother
for her major work fills Maureen with anger. This resistance to her project makes
Keira more determined than ever to discover as much as she can about her mysterious
grandmother, with or without her mother’s help.
In writing a historical novel it became necessary to integrate historical facts such as
the Great Depression and the Second World War into a coherent narrative along with
political realities like censorship and social trends like fashions in women’s clothes
and domestic décor. I had to people my narrative using some documented lives and
some imagined characters. I had to place all of this in a real place and a past time,
with its hills and trams and architecture, its particular smells and wind and weather –
the descriptive details that give a novel a feeling of authenticity.
In telling the inter-generational stories, life on the Great Blasket island in County
Kerry, Ireland, is described, as well as in Sydney in the late 1920s to 1970s. The
Sydney setting is mainly in Clovelly because the first generation protagonist, Deirdre,
coming from a small island with the sea all around her, would want to live by the sea
(as the novel makes explicit in Chapter 21, O’Mara means ‘from the sea’). During my
research for the novel I was interested to note that Waverley Cemetery, used from the
nineteenth century to the present, which stretches beside the ocean from Clovelly to
Bronte, is crammed with Irish Catholic names, many recognisably from the western
counties. There is even a memorial there to the 1798 Irish Rebellion.
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Why the Novel?
Why did I choose the novel form to explore my research question? Only the novel
gave me the scope I wanted, as I elaborate below. Writer and critic James Wood
writes in How Fiction Works that the novel ‘gives the best account of the complexity
of our moral fabric’ (Wood 2008:135) and I concur with this view. Gustav Flaubert’s
eponymous Madame Bovary and George Eliot’s Dorothea Brooks in Middlemarch, to
take just two examples from the nineteenth century, demonstrate the capacity of the
novel to articulate the inner being of these female characters – their motivations and
aspirations, their very human contradictions and faults.
By using such literary devices as interior monologues and metaphors specifically
appropriate for each character, novelists attain for their readers a real sense of
intimacy with the created characters and a deep understanding of them. In a recent
interview with Margaret Throsby on ABC radio, novelist Ian McEwan stated that
‘writing a novel is a moral act.’ He said that it ‘shows us what it is like to be someone
else. This ability to show us that is the basis of moral sense’ (McEwan ABC FM: 19
March 2008).
The novel’s virtual monopoly on the interior monologue (film can do it with the
voice-over but it is easy to overdo this verbal device in a visual medium) means that
the novel has the maximum capacity to explore moral complexity, as this definition
indicates:
Interior Monologue: … records the internal, emotional experience of the
character on any one level or on combinations of several levels of
consciousness, reaching downward to the non-verbalized sensations or
emotions. It assumes the unrestricted and uncensored portrayal of the totality
of interior experience on the level or levels represented. (Thrall and Hibbard
1960: 243)
In The Art of the Novel, Milan Kundera points out that ‘In the age of excessive
division of labour and specialization the novel is one of the last outposts where man
can still maintain connections with life in its entirety’ (Kundera 1988: 67).
It is a rare occupation that allows its practitioners enough variety, a rare job that does
not induce tedium through repetition. And even without a high degree of
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specialisation, most occupations do not engage one intellectually, emotionally,
physically and sensuously – the novel, however, does. It (potentially) engages the
wholeness of a human being, as D. H. Lawrence expressed it in his 1936 essay ‘Why
the Novel Matters’: ‘ …only in the novel are all things given full play …’ (Lawrence
1979: 2227). As Milan Kundera put it, ‘life in its entirety’ – which is what I am
interested in and why I chose the novel as the creative component of my doctoral
thesis. From William Blake’s 1793 Notebook poem (‘…But he who kisses the joy as
it flies/ Lives in Eternity’s sun rise’) to the philosophy of Existentialism and its
emphasis on freedom (Sartre’s notion of being condemned to be free), embracing life
in all its presence, fullness and variety has been endorsed by thinkers and writers
through the ages. Australian writer Nigel Krauth, in Creative Writing: Theory beyond
Practice states, ‘I had an insatiable appetite to be human – and being a writer offers
one of the best ways to be comprehensively human’ (Krauth 2006: 187).
I am following in that tradition. I wanted to write the interior monologues that would
allow my reader a glimpse inside the tormented soul of a character and I longed to
delve deeply into characters’ motivation and complexities, dreams and passions. Only
the novel offers me the scope to do all this.
In Milan Kundera’s opinion, the novel is ‘The great prose form in which an author
thoroughly explores, by means of experimental selves (characters), some great theme
of existence’ (Kundera 1988: 142). I do not know that I would elevate my creative
aspirations to this level; what I would say is that I write novels in order to explore the
behaviour of human beings.
A Handbook to Literature emphasises the scope of the novel, maintaining:
The term novel is used in its broadest sense to designate any extended fictional
prose narrative. In particular, however, its use is customarily restricted to
narratives in which the representation of character occurs either in a static
condition or in the process of development as the result of events or actions …
All novels are representations in fictional narrative of life or experience but
the form is itself as protean as life and experience themselves have proved to
be. (Thrall and Hibberd 1960: 318, 319)
Google ‘novel’ and the first definition to appear is: ‘an extended fictional work in
prose; usually in the form of a story’. I would argue that the novel is one of the most
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accessible and entertaining means we have to examine the subtleties and complexities
of the human mind and heart.
I would go further to say that the form of the novel presents to me the maximum
scope for creating meaning. My character Olivia Kettlewell echoes the feeling of her
creator when she expresses her need to make stories from what she sees and
experiences. In Chapter 32 she writes that her mother would say:
Before I started taking photographs I used to tell stories in words. … ‘Stop
telling stories.’ Mother might as well have said ‘Stop making sense.’
If I did not make a story out of what happened what sense would it have had?
If I did not make a story out of events and people, life would just be a bizarre
string of accidents.
World-renowned psychologist and writer Dorothy Rowe asserts in her book Friends
and Enemies (2000) that ‘We use the form of the story not just to link one event to
another. We also use it to create meaning. Nothing is fully meaningful to us until we
have embedded it in a story’ (Rowe 2000: 76). This concurs with the way that I create
meaning, one example of which is this exegesis and my novel.
Rowe goes on to observe that everything we know comes in the form of a story and
that this is the means by which we link one event to another. She states that we cannot
survive physically or psychologically if all we see is a passing phantasmagoria where
events occur with no connection to one another:
Babies while still in the womb, from about twenty-four weeks’ gestation,
show that they are using the form of the story. Even before the cortex of the
brain is complete they are able to observe that one event always follows
another event and to use the occurrence of the first to predict the second.
(Rowe 2000: 76)
Rowe quotes Daniel Stern, who calls this ability of a baby to create story ‘the
protonarrative envelope’ (Rowe 2000: 76).
‘Man is a story-telling animal,’ writes Graham Swift in Waterland. ‘He has to go on
telling stories. He has to keep on making them up. As long as there’s a story, it’s all
right’ (Swift 1992: 62). As Inga Clendinnen puts it, ‘Humans have a unique talent for
stories: for telling them, for responding to them and for learning from them. They are
the most economical technique we have for expanding experience’ (Clendinnen
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2006a: 130). My most fervent interest, my obsession and my particular talent with
words is best practised in the wide expressive range of the novel.
The only negative impact of choosing the novel as a vehicle to explore my research
question within this degree framework is that the PhD rules set an upper limit of
100,000 words for the novel plus exegesis and a lower limit of 30,000 words for the
exegesis whereas a standard publisher’s contract is for a novel of 80,000 words. I
have juggled these incompatible demands as best I can by condensing this exegesis to
30,000 words, but the exegesis is rather more terse than I would have liked and the
novel will have to be expanded prior to seeking a publisher.

Research methodology

My doctoral thesis explores my research question, wherein:
both the exegetical and the creative component of the research thesis hinge on
a research question posed, refined and reposed across the several stages of a
research program. Both components are conceptualised as independent but
interrelated answers to a single question. (Milech 2006: 11)
This model of the doctorate not only acknowledges the types of research entailed in a
creative work, but also allows that work to be seen as research itself.
A research methodology is ‘a way of constituting new knowledge’ (Nelson 2008: 4).
Practice-led research, that is, an original investigation undertaken to gain new
knowledge, in my case by writing a novel, has formed my general methodology. My
research question about the impact of historical events on women’s creative
expression and development is explored in both a creative work (the historical novel)
and a critical study (the exegesis).
‘Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It
consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These
practices transform the world’ (Denzin and Lincoln 2003: 4). The qualitative tradition
offered me the most appropriate research tools and has enabled both novel and
exegesis to emerge gradually in a self-reflexive process. As The Sage Dictionary of
Research Methods states, this process is one ‘of monitoring and reflecting on all
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aspects of a research project from the formulation of research ideas to the publication
of findings and, where this occurs, their utilization’ (Jupp 2006: 258).
Carole Gray in ‘Inquiry through Practice’ defines practice-led research as ‘research
initiated in practice and carried out through practice (Gray 1996: 1). Gray observes
that it is sometimes difficult to separate research from professional practice, as both
involve ‘disciplined inquiry’ and any practitioner who has undertaken a research
degree knows that there are similarities and differences between research and
professional practice, depending on the nature of one’s practice.
Gray points out that the research ‘should not be seen as being in conflict with
practitioners’ methods but an expansion of them’ (Gray 1996: 10). This resonated
deeply with me, as does her idea that it is perhaps best to try to ‘integrate and
synthesise the best aspects of each into a critical dialogue, which needs two elements
to create it: practice-led research is simultaneously generative and reflective’ (Gray
1996: 11).
Within this practice-led research framework I have investigated my research question
by means of a novel plus an exegesis. In other words, I, as the novelist, have
identified a researchable problem and researched it through my creative practice. The
testing of my question is demonstrated through research (archival, text-based,
phenomenological and so on, discussed in detail further on) and practice (my novel
and exegesis), both of which are formed by that research, as well as being informed
by each other.
In practice-led research, having one’s ideas and discoveries expressed in public by
presenting at conferences and by having work published is a vital part of the process.
My multifaceted role involved researching the background of the novel, making my
protagonist’s collages, accumulating the information I needed by means of bricolage,
and reflecting on it and discussing it with others – with students, colleagues and
supervisors as well as with audiences at conferences, whom I addressed about
different aspects of my project. If my novel and exegesis are published, my ideas will
reach a wider audience and, particularly with reviews and media discussion, will
become part of a larger dialogue about history in fiction and fiction in history, among
other issues raised by the novel and exegesis.
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According to Victor Jupp in The Sage Dictionary of Research Methods, while
reflexivity is particularly relevant in the field of ethnography, where the researcher is
close to the subjects and the data, it is nevertheless ‘important in all areas of social
research’ (Jupp 2006: 258). I see the novel as a form of social research. I write novels
to explore human behaviour. Victor Jupp points out that reflexivity sometimes
involves monitoring and assessing not only validity but also ethics and politics, and
that in assessing the potential threats to validity, it is concerned with the social
production of knowledge.
In my research, reflexivity encompasses both my creative practice and the critical
reflection involved in the accompanying exegesis. Both novel and exegesis emerged
gradually in a self-reflexive process as I monitored and reflected on all aspects of my
research and writing: gathering historical and artistic data for the novel and
researching and analysing my research question and the methodology and ideas raised
by my narrative for the exegesis.
According to Margo Paterson, Susan Wilcox and Joy Higgs, reflexivity is continuing
‘self-evaluation and development, arising from and feeding back into practice’ and
they point out that it involves interrelated generic elements of
•

Heightened self-awareness.

•

Critical self-evaluation.

•

Self-development. (Paterson, Wilcox and Higgs 2006: 463)

The authors observe that these overlap and interweave. Reflexivity allows a close
relation between theory and practice and as such is ideal for the practice-led research
model. My knowledge of art, which previously had existed mainly in my practice of
it, involved a reflexive stance to art, encompassing both reflecting on what I was
doing when writing the novel and why I was writing it, and reflecting on my position
vis a vis the text-based and other types of art research that I did.
In Pierre Bourdieu’s 1992 Free Exchange, he states that being reflexive gives the
players ‘the chance of knowing what game we play and of minimizing the ways in
which we are manipulated by the forces of the field in which we evolve …’ (Bourdieu
1992: 198–199). He asserts that we can acquire knowledge of our cultural field by a
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practical sense or the ‘logic of practice’ and/or by the notion of reflexivity. In his
1998 work Practical Reason: On the Theory of Action, Bourdieu gives an example of
a sportsperson to demonstrate the practical sense by which one can negotiate a
cultural field. He compares a sportsperson’s ‘feel for the game … to master in a
practical way the future of the game [and to] have a sense of the history of the game’
(Bourdieu 1998: 80).
Bourdieu makes the point that these written and unwritten rules of the game are
continually being transformed by the agents and their practices as they negotiate their
way through them, interpreting, construing or misconstruing them, making choices
and acting on those choices. According to Bourdieu, the ability to see through and to
get beyond the limitations of our field relates to the need for a reflexive relation to our
own practices. He lists three main aspects of this: first, our social and cultural origins
– for example, in the case of my character Deirdre O’Mara, her Catholic background,
her island identity with its subsistence existence and her Irish parentage; second, our
position in the field – for example, Deirdre’s being an art student, or an artist who
exhibits her work, or a single mother; and third, our intellectual bias, which, for
example, makes a questing and questioning rebel like Deirdre see rules as barriers that
need to be smashed through, rather than as guidance for a good life.
In The Weight of the World (1999), Bourdieu attempts to transform the ‘constructed’
(rather than ‘elicited’) nature of interviews into something much less biased by the
conditions and preconceptions of the interviewers and the interviewing conditions.
(My character Keira conducts her interviews in 1973, long before Bourdieu’s book
was published, but these ideas were in time to influence her creator, and most have a
wider relevance than just the interviewing context.) Bourdieu lists five main ways to
help one be self-reflexive, and here I paraphrase them.
He recommends firstly making explicit the project’s intentions and how it will be
undertaken. I have followed this advice in writing this exegesis. Part of this
component of my work does explicate my intentions for my research project and how
I have undertaken it. His second way is to clarify what those interviewed can and
cannot say, to overcome transcription shortcuts and supposed elegances (perhaps
transcribing ‘I am not’ for an interviewee who said ‘I ain’t’) and only to report the
actual words of those interviewed. The third point is to be aware of the control of the
19

point of view. This is not relevant to novel writing, where point of view operates
according to a different concept from point of view in documented interviews. Fourth,
interviewers must have extensive knowledge of the social contexts of subjects. This
could relate to my knowledge of the fields and habitus of the characters I create. His
fifth way is to objectify one’s own social position and free oneself from preconceived
notions and values of one’s habitus. This is useful guidance for any writer, and
anybody engaged in a reflexive practice will attempt to do this.
In researching Forty Shades of Green, I have used the archival method (for instance, I
searched shipping records at the Australian Archives for an authentic ship on which
Deirdre could have emigrated from Ireland) and the text-based method (newspapers
and books – of which more below and in Chapter 2), as well as fieldwork in County
Kerry, seeing the environment and the society, albeit a few generations on, that had
partly formed Deirdre. ‘Nothing replaces field research, even if you’re writing fiction;
the image that hits the eyeball is immeasurably more powerful than the one you read
about in someone else’s book. Readers recognise this at once’ (Park 1993: 282–283).
In County Kerry, just across from the now uninhabited Great Blasket, and in other
towns nearby, I investigated the pubs with their talkative and musical people. I
climbed up hills and walked along beaches, and spent a day in the Blasket museum
with its photographs and testaments, and actual naomhòga (the traditional canoe-like
craft crucial to the islanders’ fishing and transport needs) in various stages of
2

construction. The travel journal I wrote in County Kerry could be categorised as
‘field notes’.
I also enrolled in some courses at the School of Art at the Australian National
University: ‘Alive to Painting and Drawing’, a theoretical course, in 2006 and a
practical course, ‘Life Drawing’ the following year. These classes, both taught by
Leeanne Crisp, informed my imagination enough for me to write the novel’s
ekphrastic passages (verbal representations of paintings or other visual works) for the
necessary descriptions and art criticism of my character’s work. I also listened to

2

‘Naomhòg is from the Old Irish noe, having the same root as the Latin navis, a ship. Naomhòg is the
diminutive. (Barrington 1986: 244)
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many lectures, two at Dublin’s National Gallery and several at Canberra’s National
Gallery of Australia, which complemented this knowledge.
Text-based research formed a large part of what I undertook for the artistic
background of my novel and to become informed about some of the art history
debates over the twentieth century. I do not have a background in art history, so the
text-based research formed such an extensive part of my research that it requires a
chapter on its own: Chapter 2. For now, I want to state something about my position
vis-à-vis art.
My experience in the art world was mainly from the perspective of various practices I
had undertaken in the past. I had been painting since I could hold a brush; then in the
1970s I took up photography with a single-lens reflex camera. I took black-and-white
photographs – landscape and portraits – and developed and printed them myself. This
experience informed the practice of my third generation protagonist Keira, who is
majoring in photography at East Sydney Tech in 1973. In the 1980s I began weaving
large, colourful and dramatically textured wall-hangings and rugs with off-loom
techniques learnt from Swiss artist Therese Stacher-Meyer. Over the years and
between other jobs I worked in three art galleries. I was also assistant to sculptor and
weaver Eberhard Franke on his large-scale wall-hangings commissioned by hotel
chains, and I exhibited and sold around thirty of my own works before my English
Honours degree pulled me away from the art world and into the area of writing.
Since I am not an art historian, only having one unit of Fine Art in my BA Honours
degree, I reached far and wide to inform myself about this area. I could not have
written the exegesis or the novel without the stimulation of many worthwhile and
insightful books. A critical reading of works such as Humphrey McQueen’s The
Black Swan of Trespass: The Emergence of Modernist Painting in Australia to 1944
(1979), Helen Topliss’s Modernism and Feminism: Australian Women Artists 1900–
1940 (1996), Janine Burke’s Australian Women Artists 1840–1940 (1980) and
Geoffrey Serle’s The Creative Spirit in Australia: A Cultural History (1987) as well
as papers such as Linda Nochlin’s ‘Why are there no great women artists?’ (1971)
informed my thinking from the beginning and directed me into the future.
McQueen’s 1979 book was a point of departure for me since it seemed to analyse
every book and opinion on Australian modernist art up to the date of its publication.
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Following up on some of the works he referenced informed certain aspects of the
background of my novel. Geoffrey Serle’s The Creative Spirit in Australia: A
Cultural History (1987) broadened my knowledge of the Australian arts scene in
general while the works of authors such as Helen Topliss, and the indefatigably
prolific Janine Burke, referred to above and discussed in detail later, made me see the
importance of the economic and social environment in order for women artists to
receive training and professional opportunities. Linda Nochlin’s 1971 article
provoked me to challenge the assumptions built into certain questions. Because textbased research was so important in my journey of the novel and the exegesis, I discuss
these and other works more fully in Chapter 2.
I see my creative writing practice as both a way of investigating the world and a way
to make visible a new world. In exploring my research question in the novel, I have
created a new world, a fictional world, yet one based on actual historic events and
authentic art history and practice of the period described.
In the past, I would have described my approach to whatever research or activity I
was engaged in (such as my photography and my weaving) as eclectic. After my first
degree, I eventually worked as an editor in various departments of the Research
School of Social Sciences at the Australian National University and for a longer
period at the multidisciplinary Urban Research Program there. For my work outside
of editing (the short stories, novels and book and film reviews I was writing at the
time), I took what information I needed from whatever department or facet of the
Research School was relevant, as well as from other sources, such as books and
documentaries. It seemed that whatever I wanted involved reaching across distinct
disciplines and taking a bit from here and a bit from there to make connections and
produce synergies.
Recently I was interested to come upon a discussion of this approach in an interview
with Pierre Bourdieu. He tells the interviewer in In Other Words (1990) that he
disagrees with the false division between disciplines because it:
hamstrings intellectual inventiveness and constitutes the principal obstacle to
the proper relationship one ought to have with the texts and authors of the
past. As far as I’m concerned … I have very pragmatic relationships with
authors: I turn to them as I would to fellows and craft-masters, in the sense
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those words had in the mediaeval guild – people you can ask to give you a
hand in difficult situations. (Bourdieu 1990: 28)
The interviewer is reminded of the word ‘bricolage’ used by Lévi-Strauss (see below
for a definition): ‘you have a problem and you use all the tools that you consider to be
useful and usable (Bourdieu 1990: 28). Bourdieu grants this (one imagines him doing
so with a shrug) but makes the equally important point:
the conceptual realpolitik I practice isn’t without a theoretical direction which
enables me to avoid pure and simple ecleticism. I think that you cannot
develop a really productive way of thinking without giving yourself the means
of having a really reproductive way of thinking. (Bourdieu 1990: 28)
Bourdieu goes on to ponder that Wittgenstein was probably suggesting this when he
said that he had never invented anything and that he had got everything from someone
else. I would no longer describe my research methods as eclectic but as bricolage.
Lévi-Strauss defines a bricoleur as a ‘Jack of all trades or a kind of professional do-ityourself person’ (Lévi-Strauss 1966: 17). While collages are designed (even if only in
a subconscious and spontaneous manner), bricolage is more haphazard. A French
equivalent of the chain of hardware and handyman shops, Bunnings, is called
Monsieur Bricoleur.
Just as my character Deirdre uses the collage technique to construct some of her
pictures, I used the bricolage technique to construct the scenes and chapters that make
up the novel and also to compose some of this exegesis. Like Bourdieu, I constructed
them from ‘all the tools that [I] consider[ed] to be useful and usable’ (Bourdieu 1990:
28). The bricolage approach of building up information and ideas until they cohere in
a meaningful pattern was most useful to me. Collage and bricolage have similarities to
montage and pentimento, which Denzin and Lincoln compare to jazz:
Improvisation, [creating] the sense that images, sounds and understandings are
blending together, overlapping, forming a composite, a new creation. The
images seem to shape and define one another, and an emotional, gestalt effect
is produced. (Denzin and Lincoln 2003: 6)
This particularly expresses how I built up the voice of Olivia Kettlewell, whose wordplay and intensely troubled past help to distinguish her narrative voice from Keira’s.
Keira has a simpler, more straightforward and off-hand style of expression, suited to
her youth and comparative lack of experience. Olivia’s voice is built up from
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sequences of lyrical images and fraught memories, represented in surrealistic streams
of prose (sometimes in Virginia Woolf-style ‘streams of consciousness’), indicating
the richness and mystery of a woman evolving from a state of psychological damage
to emotional and creative fulfilment, serenity and self confidence. (I write in more
detail about narrative voice later in this chapter.)
Deirdre O’Mara Wild used the collage technique in her work, as did many surrealists.
My bricolage technique of writing the novel echoes her method. I built up a detailed
past world from scraps of information sourced from archives, texts, field work, art
history lectures and practical art courses and as this information simmered with my
ideas and imagination, the synergy produced the first draft of my novel.

Collage – reconstructing an alternative space

I wanted Deirdre Wild to be a surrealist painter who later produces collages.
Surrealism was ‘a rebellion against a reason that had ended in the madness of the
trenches, where war was fought in the name of what kings called peace’ (Appignanesi
2008: 252) and I wanted Deirdre to discover the surrealist method of undermining the
natural order of things and reconstructing another space, which she does literally by
migrating, and metaphorically in her work.
The deeper significance of the concept of collage as practised by Deirdre (and perhaps
by anyone) is that its exploitation of the juxtaposition of two or more different
realities creates a new meaning, a fresh vision. Collage is a plural, composite art form.
It appealed to the surrealists because its method of using chance, like dreams, could
work as a tool for looking into the unknown. Collage:
thanks to a shift in function that is unprecedented in art history, developed into
a tool of formidable intelligence which turned the art work into a field of
invention and discovery where conditions for the language of art could be
questioned with increasing accuracy. (Rodari 1988: 101)
Art historians disagree about who invented collage. Eddie Wolfram in his History of
Collage (1975) states that: ‘In 1911 Braque set a typeset phrase into his picture, The
Portuguese, and became the first modern painter to use collage’ (Wolfram 1975: 16).
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Most writers, such as Robert Hughes in The Shock of the New (1980), credit Picasso
with inventing collage in 1912 with Still Life with Chair Caning, made with oil, oil
cloth and paper on canvas with a rope surround. Florian Rodari claims that Max Ernst
invented it in 1919 (Rodari 1988: 91).
Figures such as Victor Hugo and Hans Christian Andersen in the second half of the
nineteenth century had made pictures with cut-up illustrations, juxtaposing various
items and images for a whimsical or bizarre effect. But when Cubist painters such as
Braque and Picasso started putting collages into their oil paintings, collage’s time had
come. André Breton, the high priest of Surrealism, recognised in Max Ernst’s collages
‘the poetics of surprise which he himself was elaborating at the time’ (Rodari 1988:
89). William Seitz observes in The Art of Assemblage (1961) that Ernst’s juxtaposing
ordinary but unrelated items in a situation where neither belonged resulted in a poetic
transformation (Seitz 1961: 40, 41). Surrealists were fascinated with the powerful
sense of displacement in Max Ernst’s collages and many more began using collage,
‘bringing into association unrelated images and objects to form a different expressive
identity’ (Wolfram 1975: 14).
Collage renders visible the formal means of image making. ‘Stressing the breaks and
discontinuities between its different components, the collage of cut-out, torn, or
simply “found” fragments seems to split up the art of seeing itself’ (Rodari 1988: 8).
To go from painting to experimenting with collage is a radical act of transformation.
Collage combines elements that could not have been present at the same moment, and
my original plan to use historically documented events in my novel and to place
historical figures, such as Norman Lindsay and Jean Bellette, where they would have
conversations they could not possibly have had is a kind of narrative collage. I discuss
the ethical aspect of this in Chapter 3.
The ‘hands-on’ aspect of both collage and bricolage led me to the works of Maurice
Merleau-Ponty and his theory of phenomenology. During my first degree (BA Hons.)
I had found existentialism to be very close to the philosophy I had worked out for
myself some years before in the aftermath of clinical depression. Much more recently,
Merleau-Ponty’s apprehension of the world and human interaction with it resonated
with me.
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In his Preface to Phenomenology of Perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty claims that
‘The world is not what I think but what I live through’ (Merleau-Ponty 1962: xviii). In
a later chapter of the same book, he points out that our body is in the world as the
heart is in the organism. He describes walking through his flat, knowing that his
perceptions depend on knowledge of his movements and on his perspective. He could
take a mental bird’s-eye view of his flat too but ‘… could not grasp the unity of the
object without the mediation of bodily experience’ (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 235). He
perceived the essences of the world phenomenologically, as opposed to the Cartesian
idea that the world is merely an extension of our mind, and claimed that
consciousness, the world and the human body are intricately intertwined and mutually
engaged.
His ideas struck a chord with me in the process of constructing Forty Shades of
Green. I found it useful to use the senses of sight, touch, hearing and even smell, in
order to ‘know’ the world of my characters. At times, stalled on writing ekphrastic
passages, I needed actually to make the collages that my protagonist made, not merely
imagine them. The tearing of painted paper, the cutting of fabric and the gluing of
them, along with found objects, onto paper or cardboard involved the senses of touch
and smell. The feel of the fabric under my fingers and the smells of PVC glue, acidfree gum and gesso penetrated my senses as nothing else could. I was able to
understand my character’s techniques and feelings and to describe them more
effectively than if Deirdre’s pictures had remained in my mind and I had not got paint
and glue on my fingers or felt the heady satisfaction of constructing colourful,
textured pictures to put on my study wall.
Also pertinent to phenomenology is my occasional acting out of characters’ actions to
see how they moved, to feel how they felt, like an actor preparing for a part in a play
or a film. Moving my body through space and across the polished pine floor enabled
me to move into their space and achieve an interior view. It seems to me that we think
with our bodies, our bodies retain memories just as our brain does, and the material I
read in the books of Maurice Merleau-Ponty confirmed this view. As Nietzsche puts it
in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, there is ‘more reason in your body than in your best
wisdom’ (Nietzsche 2006: 23). Moving my body through space – there seemed
something magical about it, as if I were doing more than performing the role of a
fictional character, and it played an important part in moving the plot forward and
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finding solutions to plot problems. The physical movement seemed to release my
imagination.
My phenomenological research confirmed how my characters felt at dramatic points
of the plot or merely in their day-to-day domestic lives. Reading scenes aloud and
reciting dialogue involved the sense of hearing. These efforts to involve myself
phenomenologically in fictional characters’ worlds may seem somewhat affected, but
it is my contention that, unless I did my best to get every detail of their lived
experience feeling right for me, they would not feel right for the reader.
In Searching for the Secret River (2006), Kate Grenville asserts that the difficult part
in writing her novel The Secret River (2005) was finding the pictures necessary for
her imagination. If she just threw words at certain scenes she produced ‘clichés,
pedestrian images, abstractions. No pictures, no sounds, no smells – no life’
(Grenville 2006: 160). She maintains that she would then use ‘whatever came to
hand’, incidents she saw and heard, such as children’s games, and write them into her
setting, giving them to her characters. ‘It helped to smell as well as to see and hear’
(Grenville 2006: 160). Grenville explains how references to slush lamps abounded in
the early documents she was researching. She discovered that a slush lamp was a
small dish of fat with a wick in the middle of it that hung over the edge.
That night, after cooking lamb chops for the family, she caught the fat in the griller
and poured it into a small dish. She draped a narrow strip of rag in it and lit it:
In the next thirty seconds I learned more about life in a bark hut on the
Hawkesbury in 1817 than all the books in the world could have told me. The
slush lamp produced vast amounts of dense black smoke, which smelled
powerfully of burned fat.
The flame was tiny, hardly making a dent in the darkness. Watching the fat
burn away I realised that those settlers had had a choice: a scrape of dripping
on their dry bread, or light at night. They couldn’t afford both. (Grenville
2006: 161)
Thus, her physically doing something that her characters do gave her a much deeper
insight into that aspect of their day to day lives and helped her to write more
authentically about those lives.
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Voice – ‘competing possibles’

From the beginning of writing my novel I was interested in the question: what gives
an author the right to privilege one voice over another? Even though the voices of my
characters had come a long way from the historical figure Camille Claudel who
sparked my imagination, I still felt that this was relevant and worth exploring. My
exploration for the exegesis led me to Bakhtin’s concept of heteroglossia and my
exploration for the novel took the form of experimenting with building up a narrative
from a collage of different voices, some imagined (my main protagonists, Keira,
Olivia and Deirdre), some quoted from non-fiction sources (the Sydney Morning
Herald 1930s and 1940s reportage) and some a mélange of the two (the art criticism
pieces). This multi-layering of fact and fiction allowed me to present the same events
from differing points of view, which could also be expressed as the presentation of
‘competing possibles’ (Bourdieu 1977: 169).
In Jarring Witnesses (1994), Robert Holton claims that coherence is not found in
events but imposed from a point of view. From a narrative perspective, which point of
view, whose voice is legitimate? The novelist imposes her own intentionality on the
heteroglossia. What gives the novelist the right to privilege one voice over another?
Questions like these made me think about structuring my novel to allow for many
points of view since ‘What we see is a function of where we stand’ (Holton 1994:
165).
The following voices form the narrative strands of the novel. Keira Bolt’s first-person,
past tense account of her life is set in 1973. Part of Keira’s account includes excerpts
from one of Deirdre’s artist notebooks, art criticism of Deirdre’s works and
descriptions of the actual works themselves. Sequences of Keira’s photographs
express how she sees the world and also function as an introduction (Keira’s family in
Chapter 4) or further description of characters (Alan in Chapter 27). Keira is
observant and resourceful. Her imaginative, intensely visual ‘take’ on the world is
evident through her photography and her prose.
Olivia Kettlewell’s enigmatic, un-chronologically ordered commentary gives the
reader information and atmosphere from previous decades of the 20th century.
Olivia’s account is also first person, but in present tense. Some of her recollections are
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necessarily in the past tense. To help the reader further distinguish the narrators her
narration is in italics. Through her eyes, we see some historically documented
phenomena, including Sydney’s Razor Gang and the art scene of the time.
I included several newspaper articles in earlier drafts but, because of the word limit, I
was compelled to delete all but one (the shark-arm incident in Chapter 30) and have
Keira’s reaction to other articles act as succinct summaries of some of the others (also
in Chapter 30). My idea, watered down in the resulting novel manuscript but to be
expanded in the version submitted to publishers, remains valid: the newspaper articles
are the official version of reported events, representing a particular journalist’s
interpretation of incidents according to the political stance of his or her newspaper.
They act as a counterpoint to the version of events experienced by some of the
characters, who have a deeper knowledge of the complexity of events, as well as
visceral responses to them because they are involved in them. (The word limit has
also resulted in an over-compressed final few chapters in the novel but these too can
be expanded before submission to a publisher.)
Originally, Deirdre was only seen through Keira’s research and in interviewees’
accounts. About half-way through writing the novel, Deirdre’s voice began
clamouring to be heard; I realised that, if the novel were to succeed in dramatic terms,
this strong character needed to tell her own story in her own words. Initially I had her
having disappeared (as a metaphor for many women artists’ reputations having
disappeared, throughout history) but I was reluctant for her to have the same fate as
countless talented, strong, sexually free female rebels in so many novels and films:
seemingly being punished for those qualities of strength and freedom, and dying. As
Margaret Atwood reminds us in her book of essays, Negotiating with the Dead
(2002): ‘The doomed female artist is far from dead, especially as a theme for novelists
to explore’ (Atwood 2002: 89). I was compelled to have Deirdre reappear and give
her the opportunity to solve some mysteries for others and resolve some issues for
herself. When the reader finally meets Deirdre, she speaks with her own distinctive
voice and behaves with her own foibles and faults, charm and contradictions.
Writing novels is a solitary act but it is also plural, as we novelists listen to a
multitude of voices, voices in documents of the past, voices from our own past, and
voices in our imagination. As Siri Hustvedt writes, ‘Writing novels means being
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plural, being divided among your creatures and suffering with them’ (Hustvedt 2006:
170).
Each of the voices used for the novel and exegesis was informed by the demands of
the potential audiences. Among other things, a novel should entertain. I plan to submit
my novel to publishers and, from past experience, I know that they certainly put that
criterion highest on their list of what a novel must do. Entertainment is not the major
aim of an exegesis; an exegesis reader may reasonably expect firstly an informative
argument. This is not to say that an argument cannot be entertaining or a story
informative, but the main purpose of each is as outlined above. Bearing this in mind, I
wrote the two components with two different voices but some of the novel’s liveliness
and informality of tone influenced my writing of the exegesis, and the novel is not
without its informed arguments, expressed in dialogue and demonstrated through plot.
While the novel and exegesis can, of course, be read independently of each other, it is
at the same time true that they complement each other.

Ekphrasis

Ekphrasis is ‘a term originally used for poetry which describes painting, but one
which now more broadly refers to descriptions of art within other genres’ (Pedersen
2007: 30). A. Muller (2004) distinguishes between ‘actual’ ekphrasis, in which a
writer describes a real work of art – for example, the photograph of Martha Graham in
1940 dancing ‘A Letter to the World’ in Chapter 14 of the novel or a reproduction of
Matisse’s The Dance in Chapter 24 – and ‘notional’ ekphrasis, which describes
imaginary art, for example, Deirdre’s paintings and collages; and Keira’s
photographs, throughout the novel.
Roberta White (2005) observes that ekphrasis carries the reader from the world the
artist lives in to the world the artist makes. In describing these arrested moments of
visual and imaginative perception, White claims that it is necessary to make a shift
from one sort of language to another. This is what Elizabeth Pedersen calls ‘a
“painterly” language … characterised by an emphasis on the visual … colour
imagery, metaphor, simile and other figurative techniques (Pedersen 2007: 30). The
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shift of language is necessary, claims White, to illuminate the artist’s world and
persuade readers of her genuine talent, as well as to transcend the time-bound
narrative of the novel into the timeless realm of art.
In Forty Shades of Green, I have used words to seduce the reader into visualising the
paintings and collages of my invented character Deirdre Wild, the photographs of
Keira Bolt and some actual works by real artists. A recent biography, whose author
was compelled to use ekphrasis, is one by the prolific Janine Burke in Australian
Gothic: A Life of Albert Tucker (2002). At the last minute before publication Burke
was legally prevented from reproducing any of Tucker’s paintings.
While it is true that I use different language to describe the art and photographs in
Forty Shades of Green, it is also true that I use different language to shift from
Keira’s to Olivia’s narratives, and the newspaper articles (reduced to one in the final
draft) are a different use of language again. In all the narrative strands – Keira’s voice,
Olivia’s voice and the ekphrasis – I use a variety of language usages, including
metaphor and simile. But I use them in different ways so that the different narratives
are distinguished from one another.
As part of my research, I read many novels featuring artists, such as Alison Lurie’s
The Truth about Lorin Jones (1988). Lurie also has the trope of a younger woman
interviewing an older artist’s contemporaries, but I had begun my novel before
reading this; what influenced me to present some of the novel in the form of
interviews was the film Reds (1981), based on the life of communist John Reed (who
wrote Ten Days that Shook the World), and written, directed by and starring Warren
Beatty. I also read Jennifer Johnson’s The Railway Station Man (1984), Mary
Gordon’s Spending (1998) and Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye (1991) about female
painters, and Elizabeth Hickey’s The Painted Kiss (2006) about Gustav Klimt.
Temporal constraints led me to focus on Australian historical novels dealing with
women artists. In previous years the Australian artist protagonists were usually male,
such as in Patrick White’s The Vivisector (1970), and George Johnston’s Clean Straw
for Nothing (1969). The contemporary novels about women artists I found were Gail
Jones’ Black Mirror (2002), depicting an expatriate surrealist woman painter being
interviewed by a much younger woman; Sixty Lights (2004) also by Gail Jones, about
a photographer; and Catherine Padmore’s Sybil’s Cave (2005), where the artist leads a
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peripatetic life before finally migrating to Australia, settling on the Hawkesbury and
painting pictures on gum leaves. Focusing on the problems I experienced in writing a
historical novel, however, another novel set on the Hawkesbury, Kate Grenville’s The
Secret River (2005) and its controversial reception is more illuminating. I expand on
this novel in Chapter 3.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have outlined how I have chosen to explore my research question:
What impact does historical change have on the creative expression and professional
development of women artists? The significance of this chapter lies in its
demonstration of how the tenets of practice-led research allowed me to produce an
original creative work – my novel Forty Shades of Green – and how both that novel
and this exegesis are different ways of exploring my research question. A detailed
‘answer’ to the research question is in the Conclusion after Chapter 3.
In the following chapter I outline what selected writers on Australian art contributed
to the evolution of my novel and exegesis. I examine the relevance to my novel of
Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus, cultural capital and distinction, discuss the role of
gender in the understanding of a period’s cultural production, and finally describe the
personal context of creating my novel Forty Shades of Green.
In Chapter 3 I analyse the predicament faced by a historical novelist when the date of
a real, historical event must be altered to achieve a satisfactory plot. This stands as a
proxy for any fictionalisation of history. Can truthfulness and honesty be maintained,
and if so, how? A companion question to ‘How much fiction can be allowed in a work
of historical fiction?’ is ‘How much fiction can be allowed in a work of history?’
A conclusion provides a brief summary of the aims of the exegesis and the novel, the
significance of my PhD and a conclusion to this exegesis.
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Chapter 2
Women Artists
From pastime to professional

Introduction and an authentic background

When I coined this chapter’s subheading, I was reminded of A. J. P. Taylor’s
influential modern history book, From Sarajevo to Potsdam (1966) and how in the
1980s when the wars in the former Yugoslavia broke out, it seemed to me that A. J. P.
Taylor could have written a sequel to his famous book and entitled it From Sarajevo
to Potsdam and Back to Sarajevo Again. In similar fashion, I could subtitle my
chapter above, ‘From pastime to professional and back to pastime again.’
A critical reading of works such as Humphrey McQueen’s The Black Swan of
Trespass (1979), Janine Burke’s Australian Women Artists 1840–1940 (1980), Robert
Hughes’ books on Australian art, Caroline Ambrus’ Australian Women Artists: First
Fleet to 1945 (1992) and Geoffrey Serle’s The Creative Spirit in Australia: A Cultural
History (1987) stimulated my thinking and fed into both the exegesis and the novel. It
should be declared at the outset, however, that my reading of texts was focused on
gaining enough information to write an authentic background for a novel about artists
rather than to undertake an analysis of art history.

Critical reading and the gendered experience

Humphrey McQueen’s The Black Swan of Trespass (1979), which appears to analyse
every Australian art book and opinion up to the date of its publication, was an
excellent point of departure for my early research, although Ian Burn claims that it
glosses over a complex cultural history in deference to a tendentiously argued
political position (Burn et al 1988). As the author goes on to assert:
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An understanding of any art must proceed from an inquiry into the ways in
which the practices of art have been and are organised, and of the ways these
practices have been integrated into its society … The way in which art is
understood or interpreted at particular moments is an important facet of the
intellectual and material organisation of the practice of art itself. (Burn et al
1988: 144-145)
As Helen Topliss contends in her Modernism and Feminism (1996), women artists
should be seen in the context of their time and the context of their gendered
experience. I concur with this view and discuss Bourdieu’s pertinent ideas of habitus
and cultural capital a little further on. In McQueen’s The Black Swan of Trespass
what struck me as most puzzling was the small number of modernist women
discussed. So many accomplished and successful female artists of the time are barely
mentioned, or not mentioned at all. He does credit Grace Cossington Smith with
‘perhaps the earliest instance of that imitating of surface characteristics which still is
accepted as genuine Modernism in Australia’ (McQueen 1979: 4) but his dismissive
tone is unmistakable: Cossington Smith’s work, he implies, is derivative and
superficial, a mere ‘imitating of surface characteristics’, rather than the original and
profound work that art historians from Daniel Thomas (1973) to Deborah Hart (2005)
agree that it is.
To put the latter view, with which I agree, in a personal context: when I walked away
from the Grace Cossington Smith retrospective at the National Gallery of Australia in
March 2005, I saw the world in a completely different way from before I had walked
into the exhibition. The late summer sunlight spilling on the lakeside and the
liquidambers, eucalypts and claret ashes dazzled me. My eyes drank in the play of
light upon the water’s surface and upon the edge of each leaf on each branch. The
world was transformed. In other words I saw them with fresh eyes; and isn’t this sense
of seeing the world anew what genuinely original art does for us?
As alluded to previously, Helen Topliss’ Modernism and Feminism: Australian
Women Artists 1900–1940 (1996) informed me and stimulated my thinking about the
role of social change in the creative development of women. In this book Topliss
argues that three factors are essential for women artists going from pastime to
professional in the early twentieth century: an economically robust environment, a
culturally optimistic environment and a socially conscious environment. I agree that
women artists in the early decades of the 20th century could not have been so visible
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and successful without the previous successes of votes for women and society’s
resulting changes in attitudes and the opening up of opportunities for women but I
would also add that the other essential ingredient for a woman’s artistic success is her
identity. Clearly the economic, social and cultural conditions will affect a woman’s
identity. But I posit that identity is so important that it is a fourth factor: one cannot
achieve success unless one can see oneself in that role. It is not only a how but also a
who that is crucial here.
‘Why are there no great women artists?’ Linda Nochlin deconstructs this question in
her groundbreaking paper of the same name, pointing out that the question itself
falsifies the nature of the issue, plus ‘insidiously supplies its own answer: “There are
no great women artists because women are incapable of greatness”’ (Nochlin 1971:
334). The assumptions embedded in the question need to be challenged. She asserts
that beneath the question lie distorted, naïve and uncritical assumptions about the
making of art in general and of great art, and points out the erroneous intellectual
substructure upon which the question is based.
When the right questions are asked about the conditions that produce art, some
discussion of what intelligence and talent are must be included. In Piaget’s studies on
the development of reason and imagination in young children, Nochlin states, he
discovered the dynamic nature of intelligence: it is not a static entity, any more than
imagination is ‘an activity of a subject in a situation’ (Nochlin 1971: 353). What
needs to be taken into account, she insists, is the nature of given societies and what
they forbid or encourage in various classes and groups of people.
It is interesting to note that, when asked by an interviewer, ‘Why have there been so
few prominent Jewish painters in modern art?’ the contemporary painter R. B. Kitaj
stated ‘Jews and women were sort of emancipated only in the late 19th Century, and
allowed into the art schools, etc. Thus, the first Jewish and Women painters of any
consequence arose then for the first time’ (Kitaj 2004: 112).
Women were forbidden to do life drawing from nude models until the late nineteenth
century and this made it difficult, if not impossible, for women to achieve artistic
success on the same footing as men, no matter the potency of their talent. Nochlin
claims that, when women did succeed in artistic achievement there were self-doubt
and guilt, ridicule and patronising comments with which to contend. The Australian
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between-the-wars and post-war newspaper articles and reviews of women’s art, which
I researched in order to use for part of the ‘collage’ of my novel, provide much
evidence of the ridicule and patronising comments. And, as Germaine Greer points
out in The Obstacle Race: ‘you cannot make great artists out of egos that have been
damaged, with wills that are defective, with libidos that have been driven out of reach
and energy diverted into neurotic channels’ (Greer 1979: 327).
Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own (1929) explored the political implications of
the patriarchal structure of society and developed a theory about relations between
gender and writing. She wrote in it about the exclusion of women from education and
about the unequal distribution of wealth. Woolf pointed out the vested interest that
men have in maintaining the status quo, since ‘Women have served all these centuries
as looking-glasses possessing the magic and delicious power of reflecting the figure
of man at twice its natural size’ (Woolf 1998: 45). The original year of publication,
1929, was two years after my character Céit Deirdre O’Mara arrived in Sydney. To
find a space, to find a place – personal and professional – was a necessity if one was
to be a writer or artist, but it was still difficult for women to find such a place at this
time, never mind a position in the public realm. However, between the wars in
Australia many women artists did just that.
I could find very little evidence for any truth in the commonplace expression, ‘Talent
will out’. Many women before this time had talent but very few achieved anything
like the success of this between-the-wars generation of modernists. ‘Talent will out if
the economic, social and cultural conditions of a given society foster it and if
psychological factors have not damaged or distorted it’ would be more accurate.
From the 1970s feminist historians and critics have explored the ways that art
historical discourses and institutions have shaped the dynamics that have almost
continually subordinated female artists to male. Helen Topliss (1996) identifies the
phallocentric basis of philosophy and aesthetic judgements. Males sat in the position
of judgement and they admired the grand, the large, the weighty and sublime.
‘According to the classical canon, women were identified with petty detail and they
were discouraged from repeating the higher forms in painting which required a
broader and more elevated intellect’ (Toplis 1996: 16).
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In A Life of Her Own: Nora Heysen, a recent documentary by Eugene Schlusser, Nora
Heysen (1911–2003) recalls that Max Meldrum, the influential tonalist painter and
teacher, would often say that women’s place was in the kitchen. When Nora Heysen
won the Archibald Prize in 1938, she recalls that all the judges were men. But her
attitude is simply: that was how it was in those days. Recalling the intolerance
towards women, especially flower painters, she says after being chosen as Australia’s
first female war artist: ‘Flower painter turned war artist, they thought that was very
funny. I just let them and got on with my work’ (Heysen n.d.).
There were no terms of approbation that were female gendered. Male critics only used
descriptive terms such as ‘muscular’ and ‘virile’. Feminist analyses, Chadwick (2002)
asserts, pointed to the ways that the binary opposites of Western thought have been
replicated within art history and used to reinforce sexual differences as the basis for
aesthetic valuations. Qualities associated with femininity – ‘decorative’, ‘amateur’,
‘precious’, ‘sentimental’ – have provided a set of negative characteristics against
which to measure ‘high art’.

Manufactured facts

Robert Holton, in Jarring Witnesses (1994), points out that facts can be manufactured
and mobilised by one community to dominate another. If a fact is manufactured, its
status as fact is called into question. The implication is that it has been doctored,
manipulated and utilised for some ulterior purpose. A clear example of this lies in the
role of historians and critics. Australia in the 1930s and 1940s was notorious for its
reactionary art critics like J. S. MacDonald and Lionel Lindsay. Lionel Lindsay’s
racist attack on modernism, Addled Art, published in 1946, claimed that modernism
was a plot by Jewish art dealers. This is an example of what I would suggest is a
‘manufactured fact’, and, as Robert Hughes points out in his 2006 memoir Things I
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Didn’t Know, it was written at the very moment that Jewish people were being
herded into the gas ovens in Europe.
‘Modernism’, claims Lindsay, ‘in attacking representation attacks life itself, the ideal
of beauty, and every piece of art made by the hand of man for the last five thousand
years’ (Lindsay 1946: 16). Lindsay rants for page after page about the evils and
ugliness of cubism, the fauves, the surrealists and the deplorable fact that:
To-day there are more women than men painters. They have more leisure, and
the superficial nature of modern painting attracts their light hands: picture or
hat, all is one. Living close to the moment, and accustomed to follow without
questioning any and every mode, they find all styles equally pleasant which
have been pronounced ‘advanced’ and ‘the thing’. (Lindsay 1946: 53)
Lindsay’s blinkered view does not allow for the possibility of a different paradigm in
art – one which had been building up in Europe for decades – and still assesses art
from his embedded assumption that the point of it is realistic representation. As Clive
Bell said, ‘Art is not imitation of form, but invention of form’ (Topliss 1996: 141). It
does not seem to have occurred to Lindsay (or to most of the conservative gallery
trustees, dealers or critics of the time) that the modernist works they deride cannot fail
an exam for which they were not sitting. As writer and critic Louis Menand
articulates, artistic interest had shifted from the what to the how of representation: he
observes that modernists Picasso and Joyce changed the cultural paradigm by
‘shifting interest from the what to the how of art, from things represented in a painting
to the business of representation itself. Modern art didn’t abandon the world, but it
made art-making part of the subject matter of art’ (Menand 2009: 68).
Bernard Hall (1859–1935), influential director of the National Gallery of Victoria for
four decades from 1892, condemned modernists as ‘the dregs of perversionism,
stirred up by unsuccessful votaries, work-shy tyros, and ignorant or commercial
parasites … slatternly and mannerless, devoid of breeding or tradition’ (McQueen
1979: 7). The views of arch-conservative, Julian Ashton, who was in charge of the
Sydney Art School for many decades, concurred with those of Hall. ‘The
3

Hughes is careful to state that the book was written at the very moment … rather than published,
since the herding of Jewish people into gas ovens stopped in 1945, the year before publication of
Lindsay’s racist book.
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traditionalists controlled the art schools, held the gallery directorships, awarded each
other the prizes and the praise’ (McQueen 1979: 21).
Robert Hughes states that Australia’s attitude to the momentous visions that
revitalised western art was summed up at this time – that is, in the 1920s – by a
trustee at the National Gallery of Victoria: ‘I gather there is some upstart called
Picasso …’ (Hughes 1966: 131). By 1937 the influence of the moderns was viewed
with alarm by the establishment and Robert Menzies established an Academy of
Australian Art, dedicated to ‘realistic’ art, complete with Royal Charter.
A huge, groundbreaking exhibition of modernist art organised by Basil Burdett and
funded by Keith Murdoch travelled to Australia just before the Second World War.
Over 200 French and British modernist works were in it and it was shown in several
states, to great public interest and to conservative hostility. It was shown at
Melbourne and Sydney town halls because the galleries refused to show it. According
to critic Bernard Smith, it was the most important exhibition ever held in Australia
and ‘It aroused tremendous public interest and a great deal of opposition’ (Smith
1945: 183). During World War II it was considered too risky to send it back to Europe
so instead of displaying it further in Australia they crated it all in gallery basements
for the duration of the war. Channin and Miller (2005) dispute the amount of official
hostility to the exhibition but the fact remains that it was packed away from view for
six years when in no danger from the war, and Victorian Gallery Director, James S.
MacDonald’s Report to the Trustees about the works makes clear the political nature
of the decision:
The great majority of the work called ‘modern’ is the product of degenerates
and perverts … if we take a stand by refusing to pollute our gallery with this
filth we shall render a service to Art. (MacDonald 1939)
In spite of this cultural climate early twentieth-century women, up until the 1930s,
achieved remarkable artistic success and professional prominence. There is much
evidence that modernist women between the wars, such as Jean Bellette, Lina Bryans,
Margaret Preston, Thea Proctor, Dorrit Black and many more saw themselves as
agents of artistic change. As Janine Burke puts it:
The women artists of this period are not some isolated out-crop of female
talent but the culmination of forty years of growing feminist awareness and
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increasing liberty for women. By 1940 there was an extraordinary demise in
the activity of women artists that has only begun to level out since the late
sixties and early seventies. The period 1914–1930 were halcyon days indeed.
(Burke 1980: 41)
When my fictional character Deirdre O’Mara migrates to such a world she has access
to training, exhibits her work and is reviewed. Her works sell and she is able to live
according to her beliefs, freely and creatively. But, from the mid-1930s, economic and
social conditions changed and the life of my character had to be influenced by these
detrimental changes. Janine Burke draws attention to the fact that the emergence of
large numbers of women artists, their greater participation and sense of their own
professional worth ‘was totally reversed’ (Burke 1980: 64) during the period 1935 to
1950.
The Depression, peaking in 1932, curtailed luxuries in most households and it became
much more difficult for women to pay for art classes or pay rent for studios. Caroline
Ambrus (1992) has also documented the ‘virtual extinction’ of women artists in the
1930s and 1940s. Fewer art works sold and of course the situation was difficult for
many men as well. But, if women could find employment, they were paid little more
than half of male wages. The social pressure on women not to work because they
were taking jobs away from men was severe.
During World War II female employment rose but this did not change the homewardbound trend for women. Anne Summers has pointed out that the Prime Minister, John
Curtin, made it clear that the mobilisation of women into industry was temporary. He
wrote in a published government report that he would ‘prevent the erosion of men’s
jobs by the encroachment of “cheap female” labour and that all women occupying
what were traditionally “men’s jobs” would be replaced by men as soon as possible.
(Summers 1975: 414). ‘For women, the war was a tormenting hiatus between the
poverty of the Depression, and the post World War II conscription into matrimony
and motherhood’ (Ambrus 1992: 150). I had my character Deirdre Wild develop
collage partly as a response to the poverty she endured in the Depression, as gallery
owner Geoffrey Pettifer explains to Keira in Chapter 6. As Burke emphasises:
not only was the liberal attitude towards women’s role in society changed, it
was stifled. The magazines of the 1920s that had encouraged women not to
regard marriage as a totally demanding, full-time occupation were laid to rest
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and the Australian Women’s Weekly provided a pervasive, conservative view
of women’s role. It expanded its Homemakers Section and emphasised
children and housework and wifely duties much more than before. (Burke
1980: 72–73)
It was not until the early 1970s that feminist artists, critics and historians in significant
numbers began to question the apparently systematic exclusion of women from
mainstream art. Whitney Chadwick states that they ‘challenged the values of a
masculinist history of heroic art which happened to be produced by men and which
had so powerfully transformed the image of women into one of possession and
consumption’ (Chadwick 2002: 8). This 1970s aim of reclaiming women’s histories
and re-positioning women within the field of cultural production led to a focus on
female creativity, as well as the embracing of personal and collaborative approaches
to art making and a celebration of female experience.
I chose 1973 as a formative year for my third generation character Keira for precisely
this reason. Economic, social and cultural conditions were undergoing radical change
in the watershed year when the Labor Government had the power to make enlightened
reforms in family law, health, education, workplace relations and the arts. I enlarge on
this in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.

Habitus, cultural capital and distinction and Deirdre Wild

Pierre Bourdieu’s theories about habitus and cultural capital are pertinent to my
reflections on the above theme. According to Bourdieu, the structures that comprise a
particular type of environment, along with the ‘structures’ that comprise an
individual’s personal history, tastes, tendencies and attributes, produce habitus which
he defines as:
systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures
predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles which
generate and organize practices and representations that can be objectively
adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or
an express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them.
(Bourdieu 1990: 53)
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But Bourdieu’s notion of distinction – his ideas about the artistic disposition and the
inclination to identify with a community of artists – is perhaps even more pertinent to
my contention above about women artists’ identity. Bourdieu argues that dominant
culture inscribes the dominant class by offering markers of distinction between those
who are part of the dominant and those who are the dominated. In Bourdieu’s view,
these markers of distinction are usually shared by all members of a community, which
helps them to seem legitimate, as if it is the most natural thing in the world that these
people belong to the community, and makes it seem ‘inevitable’ that they do.
According to Bourdieu, people are attracted to specific fields and positions within
them by their perceptions of the value of those fields and by what they see as their
interests. They make decisions, consciously or unconsciously, based on the generative
forces of their own habitus.
I relate my artist character Deirdre to these concepts because she rebels against the
dominant discourses and the general expectations with which she was raised. In
emigrating from the Great Blasket, she was not going against custom; it had become
not unusual for the young people, including females, to seek a better life abroad. They
usually went to America, which of course was a much shorter voyage than the trip to
Australia. However, there are two ways in which my character rebels against the
dominant discourses of her society and familial expectations. Since most Catholic
women were expected to be wives and mothers, her ambition to be an artist was
against the way in which she had been socialised. Her being pregnant without being
married was even more against it and would normally lead, at best, to a ‘shotgun
marriage’ or at worst, the sort of draconian consequences alluded to in the novel’s
Chapter 27, ‘The By-Child’ which I adapted closely from an actual incident recalled
in John O’Donghue’s In a Quiet Land (1957: 170ff) about growing up in County
Kerry in the early twentieth century.
Bourdieu would see this behaviour as an effect of her own habitus producing a
disposition to take risks, to aim beyond what was permitted and to lay claim to the
practices of distinction: that is, the recognition that certain practices and attitudes
produce and demonstrate symbolic capital, by overtly separating those so
distinguished, for example, Deirdre, from everyone else. Deirdre would have been the
girl who wanted more than what was enough for her contemporaries: a husband and
children and the physical work of the island or of some other place. Deirdre’s mother
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had married an islander, with the hard work and poverty that this entailed. Part of
Deirdre’s socialisation and influences included a mother who wanted more for her
eldest daughter than she herself had and the art lessons in Dublin which, as her mother
had hoped, exposed her to other ways of living and broadened her horizons.
Deirdre’s artistic ambitions may have been accepted by a small part of the community
in Dublin where she had visited and had art lessons, but not on the Blaskets, where
people had more traditional – and also more Catholic – tastes. There were no
Protestants on the Blaskets at the time, as there were in Dublin. Almost all successful
Dublin modernists were Protestant. (An intriguing detail revealed by my research but
beyond the focus of this thesis is to explore the possibility that the vast majority of
European surrealists were raised as Catholics.)
Considering women in the context of modernism and the context of their gendered
experience, politically and personally, it may be instructive to compare Australian
women artists then with Australian women writers of the same time. In Exiles at
Home (1981) Drusilla Modjeska asserts that one of the problems of Australian women
writers between the wars was ‘that their feminist protest was backed by very little
theory’ (Modjeska 1981: 256). She claims that few women writers acknowledged that
what happens to women is part of a much wider social and political structure.
Marjorie Barnard and Flora Eldershaw co-wrote their novels, calling themselves M.
Barnard Eldershaw. Citing their first two novels, A House Is Built and Green Memory,
Modjeska states:
Both novels dramatise the terrible psychological effects of denying women
access to satisfying intellectual work and the incarceration at home of women
who are either unable or unwilling to marry. But this protest, presented as a
period piece, is suspended outside its political context. (Modjeska 1981: 81)
This critique is a common one for many of the women’s novels she analyses.
Katharine Susannah Pritchard and Jean Devanny were communists but the maledominated structure of the Party and the sexist demands of domestic as well as
political work made on the women left little leeway for them to write their fiction.
Modjeska claims that there was no ideological or practical way that their tentative
feminism could be integrated with Left politics: as she notes dryly, ‘Feminism was
not a priority for the popular front’ (Modjeska 1981: 256).
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Modjeska observes that with her novel The Little Company (1942), Eleanor Dark
evolved to expand her analysis ‘from a purely personal view of creativity to questions
about the socially responsible and political role of the writer in a period of crisis’
(Modjeska 1981: 86), but she is a rare exception. Nettie Palmer (1865–1964), the
influential writer and critic who was so supportive of emerging writers for many
decades of the twentieth century, moved her politics to the Left in response to
fascism, but while she went towards a discussion of the political significance of
literature and the writer as social critic, ‘she never based her argument on an analysis
of literature as a cultural product, produced by particular people in a specific historical
and social context’ (Modjeska 1981: 72). Writing for women ‘was an isolated and
often desolate existence’ (Modjeska 1981: 16). Literary clubs excluded women or else
met in bars, which women were reluctant to enter. The network of writers Nettie
Palmer developed relied mostly on correspondence. Modjeska affirms that although
the women had to fall back on common sense and intuition, which were ‘not enough’,
their protest should be recognised and understood in the context of the limited scope
of the times they lived in. Context is something I address in a personal sense a little
later in this chapter.
I would posit that, in contrast with women writers, modernist women artists had a
strong theoretical position, and as Topliss claims, it was different from the male
position. For women, the philosophy of modernism infiltrated every aspect of life and
modernism broke down artistic hierarchies and embraced different forms – not just
the painting and sculpture that most modernist men pursued, but pottery, printmaking,
magazine illustration and all the elements that comprise home décor. Topliss goes on
to write that ‘artistic criteria were not only applicable to the higher traditional art
forms, such as painting and sculpture, but to every aspect of quotidian life’ (Topliss
1996: 99).
The networks women established with each other encompassed more than a mere
equivalent of the social and professional favours extended by males in their old boy
networks. They appear to me to be a different way of looking at the world. For many
women, such as Margaret Preston (1875–1963) and Gladys Reynell (1881–1956), art
could be a transformative psychological and social instrument. Preston and Reynell
taught shell-shocked soldiers after World War I to paint, to do pottery and to produce
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artworks because these women believed in the beneficial effects of art on individuals
and on society.
The Home magazine provided an avenue for paid contributions to artistic and
philosophical debates for women – and of course for men – and between men and
women. The Society of Women Painters, founded in Sydney in 1910 by Lillian
Chauvel and Lady Chelmsford, gave some women artists their own professional base,
as did the Women’s Industrial Art Society. From these beginnings (with a gap during
the First World War) other women’s art societies sprang up, which widened the scope
for women artists commercially and professionally. In 1932 Dorrit Black founded
Sydney’s Modern Art Centre and she was just one of many women who taught in that
period.
We have seen how the Depression and the Second World War, followed by the
changed economic conditions and social climate after the war, diminished the
professional activities of women artists, but many, such as Doritt Black, Grace
Crowley and Grace Cossington Smith, persevered in experimenting with their art.
Modernist women artists, pioneers in art and design in a variety of media, learned
from one another and participated in networks of friendship and debate, advice and
experiment. It was to this milieu that my protagonist Céit Deirdre O’Mara came some
time after she stepped off the S. S. Ulysses at Circular Quay in September 1927.
Perhaps more Australian women artists between the wars achieved more professional
success and public recognition than most women writers of the same time because,
unlike the former group, the artists based their activities on a stronger theoretical
position. The networks they established with each other were vital, some centring on
their belief in the beneficial effects of art on individuals and on society. Many formed
modernist groups and worked together; some saved rent by sharing studios and
benefited artistically and emotionally from the camaraderie of shared space. Women
writers had to rely mainly on correspondence to communicate with each other
(Modjeska 1981) but women artists seemed to travel more and shared the rent of
studios, thus benefiting from day-to-day communication and support – in terms of
artistic techniques and theories, as well as financially and emotionally.
However, the economic and social forces of the Depression and the Second World
War led to a diminishing of their artistic success and public profiles. The conservative
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society of post-war Australia was oppressive to women in general, not just to artists
and writers. It was oppressive to many men as well and many male painters, as well as
some women, such as Jean Bellette, lived abroad. When Deirdre returns to Australia
to visit Maureen and the children in 1957, she finds Australian society too oppressive
for her to consider staying. In Chapter 29 of the novel, Deirdre tells Keira: ‘Owen
couldn’t risk coming back because he was a Communist. When I did return,
remember, in 1957, your mother had become so conservative – the whole country
was. I just felt: I can’t live here.’

From text to context

The books and articles mentioned above brought me some valuable information and
perspectives on the history of art in this country and were a vital basic step. I would
like to add that I have brought more to my PhD than a critical reading of texts.
Experiences, memories and preoccupations pertaining to the project have informed it
as well.
The context of creating a work is important for understanding its deeper levels and the
context of my novel relates to my own ancestry as well as to the characters I created.
‘A preoccupation with ancestors has always been part of human make-up, and still, I
think, comes naturally’ (Byatt: 2001: 93). My maternal forebears came from County
Kerry. When I initially thought of a novel inspired by Camille Claudel’s story, I was
put in mind of my grandmother, Annie Hanley, who had early artistic talent and great
potential in the fields of both art and music. Despite gaining a music degree and
painting a houseful of reputedly stunning modernist paintings, her potential was
repeatedly thwarted by the circumstances of her time and place.
While she did not spend a large percentage of her life locked in an asylum like
Camille Claudel, she did spend much of it locked in poverty and reduced
circumstances in rural Queensland. A series of incidents had a detrimental effect on
her artistic production. Falling off a horse wrecked her back, she had five children in
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quick succession (my mother being the fifth), lost all her paintings to a fire , and had
the piano, on which she taught students, gambled away by her husband.
The idea informing the relationship I envisaged between the novel’s grandmother and
granddaughter was abstract, not personal: my grandmother and I were not at all close.
What initially inspired this aspect was that personalities and character traits can
sometimes skip a generation, resulting in a grandchild being more simpatico with a
grandparent than with a parent. Even when this is not the case, there remains the
dynamic between parent and child being different from the one between grandparent
and grandchild. The grandparent will, in most cases, be free of the history of ruleenforcement and day-to-day struggles that characterise part of parental dynamics with
offspring. This is why I had Maureen (the middle generation) be antipathetic to the
fact that Keira insists on investigating Deirdre’s life.
Annie’s parents, my great grandparents, came from County Kerry. When I travelled
there in 2006 I came upon the Blaskets. These remote, bleak yet beautiful islands off
the west coast captured my imagination. I tried to discover everything I could about
them.

Conclusion

One of the historical events I read about dovetailed with the fiery, rebellious spirit of
my protagonist. It concerns a rebellion by island women against the rent collectors
and policemen from the mainland. I discuss this incident in detail in Chapter 3. I
wanted to use the event in Deirdre’s past, but it was the wrong date for her period on
the Great Blasket island. This incident, its role in my novel, and its deeper
significance in leading me into reflections on the history in fiction are explored in

4

Her one surviving work, left at her mother’s when she married, is a large realistic charcoal sketch of
two cows with a farmhouse in the background. It conveys with deft strokes the bovine solidity and
lustrous eyes of the animals. The curve of their bodies and limbs modelled with light and shade
captures with stunning veracity details such as the cows’ knobbly knees, the press of their hooves into
the grassy earth, and the variety of shrubs in the paddock around them. Signed ‘Annie Mulholland. St
Columban’s 1911’, it was done when she was sixteen. Just before my mother died she gave it to me.
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Chapter 3. In this chapter I have outlined the circumstances and opportunities of
twentieth-century women artists in Australia, summed up by my subheading ‘From
pastime to professional and back again’. I have explored some of the ideas stimulated
by my text-based research and also outlined the personal context of my writing Forty
Shades of Green. As well as examining the use of history in fictional works, Chapter
3 also explores the notion of the fiction in history.

.
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Chapter 3
The Interaction between History and Fiction
An antidote to aphasia?

Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 1, the original inspiration for my historical novel came from a
biography of Camille Claudel. I wanted to use the techniques of fiction to explore
alternative possibilities to the common historical pattern of talented women not
fulfilling their enormous potential. (It is axiomatic that this has happened, and
continues to happen, to countless men, but the plight of marginalised men is beyond
the scope of my thesis.) To give a voice to the voiceless women – or at least to one –
was my motivation in beginning this journey through a novel and an exegesis. In this
chapter I expand upon where that initial motivation led me – to Bourdieu’s notion of
aphasia and to the men and women who lived on the Great Blasket island, County
Kerry, until 1953. Some time after starting my doctoral journey I became fascinated,
and at times perturbed, by some of the things that happen when history and fiction
meet. It is this intersection that is my main focus in the later part of Chapter 3.

A voice for the forgotten

To give a voice to the forgotten was a deeply-felt motive for choosing to write this
particular novel. Circumstances forced a lengthy postponement but the desire to do so
endured. When I finally came to write it, I anticipated – alongside the original
motivation – the opportunity to broaden my creative palette and extend my
intellectual reach beyond the contemporary comedies about identity and relationships
I had written in the intervening years.
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During this extension of my intellect through some necessary research I came upon
the term ‘aphasia’, which Pierre Bourdieu uses in his 1977 book Outline of a Theory
of Practice. He writes about the aphasia of those excluded from power and of their
being ‘denied access to the instruments of the struggle for the definition of reality’
(Bourdieu 1977: 170). This condition that Bourdieu metaphorically diagnoses for
those in the past who were not in the position to have a written history was caused by
the victors and colonisers monopolising the narratives, as Robert Holton observes in
his 1994 book Jarring Witnesses.
Robert Holton claims that it is the coloniser who records history and that if one has no
voice, one has no history. It would perhaps be truer to assert that people with no
official voice do have a history but it is to be found in sources not looked for
previously or found between the lines of the official documents. Holton in Jarring
Witnesses acknowledges that traces of the excluded remain, that what has been
repressed continues to exert pressure. This brings to mind the analogy of Freudian
slips where something repressed by an individual will erupt in other ways: for
instance, accidentally, through a ‘slip of the tongue’, referring to the thing repressed
or suppressed.
Holton goes on to argue the possibility that innovative historical fiction might
mitigate the lot of the ‘voiceless’. Alluding to Bourdieu’s notion of aphasia, Holton
concludes that: ‘As a form of historiography, historical fiction can work against that
aphasia by defamiliarising the past, by opening access to previously marginalised
perspectives on and definitions of historical experience, by bearing witness’ (Holton
1994: 165).
At the ‘Deserts and Desertion’ conference at the National Library, Canberra 25–27
August 2006, writer Eva Sallis maintained that it is the writer’s responsibility to bear
witness to the whole range of what humans can be and to document great wrongs.
Some artists come to mind, for example, Picasso painting Guernica, depicting
5

Franco’s bombing of innocent Basque villagers in 1936. At the National Library

5

The enduring power of art like this can be seen in the 2003 incident at Geneva when George W. Bush
was attempting to get his proposed war against Iraq sanctioned by the United Nations. Behind the
delegates was a tapestry of Guernica. An official covered it up with a large sheet. (Schama 2006: 395)
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conference, Eva Sallis claimed that artists and writers should be political and
document what can happen, for instance, in a society where politicians use fear to
manipulate a population. She spoke of art being an expression of the individual as
well as a plea for humanity, and of literature’s ability to move or unsettle people, to
make them feel, and to change their attitudes.
I concur with this view. Literature – art of any kind – does have the power to do this
and I believe it is the artist’s responsibility to do so. As Franz Kafka (1882–1924)
wrote to Oskar Pollack on 27 January 1904, ‘A book must be the axe for the frozen
sea inside us’ (Kafka 1977). Charles Dickens’s mid-nineteenth century novels, ‘filled
with attacks on the injustice of social institutions and the inequalities between the rich
and the poor’ (Wynne-Davies 1992: 459), made such an impact on his nineteenthcentury readers that legislation was effected to stop the injustice. The facts were well
known; it took fiction to move people enough for something to be done about some of
those injustices. Charles Kingsley’s The Waterbabies (1863) also influenced society
in this way. It attacked the exploitation of very young children being used – abused –
as chimney sweeps and the brutalisation of the poor (Wynne-Davies 1992: 1007).
In Writing and Responsibility (2005), Carl Tighe claims that Alexander
Solzhenitsyn’s One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) helped to end the
Soviet gulags and that Joseph Heller’s Catch 22 (1961) helped to change opinion that
6

brought about the end of the Vietnam War. It is no accident that Margaret Thatcher
subjected the arts to savage cuts, and in Australia John Howard did the same, as
extensively documented by Margo Kingston in Not Happy, John (2006) and Still Not
Happy, John (2007) and on her website. The arts make people think. The arts make
people feel. The long list of books that have been banned attest to the power of
literature to change people. If they did not influence anyone the authorities would not
believe they were a threat.
In On Histories and Stories (2001), A. S. Byatt argues that some novelists, such as
Rose Tremain, are attempting to find historical paradigms for contemporary situations
and ‘that we cannot understand the present if we do not understand the past that

6

I am indebted to Carl Tighe’s Writing and Responsibility (2005) for the examples in this paragraph.
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preceded and produced it’ (Byatt 2001: 11). There are, however, other reasons for
writing historical novels, including ‘the aesthetic need to write coloured and
metaphorical language, to keep past literatures alive and singing’ (Byatt 2001: 11) and
she also asserts that:
One very powerful impulse towards the writing of historical novels has been
the political desire to write the histories of the marginalised, the forgotten, the
unrecorded. In Britain this has included the histories of blacks and women,
and the whole flourishing and brilliant culture of the post-colonial novel.
(Byatt 2001: 11)
In the field of history, on an equivalent issue, E. P. Thompson, in The Making of the
English Working Class (1963), criticised the previous histories which only gave
voices to representatives of the upper classes. Thompson created the famously
influential ‘history-from-below’ approach, and asserted that juxtaposing the orthodox
history with a parallel version could expose the arbitrariness of the received version.
This idea inspired me to try juxtaposing Sydney Morning Herald newspaper articles of
the relevant time with my characters’ versions of the same events. Of course it is true
that the characters’ versions are fictional, but their responses are informed by my
research into people’s behaviour and attitudes at the time, and my rationale for using
these juxtapositions was that I wanted to demonstrate the plurality of human response
to historical events and to problematise the neutral, objective stance of official news
reports. The University of Canberra rules stipulate a maximum of 100,000 words for a
PhD. The minimum for an exegesis is 30,000. This left 70,000 for my novel and I was
used to the 80,000 words required in the publishing contract for my first novel – an
average small paperback. The two unpublished novels are 80,000 words. Therefore,
for reasons of space, I decided to integrate all but one of the newspaper articles into
the text, and have Keira read and react to some of them (Chapters 16 and 30).
However, the shark-arm incident from the Sydney Morning Herald still serves this
original function, although not with the ‘collage’ effect that several articles at
intervals throughout the novel would have had in the form of the novel that I had
initially envisaged.
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Bloomsbury on the Blaskets

As outlined above, early in my doctoral journey I became convinced that Bourdieu’s
concept of aphasia would be relevant to my exploration of women whose voices had
been silenced by historical and social forces. When my novel evolved from its
original French inspiration, however, and when I investigated the history of the
Blasket islands, I discovered something that I had not anticipated. Far from being
voiceless, the Blasket islanders were responsible for a veritable publishing industry.
Finding, to my surprise, book after book on this topic, I was put in mind of the vast
7

publishing industry generated by and about the Bloomsbury Group. Cole Morton
observes:
There have been other isolated communities in remote places, of course, each
capable of inspiring horror at the hardships and longing for the simplicity of
such a life. The people of the Great Blasket had something special about them,
however. They lived on an island of stories. (Morton 2000: 12)
James White reminds us that the tradition of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
8

hedge schools, ‘where teaching was by word of mouth and by memory, has brought
about a peculiar facility in verbal expression’ (cited Noonan 1993: 99). White is
referring to Ireland in general but it seems safe to conjecture that on the Blasket
islands, where the oral tradition lasted much longer than on the Irish mainland, this
facility was more pronounced. Ancient history scholar George Thomson claims that
some of the best known Fenian tales are located close to the islands and that the
‘whole landscape was steeped in legendary memories of the past’ (Thomson 1982:
26). He reports that: ‘For the people on the Blasket, the art of poetry had imprinted
itself so deeply on their minds that even their personal experiences tended to assume

7

The Bloomsbury Group was an intellectual and artistic circle that centred on the house of publisher
Leonard Woolf and his wife Virginia Woolf in the Bloomsbury area of London. The Group included
economist Lord Keynes, biographer Lytton Strachey, art critics Clive Bell and Roger Fry and painters
Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant (Wynne-Davies, M. 1992: 359). (I am only drawing a parallel with the
famously prolific publishing efforts by and about the Bloomsbury group, not with their infamously
liberal sexual mores.)
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The Irish response to English suppression of their language, culture and education.
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an artistic form (Thomson 1982: 52). In their Introduction to Maurice O’Sullivan’s
Twenty Years A-Growing, Moya Llewelyn Davies and George Thomson observe that
the language used by the Blasket islanders was:
vigorous, direct, rich in oaths and asseverations, and delighting in neat and
witty turns of phrase which are largely lost in translation … [and it] possesses
an elegance and grace which is due to its peculiar history; for, when the clan
system broke down in the seventeenth century, the poets and scholars were
scattered among the common people. (Davies and Thomson in O’Sullivan
1933: ix)
For three hundred years the English dominated Kerry, using violence to suppress their
culture, but they never quite managed to control the wild tip of Corkaguiney. (This is
the name for the westernmost tip of County Kerry and includes the Blasket islands.)
Cole Morton writes that it was where the poor and desperate went, the people who
would not cooperate with the invaders:
They were scorned as ignorant, these Gaelic communities, although their
knowledge and traditions were handed down through the years of persecution,
by illegal schools held in secret places. Landless peasants could recite classical
legends and poetry, discuss the history of their nation or name the stars.
(Morton 2000: 106)
The following books from this predominantly oral culture have been published, and
later republished by Oxford University Press: Tomás O’Crohan wrote The Islandman
(1929) and Island Cross-Talk (1986); his son Seán O’Crohan wrote A Day in Our Life
(1969); other Blasket books include Michéal O’Guiheen’s A Pity Youth Does Not Last
(1953), Maurice O’Sullivan’s Twenty Years A-Growing (1933), also known as a
screenplay adapted by Dylan Thomas (1964), and Peig (1936) and An Old Woman’s
Reflections (1962) by Peig Sayers.
The 1960 film of Ryan’s Daughter, directed by David Lean, set on the mainland near
the islands, made the bleak beauty of the area even more famous. There has been an
English television documentary on the islanders, and John Sayles, the American
independent filmmaker, set his film The Secret of Roan Inish on one of the Blasket
9

islands. Granted, these are not books (although they generated some), but my point is
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Sayles, J. and Smith, G. Sayles on Sayles (1998) Chapter 9.
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that the films helped publicise the area and its people, reinforcing my sense that the
concept of aphasia seemed inappropriate.
T. J. Barrington in Discovering Kerry (1986) counts the number of books by and
about the Blaskets and their people as forty-four. In 1931 Londoner George Chambers
visited the Great Blasket island and met Eibhlís Ní Shúlleabháin (O’Sullivan), who
was then twenty. They corresponded for thirty years. Chambers preserved the letters
and later had them published. The resulting book is entitled Letters from the Great
Blasket (1978). The many books about the Blasket islands and their people by writers
who visited them include Robin Flower’s The Western Island (1944), George
Thomson’s The Blasket That Was: the story of a deserted village (1982) and Island
Home: the Blasket heritage (1988), and Cole Morton’s Hungry for Home (2000).
Apart from the books written by outsiders, these acclaimed books are mostly
memoirs, which lyrically evoke a way of life that is gone for ever. Until 1953, the
lives of the roughly 150 islanders had remained unchanged for centuries. Their oral
tradition of story-telling, poetry and folktales kept alive the legends and history of the
islands. And now here it all was – in print and widely and favourably reviewed.
However, a glance at the authors’ names will tell you something pertinent to my
original impulse prompted by the concept of aphasia. Amidst all this astonishing
literary activity, where are the female voices? Only two women have their words in
print: Peig Sayers and Eibhlís Ní Shúlleabháin. Peig Sayers was a great storyteller
whose oral stories are recorded in the Irish national archive:
Some of her stories were funny, some savage, some wise, some earthy; but
very few made it in their original form on to the pages of her autobiography,
Peig, which was published in 1936. The words were originally dictated to her
son, then edited by the wife of a Dublin school inspector, and both
collaborators sanitized the text a little in turn so that it was homely and pious,
a book fit to be taken up as a set text in Irish schools. The image of Peig’s
broad face … became familiar to generations of children who were bored rigid
… They grew up loathing Peig, without knowing who she really was and
without hearing the stories as they had been intended. (Morton 2000: 21)
While different editions of O’Crohan’s The Islandman emphasise different aspects
(these differences are outlined below), it could not be described as the bowdlerisation
that happened to Peig Sayers’ work, and I could not discover any other reference to
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changing the text of the male writers except for the following subtleties. Pádraig
Ó’Fiannachta (1983) asserts that the first edition (1929) of The Islandman, which
Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha edited, differs from the second (1973), reflecting the tastes of
different editors. But these differences in emphasis and Ó Siochfhradha’s ‘augmented
or omitted passages’ (Nic Eoin 2007: 133) do not constitute the wholesale
bowdlerising that Peig’s text underwent.
The novelist and critic E. M. Forster wrote in his Introductory Note to Maurice
O’Sullivan’s Twenty Years A-Growing (1933) that ‘here is the egg of a sea-bird –
lovely, perfect, and laid this very morning’ (Forster in O’Sullivan 1933: vi). Forster’s
metaphor convinces the reader that O’Sullivan has produced something perfect as
naturally as a seabird lays an egg. Now, every manuscript requires editing and Forster
would undoubtedly have read the book at the stage of page proofs or later, after any
editing took place. Máirín Nic Eoin emphasises the significance of George Thomson’s
role in editing Twenty Years A-Growing especially in the light of O’Sullivan’s
inability to produce a sequel to the book (Nic Eoin 2007: 138).
The documented contributions of Max Perkins, the famous editor of the works of
Ernest Hemingway and Scott Fitzgerald, to take two examples of editors’ work, was
enormous. In these cases the evidence indicates that editing improved the men’s work,
but as we can see from Cole Morton’s observation above, it had a detrimental effect
on Peig Sayer’s work. Patricia Coughlan has called for an interpretive approach
‘which recognises in Sayers’ story an example of the historically problematic question
of women’s access to literary authorship and the ownership of their creative works’
(Nic Eoin 2007: 139). The only other example of a woman’s writing is the collection
of letters mentioned above.
Eibhlís Ní Shúlleabháin’s letters to her platonic friend George Chambers concern the
day to day life of the island. We do not know how much editing George Chambers did
on her letters. Therefore, given that the large amount of publishing activity was by the
men, and that at least one of the two women’s voices was not as authentic as it might
have been, perhaps my original interest in the notion of aphasia did apply after all, but
only to the Great Blasket’s women.
These women had been responsible for a remarkable historical incident that occurred
on the island. (It was reported by neither of the two women writers.) I wanted to
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include it in the life of my character Deirdre O’Mara. In the late nineteenth century,
some tax collectors from the mainland arrived near the Blasket island shore and
attempted to land in order to gather outstanding taxes from the islanders. Tomás
O’Crohan relates the incident in his memoir, The Islandman (original edition 1937).
It was ‘a big boat crammed with men’ (O’Crohan 1937: 53) who tried to disembark.
The Blaskets women had gathered round, each with a chunk of rock in her hand. The
women stood on top of the steep cliff looking down at the tax collectors. Every man
on that boat was armed. Two men on the prow kept their guns levelled at anyone who
would raise a hand against them:
As soon as the first man left the boat, a woman flung a great stone down that
came near to knocking him off his feet. He glanced up at the cliff and pointed
his gun at them, but not a woman stirred. They kept their ranks unbroken
above the harbour. Soon a woman threw another stone, and then another, and
another, till they made the whole beach echo with the clatter. No more men
got out of the boat, but they had to make haste and take the man they had put
on land aboard again, and clear off out to sea as hard as they could. (O’Crohan
1937: 53)
The author goes on to relate that one of the men was struck on the head and fell down.
The dramatic impact of this event synchronised with my idea of Deirdre O’Mara’s
spirit. But Deirdre, born in 1909, would have been a young woman from around 1924
to 1927 (the year she leaves the island for Australia at twenty). The rent collectors
were driven from the island some time before 1888.

The history in fiction – some ethical problems

I longed to use the rock-throwing incident but could I simply appropriate a historical
event such as this – and the subsequent tax collectors’ theft of the islanders’ boats –
for my own dramatic purposes and change the dates to suit my fictional narrative?
Wasn’t this the sort of thing that gave historical novelists a bad name?
This was one unsettling question that writing Forty Shades of Green raised for me as
its author. For months it was an anxiety at the back of my mind. And, as my previous
novels, published and unpublished, were not historical novels, I had never had to
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wrestle with such questions before; all I’d had to contend with was what I judged
would work and what would not work, dramatically. Was it ethical in this new novel
to do what I wanted to do? Was the fact that other novelists did similar things enough
to make it all right?
Historical novels, as we shall see from future definitions and examples, routinely use
historical figures and shift events around to suit their plots. Australian writer
Geraldine Brooks won the Pulitzer Prize for her novel about the American Civil War,
March (2005), based on Little Women’s absent father. Brooks combined this fictional
character March with what is known about Bronson Alcott, the father of author
Louisa May Alcott. Brooks shifted dates around to accommodate her plot, moved
words spoken or written by real people into fictional contexts, and used historical
sources about the Civil War loosely, for inspiration. In True History of the Kelly Gang
(2001) Peter Carey uses fictional techniques and content mixed with documented
facts about the history of Ned Kelly and his gang, and his response to journalists’
accusations that he had got the history wrong was that he had written a novel and
could do what he liked. The complex nature of reality and fiction in historical territory
– in non-fiction as well as in fiction – and authors of both kinds making imaginative
use of real people in the past makes Carey’s response simplistic.
As the reception of Kate Grenville’s The Secret River has demonstrated, it is not as
simple as it appears. The origin of Grenville’s novel lies in the author’s family
history. She traced the records of Solomon Wiseman, her great-great-greatgrandfather, after being intrigued by oral family memories of his ‘taking up land’ in
the Hawkesbury River area of Sydney. Grenville has spoken and written widely about
her realisation (prompted by an Aboriginal acquaintance) that this was a euphemism
for his taking land. She could find no information about his relationship with the
Darug people who were on that land at the time. Grenville writes in an article,
‘Writing Historical Fiction’ in an ACT Writers’ Centre newsletter, that this could
mean that nothing happened, or that her protagonist found a way to co-exist with the
Darug people, or that things did happen ‘– but things that it was in no-one’s interest to
record’ (ACTWrite December 2005: 4).
It strikes me that Grenville could have phrased this differently: presumably it would
have been in the Aboriginal people’s interest to record what happened, but the point is
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that she took what record there was and used her imagination to fill in the rest, basing
her story on what documented facts she found about Solomon Wiseman and inventing
a character she called William Thornhill as the real man ‘faded from view’ (Grenville
2005: 4).
However, much of her novel was not invented. Grenville asserts: ‘This book isn’t
history, but it’s based very solidly on history: just about everything in the book “really
happened” and much of the dialogue is what people really said or wrote’ (ACTWrite
Dec 2005: 4).
After publication of the resulting novel and the necessary publicity for it, Grenville
found herself the centre of the well-known controversy about what happens when
history and fiction meet and about her own responsibilities in this process. For
instance, in The Secret River Grenville had taken a massacre of Aboriginal people
from a period many years earlier and shifted it forward to the time of her protagonist
William Thornhill. According to Robert Murray, one of several commentators on the
topic, ‘she pulls out the dramatic bits of the record over about fifty years and a wider
area and concentrates them into one or two years – 1813-14 – in one section of the
Hawkesbury’ (Murray 2007: 67).
In an ABC Radio National interview in July 2005, Grenville told Ramona Koval that
historians ought to be constantly questioning the evidence and each other but that she
as a novelist could look down on their activities, as if from ‘a ladder’, and ‘The
historians are doing their thing, but let me as a novelist come to it a different way,
which is the way of empathising and imaginative understanding of those difficult
events.’
Grenville’s unintentionally inflammatory words lent some justification to Mark
McKenna’s accusation that novelists are being encouraged to parade as historical
authorities in the public domain, and what she said precipitated a flurry of other
accusations. McKenna was appalled at her unwitting portrayal of historians as
‘snarling bands of fact-grubbing academics … devoid of empathy and imagination’
(McKenna 2006: 15). He noted with alarm the blurring of boundaries between history
and fiction, reminding us that the shortlist for the 2006 Miles Franklin award was
dominated by historical fiction (McKenna 2006: 97). It looked as if more and more
people were getting their historical knowledge from fiction. Grenville’s suggestion
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that now that her novel had revealed the skeleton in the cupboard of early Australian
history, the nation could move on seemed offensive to historians such as McKenna,
‘as if The Secret River might immediately resolve the tensions in the writing of
frontier history and its broader political impact’ (McKenna 2006: 15).
Inga Clendinnen also took issue with Grenville’s claim. ‘We cannot post ourselves
back in time. People really did think differently then – or at least we must proceed on
that assumption (Clendinnen 2006b: 20). Clendinnen objected to Grenville’s claims
about novels being able to go further – with the implication that they were more
effective – than works of history. Clendinnen believed that ‘novelists have been doing
their best to bump historians off the track’ (Clendinnen 2006b: 16). But isn’t the track
wide enough to accommodate both?
Clearly Kate Grenville thinks so. She is clear about the distinctive job descriptions for
historians and for novelists: ‘Mine is to put flesh on history’s skeleton; the historian’s,
which is equally valuable, is to burrow into the relics and archives and tease out some
sense of reality of meaning from them’ (Grenville in Waldren 2006: 3). In a different
forum she elaborates on the capacity of fiction:
The great power of fiction is that it’s not an argument: it’s a world. Inhabit it
for a while – say 300 pages worth – and you’re likely to come out a little
changed. (Grenville 2005: 5)
However, because it is a world does not give an author carte blanche to write
absolutely anything at all – writers have responsibilities. Precisely because these
imagined worlds have the capacity to be so powerful and persuasive, authors must be
careful about what they are doing and why, and be clear about it. Some of this clarity
is to be found in Grenville’s non-fiction book, a kind of exegesis, written to
accompany The Secret River.
Searching for the Secret River (2006) establishes the cultural context of The Secret
River. It explicates the genesis of her novel and the author’s adaptations of historical
records for her dramatic purposes. Gay Lynch claims it functions as memoir, as
writer’s tool kit and as extended preface (Lynch 2009). As Lynch points out about
Grenville:
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It is clear she believes that historical fiction writers take liberties with dates
and times and details imperative to the framing and mechanics of their plots,
and her aim, later stated, was for Searching for the Secret River to make this
process transparent (Lynch 2009: 11).
In publishing Searching for the Secret River, Grenville was being honest about the
making of her novel. But as Mark McKenna has observed (2006: 104), she names not
one historian whose works she consulted, not even W. E. H. Stanner, from whom she
got that marvellous title, so that her readers cannot go to the primary and secondary
sources to read the same works that she found so helpful. There is no bibliography in
either book. It would have been a little unusual in a novel (Lindsay Simpson’s The
Curer of Souls has one plus an extensive Author’s Note detailing sources but that is
rare); however, one could have been entirely justified in anticipating a bibliography in
the accompanying book about how Grenville wrote the novel.
At the ‘Using Lives’ workshop run by the Australian National University and the
National Museum in September 2007, historian Jill Roe objected to Grenville’s
Searching for the Secret River, maintaining that it lays bare Grenville’s shoddy
10

history methods.

But as a novelist, when I read it, I thought, Yes, this is how it’s

done. Her methods rang true for me. This is because I am a novelist, not a historian.
And Grenville’s The Secret River is a novel. It is not history so it cannot fail an exam
for which it was not sitting. As Ann Curthoys pointed out at the ‘Deserts and
11

Desertion: Landscape and Escape’ conference in 2006,

the truths in a novel are

truths of human character, not historical events. But Grenville made claims about her
novel that went beyond this and sounded very much like history’s claims. Mark
McKenna accused Grenville of ‘imagining her fiction as a form of history’ (McKenna
2006: 15).
History is an evidence-based discipline and historians cannot invent. Both historians
and fiction writers aim to express a verbal image of ‘reality’ and many of their
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techniques and forms are the same. Hayden White points out the significance of ‘the
extent to which the discourse of the historian and that of the imaginative writer
overlap, resemble, or correspond with each other’ (White 1978: 121). I agree with
White that both fiction and history deal with the same things, but I maintain that they
should deal with them in different ways. The problem is that the boundaries are not
clear any more. Before launching into this direction it may be helpful to explore what
historical novels are, what they do and how they achieve what they do.
What do the origins of the historical novel reveal about this issue? Sir Walter Scott is
usually credited with creating the first historical novel. George Lukács states that Sir
Walter Scott’s historical novels ‘portray the struggles and antagonisms of history by
means of characters who, in their psychology and destiny, always represent social
trends and historical forces’ (Lukács 1962: 34).
Another definition of the historical novel is:
A novel which reconstructs a personage, a series of events, a movement, or the
spirit of a past age and pays the debt of serious scholarship to the facts of the
age being re-created. The classic formula for the historical novel, as evolved
by Scott … calls for an age when two cultures are in conflict, one dying and
the other being born; into this cultural conflict, fictional personages are
introduced who participate in actual historical events and move among actual
personages from history; these fictional characters undergo and give
expression to the impact which the historical events had upon people living
through them, with the result that a picture of a bygone age is given in
personal and immediate terms. (Thrall and Hibbard 1960: 223)
Maria Edgeworth (1767–1849) was an English writer whose family moved to Ireland
12

when she was fifteen years old.

Her novels Castle Rackrent (1800) and The

Absentee (1812) influenced Sir Walter Scott (Wynne-Davies 1992: 479). George
Watson’s Introduction to Castle Rackrent states: ‘The novel is historical as well as
regional, in fact – and if we hesitate to call it an “historical novel” it is only because,
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An indication of her class can be found in the following. As an old joke goes, if you go to work and
your name is on your uniform, you are working class; if your name is on your desk, you are middle
class; and if your name is on the building, you are upper class: Maria Edgeworth’s father’s estate in
County Longford was called Edgeworthstown.
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Unlike Waverley, [by Sir Walter Scott] it celebrates no great public event .... It is
about a way of life, not an event’ (Watson in Rackrent 1964: xvii).
The rock-throwing incident and its aftermath were both public events and in my
characters interacting with historical figures, I would be making use of historical fact
for my own fictional purposes. This was what historical novelists did, it seemed, but
wouldn’t this be (in a description I later discovered) the grossest ‘opportunistic
transposition’? (Clendinnen 2006: 16(b)). As Margaret Atwood writes, ‘This is where
the writer finds herself between the rock of artistry and the hard place of having to
pay the rent’ (Atwood 2002: 62).
But historical novels do routinely use historical figures in their fictional plots. North
American novelist E. L Doctorow made richly entertaining use of Houdini and Emma
Goldman in Ragtime (1976). English historian Simon Schama used an innovative
hybrid of fact and fiction in Dead Certainties, Unwarranted Speculations (1991). He
chronicles certain historical events by using the actual documents relating to those
events: correspondence, diaries, photographs and reproductions of portraits pertaining
to the death of General Wolfe at the Battle of Quebec in 1759 and to the trial of
Professor John W. Webster in 1850.
Schama employs a plethora of literary techniques, such as dramatisation of events by
the skilled use of pace and some inspired ekphrasis descriptions and their
juxtaposition with the same depicted event as seen through the contrasting vision of a
soldier. His use of the more usual similes, metaphors and irony is handled with
assured panache and wit. In alternating narrative styles of first person, third person
omniscient and third person with a protagonist as focaliser, interspersed with the
second person style in correspondence, Schama constructs a vivid and compelling
narrative filling in the gaps of what could be gleaned from just the relevant historical
documents alone. By using these literary methods he brings the people and events
behind the documents to life. But he is careful to categorise the result as a novel.
Australian writer Richard Flanagan’s Gould’s Book of Fish (2001) makes inventive
use of historical figures interacting with fictional characters. Flanagan’s recent
historical novel Wanting (2008) attempts to bring together worlds remote from each
other – Victorian England and settler Tasmania – and links Charles Dickens with the
fate of Matthina, an Aboriginal girl casually ‘adopted’ by the Governor and his wife
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and subsequently abused, ignored, abandoned and exploited. The treatment of
Matthina is clearly a metaphor for white Australian treatment of the whole Aboriginal
race. Flanagan, as Stella Clarke writes, ‘draws in Dickens’s failing marriage, his dead
child and his adulterous love for a young actress’ (Clarke 2008: 33). The reviewer
claims that history’s requirement of objectivity makes academic historical discourse
muffle emotion and that ‘Flanagan’s storytelling puts the heart back into history’
(Clarke 2008: 33).
I agree (with reservations) that it does. Wanting is startlingly vivid, strong in
conviction yet subtly observed. But the latter part does not live up to the early promise
and the link between Dickens and the Matthina/Lady Franklin story remains on an
intellectual level. While Flanagan’s novel is ultimately irredeemably bleak, another
novel, also dealing with Tasmanian history at this time, manages against all odds not
to be. Lindsay Simpson’s The Curer of Souls (2006) also features a fictionalised
Governor and his wife, their names slightly changed to indicate the fictionalised
nature of the history in the novel. This novel brings to life conditions in Van
Deiman’s Land in the 1830s and 1860s with great power and humanity. The author
successfully draws together the penal colony where ‘The earth was stained with
blood’ (Simpson 2006: 80), the vibrant intellectual climate of Charles Darwin’s early
ideas and the speculations of other botanists of the time. This novel is also a
compelling example of innovative historical fiction mitigating the lot of the
‘voiceless’. The boy convicts at Port Arthur and the characters based on Louis
Lempirière and the Governor’s wife Lady Jane Franklin resonate in the mind and
heart long after one has closed the novel. If a novel is to be an ‘axe for the frozen sea
inside us’ no wonder historical novels full of feeling and humanity, such as The Secret
River, are best-sellers.
This is not to deny the profound feelings that the best history writers evoke. Crossdisciplinary historians, such as Iain McCalman, who wrote The Seven Ordeals of
Count Cogliostro (2003) and Darwin’s Armada (2009), and Natalie Zemon Davis,
have interwoven literary techniques with historical documents to write innovative and
compelling history books. Natalie Zemon Davis’s early example, The Return of
Martin Guerre (1983) ‘grew out of a historian’s adventure with a different way of
telling about the past’ (Davis 1983: vii). But they cannot invent and their readers
should be able to rely on this knowledge. As Mark McKenna contends:
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There are times when refraining from statement, when being free to admit that
we do not know, that several interpretations might be possible, is the very
essence of good history. The best history refrains from judgement – writing
the past does not mean righting the past – and by that I mean moral judgement,
judgement as finality, as the last word. (McKenna in Modjeska 2006: 109)
The fact that other historical novelists had done what historians had not been able to
do – to shift the time and sometimes locations of events, to invent – to suit their plots
and to have historical figures interact with fictional ones did not give me a licence to
do it because I still felt uncomfortable about it. Perhaps I could change my character
Deirdre’s dates to that earlier period? No: the one thing I was certain of was that the
third generation must be active in the early 1970s, those years of enlightened social
reform and legislative change that benefited ordinary people (rather than the wealthy,
privileged few) under the Labor Government led by Gough Whitlam. The point was
that Keira’s grandmother could not have existed much earlier than the period I had
chosen for her if Keira were to be born in time to be active in the 1970s.
For months the only solution I could come up with was to insert a prefatory note
stating that the two historical incidents narrated in the novel as having happened in the
mid-1920s in actual fact had occurred much earlier. I still did not think this was a
satisfactory solution to my ethical problem but for the time being it would have to
suffice. A solution that I was happy with did not evolve until less than two months
before I was due to submit the PhD.
Before I reveal that solution, I want to discuss one other thing I wanted to do in my
novel that also gave me pause for much reflection: people who actually lived, such as
painter Jean Bellette, modernist painter and art teacher Antony Datillo Rubbo, and
traditionalist artist and art teacher Norman Lindsay, were to interact with my invented
13

characters. Even though I had done enough research

for these historical figures of

mine to stay ‘in character,’ as soon as they started interacting with my fictional
characters their dialogue would veer off into unpredictable conversations impossible
for them to have had.
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The National Library of Australia has interviews with Norman Lindsay and Jean Bellette in their
Oral History Collection. The NLA has a vast collection of Norman Lindsay material, including some of
his correspondence, which is in the Manuscripts Room.
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As is evident from above, there are countless examples of historical novels shifting
dates around and appropriating events for times and places in which they either did
not occur or were not recorded as occurring. But this was my novel and something
about engaging in that practice unsettled me. Writing is often strongest when it
reflects spoken speech and perhaps this is because orality preceded literacy in human
evolution. But when inventing dialogue for a historical figure, as well as plausible
gestures and costumes, and having them interact with imagined characters with whom
clearly they could never have interacted, it sometimes becomes difficult to tell where
the historical person ends and the imagined parts of him or her begin.
Part of the process of writing a novel, as revealed by Kate Grenville in Searching for
the Secret River, is in smoothing over the rough edges, of seamlessly blending the fact
and fiction so that the reader can become immersed in a narrative and not have his or
her immersion disrupted by the edges that would reveal where fact ended and
invention began. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, in Chapter XIV of his Biographia
Literaria (1817), famously expressed this immersed state in a reader as the ‘willing
suspension of disbelief’. He used it as an ideal but as we shall see shortly, it is an ideal
that has fallen from favour in recent years. An outline of my own steps in the process
from seamlessness to rough edges follows.

That seamless quality …

As stated earlier, writing my own historical novel began as a creative extension of
reading Reine-Marie Paris’s biography of Camille Claudel. As we have seen, Kate
Grenville experienced vast gaps in the historical foundation of her novel The Secret
River. A. S. Byatt’s point about creating a more vivid, imagined narrative precisely
around what we are not told also accords with my experience. I was driven to explore
gaps in her history, asking a series of ‘What if…? What if …?’ questions precipitated
by the lack of information about certain years of Claudel’s life and losses such as the
burning of most of her letters.
I explored the gaps in Claudel’s history, using my imagination as well as the tools of
research outlined in Chapter 1 to forge a creative response to the questions which
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thinking about my grandmother’s life and women artists over time raised for me. A
historical novelist explores the gaps in a subject’s history, examines the possibilities
arising from them, creates from them, and then smooths the seams and polishes the
result. The reader, absorbed in the resulting novel, only asks, ‘What then? … What
then?’
This seamless quality occurs increasingly in films too. To give an early example, JFK
(1991) directed by Oliver Stone, presents the Warren Report on the assassination of
John F. Kennedy as a cover-up. Stone used newsreel footage and very fast black and
white film stock, which gives an authentic 1960s look of graininess in a seamless
depiction of the assassination and its aftermath. The actual newsreel footage of the
killing seamlessly moves from there into the autopsy – a scene of a forensic surgeon
extracting a bullet from Kennedy’s brain.
Oliver Stone is seducing viewers into believing that the autopsy scenes are authentic,
when in fact they are a construction. Less analytical or less educated viewers might
easily believe that the manufactured scenes are as real as the newsreel footage that is
seamlessly interspersed. They are only thinking, ‘What then? … What then?’ These
scenes were calculated to have the ring of truth. But they did not happen, or at least
not in quite the way depicted, because when they were happening, no one filmed
them.
JFK was an early instance of a flood of faux documentaries that hit cinema screens
from the 1990s. They gave rise to the question: what is the responsibility of the film
maker and the writer? How ethical was it for Oliver Stone to simulate reality in JFK?
Is the only thing that matters to keep our viewers and readers alert in their seats,
craning their heads closer to screen or page and implicitly asking, ‘What then? …
What then?’
In Iain McCalman’s opinion, the problem with faux documentaries is that they are
committing a form of historical fraud, and we should not allow them to pass as
history; they are inventions posing as histories (McCalman in McIntyre 2004: 159). I
would argue that there is much more that matters than just keeping our readers or
viewers enthralled. Writers and filmmakers have a responsibility to be as honest as
they can in whichever genre they choose. The dishonesty of a spate of recent false
memoirs, such as Norma Khouri’s Forbidden Love (2003) and James Frey’s A Million
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Little Pieces (2003), has brought this into sharp focus. Fiction pretending to be nonfiction, faux documentaries, historical novels claiming to be or implying that they are
more historical than they are (such as Dan Brown’s The da Vinci Code, 2003) and the
burgeoning field of creative non-fiction – we need to shine some light on this
problematic area before readers and viewers are forever lost in a seamless darkness.
Lee Gutkind expresses the distinction between fiction and non-fiction thus: ‘To touch
and affect readers, fiction must ring true. Nonfiction, conversely, must not only ring
true, it must be true’ (Gutkind 1997: 10). We have seen that the claims Kate Grenville
made for The Secret River moved into historical territory, as she states in an
interview: ‘historical fiction gives people a chance to think about the issues history
raises’ (Grenville in Errington 2008: 38). But as Mark McKenna reminds us,
historical fiction is not a sweet antidote to the real thing; it is ‘not a substitute national
history’ (McKenna 2006: 110).
This brings me to the issue of why historians did not become upset about other
historical novels, such as Peter Carey’s True History of the Kelly Gang or Richard
Flanagan’s historical novels. I suggest it was the difference in the claims they made
compared with those that Grenville made. Whereas Grenville sees her novel in some
ways as substitute history, Carey is not ambitious in that direction at all. Carey ‘aims
at transformation, not replication of the past or reformation of the present’
(Clendinnen 2006b: 32).
My first drafts of Forty Shades of Green contained 1930s and 1940s scenes with
characters such as Norman Lindsay and Antony Datillo Rubbo directly represented in
the third person. This narrative strand was to be part of the ‘collage’ of others, along
with the Keira first person, past tense strand; the Olivia first person, present tense (in
italics) strand; the ekphrasis; and the newspaper articles. When I began writing
dialogues involving Antony Datillo Rubbo, Norman Lindsay and Jean Bellette, I
found that I baulked at doing it. And yet as a (non-historical) novelist, have I based
some characters on actual people? Yes. Have I used actual dialogue spoken by them?
Yes – but always as composites of more than one person, changing their colouring,
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nationality and religion, and giving them a different profession or occupation – and
14

always changing their name.

I felt uncomfortable making up words for the historical people, even though they were
based on their actual words and on attitudes expressed in their own letters. I felt worst
about Norman Lindsay because I disliked him and his work so much – how would his
descendants feel if they read my novel and found this lascivious, self-aggrandising,
sexist bigot who (unaccountably, but verifiably) wielded an enormous amount of
power in Australia’s world of art and writing during decade after decade of the
twentieth century? This hesitancy recalls similar questions Gay Lynch raises about
Kate Grenville in a recent article in Text: ‘… how do her cousins feel, her elderly
aunts, about their family being implicated in a massacre that may not have happened?’
(Lynch 2009: 9). As the character Lydia Frankland in The Curer of Souls reflects as
she edits her stepmother’s diaries: ‘Truth, she had concluded, was a fine thing as long
as it didn’t damage others’ (Simpson 2006: 328).
Initially I wanted to have more history in my novel. I tried to find records of an Irish
woman artist migrating to Sydney in the mid to late 1920s. At the National Archives
there are migrant ships’ records with names of passengers and their occupations but
the closest I could find to an artist was a gold and silversmith, and he was male.
Possibly, if there were female artists they practised in their spare time and would not
have felt entitled to call their practice a profession. During the course of writing my
novel it became necessarily less historically based and increasingly fictional.
This raises the question: if I had found a historically documented woman artist who
had migrated in the period I wanted, how would I have dealt with giving a
fictionalised account of her life and work? This has to remain hypothetical; perhaps
I’d have had fewer qualms about someone who was not already in the public eye, or
perhaps I would have used what details about her life I could find but changed her
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Helen Garner is often criticised for describing and analysing her and others’ actual lives but
labelling the result as fiction – see Robert Dessaix’s ‘Kitchen Table Candour’ in The Best Australian
Essays 2008 edited by David Marr. Dessaix claims that her writing is non-fiction masquerading as
fiction. Kate Jennings in her essay entitled ‘Mistakes, Too Many to Mention’ published in Women
Falling down in the Street: Stories (1990) accuses Garner of using the real name of a person called
Philip who was a character in her story and happened also to be the lover of both Garner and Jennings.
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name – I do not know. What is clear is that Robert Holton’s idea of ‘bearing witness’
became less relevant to my novel than I had thought it would be.
However, a writer can ‘bear witness’ about historical conditions in a general sense
rather than the historically documented individuals who were affected by these
conditions. For instance, sexism runs through Forty Shades of Green (Olivia’s
memories of the limitations of socially acceptable activities and occupations for
women (of her class) in Chapter 15, the sexist mores in Chapter 32, and the sexist art
criticism alluded to by Keira in Chapter 30). These are reminders of the detrimental
attitudes and legislation that restricted Australian women’s lives until very recently –
not that sexism does not still exist but it is not as all-pervasive as it once was, now
that legislation exists which prohibits discrimination on this basis.
Early in the process of research and reflection during my PhD, I had concluded that
the following two basic things were required to write a historical novel – research and
respect: research to represent the dates and occurrences of large and small events
accurately; and respect to honour the memory of individuals whose life and work I
would be using in my novel. When I came across Inga Clendinnen’s phrase (2006 (a):
103) that historians enter into a ‘moral relationship’ with the people represented in
historical documents, this struck a chord with me and I maintained that so, too, do
historical novelists. It seems to me that while historians do not have the liberty that
novelists have to exercise the imagination, novelists share with historians the ethical
responsibility of care and respect when representing people who lived in the past.
Michel Foucault, in The Archaeology of Knowledge, claims that to conceive of
difference in the past is also to ‘conceive of the Other in the time of our own thought’
(Foucault 1989: 13). This resonated with me because of the issues outlined below, and
reinforced my commitment to the concept of collage in the structure and method of
writing my novel.
It was only after considerable reflection and research that I was able to analyse the
deeper source of my ethical angst about using historically documented (and in my
case relatively recent) figures with invented characters and using historical events in
inaccurate times. In doing what I customarily did when writing fiction – that is,
writing my way ‘into’ a character by a process that is an inextricable blend of
observation and research, imagination and memory – I was altering the ontological
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status of the documented figures who had lived and left records. It was this that
discomfited me, even though it is accepted practice in historical fiction. These
historical figures would be imaginatively recreated by me necessarily through the
point of view of the present. The reason for my philosophical anxiety lay in the fact
that in recreating people who had actually lived, I would have to create
consciousnesses influenced by the zeitgeist of the 1920s to 1940s or 1950s, in some
cases as viewed by a young woman of the 1970s as she interviews them, and always
as viewed by me, the novelist, in the 2000s. This was the reason I felt creatively
stymied: it was a kind of epistemological block.
I had taken on this ambitious project because I had wanted to enlarge my creative
reach – and this was where it had got me: blocked. So I toned down the dialogues of
the historical figures and structured my plot differently, which was necessary anyway,
in order to squeeze it into the time and space limitations of a PhD. This resulted in not
having the third person scenes of the 1930s and 1940s I had envisaged but having
events and characters depicted only in the memories of those interviewed and in
Olivia Kettlewell’s strange, oneiric reminiscences.

The history in fiction problem – and the seanchas solution

While researching the Blaskets memoirs, I also discovered a resolution to my problem
about moving the date of the rock-throwing and boat-stealing incidents. Towards the
end of The Islandman, Tomás O’Crohan had asserted, ‘I have set down nothing but
the truth’ (O’Crohan 1937: 242). Cathal G. O’Háinle in his chapter on ‘Deformation
of History in Blasket Autobiographies’ in Noonan’s Biography and Autobiography
(1993) claims that truth here is not strict historical truth but part of a different
tradition. He draws the reader’s attention to the fact that The Islandman was a product
of a society whose records were a matter of memory, not written documents.
O’Háinle writes that the import of the narration of past events is much more important
than the accuracy of historical detail, and account should be taken of the likelihood of
confusion when an event occurred in similar circumstances on different occasions:
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All of this is provided for in an understanding of the word seanchas in Irish,
which includes old tales, historical and traditional lore. The need for strict
historical accuracy would hardly be understood by one whose concept of past
records was reflected by the word seanchas. (O’Háinle in Noonan 1993: 139)
Look up The Concise Oxford Companion to Irish Literature and you will find
‘seanchai’ defined as: ‘bearer of “old lore” (seanchas). Since the 18th century the
word has come to refer to an oral story-teller who possesses a wide repertoire of lore
involving shorter forms of narrative’ (OUP 2009). In this tradition lay the resolution
to my problem.
In the novel I could retain both the stories of the rock-throwing and the subsequent
boat-theft, apparently occurring in Deirdre’s lifetime when she relates the events to
Keira. But I would have Keira confronting Deirdre about what, according to Keira,
could only be a lie. Deirdre herself, sincere in her claim that it was not a lie, would
tell Keira about the Irish tradition of seanchas.
Even in written form for publication, interpretations of an event related by an
eyewitness can vary because both the eyewitness and later translators and editors can
interpret events in a variety of ways. Pádraig ÓFiannachta in his chapter in Islands
and Authors (1983) analyses two editions of Tomás O’Crohan’s The Islandman. The
first was published in 1929 and the second in 1973. Both reflect tastes of different
editors, and they differ; neither is complete. In asserting that ‘The building of the
house was the man’s job. But the defence of the island fell to the women’
(ÓFiannachta 1983: 49) ÓFiannachta appears to concur with O’Háinle that
O’Crohan’s facts are seanchas (old tales, historical and traditional lore). In one
edition, ‘the police landed but the collection of rent was called off through pity. In the
other account the women defend the island in a heroic way, with stones and scraws,
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and the boat loads of police have to beat a hasty retreat’ (ÓFiannachta 1983: 49).
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Seanchas is pronounced, Shana-has.
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The Oxford English Dictionary (1971) defines scraw as Anglo-Irish ‘1. A turf used for covering the
roof of a hovel beneath the hatch, or for burning. 2. A thin covering of grass-grown soil found upon the
surface of a bog. 3. … scraw-spade for cutting sods …’
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Born in 1856, O’Crohan would have been thirty-two at the time the tax collectors
stole the boats. The rock-throwing took place some time before but the author does
not indicate precisely when. The fact is, as I later discovered, the rock-throwing was
not an isolated occurrence: it was a tradition.
The historical context that led to the practice is outlined by Muiris MacConghail in
The Blaskets: A Kerry Library (1987). He states:
Following the Desmond rebellion and the Cromwellian settlement, the
Islanders, like other communities, had to provide not only a rent which was
always beyond their capacity, but also to suffer at the hands of remote and at
times tyrannical landowners or their agents.
If it was difficult for the Islanders to pay their rent, it was also difficult for the
landlords and their agents to collect: being on an island has some advantages.
There are or were many memories within the Island tradition of attempts by
the landlords, supported by the constabulary, to collect the rents, some
17

successful, others not. On one such occasion one of the last Seine boats
confiscated and brought to Dingle, where it rotted on the quayside.
(MacConghail 1987: 44–45)

was

In June 1879 (and again in July 1880) a botanical researcher called Richard
Barrington travelled to Dunquin, hoping to visit the Great Blasket to collect
specimens. Initially he found it impossible to get anyone in Dunquin to row him over
to the island. The fact was that an unsuccessful attempt had recently been made to
collect rent there. The police told him that the islanders were hostile to strangers.
Barrington heard subsequently that the mainlanders thought he was a policeman in
plain clothes. Finally after four days of waiting and after the priest had interceded on
his behalf he procured a boat.
Barrington writes that as the boat approached the Great Blasket, the people ran from
their houses and congregated on the edge of the cliff, shouting and gesticulating.
‘Heaps of stones were piled, and the natives began to throw them at our boat’
(MacConghail 1987: 46). The islanders had a reputation going a long way back of
being a law unto themselves. Pádraig O’Fianachta (1983) quotes someone from the
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The big wooden boats used by the islanders before they were forced to adopt the smaller canoe
called the naomog.
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mainland saying about the Blasket islanders: ‘They were wild in their mother’s
womb.’ [NLA for ref.] As late as the 1940s, when eking out a bare subsistence on the
Great Blasket island had become almost impossible:
The islanders were treated with suspicion, prejudice and hostility by those who
could have helped them. Some applied for home-improvement loans under a
scheme for people living in the Gaeltacht areas, but were turned down because
the officials didn’t trust them to repay the money. They were a race apart, an
isolated community with its own rules, whose members were known not to
pay taxes or rent to the outside world. (Morton 2000: 78)
To sum up, O’Crohan’s account of an incident that he had witnessed could also have
relied on the tradition of seanchas. But another issue was: why couldn’t I find an
account of a rock-throwing by a participant – by a woman? There had been a school
on the Great Blasket since the 1840s where both males and females learnt to read and
write, at least in Irish.
In her essay ‘Pilgrimage to the Self: Autobiographies of Twentieth-Century Irish
Women’, Taura S. Napier has observed that: ‘Throughout the twentieth century,
patriarchal constructs of nationhood and womanhood disrupted the Irish female
artists’ idea of self as an individually legitimate part of her nation’ (Napier in Noonan
2007: 88). A related phenomenon kept cropping up during my research. In Ireland
there are sanctions against speaking out, claims Nuala O’Faolain in her memoir
Almost There (2003). She recalls murmurs about being in it (the memoir-writing
business with its accompanying publicity and fame) for the money as well as:
reproaches for breaking the consensus that previous generations kept intact.
How could you do it to your poor mother? They say. Couldn’t you have left
the poor woman her good name? What right have other people to know what
went on behind closed doors in your family? The lid was kept on in Ireland, no
matter what. (O’Faolain 2003: 37)
She answers the question: why were there hardly any revelatory nonfiction accounts
of themselves by Irish women before her own best-selling Are You Somebody? by
stating that: ‘the answer is family. That, and place. There’s a gnomic utterance much
admired in Ireland: “Whatever you say, say nothing”’ (O’Faolain 2003: 185).
O’Faolain observes in her biography Chicago May (2005) that remote communities
survive by not saying things rather than saying them.
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This entrenched reticence referred to by O’Faolain makes sense of something Cole
Morton found when he interviewed former Great Blasket island dwellers for his book.
No matter how much he pressed them, not one would admit to any fights or
disagreements or bad behaviour by those who lived on the Blaskets. Cole Morton
talks to two brothers, Séan and Muiris, from the Great Blasket Ó Cearna family.
While staying in Dunquin he sees them regularly for a time but they ‘stonewall any
questions about drink on the island, or the sexual impropriety that must at least have
been a possibility in such an isolated community’ (Morton 2000: 137).
The situation was probably not helped by the fact that Morton had to use a translator
to communicate: the brothers spoke only Gaelic. When I travelled there I heard Gaelic
spoken by the locals too, although now it would be unusual not to have English as
well. However, it was not just the necessity of a translator; Morton also thought that it
was not that they were saints, but that they would not tell a stranger, no matter how
much they liked him (and they did seem to genuinely like this young journalist, even
though he was English) secrets or information that would put themselves or others in
a bad light. When Morton travelled to Springfield, Massachusetts, where the majority
of Blasket islanders, including many of the Ó Cearna siblings, settled, it was the same
story (Morton 2000: 227).
If it is a fact that the police landed on the Great Blasket (the last time it happened) and
the collection of rent was called off through pity, then this humiliating fact would not
be something the women would have spoken much about in public. And Tomás
O’Crohan’s account, in the seanchas tradition, may have emphasised the heroism of
the women, drawing on previous occasions of the women being more successful at
repelling the tax collectors.
The notion of absence of information affects both non-fiction and fiction writers, and
the latter is addressed by A.S. Byatt in On Histories and Stories (2001). Byatt
maintains that historical people are attractive precisely because they are unknowable,
and quotes Novalis (1772–1801), that ‘Novels arise out of the shortcomings of
history’ (Byatt 2001: 62). She asserts that suspect documentation – written by the
powerful or having too many gaps – are the very problems that will inspire fiction
writers. Absence of information, Byatt insists, starts the imagination working. This
was the case for Byatt in the two novellas contained in Angels & Insects (1992).
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The former novella was inspired by a young person whose life and death were
contained in a footnote. Byatt was teaching in the English department of University
College, London, and researched a lecture on the presence of Arthur Henry Hallam in
Tennyson’s In Memorium. Writing about The Conjugal Angel, the first part of the
book, A. S. Byatt states: ‘I had the facts my imagination wanted to fantasise about’
(Byatt 2001: 105). The latter novella (the Insects of the main title) came from reading
Darwin in relation to George Eliot’s novels and essays. She points out that this is a
professional extension of a normal reading process, in history or fiction writing,
making a fuller, more vivid, more hypothetical narrative precisely around what we are
not told.
Lindsay Simpson states that there were too many gaps in the story she wanted to tell
about nineteenth-century Tasmania. ‘The gaps and silences in the primary sources
were too large to tell a nonfiction narrative’ (Simpson 2006). She used what facts
were available and wrote the novel The Curer of Souls (2006).
Ann Curthoys at the ‘Deserts and Desertion’ conference referred to earlier in this
chapter stated that one needs to be very clear from the start about what one is doing
and claiming. She said that we should ask what our relationship to our sources is. If
we are writing a historical novel, that is, fiction set in the past, we simply need to be
clear about it. Neither is superior to the other; both history and fiction can be moving,
profound and beautiful.
As I was attempting to write the historical figures into a seamless narrative, that very
seamlessness was causing me ethical doubt, not to say, anxiety. Writing a narrative, as
Helen MacDonald has observed, ‘has the effect of papering over gaps in the evidence’
(2006: 1). It was from this anxiety that I resolved to show some seams, as it were, and
not have the third person strand of the between-the-wars lives of Deirdre and Olivia,
but instead have some details of those lives recalled by those interviewed by Keira
and in the Olivia first person narrative strand. This mitigated my concerns because of
the honesty in that approach. I did not go to the extreme length of splitting my
narrative into what Linda Hutcheon calls ‘historiographical metafiction’ (1988)
because I believed I could write honestly without losing reader involvement, which is
a risk in historiographical metafiction.
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Lennard Davis in Resisting Novels: Ideology and Fiction (1987) contends that ‘it is
difficult if not impossible to follow any novel if one constantly bears in mind that a
character is a totally fabricated construct’ (Davis 1987: 102). If the reader is alerted
too strongly in the direction of the constructed nature of the fiction, the novel
becomes a mere intellectual exercise. It is difficult to maintain involvement with the
characters. There is a drop in emotional temperature, which is the opposite of what a
novel should do if it is to ‘break the sea of ice’ within. As Gay Lynch puts it: ‘Fiction
needs first to be engaging. Historical fiction conventions suggest that scholarship
should be lightly worn. Good intentions and research questions change, it seems, as
art takes over’ (Lynch 2009: 12).
All novels are a conversation between writer and reader. The seamless novel, such as
Kate Grenville’s The Secret River, implicitly says to the reader: my contract with you
is that I have covered all my tracks, smoothed all the rough edges of the fragments of
history and other sources where they were pasted together with imagined scenes, to
give you a story wherein you relax and suspend your disbelief.
My implicit approach to the reader is more along the lines of: I have constructed a
story from fragments of history and other sources, and many of those fragments
remain in that state with their incongruous juxtapositions and rough edges. You are
sophisticated enough to take this technique as a reminder that this is a work of fiction,
composed, constructed, while at the same time enjoying the narrative. This approach
had more validity when the newspaper reportage was ‘collaged’ throughout my novel
but it remains partly valid as an expression of my position regarding the writing of a
historical novel.

The fiction in history problem – the shape of meaning

I have examined the notion of history in fiction; but is history itself free from fiction?
Isn’t history about what really happened? Isn’t history about facts? As Curthoys and
Docker report, Leopold von Ranke wrote that history must show the past as it actually
was (Curthoys and Docker 2006: 54). ‘What happened?’ is an essential question when
we think of war atrocities or the foundations of a nation. Did England settle in
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Australia or invade it in 1788? Did the United States liberate Iraq or invade it in
2003? As Linda Nochlin deconstructed the question, ‘Why are there no great women
artists?’ so too should we question and analyse the assumption that history records
what happened.
In my editing career I have edited the papers of historians. This experience made it
evident to me that history must be written in some form of narrative, since any facts,
even if ‘true’ must still be selected, arranged, shaped, explained and interpreted. This
could make a profound difference to those facts, depending on who was writing about
them and how they did it. As Robert Holton states in Jarring Witnesses (1994),
history is a selection of significant events, a means of constructing a coherent pattern
out of the past. When editing a writer, one gets close to his or her mind. Even early in
my editing career it was evident to me that what those historians selected was
inextricably interwoven with their values, politics and point of view. All writers must
choose a beginning, a middle and an end: an aesthetic decision as well as a moral and
political one because of the meaning we give our story. The shape of our writing
shapes our story’s meaning. And just as writing brings the public world into the realm
of private reflection, so it puts private reflection into the public world.
As Hayden White reminds us, history is accessible only by way of language and ‘our
experience of history is indissoluble from our discourse about it; this discourse must
be written before it can be digested as history; and this experience, therefore, can be
as various as the different kinds of discourse met with the history of writing itself’
(White 1999: 1). Literary theory directs our attention to the fact that ‘every history is
first and foremost a verbal artefact, a product of a special kind of language use’
(White 1999: 4).
Hayden White contends that:
Historians are concerned with events which can be assigned to specific timespace locations, events which are (or were) in principle observable or
perceivable, whereas imaginative writers – poets, novelists, playwrights – are
concerned with both these kinds of events and imagined, hypothetical, or
invented ones. (White 1978: 121)
The significance here, which White points out, lies not in the nature of the kinds of
events each is interested in but ‘the extent to which the discourse of the historian and
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that of the imaginative writer overlap, resemble, or correspond with each other’
(White 1978: 121). The aims and techniques of both historians and fiction writers are
the same. Both aim to provide a verbal image of “reality.”
Ann Curthoys and John Docker in Is History Fiction? (2007) discuss historians’ use
of plot, voice and tone to achieve their ends. Some historians fail to recognise that
they inevitably use literary forms to write persuasively about the past. The authors
regard Herodotus and Thucydides as joint founding figures of Western historical
writing. Herodotus’ The Histories is very novelistic, using a polyphonic narrative
technique to explore contradictory stories and opinions and discuss different political
systems. He is self-reflexive in making sure the reader knows what he is doing.
Thucydides in his History of the Peloponnesian War is more monologic and shaped to
the literary design of tragedy. Curthoys and Docker point out that historians do not
merely record what happened, they use a rich repertoire of literary techniques. They
state that the literary aspects of what historians do are crucial to the historical
enterprise.
Collingwood, (1946) too, sees the historian as a storyteller. Stories are made out of
chronicles by ‘emplotment’, ‘the encodation of the facts contained in the chronicles as
components of specific kinds of plot structures’ (Collingwood cited in White 1978:
83). Collingwood’s three rules of history are that a historian must localise a story in
time and place; recognise that all history must be consistent with itself since there is
only one historical world; and understand that the historical imagination is not
completely free but is bound to work from evidence.
Collingwood believed that historians should have empathy with the people they are
writing about, en-acting what they had done. But this empathy and enacting is
precisely what fiction writers do to gain their effects of persuading the reader. Just as
events may be tragic from one class’s point of view, or a farce from another point of
view, so too, historical situations are not inherently tragic or comic, with the result
that all historians need do is to switch from one to the other to change their point of
view or the scope of their perceptions. We can make sense of events in a number of
different ways. How a historical situation is configured depends on the historian’s
subtlety in matching a plot structure with a set of historical events that he or she wants
to endow with a particular meaning.
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White (1978) states that history is not about events but about possible sets of
relationships in which events figure. The historian must familiarise us with the
unfamiliar. According to White, the question here is not: ‘What are the facts?’ but
‘How are the facts to be described?’
As well as this, there is the notion of subjectivity. Alain Besançon is one of many
historiographers who have written about the subjectivity of the historian. Besançon
claims that he brought to his writing as much of himself as the dead people he was
writing about. Both Foucault and de Certeau saw historical documents as raw
materials to be moulded to the historian’s purpose. They considered that historians
‘work on materials in order to transform them into history. Here they undertake a
practice of manipulation which, like others, is subject to rules’ (de Certeau 1988: 71).
Lionel Gossman in Between History and Literature (1990) quotes Hayden White, that
history ‘is ultimately determined by formal and rhetorical structures, most
fundamentally the tropes of metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche and irony, and that it
can escape the impasse it now allegedly finds itself in only by ironic consciousness of
its own formal nature, that is, by accepting its similarity to fiction’ (Gossman 1990:
294). White insists that a historian thinks he is offering an analysis of past reality but
it is not true, and that the kind of understanding he is providing is no different from
that of fiction writers; histories are thus incommensurable. Two different accounts of
the French Revolution, maintains White, are simply two different stories.
Goldstein and the narrativists divided the territory between them, they did not exclude
each other. The narrativists were concerned with how historical narratives shape the
‘raw materials’ of history into configurations of stories and thus create and
communicate meaning. Goldstein and his followers thought that the main aim of
historical scholarship was the ‘logic of discovery’ and that the writing should be left
to those concerned with aesthetics and ideology.
Goldstein’s opinion, that the responsibility for truth lies with the individual historian
uncovering it in documents and evidence, seems to me to privilege the historian far
too much and also the person, usually a man, who wrote the document or evidence. I
am in accord with the narrativist way, to explore the sources for a number of voices,
and to listen, or to look ‘between the lines’, for the unspoken voices of those who
were not given a legitimate voice by their society. Perhaps the historian and the
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historical fiction writer should each be more like a messenger than a voice of
authority, the messenger of many pieces of news and information, not just from one
source, and with an awareness of those messages being inevitably coloured by their
own position, their own voice, their own preoccupations.
Inga Clendinnen is illuminating on the question of differences and similarities
between history writing and fiction writing. In an essay in Agamemnon’s Kiss (2006)
she writes that fiction teaches us about other ways of being in the world, and that
when she reads historians like E. P. Thompson she feels the same state of blissful
awareness but finds that it is tempered by a critical alertness and an undertow of
moral implications that are not there in fiction.
The categories of history, and journalism, and fiction are to retain their credibility and
not merge into one another, no matter how much they borrow from each other’s
techniques and structures. If they do not, where will the reading public be? Who can
readers and viewers trust? If the public cannot know that the facts in a non-fiction
book on the Australian Wheat Board scandal and its subsequent cover-up are genuine
and verifiable, the impact of that book and others like it will be diminished.
In The Historian’s Conscience edited by Stuart Macintyre (2004), Iain McCalman
states that historians need to distinguish themselves from ‘false practitioners’ like Dan
Brown, or they will be ‘in danger of being discredited with them’ (McCalman 2004:
155). Historians are sought in law courts, media, museums to ‘defend the truth value
of our discipline … Part of what is at stake in the History Wars is how we are able to
assert and defend our authority as expert professionals whose methods can be tested
and replicated no less than those of social and natural scientists’ (McCalman 2004:
155).
McCalman warns historians about blurring the lines. He takes seriously the potential
of the historian to change society. Although he does not think historians should stop
writing books that experiment with fictional techniques, or publishing articles ‘that
celebrate the epistemological kinship between history and fiction’ (McCalman 2004:
158–159), he warns about the necessity of signalling their experiments with fiction
very clearly. Cautioning his readers about the lesson learnt from the historians of the
Jewish Holocaust and David Irving, he states that the two disciplines remain separated
by the fact that historians cannot make up facts (however elusive a fact might be).
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Citing Schama and Ackroyd and their historical fiction, he writes that they are
perfectly free to make up conversations between his characters but must trumpet
clearly to their readers when they do so.
Mark McKenna discusses the impulse towards seamlessness and is clear about the
different things that history and fiction do:
The impulse to resolve dissonances, to smooth out the cracks, to seek order
where there is none, is one the historian constantly has to fight. Literary
history leaves a space, a window through which the reader has the capacity to
wonder, to imagine and discover the past for themselves. It is a history that
admits the past can’t be recreated or relived, but must always be dredged up
incomplete and that it is this very incompleteness and ambiguity which gives
history its life, its power and its mystery.
There is no need to elevate fiction or history to the top of the ladder, as if one
is the superior art, or one has superior insight. (McKenna 2006: 107)
Both my novel and exegesis have a bibliography, and in my Acknowledgements,
which I place at the front of my novel, I specify exactly what pieces of history I used:
in other words, where the history stops and where the fiction starts. Are these
measures merely pre-empting potential criticism in a writer made wary by the
inflammatory Secret River responses? No, they are not. It was in an early conference
paper that I presented to my audience my reservations about what I was doing and my
conclusion that two things were required: research and respect. From the beginning I
have been concerned about the ethics of historical fiction.

Conclusion

Chapter 3 has explored various intersections where history and fiction meet. I have
explicated what I wanted to do in my historical novel and the ethical problems this
raised for me, what I learnt from other historical novelists’ definitions and practices,
and what responsibilities writers of both fiction and history should accept.
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Josie Arnold (2008) believes in the value of transcending established genres of
writing, maintaining that putting genres into air-tight containers means that the
potential synergies between them are never explored. Writing, she asserts, should be
for exploring, not for stating, and should be open, not closed. She thinks that the term
‘creative writing’ could apply to all genres and types of writing, not just fictional
ones. As we have seen, historians borrowing literary techniques and novelists
borrowing historical techniques can be enriched and can produce compelling and
innovative work. So, while I concur with Arnold’s view, in my own fiction I would
not want to go to extremes and lose my reader in the process; and in a wider sense I
believe that readers need to know where they stand.
Just as a bricoleur constructs a house-extension or a garden shed from various
materials at hand, so too I have constructed the novel Forty Shades of Green from
various sources – newspaper articles, art criticism, events from Blaskets memoirs and
imagined narratives.
Novels can get to the heart of things in a visceral way. When historians and creative
non-fiction writers borrow from literary techniques to gain a similar impact upon their
readers, the authors can achieve the best of both worlds.
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Conclusion
The origin of my novel Forty Shades of Green began with pondering the gaps in the
historical record of a woman artist’s life and my ‘What if…? What if …’ questions
raised by the biography Camille by Reine-Marie Paris. These questions in turn led to
the formulation of one succinct question, my research question: What impact does
historical change have on the creative expression of women?
The tenets of practice-led research proved to be an ideal vehicle with which to explore
my research question by writing this exegesis and producing an original creative
work, my novel, Forty Shades of Green. As the novel evolved, I used imagination and
memory, and the tools of research outlined in Chapter 1 to forge a creative response to
the questions which thinking about women artists over time has raised for me. This
exegesis explores the same research question in a different way, explicating issues
raised by my research and practice.
In Forty Shades of Green, I have taken historical facts, such as the Great Blaskets
women repelling the armed mainland rent-collectors with rocks, and the enlightened
social and legislative reforms of the Australian Labor government in the first half of
the 1970s, and have applied them to the lives of my invented characters.
This notion of using history in fiction posed ethical questions for me. In my previous
novels, published and unpublished, I was never confronted with such problematic
issues. Leaping from my previous preferred form of contemporary comedies about
identity and relationships to a novel spanning three generations resulted in a more
complex concern for some issues that go beyond fostering the ‘What then …? What
then …?’ response in my potential readers.
Should writers, in particular, historical fiction writers, be responsible for more than
awareness of this basic book-selling motive? In my view, yes, and this exegesis
explains why. History and fiction deal with similar things but in different ways.
However, over the centuries the extent of that difference has fluctuated. The current
trend for each discipline to borrow techniques from the other has led to some
compelling innovative works in both fields but also to confusion and controversy, for
example that surrounding Kate Grenville’s The Secret River (2005).
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In Carl Tighe’s view, writers can help us to interpret the past and understand our
present but it is our future they will try to shape. It is important to understand the
responsibility of writing, he states, because if we do not, how can we understand ‘how
our future is diminished or enhanced by a particular book or play or poem or, by the
absence of a particular book or play or poem?’ (Tighe 2005: 86).
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Prologue: September 1973
It was as if history had stopped. The nuns at Saint Vincent’s gave me the impression that, after
the cataclysms of the French revolution and Industrial revolution, the Russian revolution and two
world wars, the world was now stable. The western powers had won and life was safe now. The
‘Communist Menace’ in countries like China and Korea caused some unease but that was the
only thing that did in an otherwise calm and stable world.
I was quite old – in my mid-twenties – when what happened in my last year of
photography at East Sydney Tech demonstrated that this was not the case and that my parents, in
their mid-forties, could change as much as I did that year.
I was composing a photographic essay on my maternal grandmother, Deirdre Wild, an
Irish surrealist painter who migrated here in the twenties. She left again soon after the Second
World War ended and she was estranged from my family and I couldn’t find out why.
I was living in my stable Woodstock Street household in Bondi Junction where we’d
settled into a comfortable acceptance of one another’s virtues and vices, faults and foibles. Steve
was a few years older, at twenty-eight, but less mature than Nessie or me. He was a medical
student and worked in a bar part-time. Nessie, with her innocent looks and upturned, freckled
nose worked as a production assistant on ABC television’s Homicide. The three of us shared
meals and films, parties and housework, barbecues in Cooper Park and occasional dopesmoking. We had a workable routine and lots of laughs. They were used to my strong opinions
and idiosyncrasies like my peculiar sensitivity about ears.
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Chapter 1: January 1973
Driftwood
Ears are embarrassing. They seem private, like genitals. All slightly different – or greatly
different. Some big, some small, all with their particular shape and peculiar whorls and interior
bits. Some pale and neat, others red as a rooster’s comb, some with flaccid bits, some with elfish
tips. Rims folded down or not. And the lobes, such variation – bulbous ones or refined-looking,
or some people have no lobes at all, have you noticed that? Pierced ears look primitive. In older
women the tiny hole has turned into a vertical slit from decades of heavy gold and silver. Statues
of Buddha have big hanging lobes. Supposed to be a sign of wisdom. My housemate Nessie’s
modest shell-like ears don’t embarrass me and they’re mostly hidden behind her soft blonde hair
anyway.
A lot of guys hide theirs with their long hair these days and I wish more of them would. I
find myself staring at Steve’s sometimes, amazed at their brazenness, sticking out into the air for
all to see, their owner unselfconscious about them.
My boyfriend Alan’s ears are a good size for a man and they fit close to the sides of his
head so they don’t draw attention to themselves. (My own ears? Not as small as I’d like. I’ve
inherited the Irish propensity for ears and nose to be bigger than normal, but I wouldn’t call them
abnormal.) Alan lives in the top of a terrace house in Darling Street, Balmain, a place he actually
owns. I’ve had a few boyfriends but never really met my match before this. Previous guys have
floated easily into my life like pieces of driftwood onto the warm sand of my existence. I’ve had
fun with them and they were funny and sweet but in the end I’ve set them gently back on the
edge of the Pacific Ocean and watched the waves carry them out to some distant shore.
Alan’s different. If my exes were bits of driftwood, smooth and good-looking but
basically flotsam, Alan is a two-masted schooner, handsome, with direction and reliability. He’s
light years ahead of any of my exes professionally, and older too. He’s thirty-six. I’m twentyfive. I’ve mostly gone out with students. Alan lectures in architecture at Sydney Uni. It’s a
novelty to be involved with someone who doesn’t feel like a peer, someone always a few steps
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ahead of me, someone I can learn stuff from. His job keeps him busy. Busier than I’d like, and
this is a novelty too. Instead of me fending off a guy who wants more of my time than I want to
give, it’s me now who’s left alone more than I want.
Ironic when I remember his pick-up line. I was waitressing part-time at Faye’s café last
winter in tech break. His amused blue eyes looked into mine and as I set down his black coffee
on the tiny round table, he said, ‘Is anyone taking up an inordinate amount of your time?’
Sometimes I wonder if my conversation is stimulating enough for him. He’s a good
talker, a fast talker, and can talk about anything: art, music, and not just classical music but
particular versions that he prefers, he knows the names of conductors and soloists, and he talks
about architecture of course, but also wine and cooking, movies – which he calls films – and
travel and Hi-Fi equipment and stuff like existentialism.
I listen, I’m learning heaps, it’s good, yeah, this is what a mature relationship is like. This
isn’t just sitting around smoking dope and laughing, sleeping in and then going to the beach or
going to parties and getting so pissed it seems like a good idea to go to sleep in the pansy beds of
Woollahra Park. It was time I met someone grown-up and, if he gets so busy with his lecturing
and writing, I’m busy too composing my photographic essay on my Irish surrealist grandmother.
It’s good having the time I need to get on with my work. It’s good having the time for friends.
It’s good having the space for some solitude and thought.
‘I thought … I thought…’ I used to say to the nuns at Saint Vincent’s when I was in
trouble, which was often, and they’d say, ‘But you didn’t think, did you Keira? That’s the trouble
– you don’t think before you act.’ Impulsive, my mother calls me. But when I dive into
something not knowing what to expect, I usually get a nice surprise.
I did the first time Alan invited me back to his house. It was five months ago and a
freezing night. Initially, I was pretty nervous. We’d gone to Jean Luc Godard’s Tout Va Bien, at
Sydney Uni. In case you didn’t know, that means Everything’s Fine. Nessie had introduced me
to foreign films some time before so, luckily, I was used to movies with writing on the bottom
(that’s what Steve calls subtitles). It had Jane Fonda and Yves Montand in it. It was about a
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strike at a sausage factory. (I sat there imagining Steve’s guffaws if I said, ‘Hey, Steve, wanna
come to a movie? It’s about a strike in a sausage factory.’)
Afterwards, while we walked to his car, Alan talked about how Jean Luc Godard was
depicting the class struggle and how he was heavily influenced by Marx and Brecht. Then he
moved on to a whole pile of intensely political stuff I didn’t understand but I didn’t want to let
on so I subtly shifted the topic to his house. He was happy to describe it, the upper half of a
terrace, and how he wanted to improve it. So in the car he mostly talked about that and asked if I
would like to see it.
Tout va bien! I thought. Was my saying ‘yes’ straight away acting without thinking? I
didn’t know him very well. He could have been an axe murderer. But axe murderers don’t have
curly blond hair and innocent blue eyes, do they? He’d been coming into the café for about two
weeks by then. I was sure he was a really nice guy. Tout va bien. The drive went really fast as I
listened to him talk about his house. When we arrived he parked outside and held the wrought
iron gate open for me to go through. We walked up the brown and white tiled path and stood on
the patio in the streetlamp light while he put his key in the lock.
We went in and walked along the hall, which smelt a bit musty, and he put another key
into the door halfway down it. The upper half of that door had two vertical copper-coloured glass
panels. Up the stairs there was a landing with two rooms off it to the left that I could see were
bedroom and bathroom and then up three steps to the right there was another landing. He showed
me the big dining room and kitchen and then ushered me into the living room. ‘Please,’ he said,
indicating the navy sofa, ‘Sit. White wine?’
I said ‘yes’ and he disappeared into the kitchen. I sank back into the sofa, weak with
nerves and excitement, and looked at the narrow orange and white Marimekko blinds (Nessie
and I love Marimekko fabrics) on the french doors opposite, between that room and another
room, which faced Darling Street. The small fireplace had been set with a neat nest of strawcoloured wood. When he came back, oh, how tall he was, he handed me a glass, cold on my
fingers on that uncharacteristically cold night. I held onto it to stop my fingers shaking. He set
his own glass on the coffee table. He took a box of Redheads from the mantelpiece. The
penetrating smell of a struck match was a sharp pleasure and then he lit the crumpled paper
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underneath the slivers of kindling, which caught immediately. His blond curls shone in the light.
They were a mixture of fair and fawn, the phrase burnished curls jumped into my mind and I
noticed again what lovely long fingers he had, such elegant hands, eloquent they looked, and
capable. In good hands …Tout va bien.
‘Pine off-cuts,’ he said, ‘They burn fast but it doesn’t matter. I get them free from the
timber mill down the road.’
‘Cute little fire,’ I said, staring at the flames. They immediately put me into a dreamy
state, easing my nerves a bit. I put my glass down and held out my hands to the crackling yelloworange warmth. A tiny bluish flame rhythmically leapt up through a gap two-thirds of the way
along. ‘It doesn’t get cold in Sydney much,’ I said, ‘so fires are not necessary very often, but so
lovely.’ I was nervous at being in the house of this guy I didn’t know very well and my
attempted conversation sounded stilted, too loud in the small space. My words were a bicycle
stuttering along with the brakes half on, and not a bicycle built for two like in the old song, that’s
for sure. The town bike, they used to call a girl who slept around a lot. (It wasn’t till months later
that I thought: and what do they call a boy who does the same?) Back then, I just thought that
probably no one ever said that about me although my father would have a different opinion if he
knew half of what I’ve got up to. But no, I was merely a rusty bicycle and soon I would halt,
unable to go an inch further, and remain stuck in my own ineptitude, awkward, unappealing,
unwanted. I knew hardly anything about Marxism, had barely heard of Brecht and was ignorant
of half the things this beautiful man knew. He was probably bored with me.
My hands felt useless. My mouth was dry. I lifted the glass to my parched lips and gulped
the freezing wine, not tasting it. Then Alan was taking the glass from my hand and sliding his
other hand behind the nape of my neck under my hair. ‘You’re so beautiful,’ he said, and I
sighed with amazement and relief. He put his arms around my ribs, eased me back against the
sofa, and kissed me, long and getting longer, deep and going deeper.
The exciting contrast of his ever-so-slightly rough after-five shadow and his soft, soft lips
dissolved my nerves and melted my fear. He smelt of lime aftershave. His hands were so gentle I
felt we were ethereal beings, not flesh at all but two spirits mingling our souls and I hardly
noticed him taking my clothes off. I was almost surprised to discover at one stage that I was
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naked, and that’s so arousing, when I’m completely nude and he still has all his clothes on, my
hands going under his jumper to feel the warmth of his back through a fine cotton shirt, his rough
wool jumper chafing my nipples, like a romantic novel my friends and I would laugh at.
But I wasn’t laughing. I was sighing, rapt and intense, oblivious of anything but Alan’s
skilful fingers and questing tongue. My skin was hypersensitive to his touch. After ages of bliss
he stood and brought my body up to lean against his. Instead of landing on the floorboards, my
bare feet hit the tops of his leather shoes and he walked me backwards like a waltz towards the
french doors to the room which turned out to be a closed-in balcony. The only light was from the
room we’d just left and the street light just outside the louvred windows.
He lay me back on the little bed, the counterpane scratchy under my back. It was a single
bed, so we ended up being squashed, but that was more than okay with me. I watched him
undress, the shirt off over his head, instead of unbuttoning the front, shoes kicked off, and the
fine corduroy jeans unzipped until he stood in his underpants in the dim light. My gaze took in
his slender torso and finely modelled arms. His legs were long and pale. His socks were off in a
flash. He resembled a stone angel in some Florence church, and he was moving towards me
when I had to break the spell.
‘Wait,’ I said. ‘Wait.’
He stood above me and I could see the lovely hardness pressing against his close-fitting,
soft cotton underpants. Men look so vulnerable like that in their undies. I don’t think I could ever
go to bed with an American guy because I’d burst out laughing at those funny underpants they
wear in the movies. Boxer shorts, they call them, and I reckon they should be kept for the boxing
ring.
‘I assume you’re on the Pill?’
‘No. No, it’s been a while. Do you have a condom?’
A shadow of reluctance passed over his handsome face. Then he padded lightly, fast as a
cat, over to a chest of drawers I hadn’t noticed before and took out a packet of them from the top
drawer.
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I went on the Pill again the very next month. I don’t like being bombarded with artificial
hormones and my body bloating from fluid retention, but the freedom from worry is worth it.
I’d been going out with Alan for a few months when I went round to my mother’s to get
inspiration for my art school photographic essay, hoping she could share some memories about
Deirdre Wild, her own mother. But no such luck. Not only that, we ended up having a fight about
the rhythm method, which is the opposite of freedom.
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Chapter 2: February 1973
Who Wants to Know?
I’d caught the 253 to Clovelly one late summer morning, bringing my gear for a snorkel
afterwards. I’d managed to persuade my mum to let me sit in the backyard studio, which used to
be my grandmother, Deirdre’s, in an attempt to soak up some atmosphere and inspiration.
It had been used to store stuff for years, and my brothers’ surfboards were leant against
one wall. Wetsuits, extra towels and old snorkelling equipment were piled on a rusty old metal
chest that I’d never registered before. It had always been there but I didn’t know what was in it,
and it looked about Deirdre Wild’s vintage. As my excited fingers fiddled with the heavy clasp,
any romantic ideas lighting up in my brain with the possibility of old diaries or love letters were
switched off by the disappointing reality: rusty gardening tools and an ancient yellow raincoat.
In the house was her collection of books, the art theory ones like Beatrice Irwin’s The
New Science of Colour, bird books and Australian flora, and Eleanor Dark’s The Timeless Land,
as well as some novels and Zen in the Art of Archery. Just one shelf in the living room bookcase.
Mum had said that of course Deirdre had taken some of her possessions with her when she left,
and got Mum to post some others when she finally got an address, and she’d told Mum to give
away the rest or just use items like her crockery and saucepans. Stuff like that had come in handy
after the war when things were still scarce and money was too.
In Mum’s photograph albums were tiny black-and-white snapshots of Charles, Deirdre
and Mum – Maureen – as a small girl. Picnics, walks on Coogee Pier, Maureen playing with a
succession of terriers and kittens, lots of Charles and her, not many of Deirdre. ‘The mother’s the
photographer,’ said Mum when I asked. And it’s true: in the more recent albums the photographs
are almost all of Dad and us kids – Mum’s behind the camera, rarely in front of it.
By eleven o’clock the heat was building up in the wooden room, which had a corrugated
iron roof, and I was still fiddling with my biro, staring through the cobwebby porthole window.
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Soon I’d be snorkelling in the cool seawater. But not until I’d written something. My neck was
sweating and I yanked my hair up and pulled a rubber band around it. Better.
The one notebook of Deirdre’s I had was an early one with sketches and brief notes,
mostly about colour theories, and observations such as:
The Australian light does not model the forms of rocks and trees and fields – it is so strong that it
seems to penetrate them. This gives the impression of insubstantiality. The harsh light dazzles and
dissolves solid forms into shards of moving brightness. The sunlight is stronger than the solidity. Painting
the shadows gives shape to the whole landscape. Use almost dry brush for the grasses bleached by the
sun and watercolour wash on wet paper for sky, sea and clouds.
An invitation to a gallery exhibition was pasted onto a page. “Paintings and Collages by
Deirdre Wild” was written in copperplate script across the top. “Pettifer’s Gallery, 3rd to 17th
September” was printed at the bottom. Between was a black-and-white photograph of the artist’s
face distorted by having been cut into narrow wedge shapes and fanned out against a shiny silver
foil background. The bits of face were like shards of glass, a reflection in a shattered mirror. I
stared at this vision of beauty and accident, grace and violence, a collage of chaos in black, white
and silver.
Some random thoughts in her childish, upward-sloping script were written diagonally
across certain pages: In Ireland all roads lead to the past and I longed to set sail into the future. There
were drawings of emus, and a kookaburra from different angles. A frontal view of a kookaburra
made its beak look weirdly foreshortened. It was comically strange. One of the art critics I had
read had noted this aspect of her surrealism.
In his Australian Art (1960), Hugh Robins observed: ‘the whimsical note in the otherwise
disquieting poetry of Deirdre Wild’s landscapes. Her eerie seascapes never tip over into the
grotesque, as many Surrealist works do, and Wild’s refined sense of the comic makes her
depictions of hallucinatory animals humorous rather than sinister.’
Several pages of her notebook were filled with modernist theories of colour harmonies
and there were rough oblong tempera samples she had painted of particular shades and
combinations: contrasting palettes of orange and blue, red and green, and yellow and purple;
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pastel colours complementing one another and then a page devoted to different shades of black,
white and grey; and a page of different greens. Then there was this:
Wanting more has led to wanting less. Here I breathe a freer air, I float under a different sky, no turf
to cut or cow to milk, no seaweed to gather or fish to clean, and only one child to care for. Taking fragments
of reality and rearranging them – ’tis like falling in love, the rules are gone. Making art, making love, making
something new in the world, making it with that space between my mind and my hand.
She came from the Blaskets, I knew that much – small treeless islands that lie off the
Kerry coast. The islanders grew potatoes and oats and fished from canoes. The biggest island, the
Great Blasket, was her home. My mother had told me some information. But I needed personal
information about my artist grandmother, not geographical facts about where she had emigrated
from.
I tried to write something: Fifty years ago, Deirdre Wild left her native Irish island home
to sail across the sea to the other side of the world. She was sailing alone into an unknown future,
and I, her granddaughter, am sailing alone into her unknown past. I wondered if I should put
myself into it so baldly, and resolved to ask Heide at our next meeting (Heide’s my photography
lecturer), if that sort of thing was what she meant when she said I could write about myself. I
scribbled on until I’d done a page, then re-read it and crossed out nearly everything I’d written.
I put my biro down. The white notepad with its neat black writing looked clean against
the scoured old table. The brilliant sun outside the window lured me but I didn’t want to go into
the house with nothing at all. I turned to a clean page and took a different tack: Deirdre Wild was
born in the Blasket Islands, County Kerry, Ireland, in 1909. She was the first of nine children.
She migrated to Sydney in 1927. Her surrealistic landscapes were exhibited widely until the
Second World War. Her husband Charles Wild died of TB in 1934.
Just the facts. But I didn’t have many. I had more questions than statements. I was
supposed to be composing a photographic essay but I had hardly any photographs. Why did the
state gallery only have one of her paintings? How would I compose a Visual Index of her works?
Why didn’t my mother own any? Why did Heide want me to start writing before thinking too
much about what photographs I’d have? Why was I being teased with so many questions when
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the answers to most of them lay with my mother but she never wanted to talk about her own
mother?
These and other questions turned round in my brain while I found myself fiddling with
the half-empty tube of red ochre paint I’d found behind the studio cupboard, stuck there in the
dust for all these years. The Winsor and Newton brand name was partly hidden behind a reddish
thumb print. Deirdre’s print. I pictured her long fingers squeezing out a blob of warm red ochre
onto her palette. I could almost smell the oily richness of the vivid paint, could picture the
surrealistic image emerge, the resulting work sold and taken away and still on someone’s wall or
hidden in their attic. I squeezed but the paint was long ago hardened with the passing of time and
nothing came out. It made a small clatter when I dropped it on the table beside my biro.
How could an essay – even one enlivened with photographs – if I were to get enough,
how could a shallow pile of white pages with black marks on them hope to capture the life of a
colourful, contradictory and enigmatic artist like Deirdre Wild? And how would I complete the
story of an incomplete life?
Pushing back the creaky pine chair, I stood up and went to the porthole window.
Cobwebs had gathered around the top of it. Some tiny black bugs and pale brown moths were
trapped there. An incomplete life. But, in a way, weren’t all our lives incomplete? If I were hit by
a 353 bus this afternoon on the way home after my swim or, even if it happened twenty years
hence, or thirty, my life would still be incomplete. We, most of us, leave things unfinished, no
matter how long we live.
It was hard not to think of her as if she were dead. My mum always made light of their
estrangement, claiming that Deirdre just didn’t write many letters. Their exchange of Christmas
cards was about it. The last time I’d seen her I was eleven. I called my dad’s mother Grandma
but Deirdre wasn’t anything like that. Even to a child, she seemed so much younger than a
grandma should be. She told me to call her Deirdre. I couldn’t recall Mum and Dad calling her
anything at all. I stood looking out of that round window and had a thought that hadn’t occurred
to me before that moment: we are all works in progress, no matter how old we are.
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The old view of the sea Deirdre used to have beyond Burrows Park had long since been
blocked by the brick house built across the road from her little weatherboard cottage and my
view was of the frangipani trees along the narrow driveway. I thought I should also try to find
out more about my maternal grandfather, Charles Wild. His blood runs in my veins, too, and he
must have had some sort of influence on Deirdre’s work and certainly on her life. If only my
mother would help me more. If I persevered in badgering her, maybe our relationship would
deteriorate further into an outright brawl. I almost laughed at the idea of my mild-mannered
mother being so open and expressive. She was more likely to close up like a disturbed clam, to
shut her mouth tightly and never give away any more information.
On cue, Maureen appeared at the window, miming sipping a cup of tea, little finger
stretched out in a parody of good breeding, eyebrows raised enquiringly. I nodded rapidly in an
exaggerated display of enthusiasm as if I’d been doing hard physical labour all morning and was
now desperate for a cup of reviving tea.
‘It’s harder than I thought,’ I told her as we walked down the clipped gold-green grass
towards the back door, she in a cotton sundress with small red and blue flowers printed all over it
and me in my yellow shorts and a white T-shirt, my pony-tail swinging. Her rose-painted
toenails peeped out of her high-heeled sandals and I smelt her familiar tea roses perfume mingled
with the scent of honeysuckle and jasmine and the traces of her last cigarette. ‘I’m no good at
writing and all I’ve got are dead ends.’ Cue for ‘I’ll help you with what you need to know,
darling, let’s sit down and I’ll share my memories and answer all your questions.’ But she said
nothing until she had swung the screen door open.
‘You’ll feel better after a cup of tea,’ was what she said. ‘And why don’t you come back
here after your swim this afternoon? Sean’s been waiting for weeks for that cricket game you
promised to play with him.’ Mum’s wire-haired terrier skittered round the corner, her nails going
tap-tap-tap on the lino, and leapt up on me.
‘Okay,’ I said. ‘Lady! Hello again, little dog, my dear little sheep, my soft woolly friend!’
I turned to Mum. ‘Have you heard from Jimmy?’
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‘No, I haven’t. I wish he would find somewhere sensible to live. Bad enough to be living
in Glebe, even if it were a proper abode.’
I patted the dog’s curly white head and asked, ‘Well the pub’s only temporary. What’s
wrong with Glebe?’
‘It’s full of … well … subversive people. He’ll only get his rebellious behaviour
reinforced by people like that.’ I must have looked quizzical because she said, ‘Life is a lot easier
if you don’t set yourself against all the conventions just because they’re conventions.’ She put
the kettle on the stove then bent to get a bottle of milk from the enormous fridge, tore off its
silver foil cap and poured milk into two cups.
‘But what if you’re against them because you’ve thought long and deeply about them and
honestly disagree with them? – Lady, get down now. Sit, good girl – isn’t having the courage of
your convictions important?’
‘It is, and I know what you’re getting at, Keira: I do believe that Rowan was right to be a
conscientious objector. He did think deeply about it and then behaved as his conscience told him
he must. But Jimmy is not a deep thinker.’ She sighed. ‘He has such a penchant for trouble.
Trouble for trouble’s sake.’
‘It’s just the way things seem to turn out for him. It’s as if he can’t help it.’ I hadn’t gone
there to talk about my brothers. I tried to switch the topic. ‘You know, Mum, could I ask you
something? Heide is trying to find the phone number of someone Granny knew and I …’
‘You can’t call her Granny! She was never a Granny to you. She was never like that.’
‘Never like what?’
‘You know what I mean. She never fitted into the cosy, comfortable image that word
implies. Look, she didn’t even like me to call her Mum or Mother. She made me call her Deirdre,
as if we were equals. – Well, she was wrong there: we were not equals at all; I was the grownup
and she the child!’
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‘Sorry, just kidding, but what was she like? I only saw her once and that was when I was
a child. Look, I know you must find it upsetting to be estranged from …’
‘Don’t dramatise the situation, Keira, and of course I don’t find it upsetting.’ Her words
were uttered to rebuff me but her tone was cheerful and matter-of-fact as she scattered some
melting moments from the cake tin onto a bread and butter plate. ‘Put those on the table, please,
Keir. It’s just that I probably know as little as anyone. I have no special knowledge: I was a child
mostly and mostly away at boarding school.’ I repressed a spurt of irritation towards my mother
and said nothing. The dog went into the dining room and lay under the table.
In the kitchen we waited in silence while the kettle boiled. Then the hot scent of Bushells
tea filled the small space as she poured the water into the pot. It smelt like home: claustrophobic.
‘I don’t know why anyone would want to go raking over the past, I really don’t,’ she
continued as we sat down at the glass-topped oak table in the dining room. Mum’s framed
watercolours of us as small children looked down on us from the cream walls. ‘It’s like these
biographies that keep coming out about film stars. All their secrets and scandals and who they
married and whose marriage they broke up and what they did to their kids and what they didn’t
do, I mean, who wants to know? I can’t understand who buys all those books.’
‘Well, you seem to know a lot about them!’
‘Just reading extracts in the Women’s Weekly is enough for me. Have a biscuit. Made this
morning. You’re too young to be interested in the past, Keira. Young people are usually
interested in their own lives in the present. I was like that when I was your age and, now I’m
older, I’m much more interested in the future than I am in the past.’
‘Heide said, if you don’t know what happened before you were born, you’ll always
remain a child.’ My mother looked affronted at this so I rushed on: ‘I want to know about my
grandmother’s life and I just need to find out as much as I can for art school, that’s all.’
‘Heide has had her children. It doesn’t matter that she’s divorced because she’s got two
lovely children. You’ve had a lot of boyfriends but you’ve been left with nothing so far. I don’t
want to see you left high and dry.’
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My mother does this all the time: changes the subject to what she wants to talk about and
refuses to talk about what she doesn’t want to talk about. But I reacted. ‘High and dry!’ I scoffed.
‘Mu-um, I’m twenty-five. There’s plenty of time and anyway, I’m not at all sure I want to ever
have kids. Plus you don’t know if Heide’s children are lovely or not, since you’ve never met
them.’
‘I’m sure they’re lovely. Your babies would certainly be lovely. I just think that you
should be focusing on your future more than on your grandmother’s past.’
‘But I have to do this for my final year major work.’
‘All well and good, but there’s more to life than studying, and what about when you
finish? Are you going to spend your life living with Nessie? Both of you have boyfriends that
come and go. Wouldn’t you be happier settling down with someone serious?’ She lit a cigarette
with her chrome lighter. She rarely referred to Steve, not sure of the morality of the situation,
even though I’ve explained to her that there is no situation.
‘It’s hard to find serious guys. Anyway, there’s nothing wrong with having fun.’ (I hadn’t
told her yet how serious I felt about Alan.) ‘And maybe Nessie fills the gap in my life of the
sister you never gave me.’
‘You can’t say we didn’t try.’ She inhaled, with an expression of revelling in a rare
luxury, instead of the repetitive necessity this ritual was to her countless times a day.
‘But you had no choice,’ I said. ‘You had to bring as many Catholics into the world as
came along! You couldn’t stop them, it wasn’t as if you had to try.’ I bit into a biscuit, sweet yet
light, the icing between the layers subtly rich.
‘We used the rhythm method.’ She sounded smug.
I snorted, spraying biscuit crumbs and put my hand up to my mouth. ‘The rhythm method
doesn’t work! That’s why you had the boys after me, four of them. The rhythm method is no
method at all because you can’t always predict when your period will come.’
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She smoked on with equanimity. ‘Sometimes one’s period is irregular. So you do end up
with the odd baby, but what it means is you have four or five instead of ten or eleven.’
‘Just a pity that none of those odd babies was a girl.’
‘You could try having your own girls.’ She tapped a short cylinder of ash off her cigarette
into the metal ashtray. ‘That would be the real pity: if you left it too late. Twenty-six soon, you’ll
be thirty before you know it.’
‘A pity? You go on as if it would be a tragedy if I don’t have children. There are other
options in life, you know.’
‘Having children is a marvellous thing and time’s getting on, that’s all, darling. You
don’t want to leave it too late.’ She paused to inhale cigarette smoke. Breathing out, she
continued. ‘I’d like to see you settled. And what will you do if Nessie gets married?’
‘We both agree that marriage is a licence to take each other for granted.’
She stared at me. ‘Your father and I don’t take each other for granted.’
‘Well, present company excepted, of course,’ I said, though I did think that my father
took her for granted. She did everything for him. ‘You know we have to agree to disagree on this
– if a couple live together instead of getting married, they’re free. They’re choosing to stay
together and the state or religion have nothing to do with their relationship.’ She said nothing and
I reinforced my position. ‘The most important thing is freedom.’
She looked at me from behind a fine grey veil of smoke which suddenly disappeared as
our glances locked. ‘My darling daughter,’ she said, ‘The most important thing is love.’
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Chapter 3: October 1936
No Way Out
Every day I walk as close to the water’s edge as I can, whether it is cool or hot, and it is hot
today. Cool or hot, rain or shine, but that is not true, my walks are not encouraged in the rain.
Not encouraged means ‘No,’ you cannot. But every fine day I walk towards the water, past the
scores of cypress trees, and I absorb their still, sad majesty. Majestic, that is what Norman
called me, ‘My majestic Olivia,’ he would say as he glanced up and down my nude body. But I
was never his. I was tall and graceful like these cypresses and I modelled for him with my white
arms up on top of my head. I rinsed my hair with lemon juice. It shone in the sun. My crowning
glory. Mother was upset when I cut it the first time. It was 1925 and I was the first girl in Dover
Heights to cut my hair. My parents thought it was the collapse of civilisation. My silver scissors
have come in handy over the years.
I used to stand on the stage and look down on Norman and the students. I could do
anything – ride my silver Malvern Star from Dover Heights to Rowe Street in the city, ride
horses in Centennial Park with my sisters, take photographs and even get them published in
magazines, take off my clothes to be painted by famous artists – I could do anything and I was
proud of it.
Pride goes before a fall, my girl, said Mother. Mother was not tall. I have my father’s
height. That was what he left me. Well, I did fall, Mother. You were correct. And now the only
thing I look forward to is this river water glistening in the sun, softening my gaze and letting me
lose myself in all that shining silver with the little pricks of blue light and glints of bright white.
I would like to walk through that water, I long to immerse my soul in its soothing
coolness, I was going to say, coolth, in its soothing coolth – now why isn’t coolth a word, why
warmth but not coolth? I yearn to obliterate the years in that water like watercolours in a bath,
the colours of my past (‘She has a colourful past,’ I hear the nurses say) my past whirling and
swirling in all that liquid, the pictures all washing away so no one can see what happened. So I
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can start afresh. I wanted the responsibility taken away from me and I yearned for a long rest.
But when I woke it was too late.
And it is now a great privilege to be allowed to walk by these acres of cypresses,
fathomless dark green, still and sad like Deirdre. I walk till I reach the gigantic photinia hedge
near the edge of the water, and when I walk at dusk I breathe the scent of that photinia, listen to
the sad, musical chant of the blackbirds, and let the silver water wash away my woes. This is a
privilege I have earned.
A privilege to smell sweet, too. Good behaviour enables gifts like that, worth their weight
in gold. Promise her anything, give her Arpège, the advertisements used to say. I can wear the
Arpège hand and body lotion Deirdre gave me and let myself be transported from this place to
her place in Clovelly.
At least I have earned a room of my own here. So many lost souls in the crowded wards.
The woman with the shaved head who sits in the day room knitting – constantly knitting – and
managing to make only a tangled mess of coarse knots and crazy loops like a bird’s nest infested
with spiders. Or the old woman almost bent double who walks up and down, up and down the
corridor, shaking her head and muttering, ‘No. No. No. No. No. No …’
What drove these poor souls to be like this? It has taken me a long time to be aware of
the lot of other people. I took so much for granted before. It is money, of course, as well as my
good behaviour, that earns me my private room. Privileges like that and the Arpège count for a
great deal in this place. However, other than good behaviour, one is not supposed to exist.
In some ways it was like that on the outside, too. I was not supposed to hear the cat calls
of the men who laboured on the road or outside the brewery (though a real woman was supposed
secretly to enjoy them), not supposed to hear profanities, much less utter them, not supposed to
notice the cost of a meal, not supposed to order what one wanted but allow him to order what he
thought I ought to have. In bed I was supposed to allow him to give me what he thought I ought
to have, too.
Men make one into a kind of doll. Same as the people here. They took everything away
from me, my clothes, my rings, the ivory and ebony bangle that Father had brought me from
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Florence. When I tried to escape it was solitary confinement in a straitjacket. One loses all track
of time. No tick-tocking clock to keep track and no calendars either. One is turned into an
animal. Except that most animals are free. One could not even go to the lavatory. So one tended
to do what one was told after that.
The wind came up this afternoon. The wind invades my brain. It was windy that April day
in Coogee, that darkest of days when I tried to sleep forever. The wind muscles its way into my
room and infiltrates my dreams. I cannot dream straight and when I wake I cannot think straight.
Straight. Hate. Wait. I have waited so long. It is a tram-stop where the tram never stops. I hate it
and hate him, my straight hate in the hangman’s house. The wind blew my hat off as I was riding
home and my hat went sailing out over the water like a boat, my hat-boat, my whirling, swirling
hat-boat. If I had that hat-boat now I could hop on it and sail away over the water and far from
here.
The wind is beneficial if one is sailing and not if one is stuck on land. The wind is
detrimental if one is cycling against it and the wind is worst in this place because there is no way
out, no way round it, the wind goes straight through me and rattles my heart.
As if my heart were not rattled enough.
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Chapter 4: February 1973
The Key to the House
Heide gave me the phone number for this old guy, Geoffrey Pettifer, who’d had a gallery with
his wife Tamsin for decades. I’d been in Darkroom Workshop and Heide came up the corridor
towards me, her blonde ponytail swinging, and gave me his details on a piece of sky blue
notepaper. We walked towards her office, students in jeans and T-shirts meandering alongside,
going this way and that, as outside her door we concluded the conversation.
‘Geoffrey knew Deirdre Wild in the thirties. Tamsin and he showed her work.’ Heide
opened the door. ‘Tamsin died in ’69. A drunk driver hit her, head on. The saddest thing.
Pettifer’s is still doing okay, the art market has had a revival in the past few years. Tamsin was
closer to Deirdre but Geoffrey might remember something significant. He’s worth a try, the old
goat.’
That was Friday. Next morning Nessie and I were eating toast in the backyard. Steve and
she and I rent a single-storey terrace in Woodstock Street, Bondi Junction. The sun was already
high in the sky and warming our backs. We sat at the round white cast iron table with our feet
ankle deep in the unmown grass. A row of my Bond’s Hip-Nippers moved in the faint breeze on
the Hill’s Hoist, the orange, lime and lemon coloured panties fluttering scraps against the blue
sky. I spread Robinson’s marmalade on my toast. I like thick-cut and Nessie likes thin-cut. She
doesn’t mind thick-cut because the pieces she doesn’t like are easy to avoid. We complement
each other in other ways: I’m neat and she’s messy; I’m an omnivore and she’s a vegetarian; I’m
a water baby and she doesn’t like to get her hair wet. Nessie cut off her crusts and avoided the
marmalade bits. The aroma of percolated coffee rose in the fine morning air.
‘Tim’s party’s tonight,’ said Nessie.
‘I’m not going.’ I drank coffee from my favourite cup, my Bunnikins one from
childhood.
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‘What? Why not? He’s expecting us.’ She threw a crust to the sparrows hopping on the
edge of the grass. ‘He likes you, you know.’ She was staring at me, her freckled nose wrinkling
slightly in the way that she had.
‘I don’t care. Twenty-first parties are an anachronism now.’
Nessie has a way of counting on her fingers while she makes a series of points and she
did this now, even though she only had two points. ‘One,’ she held up her right index finger, ‘He
really likes you – he’d probably be happy to be your toy boy.’ She laughed. ‘And two,’ she put
her right thumb out, serious again, ‘You’re being inflexible.’
‘One,’ I echoed, ‘I don’t think a four year gap constitutes toy boy status. And two, I’m
politically and philosophically committed. It’s important to stick to one’s principles. Turning
twenty-one is irrelevant now.’ I crunched my toast.
‘It’s not irrelevant to the people with birthdays in between. Don’t you think you should
allow for a period of transition between the two laws?’ asked Nessie.
‘No. I’m taking a stand.’
‘But what for? Look at all the people like Tim who are turning twenty-one and deserve to
have their big party but whose eighteenth meant nothing three years ago. If everyone thought like
you they’d be left in Big Party Limbo. Is that fair?’
‘Fair doesn’t come into it. I’m talking about principle. It’d be like those girls who wear a
white dress to their wedding when they’re not virgins. It’s hypocritical.’
‘No, it’s not.’ Nessie emptied the crumbs from her plate to the grass.
‘Not what?’ It was Steve’s voice and we turned our heads towards our housemate,
looking flabby-faced, his hair unbrushed and jaw unshaved, in his board shorts and a faded
greyish T-shirt.
‘Good morning,’ said Nessie. ‘Not hypocritical.’
‘You’re up early,’ I said.
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He yawned. ‘Too early. What’s not hypocritical? Any coffee left?’
‘Sure,’ said Nessie. ‘Bring a cup and help yourself. Keira thinks it’s hypocritical to go to
twenty-first parties.’
‘I didn’t say it was hypocritical, exactly, I said it was like the hypocrisy of a non-virgin
wearing white to her wedding. Twenty-first parties are now inappropriate. And, like weddings,
they’re a complete anachronism.’
‘You’re just jealous because you never got your key to the house!’ said Steve.
‘What?’ I pushed my hair behind my ears and stared at him.
‘You ran away from home, I hear.’ He walked down the grass towards the house to get
his cup.
I looked back at Nessie, widening my eyes.
She winced. ‘Sorry! He was asking about you a while back, and, you know, we just got
talking. I don’t think I betrayed any major confidences.’
‘I didn’t run away. I just left early.’
Steve walked back. He took the pyrex jug and poured coffee into his mug.
‘Leaving the day after the Higher School Certificate,’ said Nessie, ‘is pretty early.
Anyway, back to the point, Keir, don’t you think it’s a bit uncompromising not to go?’
‘Compromise is when no one gets what he wants.’
‘Not true.’ Nessie sipped her coffee. ‘Compromise is when both people give a little and
both are happy with the result.’
They were staring at me, saying nothing, until Steve said, shaking his head and looking at
Nessie, ‘She remains unconvinced.’ Then he turned to me and said, ‘So I hear your dad doesn’t
speak to you any more. What happens when you see him?’
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‘I don’t. He’s a plumber, always out working.’
‘He’d be raking in the money. Plumbers make more than university professors now,’ said
Steve.
‘Mum never sees any of it. Her housekeeping money hasn’t gone up for decades!’ I
laughed.
‘She must be a genius, managing inflation under those circumstances,’ said Nessie.
‘Not a genius, she just wants me to marry one.’
‘Doesn’t every mother want her daughter to marry a doctor, genius or not?’ said Nessie,
and turned to Steve, ‘Mel’s mother must be delighted.’
‘Doesn’t that only apply to Jewish mothers?’ I said.
‘That’s right,’ said Steve, ‘And most doctoring, even surgery, doesn’t require genius,
being little more than plumbing on a somewhat smaller scale.’
‘Somewhat!’ said Nessie.
Steve said, ‘Hey, Keir, I saw your pile of notes on the kitchen table when I came in last
night. You’ve got a lot already.’
‘No, it’s mainly preliminary research.’
‘Nah, looks like enough to be a book, not just an essay,’ said Steve. ‘Maybe you should
do a book instead …’
Nessie took this absurd idea and ran with it. ‘Yeah, you could call it a sexy title, like In
Search of Deirdre Wild.’
‘Or Wild About Deirdre,’ said Steve.
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‘Or The Wild One.’ Nessie laughed. ‘Oh, no, that’s the name of that Marlon Brando
motorbike movie. Well, what about A Wild Woman?’ Nessie spread out the fingers of both hands
in excitement.
‘Cigarettes and whiskey and wild, wild wimmin!’ sang Steve. ‘Put yourself in it and call
it Wild Women.’
‘I hate puns. And I’m not wild, I’m not even a Wild, I’m a boring old Bolt, remember?’ I
brushed toast crumbs from my cotton trousers.
‘But that’s just your father’s name,’ said Nessie. ‘As a stand against the patriarchy you
could take your mother’s name, her maiden name, I mean.’
‘But that’s just her father’s name,’ I pointed out.
‘Oh, yeah,’ said Nessie. She was silent for a moment, looking thoughtful. ‘So no matter
how far back we go there’s really no way out of that patriarchal shit.’
‘Depressing, isn’t it?’ Steve said, grinning.
Nessie threw a crust at him.
He caught it, put it in his mouth, and said, ‘It’s just a method of naming. A society can be
patrilineal without being patriarchal.’
‘But ours isn’t,’ I said.
A look of idealistic fervour lightened Nessie’s face. ‘No. But if society is serious about
Equal Pay and calling women Ms instead of Miss or Mrs and improvements like that we could
still end up with the patrilineal way of naming women and children, it would just mean that it
didn’t symbolise that men were superior any more.’ She turned to Steve and said emphatically,
‘Not that they ever were!’ We all laughed.
‘That’s right,’ I said, ‘You could have your father’s name but it wouldn’t mean anything.
It wouldn’t mean that, just because a women had her father’s or husband’s surname, she had no
identity of her own or that her only accomplishment worth noting was being Mrs Whatsit.’
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‘Hey,’ said Steve, ‘You could still call your book…’
‘I’m not writing a book! It’s a photographic essay!’
‘Well you can still call that Wild Women if you put in your mother as well as your
grandmother.’
I yelped with incredulous laughter.
‘She was a Wild once,’ Nessie pointed out, ‘Miss Maureen Wild.’
‘My mother has led a totally boring life. She may have been born a Wild but …’
‘Born To Be Wild!’ yelled Steve. Then he saw my face and said, ‘Been taken by
Steppenwolf, anyway.’
‘Trust me,’ I stated, ‘My mother renounced her Wildness decades ago.’
It was Steve’s turn to do the grocery shopping. Nessie and I picked up stuff like Mel’s
Cleo magazines and piled them on the bookshelf. Cleo was crammed with beauty hints and
clothes ads and How-to-catch-your-man articles, but pretended to be liberated. It was the same
old sexist rubbish, only instead of the old coquettish dropping your hankie to get a man’s
attention, it’s dropping your panties. We swept the house and cleaned the bathroom then she
went out to pick up some dry cleaning.
I was wiping up the breakfast things when there was a knock on the front door. I went up
the hall and when I opened the door there was Alan, in bone jeans and a white T-shirt. A folded
up Sydney Morning Herald was under his arm.
‘Alan – hi!’
‘Hi, just dropped by on the off-chance you’d be in.’ He kissed me, and oh, that lovely
fresh male smell of him weakened my knees.
We walked down the hall. ‘Like some coffee? Have you had breakfast?’
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‘Yeah, had some toast but I’d love another coffee.’
He sat at the kitchen table and I rinsed the percolator and my Bunnikins mug, and
spooned coffee grounds into the top of the percolator. ‘You ought to get an espresso maker.
Italians know how to make the best coffee,’ he said.
‘Oh, you’re a coffee expert as well as everything else, eh? What’s wrong with
percolators?’
‘They boil the guts out of the coffee.’
‘I’ll investigate the situation, discuss it with the Collective,’ (this was how Alan referred
to my domestic arrangement with Nessie and Steve) ‘and see if the kitty can afford it.’ The
percolator on, and mugs on the bench, I scooted over and plonked myself on his lap. His arms
went around my waist and he rubbed his chin on the side of my neck, a fine-sandpapery feeling
that gave me goosebumps – goosebumples, my little brother Sean calls them.
I kissed his earlobe. ‘I should get a key cut for you.’
‘Why?’
‘So that if you dropped round one time and I wasn’t here and no one else was in, you
could let yourself in and wait for me in my bed!’ I nipped his neck lightly.
‘The Collective should investigate getting a telephone connected. Then I’d know if you
were home and I wouldn’t have to wait before leaping into bed with you.’
The coffee began percolating with its customary noise. ‘The coffee’s ejaculating!’ I said.
When the noise stopped I leapt up and poured us some. Alan opened the Herald at the
Entertainment section. ‘Five Easy Pieces and The King of Marvin Gardens are on at the
Wintergarden. Both directed by Bob Rafelson, both with Jack Nicholson, both photographed by
Laszlo Kovacs. The first one’s great, haven’t seen the second, s’posed to be about sibling
rivalry.’
‘You know a bit about that already.’
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‘My brother lives his life and I live mine. Preferably as far apart as possible.’ I laughed
with him. ‘You seem to get along okay with yours though.’
‘I do. My brothers are great. Rowan and Jimmy cause our parents angst with their
subversive lives, you know, Rowan being a conscientious objector and Jimmy with his bikie
friends. Michael gets along with everyone and Sean’s still at school. Hey, let me show you some
pictures. I took his hand and led him to my room. ‘Sit on the bed. They’re in here.’ I took down a
box from the book shelf and sat beside him and opened it. He held the big format, matte blackand-whites carefully. ‘This is Rowan,’ I said, ‘the trailblazer.’ A full-length Rowan looked into
the lens with serious dark eyes, a no-nonsense gaze. He was dressed in pale stovepipe jeans and
his corduroy jacket was flung over one shoulder.
‘This is his girlfriend, Nancy.’ A portrait of them in profile, looking very much in love.
Nancy had a blonde plait down her back and she and Rowan looked soulfully into each other’s
eyes. ‘He’s not with Nancy any more. This is his latest girlfriend.’ I took out the ones of Suzy,
dark-haired and petite, in black jumper, white mini skirt and boots. Rowan and Suzy holding
hands, Rowan and Suzy clowning on the monkey bars, Rowan and Suzy on Coogee Beach, the
dazzling sunlight making silhouettes of their faces. ‘That one’s a bit overexposed but I kept it
because I like the effect.’
‘Oh, and these arty shots are of Michael and Sean,’ I said, showing Alan the boys in the
sea shots, some snorkelling, some not, but all with their backs to the viewer, studies of the
human form seen through water or studies of texture, smooth torsos against grainy sand. Some
were double exposures where the boys wade into the water and the sky appears to be made of
stones and you get an oppressive sense of foreboding.
‘These are great,’ said Alan. ‘Youth against oppressive political forces, innocence
striding bravely out into the fray. I like these very much.’
My heart expanded with pleasure. ‘This is Sean, the youngest.’ Sean with his dirty blond
hair and cowlick, kicking a soccer ball around the backyard, Sean up the mulberry tree, all legs
and arms amidst the leaves, Sean upside down on the monkey bars, hair falling like a waterfall in
the direction of the ground. Then there were the ones of Jimmy and his Triumph 650 motorbike.
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‘Isn’t he a bit young for a big bike like that?’ said Alan.
‘Jimmy? He’s sixteen.’
‘What does he do again?’
‘He’s an apprentice electrician. Rowan’s a union rep at the Railways. Michael’s a printer.
Sean’s the only one still at school. He’s eleven. Oh, here’s one of Mum with all four boys.’
‘Your mum looks good. You’d never guess she’d had five kids. None of your father?’
‘God, no. We don’t get along.’
‘Why not?’
I shrugged. ‘Long story. He’s really strict and he had the policy of “Lock up your
daughters” and, since I was the only girl, it was horrible. I rebelled and I got caught, then they
forbade me to see my boyfriend again so I sneaked out to see him. Anyway, it all ended badly
and I just left home as soon as I could. What about your parents? Do you get along with them?’
‘Sure. They live their quiet life in Canberra.’ He ran his finger up and down my forearm.
‘It’s important to have a good relationship with one’s parents. Maybe you should try and patch it
up with your father some time.’
I drew back my arm. ‘My father and I have nothing in common. He’s living in the
nineteenth century. My parents are still practising Catholics – in this day and age!’
‘You seem to get on okay with your mother.’
‘Yeah, I s’pose.’ I lay back on the bed. ‘Now, we have a while before the films, don’t
we?’
‘I see that gleam in your eye, you naughty girl.’ He looked at his watch. ‘At least two
hours before we have to go.’ He started unbuttoning my shirt.
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Chapter 5: May 1946
The Golden Goose
Metal and leather, metal and leather. The bare, sterile room and the metal smell. The four white
walls and the nurses in white as they buckled two metal plates at either side of my head with a
leather strap, right here at my temples. The strap cut into my forehead and then the doctor put
something in my mouth to bite on. The taste of leather.
That moment between the buckling down and the beginning of the hot blue crackle, that
moment is almost worse than what follows, the body-quake and brain-quake, the heart-quake,
heart-break. A long moment, especially after the first time. One knows what to expect then.
Quaking and shaking even before it happens.
A shrill noise and a fierce great body-brain-heart quake, a jolting crescendo until my
bones are breaking apart, my heart splitting, a teeth-shattering, spirit-spinning descent into Hell
for five minutes or fifty-five, no way of knowing, no such thing as time, no clock tick-tocking,
time afterwards all out of sync, there is only the present remembered in that quiet future of grey
days in the white-walled day room, a present of being shattered, split, jolted, jilted. And then it
stops.
Later, after Doctor Harvey there was a needle to put one to sleep first. But even though I
did not remember it happening, I still never wanted it to happen again.
It made me very tired all the time. Everything is cut up but I am used to that. Life being
cut in two, my interior world that is captivating and vivid and where time does not exist; and the
world I am continually forced into, the tedious place of rules and relations, good behaviour and
bad, divisions and gradations so subtle I cannot see them, but other people can. I do not know
why they can and I cannot. It is as if a bad fairy cast a spell on me at my christening. She did not
have the power to take away any of the gifts I had already been given but she said, ‘I do have the
power to make none of those gifts do you any good.’
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Before I know it I have brushed up against some rule or stubbed my toe on some iron
expectation hidden in the shadows. I am always offending somebody. Unknowingly, until too
late. Doing things I cannot help. It is the way God made me, like my heavy arms. Mortifying my
mother by my behaviour and my fat arms. The way they looked in a strapless evening gown,
never slim enough, no matter how slim I had whittled down my waist.
Society page photographs, balls and parties, tea dances and the theatre. My chubby white
arms emerging from the soft, elbow-length gloves. At least my arms were all creamy white flesh
then, graceful in their way, young miniature white whales, but now when I take off my cardigan
to raise up my arms for my flannelette nightie to float down upon my body, they have lost all
their plump and pleasing firmness. I know they were pleasing because men used to take pleasure
in them. My mother was not pleased, by them or by me, but at least in my youth, I and my arms
were presentable. I was presented in a white ball gown of silk and organza at my debut,
curtsying to the City of Sydney Lord Mayor and waltzing away with my young man.
My arms are dead fishes now, bloated and inert, and the under-parts jiggle, bad enough
that my hands shake, bad enough, one would surely think, but there is always worse to come.
‘There is always someone worse off than you,’ Mother used to say.
She was attempting to make me feel better, I suppose now, rather than attempting to
make me feel ungrateful, as I then supposed. There is plenty of time here to think and that is the
thing, just when one has plenty of time, they stop one thinking. If only in my youth I had thought,
if only in my youth I had looked before I leapt. Impetuous, reckless, unrestrained and
uncontrollable, they said. Uncooperative.
I used to make people laugh. Even Howard, early on.
‘It’s a gift,’ he said, ‘You have a gift.’
The more I used it the more it grew. I was his golden goose. He appreciated it, up to a
point. All right if you like laughing.
Then he wiped the laughter off my face.
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My friends who slept at the Domain under cardboard or in the Darlinghurst flats under
the stairwell thought I had a gift, too. It was warm there. We slept well there and did a lot of
laughing. I was a mimic. Bea Miles said I was the funniest thing she had heard in years, and it
was not mockery.
Where did that talent go? My laughter, my gift, my golden eggs of mirth. It was all
shaken out of me, shaken and shocked out of me. It is an evil magic, the electric shock, and hit or
miss, hit that Miss, she is uncooperative and she has lost her sense of humour. It hits all right but
it misses fixing. They think it fixes us but I never saw anyone it fixed, any more than the pills fix
people. The pills just make it bearable, make us bearable to our relations and make continuing to
exist bearable to us. Bearable but not a barrel of laughs. Well, if we all laughed all the time the
place would be very noisy. It would be a mad house.
No one wants that. Sedated is what they want. It is easier, quieter, more manageable.
Peaceful. One can become stuck in peacefulness. Stuck. Somehow I became stuck. Struck dumb.
That is what happened. My big mouth always got me in trouble. Not supposed to say or write
‘got’ but why not? Mother said it is ill-bred to use ‘got’. Supposed to use ‘received’. The truth is
my big mouth did always get me in trouble and there is no way around it. When I went too far I
was struck dumb, as in a fairy tale. The wicked witch cut out my tongue.
Cut out her tongue with those silver scissors. Mother insisted I learn to sew, all girls need
to know how to. It was tedious, as tedious as the day room on a Monday after the Sunday visits
are gone and life gets – gets again, sorry, Mother – life gets back to normal. ‘I cannot wait to get
back to normal,’ I said.
And Mother sniffed. ‘Olivia, my dear,’ she said, ‘You were never normal.’
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Chapter 6: March 1973
An Architecture of Memory
‘Yes, I do, very clearly. You resemble her, but you’re taller.’ Geoffrey Pettifer slid an appraising
glance down my body and up to my face again. ‘Deirdre Wild came at the end of the twenties.
Ah, the twenties. It was the beginning of the end, the changes in that decade.’ He pointed a long,
red finger with arthritic knobbles at me as if instructing me in a lesson I must not forget. His
large body put me in mind of a walrus. His enormous red ears had white bristles coming out of
them. The yellowing whitish moustache seemed to take up much of his large, otherwise florid
face. At first his voice had a grumpy tone even when he was not grumpy and on this subject he
was clearly outraged.
‘Women went into the twenties feminine and shapely, curvy as an hourglass, as Nature
intended.’ I looked on with distaste as he shaped the air with his hands, ‘And they came out of
them shaped like a roll of carpet. It was tragic! Tragic! Rolls of carpet walking down the streets!
Mind if I smoke?’
Automatically, I shook my head; if I did mind it would make no difference. Lip service.
Geoffrey Pettifer’s lips were completely covered by yellowish bristles.
‘Mind if I take your picture, Mr Pettifer?’
‘Not at all.’
I took my Nikon from my bag, slipped off the lens cap and focused. Enough light was
coming in from the window to get away without a flash. He had taken a pipe from the top of his
cluttered mahogany desk and was stacking its bowl with tobacco extracted from a shiny High
Holburn package. He spent the next few minutes tamping the tobacco down with an instrument
for the purpose, fumbling with matches and puffing to keep the pipe alight while he talked.
During the next few minutes I took ten shots from various angles. His florid Major-General looks
would make an interesting contrast with some of my other portraits.
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‘Deirdre Wild could never have resembled a roll of carpet, no matter what she wore, I’m
happy to say. She alone of all her sex …’ He looked into the distance as if enthralled by a vision.
The smell of the pipe was soothing, however, rich and somehow chocolaty. I thought I might
take up pipe-smoking myself. He suddenly looked back at me, puffed energetically and
continued. ‘There were others, of course there were, I married one or two of them and they didn’t
look like carpets – at least, not with their clothes off!’ His eyes twinkled darkly at me like
winking stars reflected in watery black mud.
He made a reassuring gesture. ‘Don’t worry, young lady, I’m long past all that sort of
thing. Still,’ he prodded the contents of his pipe, ‘a man has his memories.’ He turned the bulk of
his tweedy shoulders in my direction and beamed. ‘A man has his memories and I had my
moments.’
‘Mr Pettifer,’ I said, ‘I wanted to know if you had any information about Deirdre Wild’s
work.’
‘The main thing about her work was innovation. Wild experimentation, no pun intended.’
The odd thing was that during the next speech he started rubbing his hands together like a
schoolboy with a secret, an incongruous gesture for one so gnarled, the gleeful mischief
sparkling in his ancient eyes transforming him into someone I could imagine as once young.
He continued. ‘She began putting collage into her paintings very early, before anyone
else in this country, even Eric Thake. It was partly lack of money. Deirdre made a virtue of her
limitations. It was the Depression and everything was scarce. She started using ordinary
household materials or stuff she found – string, corrugated cardboard, feathers – people thought
she’d taken leave of her senses. Collage was taken up by the European surrealists, I remember
Tamsin saying at the time, but no one was doing it here, not then.’
‘Was her work influenced by James Gleeson, do you think?’
He stopped looking gleeful. ‘No. She disliked his approach. Her work was whimsical or
else it had a purity and a directness. I do recall what she called his paintings: she said they were
“glutinous obscurities”.’ He chuckled, and I laughed, too. ‘And Gleeson never made collages, or
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at least he hasn’t yet. His work was a response to the political situation of the time. I mean when
you consider the time – the Depression, the war – Gleeson and most of the Melbourne artists like
Albert Tucker were raging in their work against a world where war, poverty and racism were
destroying lives. Actually, Sidney Nolan tried collages then, too, in the forties, but Deirdre was
doing them earlier. And her response to world events was more personal.
‘She empathised with the Aborigines because she said the English had done to them what
they had done to the Irish: taken away their land. And their language. And in some of her works
there was the same motif, a figure of a little black boy looking out with a grave stare at the
viewer. The unnerving thing about it was that it was not a childish gaze. It was a child, but that
gaze held knowledge that no child should possess. Days later one would be clipping the hedge
and suddenly those eyes would be staring back at one.’ He trailed off, in a haze of tobacco
smoke, lost for a few moments in memories.
‘But they didn’t sell, at least not from here,’ he said, then shook his big walrussy head.
‘They made people uncomfortable.’
‘Isn’t that what art is supposed to do?’
He emitted a brief burst of mirth. ‘Ah, yes, if you’re of that persuasion, Miss Bolt.
Certainly that’s what those Communists she hung about with believed.’ He pointed at me. ‘But
propaganda ain’t art.’
‘Mr Pettifer, you mentioned a fire on the phone.’
‘Yes, the fire in ’45.’ A shadow passed over his face. ‘We lost almost everything. We
were insured, of course, so we could recompense the artists but their works were irreplaceable.
What is of concern to you is that it was Deirdre’s solo exhibition, as you must know …’
‘No, I don’t know. Vague hints are the most I get from my mother.’
‘It’s upsetting, I suppose. There were many paintings of Maureen at four or five, looking
through a window or a partly open door. Those poses reinforced the position of the viewer. They
were explorations of the inner realm of a child. Through the door or window were animals and
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birds, a magical proliferation of flora and fauna, black swans flying in the sky, boats on the
distant water and so on. They were haunting pictures, with the collage subtly added, mainly
transparent layers of tissue paper or silk and feathers. They would have made wonderful
illustrations for a children’s book.’
‘Do you have any idea how the fire started?’
‘Nothing conclusive. The police searched for clues but didn’t turn anything up. We
suspected arson but there was no evidence.’ He tapped his pipe on the desk, then said something
that made my heart skip. ‘You know, young lady, I might actually have some of Deirdre’s letters.
Tamsin was a great letter writer, wrote regularly to her friends, and they wrote back. She kept
things like that.’
I sat up straighter with excitement. What a find. I could reproduce them in my essay,
photograph pages of Deirdre’s handwriting, she may well have done little drawings in them as
well. They would introduce a new dimension to the essay; I’d have the text, the photographs and
now the letters!
He continued. ‘There’s a big batch of letters from our clients. So many of them went
abroad after the war. I was looking through them before you came.’ A knee cracked as he lifted
his bulk off the leather chair and moved slowly to a low wooden red-lacquered bench against the
wall. He took two bundles of letters off it and said, ‘I went through some of them this morning
but got distracted by the telephone and didn’t go back to sorting the rest. There are none in this
pile but, if we go through these, there may be some there. I’ll sort these and you do those.’ He
divided the pile and handed me half.
We sat in silence, sifting through the envelopes. Stamps from America, France, England,
Spain, Italy … A few were without envelopes and I had to look at the signatures at the end of the
letters. No Deirdre Wilds.
He chuckled. ‘Lots from Jean Bellette. She went to live in Majorca – still there, as far as I
know. She visited India with a friend and her friend caught lumbago from sitting on a damp
elephant!’ He laughed so much he started coughing. I jumped up to pat him on the back. Finally,
the coughing stopped.
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‘Sitting on a damp elephant,’ he repeated, ‘It’s precisely the sort of thing that Deirdre
would do!’ I looked at him and he concluded mournfully, ‘But no, it wasn’t her.’
We searched on in silence for a while. ‘Ah, I’ve got one from Jean Bellette, too. She says
Majorca is wonderful: the cognac is cheap and so are the cigarettes.’
‘That’s our Jean!’
I finished my pile before he finished his, probably because he kept getting distracted by
the content of news not written by Deirdre Wild. Finally, he finished and looked over at me. I
met the gaze of this lugubrious walrus. ‘Afraid not,’ he said.
I felt crushed. He had raised my hopes so high, only to dash them. As if reading my mind,
he said, ‘Now, I don’t want you to go away empty handed. I do have something you might be
interested in.’ He had the gleeful schoolboy expression again, comically incongruous. He pointed
at me. ‘You stay here. I shall bring it down.’
He disappeared up the stairs and came back in a few minutes with a small tan coloured
book. ‘No idea how we ended up with this.’ He handed it to me.
It couldn’t be … my heart pounded. ‘It’s not a diary, is it?’ I took the battered, compact
book in my left hand.
‘No such luck. It’s Deirdre’s address book. How Tamsin ended up with it I can’t imagine.
But, when I was preparing for your visit, I came across it.’ He pointed a long red finger at it. ‘If
anyone in there is still alive, it might do you some good.’
‘Thank you so much, Mr Pettifer.’ I almost leapt up and kissed him but thought better of
it.

I walked up Oxford Street with my brain buzzing. I now had addresses of Deirdre Wild’s
connections and friends. My heart was beating fast at all I could learn from this when I saw in
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the window of Josette’s boutique the most gorgeous skirt. I went in and tried it on: it made me
feel like Audrey Hepburn. Even though it cost the earth, I bought it.
We all had dinner that night, including Steve’s girlfriend Melanie. Steve and I eat meat,
Nessie’s a semi-vego, she eats fish and chicken, and Mel’s what Steve calls a rabid vegetarian.
In deference to Mel, I made an eggplant and zucchini cheese casserole and Nessie made a
salad with herbs from the window box, and artichoke-hearts and olives. Steve grilled his lamb
chops and made a potato salad. Steve drank Cooper’s stout with his meal and I poured the
riesling Mel had brought into our glasses.
‘Cheers,’ said Nessie, clinking glasses with us – Plink! – and Steve’s thick beer mug –
Thunk! ‘To wild women! Sorry, Keira, couldn’t resist.’ She turned to Mel and summarised the
latest about my essay and about the old address book and what that might involve.
Mel’s eyes lit up. ‘Interviewing them? Wow, that’s really exciting.’
‘Not exciting when they lapse into long, irrelevant stories about their own lives. I can see
it’s going to be time-consuming and sometimes I wonder if anyone can tell me anything
illuminating about my subject because it’s all so long ago.’
‘My grandfather says he remembers decades ago easily; it’s what happened yesterday or
last week that he can’t recall. Maybe some of your people will be like that,’ said Mel.
I sighed. ‘I hope so. Mmmmm, what a great salad, Ness.’
‘Yes, it is,’ said Mel. She looked intently across at Steve, then leant over and with her
forefinger and thumb picked up one of his lamb chops. ‘This had parents.’ She placed it back on
his plate, an agonised expression on her face. ‘How can you eat anything that had parents?’
Steve looked back blandly and put a hand on his plump belly. ‘It’s a portion of protein,
Mel. My body requires adequate portions every day. We all do. That’s nature for you. Big fish
eat little fish. Don’t be sentimental.’
‘Sentimental?’ Mel dropped her jaw.
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Her eyes had darkened with anger and her fawn eyebrows were drawn downwards in
inverted Vs.
‘Children,’ said Nessie. ‘There’ll be tears before bed time if we’re not careful. Let’s have
a reasoned discussion about it, or better still, let’s have a reasoned discussion about something
else!’
Nessie was good at forcing a total change of topic apropos of nothing, just like my
mother. But Mel wasn’t having any of it.
‘If you’d read Small Is Beautiful you’d see that it is not sentiment at all but common
sense for the future of the planet. Putting aside the cruelty to animals for the moment, it’s insane
to cover the earth with crops for animals to eat and then eat the animals – we’d use a fraction of
the space if we just grew the crops and ate them!’
‘But I don’t like soy beans,’ said Steve, and both Nessie and Mel glowered at him. Then
he said, ‘I’ll read the book, Mel. Seriously, I will.’ Reaching across the table, he caressed her
forearm.
Mel looked slightly mollified and Nessie took the lull in hostilities as an opportunity to
shift the topic back to me. ‘Keira, it’s so fantastic you’ve got Deirdre Wild’s old address book.
Think of all the fascinating artists and people you’re going to meet.’ She topped up our glasses.
‘Except that most of them will be dead,’ I said, helping myself to more salad.
‘Well they won’t all be dead. Some will be gone from those addresses, sure, but you can
track them down. Some might be living in the same place and they will know where the others
have moved.’
‘Yeah,’ said Mel, ‘You can try the telephone directories.’
‘Hey,’ said Steve. ‘This solves the mystery.’ He gulped beer and thumped his mug onto
the table.
‘What mystery?’ said Mel and Nessie simultaneously.
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‘Keira says her grandmother never wrote letters,’ he said, looking back and forth at Mel
and Nessie. Then he looked at me. ‘It’s obvious. She couldn’t write them: she rushed off
overseas and left her address book behind!’

That night I sat down at my desk feeling a wave of gratitude towards that old walrus Mr Pettifer
but I also felt misgivings. How much good is an address book decades old? The owner long
gone, presumed dead, her friends and contacts now … where? Many of the names had addresses
but no telephone numbers. I pictured my letters of inquiry to these people piling up in the Dead
Letter Office.
How did letters end up in the Dead Letter Office? If they had no return address on them, I
guessed. Flipping through the cream, blue-lined pages with pale brown fox marks on them I felt
heavy with a sense of futility that seemed to float up from the neatly printed grey-blue ink
entries. So long ago. A small book with ancient alphabetically ordered lettering that might as
well have been hieroglyphic markings.
Norma Bates 34 Toxteth Street, Glebe … Maddy Carlson 68 Johnston Street, Annandale
… Albert and Eileen Daley 89 City Road, Camperdown … Bernadette and Peter Knox 2/11
Greenknowe Avenue, Potts Point … Seamus Mike 55 Firth Road, Fitzroy, Melbourne … Ethel
Murray, 2/29 Primrose Avenue, Manly … Here was Pettifer’s Gallery at a different address,
Central Street, City …Owen Wynter 89 Grove Street, Balmain … The little book was an artefact
whose markings were probably irrelevant or irretrievable now; a shell whose occupants were
gone, leaving only a frame, an architecture of memory. Friends, artistic contacts, framers,
babysitters, lovers – surely all gone by now, moved interstate or overseas or dead. As I flipped
through the book with my thumb, names flashed past, a good many of them women’s and I
thought how many must have married since then, changed their name and become lost to those
who wanted to trace them but didn’t know about their marriage. The patrilineal naming tradition
certainly had its drawbacks for women, even if it wasn’t patriarchal as well, and let’s face it,
Australian society was both, certainly back then.
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I flicked through the pages absently, as if trying to absorb something by osmosis. Then I
noticed something I hadn’t seen before. Under O was a piece of pink paper folded into a tiny
square. I picked it up and unfolded it. Olivia Paddock c/- Broughton Hall, Rozelle. It was like
listening to the eerie music from the interior of a seashell, as if I were standing on the wet sand
of Clovelly beach, a conch shell pressed to my ear, listening to the mysterious sound of the past.
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Chapter 7: December 1936
A Word Person
She was the Irish one, she should have had the gift of the gab but it was I who gabbed on. I was
always a word person, my head in a book drinking other people’s words like nectar or scribbling
my own ideas in an exercise book, I was one for talking streams of quicksilver words. Art was a
language inside her that she did not have to speak in words, a way of conversing without talking.
Mind you, she was firing on all syllables when she had her fights with Norman Lindsay! She told
him that World War I had made the canons of beauty he favoured irrelevant. Norman did not
appreciate his models talking back.
Deirdre focused on cubism at first. But some time after she met me, her pictures did begin
to contain actual words. Look at that early portrait of me floating in a pale silver sky above
Clovelly. My hair is blown every which way by the breeze and every long strand is made of tiny
words: phrases or descriptions, observations or reflections, commonsense or nonsensical words,
all kinds of words making up the whirling, swirling strands of hair against the evening sky.
Some of her collages have words scratched into the thick paint. Words crawl around the
perimeters, words leap across the frame, words stream out of people’s mouths in a torrent of
exuberance, words are written down people’s backs or at the bottom of a creek, words roll in the
waves of the seashore, words even leak from the frame down the wall at an exhibition. People
laughed and said, ‘No one will buy that!’
It was typical of her excess. She was always overflowing the space she was allotted. She
came from a tiny island and now lived on an enormous island. We were taught that Australia
was the biggest island and the smallest continent. England is smaller but I suppose they might
have included her with Europe. Deirdre was small physically but in every other way vast.
Wherever she went she made an impact with her big personality and her talent.
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Some pictures did not work, some lines became lost along the way. But her pictures are
not about perfection, they are about taking risks. Some risks were unsuccessful. Part of the
process. Mother said only God can be perfect. I think perfection would be boring.
The travelling is the thing. I have travelled a long way in my time and I have had a great
deal of time. Her pictures were journeys, maps of places step by step to she knew not where. She
would sometimes step back from a painting and wonder, ‘Where is this going?’ Whereas
Howard only asked, ‘Where’s my dinner?’
Deirdre’s notebooks were doorways into a space where she could sketch, doodle, play,
let her pencil dance across the page, allow her thoughts to tumble onto paper, let her feelings
spill out in ink and colour, form and shape. On the surface she was calm but inside she was a
demon of passion and abandon. She was not the kind of artist who made preparatory sketches.
She plunged right into the work, plunged right into everything she tried.
She would scribble sometimes into a notebook, which was a diary of sensations and
descriptions, flotsam and jetsam of things heard or seen, poetry she had read or experimental
colour mixes. Then she would set that aside and be engaged by other things. When she was ready
she would make the collage, working from an arrangement in her head, apparently, or from
seeing how one thing looked in juxtaposition with another on the canvas.
And even though she incorporated words in the paintings and collages, it is still true that
art nourished her in a way that words never could. She always said that a person can lie with
words but a picture one paints will tell the truth – even if the painter does not want it to.
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Chapter 8: March 1973
Smoky Ghosts
On Friday night I visited my parents and helped Sean with his geography homework. After Sean
and I had washed up and Mum was knitting in front of the television, I was making everyone a
cup of tea when Dad came into the kitchen.
‘Your mother tells me you’re going to interview people for this project of yours.’
I got the cups and saucers out. ‘Yes.’
‘P’rhaps you should take one of your housemates with you.’
I looked up into his concerned brown eyes. ‘Why?’
‘They’re strangers, these people. Some of them might be … strange.’
‘You think I’m at risk from some demented old madman or something? Don’t worry, I
can look after myself.’ He flung me a sternly concerned look and I said, ‘I’ll be careful, Dad,
don’t worry.’
‘It’s just that sometimes you can be too trusting. Your mother and I want you to be on
your guard against anything … odd or dangerous. We want you to be safe. Think about taking
someone with you.’
This was one of the longest speeches I’d ever heard him make. I stood there in shock for
a moment, then said, ‘Okay, I’ll think about it.’

On Saturday morning I was buttering two pieces of toast. The clock on the kitchen wall said ten
o’clock. Steve emerged from the bathroom wearing jeans and his striped pyjama shirt. ‘You’re
up early,’ I said. ‘Want some toast?’ I cut my pieces across, making them into triangles.
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‘Coffee’s what I want first. I’ll do my toast.’ He took the percolator and poured some hot
coffee into the blue mug with the whale tail handle that Mel had given him. He took two pieces
of Vogel bread and placed them in the old fashioned toaster. ‘We should buy a pop-up one, not
stuff around with this inner-wrist burner.’ The smell of warming bread filled the space between
us, Steve standing by the laminex bench and me sitting on a stool. He sipped his coffee.
‘So, now we know what to give you and Mel for a wedding present.’ After a silence I
added, ‘Uh, did I say something wrong?’
For a little longer Steve said nothing, just frowned and sipped his coffee. He pulled the
plastic knob down and turned the bread around to toast the other side, then did the same to the
piece on the other side. He leant against the bench and didn’t meet my gaze. ‘Well, um … Mel’s
wonderful but she’d try to warm a wet kitten by blasting it with her hair-drier on High.’
I gulped my milky coffee. The smell of warming toast intensified. ‘Cold feet, eh?’ I said,
‘Oh, dear.’ He looked up at me then and we stared at each other until I said, ‘I think your toast’s
ready.’
He pulled down first one then the other plastic knob and retrieved his toast. Wielding the
knife like a trowel, he lashed butter across the fragrant pieces then sat down opposite me with his
plate and mug. I pushed the marmalade towards him. He stared at the picture of a golliwog on
the label. Then he said, ‘I’m not sure. I was going along all right, happy with the way we are, but
now she’s got marriage into her head and she’s like a … like a soft, pale pink, fuzzy-wuzzy
bulldozer!’
‘If you’ve got doubts, it’s no good going into a marriage with them. What about just
living together?’
‘The problem with that is that Mel …’ He sawed his toast in two. ‘See, the difference
between her and you, between her and most people I know … is that … she operates on some old
fashioned assumptions.’ Steve’s toast crumbs were all over the little table. ‘I mean,’ he said,
‘how do you see living together?’
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‘Me? Y’know, my parents call it living in sin. I call it the only way to live. That way, the
two people are free, the state doesn’t come into it and neither does the church. It’s only to do
with how the two people feel about each other. They’re free, they have no pressure, they’re not
welded together by external forces. They’re making a decision every day to keep living together,
if that’s what they want.’ I sipped my coffee. ‘They’re not together for financial reasons or legal
chains or because their parents would be upset to have a divorce in the family.’
‘Right! You see living together as living together. Melanie sees it as a trial marriage. And
she doesn’t like the risk of living together because she says plenty of people live together and
then decide not to get married.’ He chewed the last of his toast and looked mournfully at the
crumbs around him.
‘Okay, let’s say you persuade Mel to live together under her assumption of what that
means, then the living together could still pass the test and you both might want to get married
after “living in sin” – or you might want to but she might change her mind – or you might not
want to but she is still keen on marriage.’
Steve pointed his finger at me. ‘And that’s the more likely scenario.’
‘But maybe you can’t really know until you try it.’
‘Try what?’
We whipped our heads round to see Mel in the back doorway, partly hidden behind two
brown paper bags of groceries, two baguettes sticking out of the top of one them.

In the afternoon I rang Eileen Daley. She sounded intrigued with the project and invited me over
right away. I caught a 327 to Camperdown. A small blond boy sat in front of me with his mother.
He held a plastic bag of water with a goldfish in it. When I got off I walked up City Road until I
came to number 89, a fibro house with a blue tiled verandah with pots of sunflowers on it, was
easy to find and I pressed the doorbell.
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Once inside and after mutual introductions, I put my Sony tape recorder on the coffee
table. Petite Eileen Daley had white hair and was dressed in a purple cardigan and green cotton
trousers, her feet neatly together and her hands in her lap. I was smiling because she was sunk
into a rounded green velvet sofa with cactus-shaped knobs at either end of it: the perverse notion
of sitting comfortably on a human-sized cactus! Her husband, a skinny, bald man in baggy
trousers and a blue cotton shirt, sat in a matching armchair, a folded newspaper on his lap and a
biro behind his right ear. Behind bottle-bottom glasses he was poring over the racing form. His
name was Albert, and this was what he insisted I call him – just as Eileen had done.
I switched on the tape, and Eileen plunged right in. ‘Your grandmother,’ she began, ‘was
well named. There was an untamed quality about her. She’d had that extraordinary upbringing on
the island.’
Albert looked up from the racing form and said, ‘Island life was wild in one way but too
restricting in another, too traditional. That was why she came to Australia, to break free of
expectations.’
‘But so far away,’ I said. ‘Why didn’t she go to Dublin or London or even America if she
didn’t like island life?’
Albert shrugged and looked from me to Eileen. ‘She was impetuous.’
‘She did as she pleased. She was wild!’ Eileen laughed. ‘Of course I know that was her
married name, after she got together with Charles, but it really suited her, and it sounded less
Irish.’
‘Why would she want to sound less Irish?’
‘Probably to give Maureen a better life as well as to make things easier for herself,
professionally and in other ways.’
‘But what was wrong with sounding Irish?’
‘People were prejudiced. You’d see boarding houses with a sign out the front: “No Irish
or Blacks”. And in the 1940s, I think it was, a prominent businessman was quoted saying, “I’d
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rather my daughter marry an Aborigine than an Irishman!” It was dreadful back then. Albert’s
parents had a mixed marriage – his mother was Catholic and his father Protestant. They were
both cut out of their parents’ wills.’
‘I didn’t realise it was like that. I can remember us calling the kids at public schools
“Proddy dogs” and maybe a few stones got thrown but nothing more serious. So how did you
two meet her?’
‘At a Communist Party fundraiser,’ said Eileen. ‘She was a fellow traveller.’
‘Do you know much about what she did when she first came here?’
‘She was living in the Rocks.’
‘I know she came on the Ulysses,’ said Albert, ‘It sank during the war. But I can’t
remember what she told us about her early days here. At my age, one forgets things. The main
thing about her I remember is her hatred of injustice and dishonesty.’
‘What about her affair with a married man?’ said Eileen, sitting up straighter, resembling
a purple flower blooming from the green cactus. ‘That’s dishonesty.’
I glanced over to see if the tape was still recording.
‘We don’t know if she was actually involved with him when he was married,’ said
Albert, and turned to me. ‘She and Charles got together after his wife divorced him.’
‘Officially.’ Eileen sniffed. ‘They knew each other long before then.’
Albert ignored this. ‘And even if they did start before his wife died, it’s dishonesty on his
part, not on hers. A woman could conduct an affair with a married man without ever telling a
lie.’
‘You’re splitting hairs. You’re forgetting the sin of omission, and the whole …’ she
gestured to her heart and her head, ‘state of being while having a clandestine affair with a
married man. It’s living a lie, and every time she saw his wife she would have been in essence
lying!’
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‘Perhaps they never met, the wife and Deirdre.’ He turned to me and said, ‘Eileen takes a
hard line with these things.’ He took a packet of cigarettes from his shirt pocket, put one between
his thin lips and lit it.
She looked affronted. ‘I have standards and stick to them, that’s all.’ Then she added,
‘Unlike some.’
Albert grunted. ‘People’s lives are more complex than you allow for sometimes, m’dear,
that’s all I’m saying.’
‘There’s right and there’s wrong, and people know the difference and they make their
choices. Oh damn, is that rain?’ She rose from the sofa with the agility of someone much
younger.
‘Can I help you?’ I said, but she made a dismissive gesture and disappeared from the
room like a purple and green flower being blown by the breeze.
Albert looked at me, raising his shoulders in a wince. ‘Squeezing an old bruise. My
memory might be suffering the effects of age but hers remains like an elephant’s!’ He gave a
brief burst of laughter and I laughed nervously.
‘Albert, can you tell me anything about Charles Wild?’
‘Charles was a senior clerk at the Commonwealth Bank, just round the corner from Rowe
Street. Charles was a good bloke bristling with contradictions. He had money but had socialist
ideas. He was rational but believed in Theosophy. Deirdre and he believed in reincarnation and
yoga. You’re surprised but Theosophy was an influential religion in its time. Two Australian
Prime Ministers were proponents of it: Deakin and Barton. Charles was a likeable man trapped in
an unhappy marriage. He collected china and pictures so he haunted some of the Rowe Street
shops and came to Frances Zebel’s parties on Saturdays where he met everyone. Margo Lewers
who started the Notanda Gallery taught him about Modernism. He wanted to be in the art world.
‘I remember he took some classes but showed no promise. What he was good at was
dealing. He bought a Conrad Martens for ten shillings in the mid-1920s and haunted second-
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hand shops for bargains. He collected Baxter prints and I know for a fact that he sold for fifteen
guineas Baxter prints he’d got for sixpence some years before. He wanted to set himself up as a
dealer and give up the day job. As it happened, the bank let him go before that could happen. The
Depression. But he’d spent some of the money he’d made on property so at least when he left his
wife, he had somewhere to go. Lydia got the Chatswood house and all the china and he and
Deirdre went to live in Clovelly. Very much a step down – a cottage in a very poor suburb, as it
was then. Poverty Bay, some called it.’
Eileen returned, a basket of clean, dry clothes balanced on her hip. ‘Albert,’ I said, ‘I
wonder if you and Eileen could help me. Geoffrey Pettifer gave me Deirdre’s old address book
and it’s so old I guess most people might have … moved.’
‘Or died,’ he said. ‘You have it with you? Let’s have a look.’
Eileen looked through the book with him. Then Eileen made a pot of tea and, while we
drank it, they shared with me what they remembered about every name. Some had died, almost
all had moved and the name, Olivia Paddock, on the bit of pink paper, brought some sad
memories to mind – she’d married too young and was very unhappy, had attempted suicide and
ended up in the asylum. They had lost track of her after that. But it was in fact her couch and
chairs they had. She had re-upholstered an old set and her husband didn’t like it. She gave it to
them because they thought it was amusing.
‘She insisted we take it or Howard would set fire to it or something! That was what she
said. Albert borrowed a trailer and went round to Bondi and brought it back. We were living in
Surry Hills then.’
‘When was this?’
‘Just after the war.’
‘Wow. It looks like new. She made things to last.’
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At the end they posed together on the cactus couch, holding hands and saying, ‘Cheese!’
I took half a roll of thirty-six, some of them individually and some together, some on the couch
and chair and others by the window and bookshelves.

The next day Alan was coming over for a late lunch. It was the day we both got off early, he
from delivering a lecture and me from listening to one. I jumped off the bus and walked up Flood
Street and into Woodstock Street with shopping from the delicatessen and the grocer’s in both
hands. I juggled the packages while turning my key in the front door and stepped into the dreamlike ambience of an empty house. How quiet it was! The red glass panel above the door stained
the light with a crimson glow. Walking down the hallway’s threadbare multi-coloured runner I
composed the salade Niçoise in my head: green beans, white hard-boiled eggs, punctuated by the
red of tomato quarters and the pale beige tuna. Freshly baked white baguettes and white goat’s
cheese to complete the picture, a still life in green, red and white. He would bring a bottle of
white wine, he’d said.
In the kitchen I dumped the sturdy paper shopping bags on the table. I nipped up the hall,
kicked off my sandals and unzipped myself out of my jeans. I wouldn’t wear the new skirt yet,
he preferred short ones. I put on a translucent white skirt and a floaty little lemon-coloured top.
Unplaiting my hair I brushed it until it shone and went a bit electric, the strands appearing to
cling to the bristles as I held the brush away from my head. I tossed the brush onto the desk.
The narrow full-length mirror reflected a thinnish girl with long, black hair, white skin
and long legs that never tanned. Eye-liner round my eyes and a touch of eye-shadow and pink lip
gloss. I might pass with a push.
I ran down the hall to the kitchen, topped and tailed the beans, put them and the chats on
to boil and opened a can of tuna. In a small saucepan I boiled water for the eggs. Clearing away
yesterday’s Sydney Morning Herald, the Nation Review and an anatomy text book of Steve’s, I
put Nessie’s white linen and lace tablecloth on the scratched pine table. Everything had to be
perfect. I began seeding Kalamata olives with a fruit knife.
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I was peeling the eggs when I heard his knock. I flicked off the tiny, clingy eggshell
fragments from my fingers into the sink, wiped my hands on a tea towel and raced up the hall.
‘You look beautiful,’ he said, after we’d kissed. ‘You should wear skirts more often.’ I
took his hand and led him down the hall, the old runner soft under my bare feet.
‘Put on a record,’ I said. ‘Lunch is almost ready.’
He was pouring hock into our glasses when I put the last of the dishes on the table. Faint
strains of Joni Mitchell’s latest album were playing.
‘I must buy you some jazz records,’ he said.
‘I like jazz, but I don’t know enough about it. I’ve heard Galapagos Duck at The
Basement but I’ve hardly heard anyone else.’
‘Not a bad start,’ he said, raising his glass to clink with mine. ‘To jazz. To music.’
‘The music of love,’ I said and then gulped the cold wine, fearful I’d said the wrong
thing. Terribly uncool to talk about love too soon. Plus it’s a cliché, I guess. The music of love,
where’s it from? Twelfth Night, I think, yes, we did it in Fifth Form, If music be the food of love,
play on…
‘Delicious,’ said Alan, tearing off some baguette. We ate in silence for a while. It wasn’t
bad, the smooth texture of the olives complementing the chunks of tuna, the salty anchovies an
antidote to the blandness of the potato and egg, green beans for their goodness and vibrant
colour. The bread was fresh and yielding under the butter and goat’s cheese.
The wine complemented the meal superbly and it was gone so fast it seemed it had
evaporated. Alan talked about Benny Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Cab Calloway and other
famous jazz names I’ve forgotten. When we’d finished, I asked him if he’d like a coffee.
He shook his head and drained his glass. ‘That was delectable – just like you.’ He put a
dark grape in my mouth. ‘Your eyes are nearly this colour, you know.’
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I leant over and kissed him, pushing the grape into his mouth with my tongue. He took
my hand and led me out of the room and up the hall. We drifted slowly into the bedroom. I felt
floaty, pleasantly pissed. We took each other’s clothes off, slid onto my double bed and he made
love urgently, quickly. Usually he took more time. It had been a while. ‘Sorry,’ he said, but it
didn’t take long for him to make me come with his fingers and I cried out and clung to him with
the intensity of it.
Afterwards we lay on top of the sheet, damp limbs entwined, his nose in my hair, and we
seemed to get swallowed down quickly and unbidden into the deep sleep of the exhausted. You
know when you go to sleep in the daytime and when you wake you have no idea how long
you’ve been asleep? It was like that.
I remember waking once and seeing the sun sinking lower in the sky and our skins
reflecting the golden light coming in through the slats of the wooden blind. We looked like
sleeping tigers, the pale molten stripes of dusky light across our bodies, the stripes becoming
more obscure with the fading light. His furry thighs were lovely, and I leant up on an elbow and
laid my hand across them, then upwards to his sleeping cock, then lay back again and looked
down at our bodies on the crumpled white sheet. We looked veiled and mysterious until we
became smoky ghosts merging with the hastening darkness. I sank into deep sleep again for I
don’t know how long.
Suddenly I was woken by Alan rearranging his body and I felt the cold air where his arms
had been.
‘Christ!’ he said, ‘What’s the time?’ His hand went up to the bedside table for his watch
and he switched on the lamp. ‘I’ve got to go!’
I leant slowly up on my elbows and looked at him, already leaping out of bed and
grabbing his shirt. I felt drowsy. My eyes were screwed almost shut against the unwelcome light.
He was thrusting his lovely long legs into his pants. I said, ‘Don’t go.’
‘You look like an Eskimo,’ he said, and pulled up the zipper on his trousers. ‘I must go.’
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‘Why? No-o-o-o-o-o, come back here, you don’t have to go yet.’ I leant over and grabbed
his shirt tail. He stepped away and tucked it back into his pants. I lunged halfway out of the bed
and went to playfully grab it again and he moved backwards and my hands fell on the floor.
‘Ow,’ I said.
He lifted me back on to the bed by my upper arms, kissed my forehead and said, ‘I have
to go, I’m really late.’
‘Late for what?’ I settled my head on the pillow.
‘Got to go to a dinner, now where’s my other sock? Sorry, I need more light.’ He pulled
the string by the door and the bulb in its Japanese paper shade came on. I put my arm over my
eyes and gave a little groan. ‘What dinner?’
Alan was pulling on his socks and shoes. He got busy with the laces, then bent over the
bed and kissed my lips. ‘Gotta rush,’ he said, ‘I’ll let myself out.’
I listened to his footsteps down the hall. No doubt he was picking up his briefcase and
jacket from the living room. There was silence for a while and then I heard the distant flush of
the toilet. His footsteps came the other direction, up the hall and past my door – ‘Bye,’ I called.
‘Goodnight, Keira, catch you later.’ And his footsteps went up the rest of the hall and out
the door, which clicked shut behind him. I lay back, wondering whether to go back to sleep or
get up and eat some of the night before’s leftovers.
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Chapter 9: June 1947
Formerly Miss Kettlewell
Am I mad? Even if not, why should anyone listen to me? Why should anyone want to read my
words? And what, you might ask, could somebody see of the world from inside an institution?
Plenty of people live in institutions. Marriage is an institution. Boarding school, the
Army, the Navy. Perhaps more people live in institutions than do not. I am not so special.
You might be surprised by the things that I have seen, inside this place as well as outside
it. I have had sojourns in the wider world, on drugs that work and drugs that do not, on drugs
that work but whose side effects are worse than the malady they purport to cure. All in all, I have
seen plenty.
I have seen things to make your hair stand up, I have experienced events to chill your
summer dreams into silver icicles. Without setting foot outside Australia’s shores, I have
travelled a long, long way. I have seen much of what the world can offer, bad and good, evil and
sublime.
Am I mad? Look at my shaking hands. If being uncooperative is madness, then, yes. I
have been labelled uncooperative. It is a grave label. It is a diagnosis that anyone can make and
the doctors believe them. A wardsman, a nurse, a cleaner virtually – if they call one
uncooperative, it is a licence for electric shock therapy. If I had my silver scissors – but they are
not here and there is no escape. Do not try to escape, it only makes matters worse.
And later when they invented the insulin therapy, to have that on top of the electric shock
therapy, it is utterly exhausting. The rest of the week is a washout and all one can do for ages
after is to play cards or stare out the window.
Did my shaking begin then? I do not remember. Shaking, the shocks, a shadow of the
shocks, a shadow that endures, she is a shadow of her former self. What was my former self?
Formerly Miss Kettlewell, I was a Fourth Former at Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Pymble. Miss
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Kettlewell in her formerly formal frocks. Oh, do look at her in her formal gowns and long white
gloves, look at her floating along these polished green linoleum floors, look at her waltzing with
so many eligible young men.
‘Put me on your dance card, Miss Kettlewell, for the last dance.’
‘Why, Doctor, I do not know if I can, there is a name written there already.’
Doctor looks grave, oh so grave, and I watch the big cartoon balloon emerge from his
mouth saying, ‘UNCOOPERATIVE!’
If I had not started crying and wailing when they brought me in it would have gone better
for me. But they took that as severe mental disturbance. Mother always told me that my temper
would get me into trouble. I always looked to my father for protection. When he died I lost my
protector.
In my youth, with my golden hair and big blue eyes, I looked innocent and elicited that
response from men. Men have always wanted to protect me, to keep me safe. But who could
protect me from them?
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Chapter 10: April 1973
An Unfamiliar Sky
I was in the kitchen wearing my new swirly skirt with a tight black top and my black high-heeled
sandals when Nessie walked in dressed for work.
‘Great skirt,’ she said to me. ‘What colour would you say that was?’
‘This?’ I held up the edge. ‘Magenta.’ I poured two glasses of orange juice.
‘Magenta.’ Nessie sat down at the table across the room and sipped her juice. ‘Sounds
like a girl’s name. Magenta! Magentaaaaaaah! Where are you, Magenta, come to Mummy!’ We
laughed and she said, ‘That skirt really is gorgeous. Is it silk?’
‘Nope, just some synthetic, but it’s cut on the cross – makes it move divinely. I feel like
Audrey Hepburn.’ I picked up the percolator pot and moved across the floor with it, attempting a
dance of lilting grace, my hips rocking and sandals tapping to the unheard interior rhythms of
French rock and roll. ‘Café au lait, Mademoiselle?’
‘Oui, merci.’
We drank our juice and coffees then I put on some toast, which Nessie had no time for.
Some minutes later she emerged from the bathroom after cleaning her teeth, grabbed her
handbag and poplin jacket off the back of her chair and rushed out of the room. ‘See you
tonight,’ she called. ‘Oh, nearly forgot. There’s a letter for you.’ She ducked back and picked up
Steve’s folded Herald off the dresser. Under here. Looks official.’
Her footsteps receded down the hall at a pace fast enough to just make the 8.15. What
could the letter be? It had been forwarded from Beach Lane. A wonder the postman could
decipher the wobbly writing, a spider’s two-step tango, I called my mother’s famously illegible
scribble. Probably from the tax department. I hadn’t paid enough on my holiday job wages. The
address on the back meant nothing to me. Inserting my index finger I ripped along the top of the
cream envelope.
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Stephen Field and Associates, Barristers and Solicitors
53 Mill Hill Road,
Bondi Junction, Sydney, 2022
10th April 1973
Miss Keira Bolt
2 Beach Lane,
Clovelly, Sydney, 2022
Dear Miss Bolt,
Your grandmother, Caitlin Deirdre Wild, has bequeathed to you an item from her estate. Please
telephone 5964 2277 for an appointment to collect this item from my office at a convenient date.
Yours sincerely,
Stephen Field.
I gazed out the kitchen window, my brain buzzing with questions. What was in the
bequest? Did this mean that Deirdre Wild was dead? Why was this happening now? I glanced up
at the calendar to check it wasn’t 1st April. Was it a practical joke? My mother was too serious to
cooperate with anything like that.
I grabbed my jean jacket and shoulder bag, ran up the hallway and made my way to the
bus stop. No public telephones between our house and the first bus stop so, when I stepped off
the 353, I stopped at the red Telecom phone box just outside the entrance to East Sydney Tech.
I dialled my mother’s number and waited ages listening to the Brrrrr-brrrrr, brrrr-brrrrr,
brrrrr-brrrrr … of the ring tone from a telephone ringing in an empty house.
I looked at my watch. Ten minutes till Darkroom Workshop. I dialled 5964 2277. A
mature woman’s voice with a slight Scottish brogue said, ‘Stephen Field and Associates, may I
help you?’
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He was busy the next two days but I made an appointment for the first available day,
Thursday at 2.00. How could I wait until then?

‘Mum, the most amazing thing: I’ve got this letter from a solicitor. I have to go and see him
about a bequest from Deirdre Wild!’
There followed that intent silence that only the telephone can produce. I said, ‘Mu-uum,
do you know what this is about?’
‘I can’t imagine.’
‘But you forwarded the letter.’
‘That’s all I did. I know less than you do.’
I persisted. ‘Do you know who Stephen Field is?’
A small pause indicated the inhalation of cigarette smoke. ‘He’s the family solicitor,’ she
said at last. ‘I haven’t thought of him in years. Your father and I consulted him when we made
our wills. And my parents went to him about their wills.’
Then she changed the subject to something Sean had done at school. I said at the end of
this unsatisfying conversation, ‘I’ll let you know what it’s about after I see Stephen Field, shall
I?’
‘Of course. If you want to.’
The timing of the lawyer’s letter was just right. Until then I’d begun to feel I was getting
nowhere. Either I couldn’t find the relevant people to talk to, or when I did interview them they
told me nothing of any importance, or were actively hostile like Madge Burnside. Miss Burnside,
as she wanted to be called, had offered me some tap water in an old Vegemite jar. While I
outlined the questions about Deirdre Wild’s life that I was particularly interested in, I noticed the
cobwebs in the room’s corners – too high for her to reach. A layer of scummy dust clung to the
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kitchen wall. She nodded knowingly at my list of questions. She refused to speak with a tape
recorder going. I said I’d just take notes.
She refused to have her picture taken, which was a shame. The portrait of a wrinkled old
hag glaring from behind round-rimmed, smeary spectacles would create a good contrast to the
benign-looking couple on the cactus couch and the tweedy old walrus smoking a pipe.
She began in the loud voice of one who is deaf. ‘She was Caitlin O’Mara when I met
her.’
‘Yes, she changed her name.’
‘What?’
‘She changed her name,’ I said, louder.
‘Evidently,’ she shouted. ‘She lodged at my sister-in-law’s house in Cumberland Street in
the Rocks. My brother died in the Great War so my sister-in-law had to take in lodgers after
that.’ She paused and then stared into the middle distance and said, ‘We are pilgrims and our life
is a long weary walk from earth to Heaven and a long time in Purgatory in between for most of
us.’
What could I say? I sat there under her stare, feeling accused, feeling guilty. I gulped my
water and put the glass down on the laminex table with a thud.
‘She was a loose woman,’ shouted Miss Burnside.
A shock shivered up my spine. My mum was always so concerned with reputation, as
well as chastity before marriage and all that rubbish. If she heard her own mother being talked
about like this …
Miss Burnside continued. ‘An unwed mother. She had an illegitimate child and she didn’t
provide for her properly. How could she? Children need two parents.’
Illegitimate? What about Charles Wild? They must have got married after the birth, then!
My mother had kept this from me. Madge Burnside was looking at me with a judgmental glare.
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My own life would look immoral to this woman, even though I had no child. Of course the only
reason I didn’t was because of the Pill.
‘You’ve ’ad more boyfriends than you’ve ’ad ’ot dinners,’ my father said once, in a
genuinely critical tone; he wasn’t teasing. He’d have a fit if he knew I wasn’t a virgin any more.
Madge Burnside was still staring at me. Clearly she could see that I too was a loose woman.
At last she spoke: ‘This is all a bit of a lark to you, isn’t it?’
I was taken aback. She continued. ‘Waltzing into other people’s lives and asking
questions so you can scribble them down and make of them whatever you want.’ She pointed a
witch-like, bent forefinger at me. ‘And this is for your own good: people don’t want to be treated
as walking encyclopaedias on your favourite topic of the moment. There are other things in their
lives than your little project.’ There was an intense silence. The air seemed charged like air
before an electrical storm. My heart was pounding. She hadn’t finished. ‘And when you go
snooping in other people’s lives you don’t know what you will turn up or what trouble you’ll get
into. The old saying: “Let sleeping dogs lie” has lasted for a reason.’
I could say nothing. My palms were sweaty. The greasy walls and dirty, cobwebby
window seemed unbearably oppressive. I was desperate to leave but Miss Burnside continued.
‘Whenever I visited, Céit was nowhere to be seen and Lillian was looking after the little
one. Lillian was not blessed with children before my brother died so she claimed she didn’t
mind, always insisted she loved the little girl. But it wasn’t she who was the mother. A child
needs her own mother – and a father too. United in the sacrament of marriage under the eyes of
God.’
‘But Deirdre – Céit – had to earn money. I guess she was working to pay the rent.’
‘Call that working? Taking her clothes off in front of men.’ Miss Burnside indicated with
her head towards my notepad and pen. ‘You can be writing that down in your little book. You’ll
get the truth from me.’
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Afterwards I walked down the street towards Circular Quay and tried to analyse why the bizarre
interview with the batty old lady had left me feeling so bad. On reflection, her moral superiority
over ‘loose women’ like Deirdre Wild (and by implication, Deirdre’s granddaughter) was not
upsetting because that was mere narrow minded bigotry and all such attitudes were being left
behind now because of the Pill and changes in attitudes.
But the other charge levelled at me was wounding. At first I’d resisted, insisting in my
mind that it was bullshit. But as I was walking, a part of me suspected some substance in her
remarks about my approach. Did I really view people like her as walking encyclopaedias? As
merely short-cuts to where I wanted to get? The truth was that I did. One of the things my mother
and I had always disagreed on was about the notion of small talk. She reckons it oils the wheels
of society and that it’s about being sensitive to the feelings of others. I reckon it’s a complete
waste of time.
Finally, I was at Circular Quay near the number five ferry wharf. Albert had said it used
to be called Semi-Circular Quay. ‘Pretty soon the Semi dropped off,’ he said, ‘and then everyone
referred to it as Circular but that’s wrong. Look at the shape of it, circular makes no sense. But
people are lazy and now the Semi’s gone for good.
The Daleys had been so nice that the interview went effortlessly and I didn’t have to
think about small talk or the lack of it. And Geoffrey Pettifer had seemed delighted to be treated
as a walking encyclopaedia! I’d been lucky with the first two lots of people, I could see that now;
probably most people wouldn’t be so easy and perhaps there was some merit in small talk. Was I
really as insensitive and selfish as Miss Burnside implied? And maybe I should have taken Dad’s
advice and brought someone with me.
I walked down the concrete wharf until I could go no further without buying a ticket. A
mass of people in a mixture of suits and summer clothes were crowding off a yellow ferry with a
green trim. It was hard to imagine how this place looked in September 1927. Such a long time
ago, nearly fifty years before. I walked away from the wharf and back to the iron railing
decorated with cast-iron seahorses. Leaning against the chest-high railing I looked down into the
dark green harbour water with its oily sheen shifting slowly on the opaque surface. Ahead a ferry
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called Lady Denman was ploughing through the dark water towards wharf four, excited children
leaning over the side.
I stared past it into the distance where two other ferries moved like toy boats on a pond.
Seagulls yelped and the sun warmed my back. I should have brought a hat. Mum’s always telling
me to protect my skin. In those 1930s and 1940s photographs by people like Max Dupain
everyone is wearing a hat. Deirdre would have been wearing a hat when she alighted from the
ship that brought her here – to Semi-Circular Quay.
I pictured her stepping off the ship in those elegant little ankle boots I’ve seen in 1920s
photographs. Mum is proud of her size five feet. She said Deirdre had them too and so have I.
Alan says, ‘You’re too tall to have such tiny feet, it’s a wonder you don’t topple over!’ Perhaps
Deirdre was nearly toppling over as she disembarked, trying to get her land legs.
How weird it must have been. She must have felt that she had severed her past and paid a
high price for an uncertain future in a backward land. I pictured her, staggering slightly, her legs
unsteady from the journey of six weeks or more. She must have looked up at an unfamiliar sky at
the bottom of the world and shivered in the hot sunshine.
Here she stood, on this concrete in her laced-up ankle boots with the wind whipping her
long skirt, here on this paved wharf she stood, the saltwater lapping at the wharf’s edges. She
must have recoiled at the swooping magpies and the screeching seagulls and been aghast at the
flies thick and swarming on people’s backs.
When I was walking up George Street to the bus stop I saw a 433 pulling up and thought
I might jump on and go to Alan’s place. By the time I got there he would probably be home from
work. 433s are so rare that it seemed like Fate. I paid my fare and settled in down the back with
my Iris Murdoch paperback of The Sandcastle for the journey.
I got so engrossed I almost missed the stop. Pulling the bell just in time, I shoved my
paperback into my bag and raced down the aisle. I jumped down the step, walked past the
Laundromat and waited ages before I could cross the road. It was such a busy time of day.
Finally, I was over the other side, just in time to see Alan get out of his Datsun. ‘Alan – hi!’
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‘Keira – this is a surprise.’ He shoved a pile of papers under his arm. There was a sparkle
in his brown eyes and he looked as if he couldn’t believe his luck. He kissed me and put an arm
round my waist, I smelt his lime aftershave, and we walked to the white cast iron gate. He
transferred the papers to the other hand and his tan leather briefcase was in the other. It matched
his tan leather belt and shoes and even his watch band. He was wearing an open-necked cotton
shirt in fine brown and white checks and bone jeans. How good-looking he was and always
calmly in control. ‘Good day at work?’ I asked.
‘Pretty good.’ He nodded. ‘How about you?’ He put his key in the lock and I said, ‘Yeah,
okay. I’ll tell you about it later.’ We walked up the hessian runner on the stairs and round the
corner to the dining room. He dumped his briefcase on the lino and the papers on the table.
‘Like a drink? I’ve got beer in the fridge. Let’s sit on the sofa.’
‘You sit down, I’ll get you one,’ I said, pushing him gently towards a chair. I could feel
his firm skin warm through the cotton beneath my fingers.
‘Thanks. Get yourself one, too.’ He sat down, yawned and stretched while I went to the
cupboard. ‘Beer glasses down low, remember?’
‘Oh, yeah.’ I bent down.
‘Has anyone ever told you you’ve got a lovely bottom?’ he said.
I laughed and he stood up and took the glasses from me and went into the living room. I
took the beers from the fridge and put them on the coffee table, too.
‘Too gorgeous for words,’ he said, ‘actions are needed!’ He lunged at me, grabbing a hip
in one hand and a thigh in the other. I screamed, and we tumbled on to the sofa, wrestling and
then kissing intermittently until we stopped laughing and were both panting. His hands were
going everywhere, running up and down my thighs, across my stomach and hips and between my
thighs, teasing the edges of my lemon hip-nipper panties. He’d push them down a little and I’d
push his hand away and pull them up again. He ran the tip of his tongue along the rim of my
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right ear and suddenly I didn’t want to play any more and I started unbuttoning his shirt to reveal
his mostly smooth golden chest.
Sometimes you can see thick black hair poking out the neck of men’s shirts like the
plumage of a crow. Alan’s chest just has a little pale down on it, and fine down on his shoulders,
little feathery patches, the faintest beginning of downy wings, on this angel of a man, soft and
blond so you can hardly see it but it feels baby-bird soft under my fingertips. My hands went into
the waistband of his pants and I eased his zipper down and undid the stud at the top.
He suddenly sighed. ‘I’ve got to go back to work some time tonight,’ he said. ‘Got a
report I didn’t finish, due tomorrow.’
‘Ohhhh,’ I groaned. ‘Don’t tell me this now.’ I could feel his cock hard beneath my hand.
I gripped him hard, then released. I took his hand and put it under my skirt, hooked his forefinger
under the edge of my panties and dragged them down with it. ‘Please, please – make love to me,
it won’t take long!’
He ripped my panties all the way down and threw them aside, a flash of lemon flying to
the floor. His hand closed on me, revelling in feeling the flesh and fur now uncovered. ‘So soft!’
he said.
‘I put conditioner on it every day, just in case I see you,’ I said.
He looked into my eyes. ‘You use conditioner on your pubic hair?’ I nodded and he
laughed. ‘You’re amazing,’ he said, and his fingers sought out my wetness. His other hand
curved round my arse. Then he put his head under my flowered skirt and I gasped. I unzipped my
skirt to give him more room and when I could stand it no more I pulled on his shoulders.
He came up and I kicked my skirt off and pulled his pants and undies down and off,
flinging them on to the floor where they landed near my panties to keep them company. Then we
dived back together, and I tasted myself on his lips. He pushed me gently back on the sofa and
then pushed himself into me, ahhhhhhh … he felt sublime! We built our rhythm higher and
higher, I could see him concentrating on not coming, but I was more than ready and this time we
came at the same time, both moaning in our different registers of high and low, and then
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collapsing against each other in our mingled bliss. I kissed his wet forehead, breathing in his lime
smell, and put my arms ever so tenderly around his hot shoulders.
He was resting his face on my breasts. He looked up and said, ‘You were right. That
didn’t take long.’
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Chapter 11: April 1973
The Silent World
Stephen Field’s office was the ground floor of a nineteenth-century terrace house that had been
done up, the verandah replaced with shiny new boards and the iron lace painted a pristine white.
I sat where the receptionist with permed hair and Edna Everage glasses had indicated, on a
maroon leather sofa. Flicking through the pile of magazines on the glass coffee table, I wanted to
lose myself in a British Vogue or Sight and Sound but they were mostly financial or current
affairs. I crossed my legs. I probably shouldn’t have worn jeans to such a posh place. I put my
hands in my lap and made an effort of will not to fidget. The walls had the predictable Cedric
Emanuel sketches of nineteenth-century terrace houses. I yawned.
After a few minutes a short man in a brown suit with no tie emerged and headed for the
exit and the receptionist nodded to me. ‘Mr Field will see you now, Miss Bolt,’ she said, and
showed me in.
‘Thanks, Jean,’ said Stephen Field. I stepped across the soft carpet and saw a portly man
in his sixties behind the desk. His nose and over-sized ears were brick-red. When he stood I saw
how his stomach swelled the front of his pinstriped shirt out, straining the little white buttons.
‘Please, Miss Bolt, sit down,’ he said to me, gesturing with a plump pink hand.
I sat opposite while we got the usual generalities over with. He drummed his fingers on
the brown leather arm of his chair. I noticed a gold signet ring too tight for his fat little finger. He
would never be able to get that ring off now. It would have to be sawn off.
I blurted out the first question on my mind. ‘Does this mean that my grandmother has
died?’
A pause, and then: ‘Not necessarily.’
‘But if she isn’t dead, where is she?’
‘I’m not at liberty to say. My client …’
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I leant forward. ‘She’s your client. You’ve seen her? She’s been here?’
He examined something microscopic on his shirt cuff. ‘I’ve seen her representative.’
‘Who’s that?’
‘I’m not at liberty to say.’
I was about to break out in hives of frustration. I scratched a mosquito bite near my left
elbow. ‘Did you know that I’m composing a photographic essay on Deirdre Wild for Art
School?’
‘Are you now?’ He sounded patronising.
‘Yes, I am, and this … this bequest … might help me. So, okay. You can’t let me know if
she’s alive or dead or who her representative is. What’s the bequest?’ I wondered if it was money
or jewellery, a house in Ireland, a pair of gold cufflinks that belonged to my grandfather – I had
no clue. Stephen Field smiled as he stood up. ‘You believe in cutting to the chase, don’t you,
Keira?’
He reached for a brown paper covered object that was leaning against one of the wooden
filing cabinets. He picked it up and passed it over the desk to me. The image of a kite flashed
into my mind from childhood afternoons with my dad and my brothers, flying Dad’s home made
wood and brown paper kites with big smiling faces and long trailing tails. I almost laughed. ‘This
is it?’
He nodded. ‘That’s it.’ His eyes were watchful but not eager, they gave nothing away. I
looked down again at the object in my hands. It could only be one thing.
‘Can I open it now?’
‘If you like, or you could sign here and take it home to examine at your leisure.’
‘My leisure.’ I blinked. My fingers were shaking. ‘No. I’ll open it now.’
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As if expecting this response he immediately handed me a pair of scissors, the orange
plastic handles towards me.
‘Thanks.’ Sitting the object on my lap, I carefully cut where the sticky-tape joined the
bits of paper, shook off the paper and held the picture up in both hands. It was lighter than I’d
expected, executed on a canvas stretched over a light wooden frame. I sighed at the glorious
blues and greens of water and sky.
My eyes drank in the expanse of bright sky over the pale water. Two men were fishing
from a hide-covered canoe. Their lines fell deeply into the sea, past big and small fish swimming
about. At the bottom of the aqua sea was a village, with white houses and a little church, fields
defined by rows of white rocks, and cows and donkeys. Chickens pecked at the turf. You could
see children at the schoolhouse windows, one girl and four boys. Everything looked normal
except that it was a world underwater, a world the fishermen were oblivious to, a world where no
one would think to look. I turned the back over. Printed in pencil was The Silent World.
This was fantastic. I wanted to take a picture of it then and there. Which reminded me:
‘Mr Field, would you mind if I took a photograph of you?’
‘Me?’ He glanced at his gold watch, looked reluctant, but said, ‘All right.’
‘Thanks.’ I grabbed my Nikon and unscrewed the 50 millimetre lens and put on a 135
millimetre one. After I’d taken his pictures I said, ‘I haven’t brought my cable release. Would
you mind?’ I handed the camera to him. ‘You focus with this. The f-stop should be about right.
Press this to take the shot. Thanks.’ I held the painting in both hands, raised it about level with
my face and grinned.

I propped The Silent World on top of the bookshelf in my room. We’re not allowed to hammer
nails into the wall. It looked good there and I could see it easily from my desk. At Easter Alan
was visiting his parents in Canberra. He insisted I’d be bored if I went with him. ‘It’s just a
country town,’ he said, ‘There’s absolutely nothing to do.’
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‘I could find something for us to do,’ I said, reaching round his hips. He pulled my arms
gently away. ‘Listen, you can meet my parents when they visit Sydney next time.’
Everyone was going away. Steve had told his sister Sylvia that he would mind her cat
while she was diving in the Maldives. Sylvia’s in Public Relations. She screeched up in front of
our house in her powder blue MG and rapped on the door as if it was an emergency. Her
platinum-coloured hair was cut to cling to her head so it looked like a shiny white bathing cap.
She was dressed in a white linen pants suit and white platform shoes. I stepped into the hall to
see her shove the wriggling cardboard box with a whine coming from inside it into Steve’s
hands.
‘Want to come in?’
‘Got to dash, thanks a million.’ She glanced down the hall at us and waved. ‘Hi, Keira,
hi, Nessie, ’bye!’
Steve took the box into the living room where the newsreader was giving the latest on
Watergate. The creature leapt out, a large, angry cloud of dark grey fur. It looked around and
immediately picked its way on silent paws to the person in the room who least liked his species.
‘Amazing the way they always do that,’ said Steve and laughed. He walked over and bent
to pick up the large charcoal grey cat. ‘Come on, Butch, come to Daddy.’
‘Yeah, Butch, go to Daddy.’ I went into my room. Nessie was leaving the next day to
visit her family in Adelaide. Later on, on the same night, Steve returned from the pub wanting to
go fishing with Mike and Shane up the north coast.
‘Unexpected,’ I said, ‘because you and Mike and Shane are incapable of planning
anything beyond your next beer.’
‘Not true!’ he said, ‘We plan for exams and we plan for celebrations afterwards. To name
just two instances of prudent planning for the future.’ He took a bottle of Cooper’s pale ale from
the fridge.
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‘That’s not prudent.’ I lowered my jaw in mock emphasis of his words. ‘That’s not
planning. I’ll tell you what that is. That is: frantic-panic-and-frenzied-cramming-a-bit-before-theexams-when-it’s-almost-too-late-and-then-a-gigantic-piss-up-the-minute-you-stumble-out-ofthe-exam-hall.’
‘There’s no need to be rude,’ he said.
‘Oh dear, have I offended your sensibilities?’ I took a bottle of apple juice out of the
fridge and poured a glassful.
‘I just ask you for a little favour and I get attacked.’
‘Oh, Stevey, you’ve come over all sensitive,’ I observed. ‘It’s not a little favour for
someone who is a dog person.’
‘Sincerest apologies. Come on, Keira, would you? If anything happened to Butch my
sister would die of grief. He’s a surrogate boyfriend, always there for her when some sod lets her
down again. Look, I’ll pay you to do the job.’
I sipped juice then sighed. ‘Don’t be silly, I’ll do it.’
‘Thanks, Keir. He’ll be no problem. Like all cats he’s really independent, all you have to
do is feed him twice a day. I’ll buy enough cat food to last the distance.’ Butch walked over to
Steve and rubbed his body against his legs. Steve picked him up. ‘Auntie Keira will look after
you, Butch, you’ll be fine.’
But after they had all left, Butch was not fine. He followed me wherever I went,
miaowing pitifully until I gave in and picked him up. He curled himself tightly against my chest
and purred loudly, a surprisingly heavy armful of smoky blackish-grey fur, his claws stretching
and retracting with pleasure. Didn’t cats make easy pets for busy people because they didn’t
demand daily walks? But Butch was demanding in other ways. He wanted to be picked up often
and emitted a howl of anguish if I put him down before he was ready. When I tried to do some
work he sat his vast furry bulk in the middle of the very page I was reading or on the one I was
trying to write on, stuck a back leg out, bent his head down and began cleaning his bottom. I
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noticed with disgusted fascination that he cleaned himself all over with his agile pink tongue
several times a day.

Before he went away, Steve drove me round to Beach Lane with the painting. Michael was round
there for dinner. They were watching the news. I made the introductions and said, ‘This is news –
I’ve got one of Deirdre’s paintings! Isn’t it beautiful?’
‘Good Heavens,’ said Mum, staring at it. ‘Stephen Field gave you this?’
‘Yeah. But he refused to tell me anything about why Deirdre sent it.’
Mum and Dad exchanged puzzled glances and Dad moved closer to her. ‘She’s up to
something,’ he said. ‘Where was it post-marked from?’
‘Sydney.’
They both shook their heads and stared hard at the picture.
‘Weird,’ said Michael.
‘Some of the fish have human faces,’ said Sean.
‘Those poor children will drown,’ said Dad.
‘I’ve never seen it before,’ said Mum. ‘It has a strange power.’ She peered closer. ‘It’s …
the children are – she must have done it from a photo I sent her – they’re little portraits of you!’
Michael and Sean and I looked closer. ‘You think?’
‘A mother knows. I can see it’s a beautiful picture now. Don’t you think, Jim?’
Dad took a long time to answer, as usual. Eventually he said ‘Not bad.’
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I used the Easter break to catch up with domestic stuff, do my Darkroom Workshop assignment,
develop and print all my interview portraits, and flee the oppressive presence of Butch by
snorkelling in Clovelly Bay with Sean. Every step of it such fun – from the fitting of masks and
mouthpieces, the awkward walking in fins towards the water’s edge, and the sliding into cool
water to instant weightlessness and an infinite variety of undersea sights.
It’s timeless, drifting and gliding underwater with the fish, seeing the different species
through the hypnotic bands of golden sunlight shafting down to the bottom, illuminating the
gently waving forests of pink and yellow seaweed growing from rock outcrops. We saw creepy
brown eels hovering just above the bottom and we gave the stingarees a wide berth. They can go
backwards, aiming with their venomous tail – but unless you tread on them you’re usually safe.
We swam out to the rocky outcrop on the swimming pool side and it was there that we caught
sight of a yellow seahorse family, the parents and the babies, each so delicate, their shy eyes
sensitive and intent, looking back at us, and Sean and I glancing from them to each other with
joy.
That was on the Saturday. The next morning, between Mass and lunch, we saw plenty of
rock cod and other common fish plus a few catfish and revelled in the heady shared delight of
effortless movement through cool, silky seawater, alongside schools of wrasse or striped
angelfish, turning when they turned, hovering when they hovered. When I snorkel I’m totally
involved in the present moment in that underwater world, and it was lovely to do it with Sean.
Both in and out of the water the easy camaraderie of my brother diverted me, but on the way
back for Mum’s Sunday roast, I wished that Alan could join me more often for a swim or
snorkel. It’s such intense pleasure sharing an activity you love with the person you love.
After Sunday lunch, when Dad was out playing cricket in the park with Sean and the
others, I washed up and Mum wiped. I told her to sit down and have a smoke, she seemed so
tired. She said she’d like to do nothing further all day but that they were going to dinner at Ann’s
and George’s (Dad’s sister and her husband).
‘No wonder you’re tired, Mum, you do everything. Dad never does any domestic stuff,
you have to do it all.’
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‘He puts out the rubbish.’
‘Big deal. It’s not as if you don’t work, too.’
‘Keira, don’t be rude.’ She put a pile of dry cutlery in the drawer. ‘He earns the money.’
‘Things ought to change. Sometimes it gets beyond a joke. Remember that Saturday
morning we went to town and when we were trying to get home there was something wrong with
the buses, they’d suddenly gone on strike or something, and we got back hours after lunch and
Dad was still waiting for you to make him lunch? He couldn’t even make himself a sandwich!’
She sighed, shook her head and lit a cigarette. ‘He’s helpless. Men are pathetic.’ She sat
down on a kitchen stool.
‘But in a way, we collude to keep them that way. I mean, the boys should all be in here
doing this. And that Saturday, if you’d made a fuss and said he should have got himself
something, he might have started questioning the way things were done. Instead, you said
nothing and just put on your apron to make him a hot lunch before you’d kicked off your good
shoes!’
‘It’s the way it is, it’s the way he was raised.’
‘It can’t be the way you were raised!’
‘No, but I always wanted the opposite of that. And actually, I got the opposite at Saint
Vincent’s.’
‘Yeah, the nuns trained you well in sexist ways!’
We both laughed. ‘They did,’ she said. And when I turned round from the washing up,
she was nodding in acknowledgement. She caught my glance with a dawning recognition in her
dark eyes. She said, ‘Something should change. The whole world is changing all around him but
he refuses to see it.’
When I returned after Sunday lunch with my parents and the snorkel with my brothers,
Butch rushed over to me as if I’d been gone for days. Perhaps he smelled the dog on my clothes,
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competition for my affection. He miaowed repeatedly, in an outraged whiny tone, and pushed
himself against my bare legs, winding in and out between and around them. I thought cats were
supposed to be independent and aloof. If only…! He yowled until I picked him up and he sank
into my arms, purring like a motor and pressing his claws in and out of my T-shirt, stopping just
short of penetrating the skin.
It was only when I settled down in front of the television that he seemed anywhere near
content. He settled on the sofa next to me, too close for comfort but at least not on my lap. He
was sitting on a woollen jumper of Steve’s, shedding tons of thick grey fur all over it. It would
make his jumper warmer.
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Chapter 12: December 1937
Time Off
Howard visited last Sunday. I nearly fell off my chair. He said he forgives me. He said that I am
being allowed time off for good behaviour. I am laughing at the thought. Except at the thought of
going home. But I shall not think about that. I would rather escape into my dream world. The
trouble is, Miss Pill – that is what I call her – comes with her routine of pills of different colours
and then the routine of washing and breakfast and every day the same, and then my dreams
evaporate. The pictures in my dreams were beginning to be clearer but the pills dry up my
dreams and I would love to stop taking the pills but they say that I must take them or I shall
become unwell again.
They say that I must keep taking them or I shall go back to crying all the time. And that is
no way to live.
But nor is this.
Life in an institution or life at home, in another institution. These are my choices. Prison,
every way I turn.
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Chapter 13: April 1973
Pneumonia Alley
Two days after Easter I was still tripping over the damn cat while making a Waldorf salad. Steve
was frying chips and grilling chops. Nessie was cooking her famous Tarte Tatin.
‘Isn’t it time Sylvia took that cat back?’ I said over the hiss of hot oil.
‘I’ve been meaning to tell you,’ he said.
I stopped chopping celery, knife held in the air, mid-chop. ‘Tell me what?’
‘Sylvia’s in love.’
I looked at Nessie, who was peeling apples. She raised an eyebrow.
‘How nice,’ said I, going back to the celery, ‘Please convey my congratulations.’
Nessie said, ‘And, Steve? She’s in love and … who’s the lucky guy?’
‘Someone we know?’ I scraped the chopped celery and apples into the wooden salad
bowl.
‘Oh, someone forbidden – a scandal – do tell, no don’t tell us – she’s fallen in love with
Alan!’ said Nessie, and we laughed.
‘And all the time I thought he was visiting his parents in Canberra he was diving in the
Maldives with Sylvia!’
Steve turned down the burner then held up his hands as if defending himself. ‘Look, she
met this guy – Peter – in the Maldives but he’s from Sydney too, turns out he lives two blocks
away from her. They have everything else in common too, are totally in love and want to move
in together.’
‘And the relevance to us of this happy revelation is …?’ said Nessie.
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Steve paused.
‘Out with it!’ I said.
‘The boyfriend is allergic to cats. Gets hives. Something in cats’ saliva.’ We said nothing
and he said, ‘She wants me to look after her cat until she finds another home for him.’
‘And so you agreed? We’re not even supposed to have pets here!’ I said.
‘It won’t be for long. None of her boyfriends last for long.’
‘Why can’t Mel look after it?’ I said.
‘She’s a dog person.’
I rolled my eyeballs heavenwards and turned to him, hands on my hips. ‘So am I!’
‘No, but I mean – she has a dog. He’d kill Butch.’
‘Problem solved.’ I dumped the chopped walnuts into the salad, tossed it with the
mayonnaise and put the bowl on the table. But of course, Steve knew I didn’t mean it, and of
course I accepted the situation because I’m that kind of girl.

There were three of them, Norma, Madelaine and Liz.
‘Do I remember Deirdre Wild?’ said Norma, her brown eyes shining behind big-framed
tortoise-shell glasses. ‘Looking at you brings her back! You’ve got the same purply brown eyes.
Céit, she was then.’
I poured tea from the ceramic pot into our cups. We sat at a round wooden table near the
window in Collins coffee shop in Castlereah Street. I opened my spiral notebook and picked up
my biro. ‘Oh, you’ll be copying down all our pearls of wisdom into your little book!’ said
Madelaine, and we laughed. ‘Those clothes,’ continued Norma. ‘Like a modernist painting. I
remember a black velvet skirt and soft black jumper with pillar-box red stockings and a trailing
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scarf to match. Sometimes a red beret too like a French girl. She drew second glances wherever
she went.’
‘But it wasn’t just the clothes,’ said Madelaine, looking stern with her short crimped grey
hair and tailored grey trouser suit. Her ears were set close to her head, as if they’d been stuck
there by invisible drawing pins. ‘She was a beauty, with those dark eyes and white skin, and a
long swan neck too, dear, like yours. But you look strong.’ She looked at me, intent and
appraising. ‘Deirdre was fey, she looked fragile, and shorter than you are.’
‘How did you meet her?’
‘We were all doing art classes at Antony Datillo Rubbo’s,’ said Norma, ‘at the Royal Art
Society, in Pitt Street.’
‘Up two flights of stairs, it was,’ said Madelaine. ‘He taught the science of colour. A
revelation. Remember the colour wheels we made?’ She looked into the faces of her
companions, who beamed back and, for some reason, they all clinked their cups as if toasting
with champagne instead of Twining’s English Breakfast. Madelaine turned to me. ‘We all met
there and have been friends ever since.’
‘Céit modelled sometimes, too.’ Liz’s green and orange geometric print dress combined
with her cheeky smile to make her seem younger than her contemporaries. ‘And Datillo-Rubbo’s
studio was practically next door to here. Upstairs.’ She pointed up the narrow street.
‘Céit was a good model, unlike some,’ said Madelaine, patting her permed grey curls.
‘Remember Rosaline Norton? Scrawny and covered in mosquito bites.’ They all groaned. ‘Most
uninspiring.’
‘She practised witchcraft,’ said Liz. ‘She dyed her hair orange and drew her eyebrows in
a dramatic arch. But that was later. At first it was just the red bites and the black circles under her
eyes.’
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‘She modelled once or twice for Norman Lindsay, and Céit did, too. Actually, I think it
was he who introduced Céit to Signor Rubbo. She was too thin for Norman, so was Rosaline. He
liked fat girls like Rose.’
‘Rose wasn’t fat,’ said Liz.
‘Statuesque, then. He preferred her so much he married her.’
‘Marriage didn’t mean much to Norman,’ said Liz, pouring more tea for everyone.
‘Anyway, Céit – Deirdre – was a great model, with just the right curves and angles to inspire
cubist and modernist paintings. And on the days Rosaline Norton used to come with red bites
and her bones stickin’ out like a Drysdale cow, she’d often go to bloomin’ sleep! Remember the
sign Signor Rubbo put up? “Silence is requested while the model is posing” and someone
changed it so it said …’ the other two joined in, simultaneously screaming, ‘“Silence is requested
while the model is dozing”!’
‘Oh, good, here are our sandwiches,’ said Madelaine as the mini-skirted waitress with a
round cloud of curly blonde hair framing an expressionless face put a platter of sandwiches in the
middle of our table and distributed white china plates. ‘And remember the girl with six toes?’
said Madelaine, helping herself to a ham sandwich.
‘Olivia Kettlewell,’ said Norma. ‘I’ll have a cheese one, thanks.’
Madelaine turned to me. ‘Signor Rubbo would rub out someone’s charcoal sketch if he
disapproved of it. The first time Olivia was modelling for us, he started rubbing out the feet of
my drawing, very scornful, saying, “You have drawn her with six toes.” And Olivia piped up:
“But, Signor Rubbo, I have six toes.”’ Everyone laughed.
‘Sometimes we did still lifes,’ said Norma. ‘Of pumpkins and poppies and such-like.
Mmmm, these sandwiches are good.’
‘Oh, I remember the poppies,’ said Liz, ‘because in those days you could get sixty with
some green for sixpence on Frid’y nights at Paddy’s.’
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‘And fish and chips for ninepence and a pot of tea for threepence,’ said Madelaine. ‘And
we’d go to Mockbell’s. They had marble-topped chess tables. We’d drink coffee there too, which
was a bit unusual. Most people drank tea, then.’
‘Most people wore respectable clothes, then,’ said Norma. ‘But Olivia Kettlewell wore
shorts! She’d tear along Pneumonia Alley on a bicycle in white shorts!’
‘I think she made her own clothes.’
‘Did she make her own shoes, too?’ I said. They looked blank. I said, ‘with such wide
feet.’ They laughed, and I said, ‘Where was Pneumonia Alley?’
Liz said, ‘Rowe Street In winter it was as if you were in a wind tunnel. You could catch
your death from that freezing wind. Still, it’s a shame they pulled it all down, just for a stupid
tower and shops.’ The others agreed. She continued. ‘I got the impression Olivia used that
bicycle to get away from her husband, nasty piece o’ work he was – the son of Nosey Bob the
hangman who lived at Bondi on the point.’
‘Why did they call him Nosey Bob?’
‘Because he had no nose.’
‘A horse kicked him in the face,’ said Norma.
‘Ugh!’ I screwed up my face in horror. ‘Was he really the hangman?’
‘He was. He hanged criminals at Darlinghurst Gaol until it closed and then he went to
Long Bay.’
‘How long ago was this?’
‘Ages. Before the war, I can’t remember, can’t remember what happened to Olivia,
either.’
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‘She wound up in Broughton Hall,’ said Madelaine, ‘The asylum, called Callan Park
now. She had an affair with someone in the Razor Gang. Her husband had his finger in that pie,
too. He was friends with Phil Jeffs.’
‘What was the Razor Gang?’
‘A gang that got what they wanted by using cut-throat razors. It was after the laws were
changed in the 1920s and guns became illegal. Olivia was friends with Phil Jeff’s girlfriend,
Nellie Cameron. Sweet young thing from the North Shore, I don’t know how she got mixed up in
a mob like that. Does anyone know what happened to Olivia’s husband?’
‘He disappeared after the war, around the same time as Deirdre went overseas. Do you
remember anything, Liz?’
‘I never heard one more word about him from that day to this.’
I chewed half-heartedly on my cheese sandwich. An artists’ model who was a witch, a
hangman with no nose, poor Olivia in Callan Park … all very interesting but only obliquely
connected to Deirdre. They seemed to know far more about these eccentrics than they knew
about her. This was an opportunity for them to relive their youth but it wasn’t helping me much.
Maybe I should have taken them to a pub and got them pissed to loosen up their memories more.
‘Sometimes I feel haunted by Deirdre Wild,’ I said, ‘so even though that solicitor
wouldn’t say, one way or the other, maybe she’s dead.’
They looked at me, appalled. ‘Oh, no!’ they all spoke at once.
‘If she was dead, we’d have heard.’
‘Jean Bellette or someone would have written. She’s a good correspondent. Céit never
wrote a letter in her life!’
‘No hope of letters – that’s disappointing,’ I said. ‘And I’ve hardly found any paintings.’
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‘Deirdre sometimes gave away her work on impulse before even exhibiting it. There must
be people still living in Clovelly who knew her and who could help you. They used to call
Clovelly Poverty Bay. Taxis refused to go there because they probably wouldn’t get a fare.’
‘I was brought up there but I didn’t know that. My parents are still in the house Deirdre
lived in.’
‘What has your mother told you?’
‘She doesn’t like discussing it. They’re estranged, more or less, but she won’t tell me
what caused that.’
‘The daughter of a famous mother needs to step out of that shadow,’ said Norma. ‘Your
mother needed to find her own thing and throw herself into it. And that was husband and family
for her. Maureen resented her mother’s bohemian life. But Céit was not suited to motherhood.
Not every woman is.’
‘Oh, I totally agree!’ I said.
‘She had already brought up nine younger siblings on the island and her younger sister
was much more maternal, so she knew that she could take her place.’ (Nine, I thought, ten kids –
maybe even the rhythm method was forbidden in Ireland!)
‘You know, you ought to try talking to your mother again,’ said Madelaine. ‘When
someone says they don’t want to say something, there’s usually something they do want to say.
Press harder, try to coax it out of her. That’s my advice.’
I nodded and turned to Norma and Liz. ‘If you were me, what would you do?’
Liz looked at me intently and said, ‘Keep digging!’
‘You’re a photographer,’ said Norma. ‘You’ve got an artist’s vision, that’s why you’re so
stuck on finding as many of her paintings as you can. They’re important, but get hold of
documents, too.’
I frowned. ‘What sort of documents?’
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‘Birth certificates, passports, things like that. They tell you heaps.’
‘And you should see Alfred Foote. He studied History with Norma,’ said Liz, ‘but he
dropped out and became a gravedigger at Waverley Cemetery. He lives in his mother’s house at
Erskineville. He’s eccentric but harmless. Always writing things down in his little notebooks.
He’s in the telephone book – it’s Foote with an ‘e’ on the end. He’ll remember stuff from that
time.’
I wrote down the gravedigger’s name.
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Chapter 14: May 1973
Rubble
The purple corduroy sofa was crammed up against the wall in Heide’s office, and we were sitting
on it having a meeting. The wafting fragrance of peppermint tea in our mugs should have smelt
soothing but it only inflamed my anxiety. Heide was relaxing into the corner against a bright red
cushion. ‘You could call your essay “A Lost Woman.” Her reputation was lost, her works
scattered, and she herself drifted to various countries and doesn’t answer letters. Things go better
once you have a working title. It helps you focus your energies. Now what other aspect will you
write about?’
I perched forward, frowning, fiddling with my biro. My notepad was in danger of sliding
off my lap and I grabbed it. I thought I had an idea of what I was going to write about but now I
was not so sure. My anxious glance roamed the room as if for inspiration. In the black and white
poster on the wall above us, Martha Graham bent her lean, sheathed torso down towards our
heads as she danced, her right arm bent sharply at the elbow and her left straight back to fling her
long dark skirt in a dramatic arc like a backwards ‘C’ behind her. Her tragic and beseeching
expression directed right at me was a warning. I hadn’t seen the photograph in this light before
but it was clear to me now: she was moaning, ‘Don’t do it! It’s too hard!’
I said to Heide, ‘I need more photographs –it’s a photographic essay – but I’ve got hardly
any. And it’s got to be more than a simple biographical thing – even if it could be just that there
are too many gaps – and what’s the connection between my subject and photography? I don’t
know what I thought I was doing when I proposed this topic but it just isn’t working for me.
Photography is what I’m studying but I can’t seem to integrate it with my subject …’
Heide threw me a concerned glance. ‘Look, it’s a fantastic idea,’ she repeated, ‘and I
don’t want to hear any more doubts about it.’ She gave me a pat on my upper arm and revealed
her big teeth in a bright, reassuring smile. ‘There were so few women surrealists, even in Europe
and the States. And there are many connections between surrealism and photography. Man Ray
and that crowd. Cartier-Bresson.’ She leapt up and held her arm out to the highest shelf, flicking
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past spines with her index finger. ‘I’m sure it’s in here!’ She took down the book and flipped it
open to the first page. ‘Yes! “I owe an allegiance to Surrealism, because it taught me to let the
photographic lens look into the rubble of the unconscious and of chance.” Marvellous. Borrow
this for your essay. It’s a good springboard.’ She grinned again.
Rubble. Chance. I sighed. ‘Thanks, Heide.’ I put my mug on the floor and took the book.
‘I know receiving that bequest out of the blue was good – weird, but good. But it’s still going to
be really hard. I don’t know enough and I’m going too slowly. Geoffrey Pettifer was helpful –
even if he was a male chauvinist pig – Madge Burnside was an old battleaxe who wouldn’t even
let me take her photograph.’
Heide interrupted. ‘These people you’re interviewing are important. Remember that
Deirdre Wild lived and worked within a cultural and economic network of relationships. The
Romantic idea of the artist as a lone creative genius has been discredited. It’s a myth.’ Her blue
eyes looked into mine. ‘Deirdre didn’t work alone, no one does. These people you’re
interviewing are more than sources of information about your subject; they are your subject, too.’
I frowned at this cryptic piece of advice. Just tracking down the people to interview was a
problem I had in the present moment. ‘I’ve got the address book Geoffrey Pettifer gave me,’ I
said, ‘But it’s so old. It’s daunting, the addresses so ancient that many of the people in there will
be dead. It’s two weeks after Easter and I still know so little about Deirdre.’
‘All the more exciting, discovering what more there is. You’re a detective, finding clues
and gathering evidence. You can find out more from the galleries who represented her and there
must be more family information you can uncover.’
‘But my mother still won’t talk about her. When I bring it up she always changes the
subject. I told you, they’re out of touch and she won’t say why. It’s weird.’
Heide shrugged, her hands around her mug. ‘If they’re estranged it’s probably painful for
her. But once you start digging deeply into your research and sharing it with her, she might start
talking. People change …’
‘Not my mother. She could never change.’
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Heide laughed. ‘Don’t be a pessimist. And also, don’t forget that, even if she does change
her mind, the information will be her version of events, coloured by the dynamics of the motherdaughter relationship. We bring ourselves to everything we experience and your essay must take
into consideration a large range of views on your subject.’ Her round face was suddenly
obscured by the tipped-up mug as she drained her tea.
I sighed. ‘I don’t know what to do next. The fire at Pettifer’s Gallery destroyed all her
work. The Art Gallery of New South Wales only has one of her paintings!’
‘The fire didn’t destroy all her work. You’ll find more. And you haven’t tried Macquarie
Galleries yet?’
‘No.’
She continued. ‘The wonderful thing about your essay is that you have to track down
hidden information and bring it to light. Your work will be a truly original contribution. Many
artists were keen on photography back then. And the surrealist connection is intriguing. Now
you’ve got the address book, you’ve got some contacts. Keep following the leads. You’ll get
there – I know you will!’ She beamed. ‘Not everyone gets the chance to be a detective. It’s very
exciting!’

Very exciting. I didn’t feel excited. I felt daunted. What did I know so far? Deirdre Wild was
probably not dead. She was poor. She empathised with the Aboriginals, used collage very early
and lost much of her work in the fire at Pettifer’s Gallery in 1945. My grandfather Charles Wild
was married when they met. So she must have been an unwed mother because his divorce hadn’t
come through in time. Was this all that my mother had been hiding from me? She was hopelessly
conservative. As if I’d care about that. It was 1973 and my mother was still living in the Dark
Ages.
I also had the little brown address book, which would be useful for those people who (a)
were still alive and (b) hadn’t moved from where they were living about thirty years before.
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It felt hopeless and I focused on my darkroom workshops for the next few days. I had my
twenty-sixth birthday and Alan took me out to dinner. On Tuesday I finally got through to Alfred
Foote. He said he’d be delighted to see me.
‘Maybe we should get the phone on,’ I said to Ness that night while we were preparing
whiting fillets in egg and seasoned flour. Steve’s chips were bubbling away in a saucepan of
deep oil and he was drying lettuce leaves in a tea towel. ‘What do you reckon?’
Steve shrugged. ‘It’d be convenient.’
‘It would,’ said Nessie. ‘And we could probably afford it. What brought this on?’
‘Alan suggested it, and it’d be convenient for Mel and people.’
So it was agreed. I would pick up an application at the Post Office on the following day.

I caught the 326 to town. On the phone Alfred Foote had suggested we meet at the Café
Continental in the Imperial Arcade. I recognised the eccentric ex-gravedigger because he stood
up as I entered, looking directly at me. He wore shabby black clothes with a rust-coloured cravat
and had shoulder-length white hair. His rimless glasses were dirty. He smelt like moth balls. But
I saw moth holes in the cravat. His skin was like crumpled white tissue paper.
‘You look so much like her,’ he said. We ordered two cappuccinos. ‘And some of those
orange biscuits, please,’ he said to the waitress. Then he dived straight into it. ‘You said you
wanted more information about Deirdre. Like I said, I know nothing about art but I know
something of her past.’ He talked very fast while not looking at me, his vision back in the past,
and his voice going on and on and on, as if he’d forgotten I was there.
‘Deirdre told me once of this thing that happened when she were young. The men used to
row in the big wooden boats they used to have from the island to Dingle with their fish and wool
to sell and with the money they’d buy what they needed – what they couldn’t grow or get from
the sea. They tied up their two big boats as usual – and you understand, of course, the islanders
were desperately poor.’ Our coffees came. ‘Thanks, dear,’ he said to the waitress. ‘They had
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nothing they hadn’t wrested from the sea or the land with their bare hands. They tied the boats up
safely, sold their goods and then spent the night in town.
‘But when they went next day to their boats there were strangers in charge of them. The
Police.’ He sipped his coffee. ‘They’d had their orders from the rent collectors – the boats were
impounded in lieu of unpaid rent. Some people offered to help pay the rent but the islanders
refused and, anyway, it would never have been enough.’
‘Those bastards!’
‘Ay. Deirdre’s father and the others walked back to Dunquin and they had to make
canoes to fish from after that. The rent collectors tried to get their money by selling the islanders’
boats but nobody would ever buy them because of the way they were got. So they just sat in a
field and rotted.’
‘Wow, what an amazing story. Thank you so much for telling me!’
‘You’re welcome, I’m sure. Now, eat a biscuit, you could use a bit of fattening up.’
‘I’m too indignant at the shock of that injustice to eat!’
‘Glad I’ve been able to tell you something useful.’
Useful! I couldn’t wait to enliven my essay with it. Where could I find photographs of the
two kinds of boats? A portrait of this pale, eccentric grave-digger would be interesting, too. I got
out my Nikon.
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Chapter 15: Olivia, May 1968
Words Are Seeds
Words are seeds. Deirdre planted some seeds and they are sleeping in the dark, moist earth,
growing little by little, slowly, slowly, awaiting the day when they can reach tender pale shoots
out to feel the sunshine’s warmth and grow some more. Awaiting the day when they will lift up
their heads and bloom, bright and aware in the mild summer breeze.
Before she left for Spain she pressed a letter into my hand and it gave me hope. They took
it away to analyse it and discuss it and confront me about it, and finally allow me to win it back.
It was a list of memories and it was something to hope for. ‘No one can take those memories
away from you, Olivia,’ she said. I knew she would be gone a long time and I held on to every
word of her letter.
Words are seeds and time does not exist. I have to hang on to those thoughts. If I think of
time, I hear the clock tick-tock, tick-tock in its crinkly wire cage on the whitish wall of the day
room, that old clock tick-tocking away the minutes, the hours, the days and the showers, ticktocking away the weeks, the meals, the months and years, tick-tock, tick-tock, until half a decade
has gone but I cannot think of that. We pass time with pastimes here and it does not bear
thinking about anything outside those pastimes. Though I do, of course I do. Only sometimes I
used to think, like Scarlett in Gone with the Wind, ‘I’ll think about it tomorrow.’
Tomorrow and tomorrow, but really there is only today, we have only the present
moment. Time does not exist. I saw that on the television. A Buddhist nun said: ‘There is no such
thing as Time.’ But anybody here knows Time, knows him very well. I am sure it is a he, and he
is the enemy, either the obvious kind or the kind who works behind the scenes. Unseen. Showing
no seams, like a superior piece of dressmaking. Seamless Time, an endless bolt of borderless
fabric, rolling out and out and out and out, across an endless table. Will I ever get out again?
Will I count Time again? Will I count him as my friend?
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‘Is Time a friend of yours?’ I asked Isabel, my niece, when she was visiting our home,
Mother’s and mine. Mother and my sister exchanged worried glances. But you should have seen
Isabel’s wrist, weighed down with a vast white face, a friendly-looking face with black Roman
numerals and big black hands, those minute and second hands every good clock must have to be
in fashion. Her wrist wore a watch as big as a little clock. She told me it was the fashion. She
wore the black and white clock-watch with a black mini skirt and white boots. Black lines drawn
around her eyes too, her grandmother did not like that. ‘Eye-liner,’ Isabel told me. Eye-liner,
time-liner, time-line, time has edged Isabel towards womanhood, time has nurtured my niece into
a fine young woman, a young girl of fine lines, she is defined and refined. She is a kind girl, too,
visiting her aunt who is still a bit shaky even though now I am merely an outpatient at the loony
bin. Imagine what Mother would think of that phrase!
That one I spared her. I do not know why. When I was Isabel’s age I would not have
dreamt of visiting an aunt in a place like Callan Park, and sometimes Isabel did. Of course her
mother brought her but she expressed a wish to see me, she refused to be left at home every time.
There are some kind people in the world. It is people like that who keep the world running.
People like Howard believe that it is they who do, with their pushing and pulling and
shoving, their planning and scheming and keeping one step ahead of everyone else. But people
like Howard are wrong.
‘A fine strapping girl’ is what Howard called Isabel, well Howard didn’t know a thing
and he can go to bloody Hell. Hah! That suddenly bounced into my brain from I know not
where,. Mother would be horrified, even more aghast at my language than she was at the black
lines around Isabel’s eyes. And Mother’s complexion would go as whitish as the walls of the day
room, a sea-sickly colour, a non-colour, an absence, the colour all drained out as it was drained
out of me on that windy day in Coogee so long ago.
‘This behaviour cannot go on, Olivia. Something must be done.’
So something was done. And then the clock on the whitish wall tick-tocked away my days
and weeks, tick-tocked away my months and years. My life dwindled into tick-tocks, tick-tocks,
too slow for any rock-around the clocks, which came a little later – or a long time later, I cannot
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be sure. I had a life but by the time the rock-around-the-clock came out my life was over and
nobody would ask me to dance again. I had a life before that, though, and my dance card always
filled very quickly.
Been there, done that. Tick it off. The television puts these things into my brain and they
are funny. They sound like language on a picnic. They sit in my brain and simmer until needed,
they simmer until reduced and intense, until shortened and sharpened, ready to pop out of the
oven, just the right one at just the right time, a recipe in my head that becomes an appetising
dish, piping hot, on the table.
Tick-tock, tick-tock, so many ticks, I must have been a good girl once. Tick-tock, ticktock, we’re gonna rock around the clock, the clock, tonight. Of course I do not recall babyhood
but I am entitled not to, nobody does. Those other times though, times well beyond babyhood, I
do not recall them and that is not entitled, although nor is it my fault.
So many lost things, lost times. Like a lost recipe. Perhaps if I could recall the right
ingredients and the correct proportions a life could materialise, my lost life, smelling like warm
bread dough rising in its tin, under the tea towel on the sun-dappled, kitchen bench at Beach
Lane. The clean, golden wood with the fragrant mounds under the red-checked tea towel. If I try
to remember just some of the ingredients perhaps the rest will come, the way one’s body
remembers all the dance steps if one begins with the few faintly remembered steps – the rest
follow, it is magic.
There was dancing in my youth, I could never forget that. There were goodly quantities of
ball gowns and the whitest of white elbow-length gloves covering a good part of my plump arms,
and later the short cocktail frocks worn with my diamond brooch. There was a long string of jet
beads and a bracelet to match and they were so shiny that the black seemed alive, seemed to
contain flashes of firelight. Pearls, too. The pearls were from a different recipe. A tablespoon of
sweet engagement, three quarters of a cup of creamy white satin wedding then add three cups of
marriage.
The marriage did not rise. I had to eat it anyway. Howard gobbled his in a rush. The
marriage had a tart aftertaste. I see myself alone in our modern kitchen, watching the cool, grey98

blue swirls of smoke from my Players filter tip curling up against the backdrop of cool blue wall.
Howard had the kitchen redone as a surprise for me. That was not such a surprise as finding out
that he had bought the old hangman’s cottage. He thought it was a great joke. I sat in that cool
blue kitchen thinking of my oyster coloured silk trousseau, I listened to the clock ticking, while in
the bedroom my girlhood lay bleeding.
Why did I do it? ‘A businessman,’ repeated Mother, ‘But what precisely does he do?’
That was a good question. ‘No visible means of support,’ complained Mother. But I knew better.
Howard Paddock meant a First Class ticket from the mundane. From the beginning, he
transported me to another world. He was a flight from the normal sameness of my family, a
family taking refuge in normality to cocoon itself after my father’s death. Howard was a flight
from Mother’s social ambitions for me, he was an answer to Mother’s sniffing disapproval of
everything I did. He was a flight to adventure and we were going to take on the world.
I saw myself as co-pilot, reading the compass and instruments in the cockpit, taking the
controls half the time because I thought we had a modern partnership. But he saw me as his
passenger and soon after not even that. He would rather I stay on the tarmac, watching
adoringly as he strode to the aeroplane, barely glancing from the top of the steps down to me
waving my great adventurer goodbye with my embroidered Swiss cotton handkerchief in my pale
fingers.
But it is difficult to remember and what good does it do to remember the difficult times?
Doctor Karel tells me it is beneficial. Time is what is given us and I spend too much time here
when I could be leading a happy and productive life outside. What did I actually do with my time
before? Apart from taking photographs, which was not seen as productive, of course. But it was
to me, and it certainly made me happy. Doctor Karel even suggested I have a camera now. But
there is no darkroom here. He said he would get my rolls of film to a chemist.
What else did I do? What did I do before I met Luke, before I met Howard, before I met
Deirdre? Now that is a funny thing: I am actually curious about my own past. Past time.
Pastime. Ladies were allowed to have pastimes. Not jobs. Especially not jobs that shamed the
family, such as artist modelling. A young lady was expected to learn drawing, she could be a
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competent artist, which meant a competent copyist. Art was not to express oneself or to explore
ideas, it was to demonstrate that one could make a good likeness of one’s relatives.
Ladies do not have jobs. Ladies have husbands and fathers to take care of that side of
life. What side of life? The serious side. The side that matters. The interesting side. The
responsible side. Ladies had the responsibility of making the most of their looks and using their
brains on clothing and cooking, houses and gardens, servants and children. They played the
piano, they sang, and they could ride. They could paint watercolours and sew frocks.
Photography could just squeeze into these respectable pastimes. But that depended upon the
subject matter.
I wanted a way out of what was expected, I dived into life and wanted someone with
whom to swim. I always wanted more. Ironic, since I have ended up with so much less.
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Chapter 16: May 1973
Where Will It End?
Heide liked my descriptions of Deirdre’s paintings but said that it’s not just the art, it’s the life;
and not just the life but its historical context. So in the library I discovered that in 1909, the year
Deirdre was born, very little was happening in Ireland. Deirdre would have been five when the
British Parliament passed Home Rule for Ireland, seven when the Easter Rising happened in
Dublin, and ten when the Irish War of Independence started. In 1921, when she was twelve, the
Irish Free State was founded, and all those over twenty-one could vote. In 1918 the Franchise
Act had given British women over thirty the right to vote.
Most Australian states had votes for women since before Deirdre Wild was born, either
by the late nineteenth or early twentieth century. In Australia, just before she was born, the Basic
Wage, £2/2/- a week, was legislated. That was about £105 per annum, ‘designed to support a
man, his wife and three children in frugal comfort in a civilised community’. That sounded fair
until I read that in the same year salaries of Members of Parliament went up from £400 to £600
per annum. Nothing changes.
Next morning I was wiping my Bunnikins mug when it slid out of the tea towel, seemed
to bounce on the lino and smashed on the concreted bit of hearth around the old Kooka woodburning stove. ‘Shit!’ I picked up the three pieces, the father rabbit in slippers, sitting in his
armchair smoking his pipe, the mother in her pale blue frock and white apron with two of her
children playing nearby, and the third piece, the handle and another two children. Tears came
into my eyes. I’d had that cup for around twenty-two years.
It’s unlucky to break a cup on Monday. Who said that? It was one of my mother’s
superstitions. Old wives’ tales governed her existence. She went through life relying on religious
rubbish and pagan Celtic superstitions.
If you lose something, pray to Saint Anthony and he will find it
If you dream of weddings it’s bad luck, but if you dream of horses it’s good luck
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Throw a pinch of salt over your shoulder to avert bad luck
Sneeze twice, not just once, or you’ll have bad luck
Don’t wear black eyeliner, it makes you look cheap
A girl’s reputation is the most important thing she owns
Where there’s life there’s hope
There’s hope from the prison but none from the grave
The three things that run swiftest are a stream of water, a stream of fire and a stream of
falsehood
Pray to Saint Jude for hopeless cases
May Christ and His saints stand between you and harm
Be a good example for your brothers
Blue and green should never be seen without a colour in between
Take the smallest piece for yourself
Whatever you say, say nothing
There’s no joy without great sorrow to go with it
It’s unlucky for women to whistle
It’s unlucky for anyone to whistle on board a boat
Sit with your knees together
Better safe than sorry
Don’t talk in church
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Don’t wear short skirts
Don’t giggle
Don’t bite your fingernails
Don’t put your hands in your pockets
Don’t eat in the street
Don’t chew gum, it makes you look common
Don’t answer back
No wonder I couldn’t wait to leave home. ‘People leave home because they want to
fuck,’ said Steve’s friend Shane once, at a weekend barbecue at Woodstock Street. He smirked
as he turned over the pork sausages with a big pair of tongs.
‘I left home to be free,’ I said.
There was a sudden silence as everyone looked at me and my words hung in the air, pious
and prissy, far too earnest. Embarrassing.
‘Catholics,’ I said, to say something to fill the silence. ‘I had to leave because of Mass
every Sunday, church every day at Easter, the parish priest visiting the parents at home – it never
stopped.’ I gulped from my glass of riesling and continued: ‘I remember my mother saying to my
father in distress, “Keira’s lost her faith!” and the parents calling Father O’Brien over to talk
some sense into my lost heathen soul. They sprang that on me suddenly. I open the front door
and there’s Father O’Brien, and he says, “If you’ve lost your fait, my child, pray. Pray to the
Lord and He shall bring it back.”
‘Right: pray. Pray to a God I no longer believed in! I said to them, “I haven’t lost my
faith, I’ve found my reason!” And then when my father reacted so violently against Rowan when
he took his stand about conscription, I was just counting the days till school ended and I could
leave home.’
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I grabbed the wine flagon and filled my glass and the general buzz of conversation began
again. Everyone had a story about Sunday School or some tedious or repressive aspect of their
childhood. But I reckon someone with strict Catholic parents has the worst time. You’re not
allowed to question the Church’s authority. You have to obey the priests, brothers and nuns,
because they’re always right, you have to learn the Catechism off by heart and never think for
yourself. When the Vietnam War started, our parish priest was all hellfire and brimstone over the
Communist menace. He used his Sunday sermons as an opportunity to lecture us on the domino
theory.
When we got home after the first time he did that, Rowan told our parents he thought it
was rubbish, that there was no evidence that the domino theory was true, that it was just an
excuse for the United States to justify the invasion of a country that didn’t want them there and
didn’t want the democracy they said they were bringing.
Rowan and Dad had the most enormous row, Mum was crying, and the rest of us had no
clue what to do because nothing like this had ever happened before. In the end, Dad told Rowan
to leave. Rowan did, in spite of my mother’s tears, and in the Sydney Morning Herald on the day
after next, Rowan and four other young men were on the front page pictured burning their draft
cards.
It was around that time that Rowan and I started to call Mother and Dad ‘the parents,’
referring to them in this coolly detached manner, talking about them as if they were subjects to
be observed in some sociological study. If either of them had heard us, they would have been
profoundly shocked at the lack of respect we were according them. They’d been raised with
Honour thy Father and thy Mother and had raised us the same way and here it was turned on its
head like so many other things now. The world was upside down, with long-haired louts and
mini-skirted girls believing in free love and who knew where it would end?
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Chapter 17: November 1934
That Which Is Beyond Matter
The modelling I did for Antony Datillo Rubbo’s classes was different from modelling for
Norman. Norman had fixed ideas on beauty and art and women, and was less interested in
exploring other ideas than in expanding his ego. The model hears everything. The model does
not speak. The model is learning along with the students. I learnt that Norman was patronising
to the women he claimed to love so much.
I learnt from Antony Datillo Rubbo that the material sense of man could be directed to
that which is beyond matter. He talked like that. Such exciting ideas rolling around my world in
those days. One could see the energy whirling, one can see it still in those paintings of Roland
Wakelin and Roy de Maistre, of Grace Cossington Smith and Grace Crowley, and in the work of
Deirdre Wild. All the beautiful young men and women in the classes and all the whirling,
swirling pictures they painted of energy and joy. See? Energy and joy – those are two things that
are beyond matter.
When Céit O’Mara, as she was called then, joined the class she had an energy that would
not be stilled. What it was to see her work. Picture it: she takes a brush and dips it in ink, her
hand flows free, her wrist as fluid as the ink with which she works, fingers moving impatiently
yet gracefully to capture the movement, capture the moment.
And at Clovelly the moment is always changing, the sea is always fresh to her, the land is
never still. The breeze moves the banksia branches and the Norfolk pines, it waves the salt-faded
grasses, and it blows our hair in strands across our faces. Inside the house, I see her table piled
high with art books to feed her mind, with tubes of paint to colour her days and candles to keep
out the dark. Through the window and over the cliff lies the Pacific. She is fascinated with the
foamy edge of the sea washing back and forth, back and forth, for eternity. She has made a
hundred charcoal sketches of this liquid lace, and I take dozens of photographs of it and of her
sketching it, I zoom my Leica up to capture sea birds wheeling in the sky, then down again to
catch her back as she walks to the shore, a tiny figure amidst sand and sea and sky.
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She does not see what is there and then sketch it. Instead, in her sketching lies her seeing.
She sees an untidy, asymmetric space and does not know what she will sketch or paint before she
does it. She does not know how it will turn out and she told me once that she does not lead a line
with her charcoal, she is led by it, led deeper and deeper into the landscape, a landscape where
she is the sea, she is the sand, she breathes the salt freshness and more than breathes – becomes
– she becomes everything she sees, going deeper into everything as she sketches and as she
paints, the work continuing without her conscious effort. Filling a space with line, form, colour,
texture, filling it with music that only she can hear, moving her body to the ever-changing rhythm
of the sand and sea and sky.
Colour is good for the soul, she used to say. But colour faded from her work in the lonely
years after Charles died. Weeks and months went by when she did not work at all, only walked
along the beach, wearing herself out so she could sleep at night. Sometimes she worked, she kept
her hand in, she stayed alive, looked after Maureen in the holidays, she did what was necessary
and worked some more.
The time passed slowly, but pass it did, and in time the heart renews itself and one spring,
a spring noticed for the first time in many, many seasons, the freshness returned to her work.
Somewhere between chance and mystery lies the imagination and somewhere between her old
life and the new lay the enigmatic style she developed in those uncertain times. She worked and
worked, buried herself in art books from the School of Art library and after the time wore itself
out, she looked up from an old grief and saw a new horizon. Her painter’s hand flew free again,
exulting in its own agility, surprised at the pictures it produced.
She painted the island of her girlhood, she painted Clovelly Bay, she painted the
landscape of her loss. She painted through forgotten meals and the postman’s whistle, through
my comings and goings and cups of tea turned cold. She painted until there was no more light,
she painted until exhausted, then she lay down on the couch in her clothes and slept.
I took off her shoes and folded a downy rug around her. I tucked a strand of soft black
hair behind her ear and tiptoed away to find my camera.
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Chapter 18: June 1973
The Raid
I decided not to confront my mother until I’d done some more investigating. She was getting her
hair cut and set on Tuesday at eleven. That would give me less than an hour. I walked up the hill
from the bus stop, past suburban houses and past the old milk bar where my brothers and I used
to buy lollies with the old money: two cobbers for a penny, sixpence worth of musk sticks, a
chocolate frog for threepence. Or milkshakes in chocolate, vanilla, strawberry or lime for
ninepence. Lime was my favourite. We’d buy brightly coloured balls of bubble-gum or the
Choo-choo bars that made our tongues black. It was just a corner shop now, a place to buy bread,
milk and newspapers, the booths taken out and the pinball machines gone.
I recalled the time I’d raided the house before. Ever since I was little, I’d loved
ceremonies and rituals. At five or so I’d baptised my dolls and always concocted elaborate
funeral rites for dead pets and for any dead wrens or starlings I came across. When a bit older I’d
enjoyed secret clubs, using pass words and coded language with my friends. Perhaps the reason
I’d lasted as long as I had in the Catholic church, going to Mass beyond the time I’d stopped
believing, was partly to keep the peace with the parents and continue being a good example for
my brothers, but partly for the pleasure of its theatrical rituals: the colourful costumes of the
priests, the penetrating smell of incense, the congregation kneeling and standing, kneeling and
standing, and murmuring rote replies to the priest’s incantations.
The Latin Mass was better, a different animal altogether from the tamed beast of postVatican II banality with its ordinary plain-speaking English. And before, during the
Consecration, the priest had his back enigmatically to the congregation and the only indication of
the sacrament he was performing was the altar boy ringing his little bell. Now, he turns and faces
the people and there’s no mystery any more. But the real death knell was the ‘Folk Mass’ – the
introduction of the nylon string guitar into the proceedings. Better for the church to be stuck in
the thirteenth century than stuck in 1967.
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As I grew older I’d kept indulging in ceremonies as an official marking of some
philosophical change of opinion or coming of age. Some time in adolescence was one such
occasion. I’d pretended to have a stomach ache one Sunday morning. The family had left for
Mass without me. I lay in bed, alert. First I heard, Thump! then the next Thump! And then the
next and the next Thump! Thump! of the station wagon’s doors being shut by my parents and
brothers. The grumpy sound of the car’s engine trying to start up, once, twice, like a big beast
clearing its throat, then third time lucky! They were away and I was up, prancing to the window
and pulling away the white net and pale blue chiffon curtains. I bent the blades of the venetians
apart with two fingers. There they went down the road.
I had an hour plus an extra few minutes if Father O’Brien chatted to them after the
service as usual. Across the hall, the lino smooth and cool under my bare feet, I slipped into my
parents’ bedroom. Even at ten o’clock or so the light was far too dim. I pushed aside the layers of
net and nylon and yanked up the blinds to illuminate the proceedings. The dressing table mirror
reflected a long-legged girl in aqua shortie pyjamas. My face looked convincingly pale against
the mass of dark hair. I pushed it behind my ears. No sign of my friend yet. She’d be here soon. I
glanced over to the shiny chest of drawers. I knew that the bottom drawer was the relevant one.
I knelt on the wooden floor, a parody of being at Mass. Then I sat back on my heels and
grasped the wooden knobs of the bottom drawer. It slid out smoothly. Manilla folders inside
were labelled with my mother’s spidery hand: Receipts, Kids, House Info, Tax and there it was:
Official Info. Sifting through the bits of paper inside, I soon found what I wanted. Where was
Genevieve? She should have been here by now. That was the plan, and if, for any reason, my
parents had not gone to church at the hour they usually did, there would have been nothing
wrong with my friend visiting. But they had gone to the predicted Mass and I had the house to
myself. So far, so good.
The crucial document in my hand, I pushed the drawer closed and stood up. In the
kitchen the big clock said five past ten. Still plenty of time. I went to the book case in the living
room and retrieved the Holy Bible from the top shelf.
Rap-rap-rap! I jumped. Clutching the Bible and the document I raced up the hall to open
the door.
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‘This is so exciting,’ said Genevieve, ‘I’ve never been a witness before.’ Her short red
hair stood up in untidy points around her head as if expressing excitement too. ‘I checked to
make sure the car was gone before I knocked. This is what spies must feel like, gosh, where do
we do it? Have you got everything ready? What do I have to say?’ Her cheeks were flushed and
she let out a nervous giggle. ‘It’s a bit scary. What if they come home early? What if they
discover what we’ve done?’
I ignored her last two questions. ‘Witnesses don’t have to say anything. They just have to
sign their names.’
‘Oh.’ Her voice was low with disappointment. ‘Still,’ she said, rallying, ‘You couldn’t do
it without me, could you?’
‘Correct, Comrade.’ I’d been reading a library book about the Russian Revolution and
was much taken with the ideology of equality and had started calling my friends and even my
brothers Comrade. I led the way into the kitchen. ‘This is the obvious place to do it, with its
association of marital drudgery.’ The last phrase was enunciated carefully, as if quoting from a
Simone de Beauvoir tome, which I was. ‘Hold this.’
Genevieve nearly dropped it. ‘God, it’s heavy! Oh! I shouldn’t say that, it’s blasphemy!’
She laughed.
‘It’s the Bible, of course it’s heavy!’ I was laughing too. ‘Now, here are the matches. Will
I light or you? Let’s see … you, and we’ll do it after the oath. Let’s have a rehearsal: you hold
that, then I place my right hand on it …’
‘But you’re left handed, Keira.’
‘I know, but the left hand is the Devil’s hand, so important things have to be done with
the right. I’ll say my oath and then we can put the Bible down and do the rest of the ceremony.’
‘Okay.’
‘Right. Seriously now, the real thing. Hold it steady.’ I took a deep breath, straightened
my shoulders, put my right hand on the Bible, and announced: ‘I, Keira Brigid Bolt, do solemnly
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make this oath on the twenty-first day of April, 1961, that I shall never marry. I do so freely, of
my own choice, and I swear on this Holy Bible and by the destruction of this Certificate of
Marriage that I renounce any and every opportunity to marry.’
‘Even if Elvis Presley asked you?’
‘Shhhhh! Now, put the Bible down and strike a match.’
I took the burning match and set my parents’ Marriage Certificate alight with it.
Genevieve gasped as the flame licked at the edge of the stiff paper then raced across it like a fire
across a bushy paddock. The flame ate up the black writing, the signatures and the red seal. We
stood in shocked silence. It was so definite, so final. The gravity of it struck us dumb for a few
moments.
‘Ouch!’ I dropped the blackened document in the sink where it quickly burnt itself out,
having consumed the paper entirely. We bent our heads and stared at the fragments of fragile
black ash remaining, stark against the metallic grey of the sink.

I shook my head at the memories. Now I was here. I opened the front gate. So that was
one document I could not get my hands on. This time, I wanted to see my mother’s Birth
Certificate. I walked up the front path past the inky blue and mauve hydrangeas that always
reminded me of the Queen Mother’s hats. A boring flower, I associated it with the Country
Women’s Association or with the LILACs, those stern old women who used to live next door,
the Ladies in League Against Communism, who’d had plenty of them in their front yard too.
Long dead, the old bags. I bent and retrieved the key from under the clay pot of red and
white petunias, whose subtly sweet perfume wafted up in the clear morning air. I let myself in.
Lady, in a quick dash of wooly curls, wagging stump of tail and bright brown eyes, hurled
herself gently at me, barking ecstatically, her paws on my thighs. ‘Lady, my little lamb, hello!’ I
scratched her head and walked into the house. ‘Shhhhhh, Lady. Yes, I love you too, calm down.’
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I went into the parents’ bedroom, Lady following at my heels. Click-click-click went her
nails on the lino. Different curtains but the same venetian blinds. I pulled them open for more
light and caught sight of my reflection in the dressing table mirror: long legs in black tights and
my black boots, a denim mini skirt with my dark pink jumper and my hair up in a high ponytail,
which emphasised my giraffe neck. I looked pale but that was normal. Lady, that small, neatly
contained bundle of energy, came up to my shins. She held herself ready, alert and expectant. I
walked over to the chest of drawers and crouched down to pull the bottom drawer out. My
fingers flipped through the folders, fatter than I remembered and more of them, smelling slightly
musty, past the Receipts, Kids, House Info, Letters … Letters? I didn’t know she kept any. Lady
lay down, watching. The birth certificate would probably be in Official Info. But first I had to
look in the Letters folder.
What I found there made me gasp, and sit back on my heels in amazement, trying to
recover my breath. Lady’s head went back and forth from my face to what I held in my hand,
and she had a puzzled and alert air. That dog is so smart. Among the early letters from Dad,
aerogrammes from friends overseas and postcards from me on a Queensland holiday four years
ago, there was a fat bundle of letters in pale green envelopes with ‘Sender: Deirdre Wild’ on the
backs. I pulled the large rubber band off. Addresses in Paris, Majorca, London and Cornwall.
Why had my mother said nothing about these treasures? There were addresses on every
one. I could have been writing to Deirdre Wild and she could be helping me, telling me
everything I needed to know! Why had Mum kept me in the dark about this? Why? To confront
her would necessitate confessing how I found the letters. There was something odd about some
of the envelopes. One or two could have been an oversight but it was the same for every
envelope from England: each had an upside-down stamp. The Queen’s head was upside-down. A
deliberate political gesture from an Irish-born agitator. I started unfolding and skimming the
contents of a random few.
My dearest Maureen … Torremolinos in the south, a small fishing village where we can
live cheaply … swimming with no sharks and no undertow … sketching the Moorish castle here
… Owen fishing … to Cadiz next month …
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Majorca … staying with Jean and Paul … accepted for exhibition in June … hope you are
coping well with the children … Keira must be three by now … perhaps a visit next Christmas
…
Brittany Paradise – fishing boats, contrasting colours like a Franz Marc painting … but
money a problem …
There must be twenty letters, I thought. I flipped through the rest, looking for the most
recent. Just before last Christmas. I was desperate to read them all properly but I couldn’t risk
being caught. I looked at my watch. I put the last three letters aside. Mum wouldn’t miss them
and I’d replace them after I’d photocopied them. I’d do three or four at a time until I had copies
of them all. Reluctantly I closed the folder.
Okay. Legal, Tax and finally the folder of Official Info. The Birth Certificate must be in
there.
I easily found it. ‘So, what do we have here, Lady?’ She lay down beside me, her chin on
her paws, watching carefully. I read: Birth in the District of Sydney in the (‘Colony’ was
xxxxx’ed out and ‘State’ inserted) of New South Wales, 1927, Registered by Timothy James
Cotter, Registrar-General. I read on:
When and where born: 20 November 1927, 5 Cumberland Street, the Rocks.
Name: Maureen Maeve O’Mara.
Sex: Female
PARENTS
Name and surname of father: Unknown (and a line through Profession, trade or
occupation; age and birthplace and nothing for When and where married.) I sat cross legged and
absently put a hand out to pat Lady.
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Father unknown. I glanced down the page at the rest of the information. Name and
maiden name of mother: Céitlin Derdrui O’Mara. Age and birthplace: 20 years, Dunquin, County
Kerry, Ireland.
Signature and residence: Céit Derdrui O’Mara, 5 Cumberland Street, the Rocks, Sydney.
And under WITNESSES it said Midwife or Medical attendant: Miss Rebecca Finlay. Other
witnesses to birth: Mrs Lillian Burnside; and then there was just the Registrar’s signature and the
date.
Father unknown. She was protecting Charles Wild’s reputation because he was married
to someone else? But didn’t Eileen Daley say that Deirdre didn’t know Charles until years later?
That would mean that my mother didn’t know who her real father was. She had been lying.
Was it the fact that she was illegitimate that made her so keen on respectability? Once I
was pouring scorn on the notion of respectability and she snapped back, ‘Respectability is very
important for those who don’t have it!’ I was surprised at the ferocity of her voice.
I put the Birth Certificate carefully back in the manila folder, closed the drawer and stood
up.
‘Just as well you can’t talk, isn’t it, Lady?’
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Chapter 19: June 1973
A Sin of Omission
I decided that I would just tell my mother that it was one of the people I’d interviewed who had
told me that she was illegitimate, along with the great injustice of the rent collectors stealing
Deirdre’s dad’s boats. I rehearsed it all on the way to her place on Friday afternoon, watching
through the window as the bus trundled past the familiar houses and shops but without really
seeing them. How would I begin? I didn’t want to get angry.
I’d start off gently. I’d tell Mum what Liz had told me and then say, ‘It’s no big deal.
Hardly anyone cares about illegitimacy now, you shouldn’t worry about it.’ And then she would
say, ‘I’m not, it’s just that it mattered a great deal in years gone by.’ Then would I get on to why
she lied to us about it? Or would I get on to Deirdre’s dad’s boats being stolen and then come
back to Mum’s true origins after that? I didn’t want my investigation of her mother to make our
relationship worse but the important thing was to get to the truth. She was always going on about
honesty and how important telling the truth was and here she was being a hypocrite.
The bus pulled up and I was still rehearsing what I’d say as I walked up to the house. But
when I knocked on the door it was my brother Jimmy who opened it. Lady leapt up on me, her
front paws on my thighs and I patted her head. Jimmy stood aside and let me in. He looked a bit
sheepish. I kissed his hairy cheek, breathing in his familiar smell of tobacco and grease. ‘Hi, how
are you? Haven’t seen you for a while.’ He just shrugged. I patted Lady’s hard little head as we
walked down the hall. ‘Just visiting the parent, eh?’ He smiled. ‘Aren’t you supposed to be at
work?’
‘Ah,’ he drawled, ‘Let’s say I’m takin’ a sickie.’ I glanced at him. We both knew just
what our father would say: ‘You won’t be an apprentice much longer if you keep taking sickies!’
Lady trotted along beside us, nails clicking on the lino.
Mum was sitting at the kitchen bench, the Telegraph crossword in front of her. The kettle
hissed on the stove’s electric burner. Jimmy stood awkwardly. He seemed to take up a lot of
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space in the neat white room in his greasy jeans, old maroon jumper and with his dark beard and
moustache and shoulder length hair. Lady sat and stared at him, pointed ears alert as if she knew
something was up. I put my shoulder bag down and went over and kissed Mum. The cigarette
smell nearly overpowered her Tea Rose perfume.
‘Hullo, darling,’ she said, ‘Jimmy has spent the past fortnight in gaol.’
‘What?’ I turned to my brother. ‘What for?’
‘Possession of marijuana.’
‘No! What … how much did they find?’
‘One-thirtieth of an ounce.’
I gasped. ‘That’s so mean! Does Dad know?’ I reached up for cups and saucers from the
cupboard. Neither he nor Mum spoke. I poured milk in the bottom of the cups. Finally Jimmy
said, ‘Uh … yeah. Pete and I were camping in Bellingen with some others on the long weekend.
I was sleeping in Pete’s tent and the cops raided it and found the grass. They put us in the lockup in Bellingen …’
‘Weren’t you allowed a ’phone call?’
‘Yeah, Pete called his girlfriend and I called a mate who lives in Bellingen. But he wasn’t
home. That was my one call. Next day they transferred us to Grafton Gaol.’
Our mother spoke: ‘Yesterday his boss rang here and said that Jimmy hadn’t been at
work for two weeks.’
‘Phew, thank God you answered and not Dad,’ I said.
Mum assumed a martyred expression.
‘The first Dad knew about it,’ said Jimmy, ‘was the cops coming to the door here. See,
they’d looked up my record and noticed there were all these summonses from a few weeks
before that couldn’t be served because I was of no fixed address.’ I glanced over at Mum; she
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looked as if she was about to faint. ‘Well,’ Jimmy continued, ‘now that they had me, they asked
my address. When I told them the Glebe pub they said they were not going to serve any
summons to a pub and demanded to know my parents’ address.
‘So in due course, while I was still in gaol, a couple of boys in blue rang the doorbell and
Dad had to stand there – apparently they wouldn’t come in – in full view of the neighbours,
signing twenty-six summonses, all in their separate envelopes, you know: you have to sign each
one.’
‘No!’ Jimmy looked amused. Mum looked much put-upon. Any minute she would raise
her arms in the air and cry out, ‘Heaven help us!’
‘I guess it’s put paid to his ambition to go into politics.’ Jimmy caught my eye and we
started laughing.
Mum just shook her head in exasperation. Then she said, ‘Yes, if that hadn’t happened, if
you’d been living in a decent abode, we might have got away with … well, you know, not that
I’d lie to him but it may have been possible to just say nothing.’
Whatever you say, say nothing.
We stood looking at Mum in silence. Then the kettle started screaming its high-pitched
wail until my ears hurt and Jimmy beat me to turn the electric burner off and lifted the kettle to
pour its contents into the green china teapot.
‘That would have been bad enough,’ said Mum, ‘A sin of omission.’
Jimmy and I glanced at each other. The familiar smell of hot tea wafted up between us. A
sin of omission. She would probably bring it up in confession. I said nothing and we sat at the
bench, Jimmy and I facing our mother. We drank our tea in silence for a bit. Lady lay on the lino,
her chin resting on my sandalled foot.
‘When do you have to go to court?’
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‘Wednesday week. A mate recommended someone.’ He and my mother both lit cigarettes
and she said, ‘You should go to Stephen instead.’ She looked at me. ‘He’s been our family
lawyer for generations.’
Jimmy shrugged. ‘Okay, but if he won’t take me on, this guy has experience representing
bikies and drug addicts.’ He was smiling and Mum looked paler than ever and swallowed some
tea as if it were anti-fainting medicine.
‘What were the summonses for?’ I asked.
‘Things like dangerous riding with no helmet, no licence, on an unregistered vehicle. Uh,
how they found out about this was that I did a wheel-stand from the lights one time and didn’t
see a cop car. It was a highway patrol charger and they chased me. I did a right hand turn,
scraping the pegs, and sped down the street with them after me. At one stage I thought I’d lost
them because I went down a lane I knew had a short wooden post in the middle so I could get
through but they couldn’t. But they reversed and in a couple of streets managed to get close
again and then I caught the peg on a driveway gutter – dropped the bike, it went out of control.
Next thing I knew the cops had a gun to my head and I was in handcuffs.
‘They thought I must be running away from some heinous crime I’d just committed. But I
wasn’t running away. I was an altar boy, for Christ’s sake.’
I saw our parent wince.
‘And then the next night I was actually going to visit Mum and I passed the cops going
the other way. I had a helmet on but I had a lump of hash in my pocket. I did a U-turn but they
pulled me over and charged me with most of the same things again. They took me in to the
station and looked up the records to see if there were any warrants. I told them no, but when they
looked it up they saw one for a Bolt and thought it was me. I looked at it and it was an old
parking ticket for Rowan!’ We laughed, and he concluded: ‘And they didn’t find the hash, just
let me go.’
The gravity of it all hit me then. ‘God. You are in some trouble, aren’t you? What did
Dad say to you?’ I cringed at the thought.
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‘Not much,’ said Jimmy, and I laughed with him: our father was famously laconic. ‘He
did a lot of staring at me as if I was some repugnant insect he’d like to crush beneath his hobnail
boot. He said in that low, sarcastic tone of his that I could have got my timing better and then
he’d have had two of his sons in gaol at the same time!’
We laughed and Mum exaggerated her look of mortification. ‘And oh, yeah, he wants me
to change my surname so he’ll once more be able to hold up his head in the community.’
‘What to?’
‘I asked the same question and he said that was not his concern.’
Mum said, ‘You can imagine what it’s been like – where did we go wrong and so on.
Always did the right thing, spent countless sums on Catholic schools for you all, and we just
produce all these rebellious children. “Juvenile delinquents” were his precise words.’ Then she
suddenly turned to me and said, ‘I wish you’d talk to your father, Keira. For one thing, it would
take the attention from Jimmy.’
‘Yeah, Keir, talk to your father. Take the pressure off me for once!’ Jimmy’s green eyes
lit up with amusement.
‘I do talk to him.’
‘You say nothing or you fight. You know when you left home so suddenly and so early
he thought you’d fall flat on your face.’
I looked from her to Jimmy. ‘What does that mean?’
‘It’s a euphemism for getting pregnant.’ She crushed out her cigarette stub in the metal
ashtray. ‘That’s what he was afraid of. His favourite daughter and all.’
‘Very funny, his only daughter – and so sexist. It only applies to girls. What about boys?’
I turned to Jimmy. ‘You can sow as many wild oats as you like and he doesn’t worry about that.’
‘He’s got plenty of other things to worry about with me.’ Jimmy’s laugh was contagious
and I giggled. Mum laughed briefly, more of an exasperated snort.
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Then she said, ‘It’s the girl who has the baby.’
‘Really, Mother. I didn’t know that.’
‘Don’t roll your eyes up at me, you know I can’t endure that.’ She lit another cigarette.
‘I’m entitled to my views.’
This was more assertive than our mother usually was. Jimmy and I glanced at each other.
‘Sorry,’ I said, ‘but obviously I was referring to the double standard of blaming one gender when
it’s two who are responsible, and the female gets all the consequences and the male gets off scott
free!’
‘Well, he can: a male can just walk away. I know it’s unfair but that’s the way it is and
that’s the way it’s always been.’
‘But Mum, it doesn’t have to be that way, it’s attitudes that are the problem. If people’s
attitudes change – along with legislation, which the Labor Government is changing as we speak
– the whole dismal sexist edifice would crumble. Don’t you think, Jimmy?’
‘That’d be good but I don’t reckon it’ll happen.’
‘The way you just accept things – it’s infuriating. The only thing preventing change is
apathy like yours!’
‘There’s a difference between apathy and being realistic.’
‘Don’t you think we can change society? Change is happening right now because people
are demanding it. We marched for better conditions and we got it, we went on strike for Equal
Pay and we got that! And if enough people live in enlightened ways the society will change. You
know, this new legislation to allow single mothers to get a pension will make the stigma of being
an unwed mother disappear. If they had that back when you were young, Mum, things would
have been a lot better for you and your mother.’ I looked significantly at her. She held my
glance, her eyes widened in alarm. ‘The people I’ve been interviewing have told me things. I
wasn’t going to say this in front of Jimmy but he should know anyway. We all should, since we
were told lies about it.’
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‘Know what?’ said Jimmy.
I waited, watching my mother, who said nothing but looked grimly resigned. ‘That
Deirdre was a single mother.’
‘I didn’t actually lie. It was more like a sin of omission.’
I rolled my eyes. ‘And not only that,’ I said, ‘Charles Wild wasn’t even our grandfather.’
‘No?’ Jimmy narrowed his eyes against his cigarette smoke. But that was all he said and
Mum was ominously silent.
Then she said, ‘It’s means and ends, Keira.’
Jimmy looked at her through their mutual smoke haze. Then he drawled, ‘Wasn’t that
what the Nazis said?’
She looked angry then. ‘You’ll both realise how complex life is when you have children
of your own.’
‘Keira’s not gonna have children.’
‘Going to, not “gonna”,’ said Mum automatically.
‘And things change.’ There was that irritating smug tone of hers again. ‘When you fall in
love properly for the first time, you might see what I mean.’
‘You’ve been seeing Alan for a while now, haven’t you?’ said Jimmy. ‘Are you properly
in love yet? You’ll be changing your name, too, then. What’s his surname again?’
‘I told you, I’m never getting married and even if I did, I’d keep my own name. But then,
that’d be a great excuse to get married, just so I could get rid of my father’s name. And since I
don’t believe in marriage, what I might do is “live in sin” with Alan and legally change my name
to my mother’s maiden name.’
‘That’s ridiculous,’ said Mum.
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‘Well Dad has barely spoken to me for years, we’ve never got on well, and I feel far more
Irish than English.’ I turned to Mum. ‘It’s your side of the family I relate to.’
‘Keira Wild,’ said Jimmy. ‘That sounds good. But if Charles Wild was not our
grandfather, who was?’ We looked at Mum. She was as white as the wall.
I shrugged. ‘O’Mara was her name.’
‘Keira O’Mara?’ said Jimmy. ‘Nope, you can’t have that – too many a’s, sounds stupid.
Wild is a lot better. You’re kind of his adopted granddaughter so that’s okay.’
‘Of course I could change it to anything I want but Keira Wild does sound good.’ I
thought if I’d gone this far, I might as well say what else I’d learnt. ‘Plus one of the people I
interviewed told me about Deirdre’s father’s boats being stolen by the rent collectors in Dingle.
What a terrible injustice.’
‘Bloody landlords,’ said Jimmy.
‘It’s amazing – they took them while they were at the markets and stayed the night in
town, and when they came to get their boats, they’d been stolen. Isn’t that outrageous?’
‘Wow.’
Our mother sat there smoking for a while. Then she said, ‘You can get off your high
horse of moral indignation now; you’re going to hear the truth, not just a little bit of it.’
‘I know the truth,’ I said.
‘You know nothing!’
This made me drop my jaw. Jimmy and I looked at each other in shock and I was
incapable of saying another word for a while.
‘The rent collectors taking the boats was an action that was provoked.’ She took out
another Benson and Hedges from her pack. Jimmy lit it for her with his lighter then lit another
one of his own. No wonder the once-white ceiling was stained yellowish. ‘And the provocation,’
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she continued, ‘was this: not long before this happened, they had come to the Great Blasket to
collect the long-overdue rent owed them. Of course they could be seen from the cliff and Deirdre
called the other women and told them to gather together all the rocks they could find. They
waited at the cliff side watching the boatload of rent collectors and policemen and when any of
the men tried setting foot on the slipway Deirdre and her companions threw rocks down at them
and then they started hurling rocks indiscriminately and one went into the bottom of one of their
boats.
‘The men had to beat a retreat and row back as fast as they could over the waves to the
mainland again.’
I looked at Jimmy. Our eyes were wide. ‘Wow,’ we said simultaneously. ‘What bravery,’
I said. ‘Deirdre successfully resisted the patriarchal forces of authority!’
‘It was not brave,’ said Mum, ‘It was foolhardy. It was hysterical and impetuous and
resulted in the rent collectors doing something far more damaging – taking their boats at Dingle.
They depended on those boats for their livelihood! You see, this is the reason I didn’t want you
to do this project, Keira. It opens up things like this where you get hold of one little bit of
information and don’t know the whole story. And see how we’re arguing about it? There’s a lot
more that you don’t know, and you will never know, that I protected you from by not saying
much about my mother.’
‘What? I don’t need protecting. I had to find out for myself that Charles Wild was not our
grandfather. You lied about that!’ I looked from Mum’s face to Jimmy’s and back to her again.
‘Our family history is totally different from what you let us believe.’
She puffed on, then lay her cigarette on the ashtray’s indented rim. A slim wand of
bluish-grey smoke rose into the air. ‘I told you, it was a sin of omission. And you know who
your parents are and that’s all you need to know.’
‘It’s not all I need to know!’ My voice was raised and my heart was pounding.
‘Well it’s a lot more than I knew about my life!’
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Chapter 20: April 1935
He Looks at Me Strangely
He looks at me strangely. His looks are sharp twigs scratching against the tender membranes of
my heart. Heart-sore. Heart-sick. Sick at heart and sick to my stomach. If I ate something I
would vomit it up. My dresses are loose. In the mirror I look wan. The shadows under my eyes
are brownish. I cannot concentrate on anything. His looks tell me he knows. He must know that I
know he knows. What a tangled web we weave but what was I to do? I was lonely. I do not mean
just left alone, I mean that I was lonely in my soul, that I was isolated in this hangman’s house
with someone I no longer recognised.
It is strange that we can feel lonelier with someone than without them but it is true. I exist
in this hungry state: lonely and uncertain. The uncertainty is the hardest to bear. So much
unknowing and yet so much knowing too. It could drive a person mad.
I cannot eat and cannot sleep. Luke has been missing since the day we were sitting on a
Hyde Park wooden bench looking at the lime green leaves fluttering down from the oaks either
side of the gravel path that stretch to touch fingers, to hold hands, those lovely, thick oaks that
join their branches in the middle, creating a safe, green cocoon.
I had just bought some new underwear: soft grey satin French knickers with a liquid
silver sheen and matching brassiere and slip. I have not worn them. Luke leant his head over to
kiss the back of my neck. I closed my eyes and as he finished the nuzzling kiss, the skin on my
forearms blossomed into goose-pimples of electric pleasure, and I bent my head back, then
opened my eyes and saw the shifting leaves with the little pinpricks of sunlight startling the
serene air. I thought it would make a good photograph and I anticipated wearing the new satin
underwear for Luke, his hands feeling my warm body through the cool satin, his touch so gentle
as to be reverent, that is how he holds me and handles me.
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Howard only knows roughness and quickness. Howard just takes what he wants so that
what should be a physical and emotional conversation and a kind of communion feels like a
rape. Only the marriage certificate stops it being so.
Those thoughts of the photograph of the leaves and light and how I would wear the new
underwear for Luke took a second or two, I suppose, and then I faced forward again and when I
looked ahead I saw Phil Jeffs shockingly close, about six yards away, standing stock still and
staring at us, his Mussolini jaw stuck out and his expression gleeful, as if he could not believe his
luck.
It was like strolling in a quiet, sunlit glade, barefoot and happy, and suddenly coming
upon a hungry hyena just a few feet away. The distant traffic noise drained away and the
birdsong stopped in that frozen moment of horror. Luke said later that the colour drained from
my face until I looked as white as a cloud.
What were the chances of that? How unlucky! We sat in stunned disbelief, our moment of
carefree tenderness transformed into poison. Phil owed Howard money and he would have leapt
on a chance to get in good with him and buy himself some time.
‘Maybe he won’t tell him,’ said Luke. ‘Don’t worry, Livy, please don’t worry so much.’
I kissed his cheek and we huddled closer. We both heard the metallic hollowness of his
words.
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Chapter 21: June 1973
Forty Shades of Green
On Sunday evening Steve and Nessie and I were going to a rare evening’s entertainment en
famille, as it were, just the three of us. We were walking to Steve’s Datsun when he looked me
up and down and said, ‘Christ, it must be cold tonight, Keira, I can see your nipples standing out
through your trench coat!’
Nessie and I laughed and I said, ‘What can I do but blush, you rude boy?’
Steve held up his hands as if fending off attack. ‘An innocent observation regarding the
nocturnal temperature, that’s all.’
I gave his arm a friendly shove before we got into the car. ‘Just drive, James,’ I said.
‘Yes,’ added Nessie, ‘Be a good chauffeur and keep your sexist mouth shut before it gets
you into trouble with the ladies of the manor.’
It’s less than ten minutes to the Paddington Twin cinema and we arrived in time to get
Choc-Tops before the film started. We were there to see Bergman’s new film, Scenes from a
Marriage.
When it was over we generally agreed that the rave reviews were deserved. We emerged
from the cinema and walked down the same side of Oxford Street to the Balkan. ‘They do the
best Vienna Schnitzels in town,’ said Steve.
‘I like their fruit soup best,’ I said.
‘You’re not having just soup, are you, Keira?’ said Steve, ‘You need some meat on your
bones. Have a schnitzel and potatoes, it’ll do you good.’
I perused the menu and decided to have just that. The waiter was so handsome I met
Nessie’s glance. You could drown in his limpid-pool eyes, a strand of his silk-soft brown hair
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fell across his forehead and begged to be pushed back with gentle female fingers. His skin was
ivory smooth with a hint of exciting stubble on the jaw. He wore a white cotton shirt tucked into
black trousers that fitted tightly around the narrowest of boyish hips.
He uncorked Steve’s bottle of claret. We talked about the film until our first course
arrived. ‘Mmmmm, this soup’s even better than I remembered,’ said Nessie, looking over at the
waiter’s disappearing back. ‘Who do I have to fuck around here to get the recipe?’
‘Nessie!’ I said in mock shock, then laughed along with Steve. Then Steve asked me, ‘So
how’s your work going, Keira, steaming ahead with the project?’ He munched into a buttered
roll.
I sipped my red wine. ‘I don’t know where I’m going. I’m collecting what information I
can from some of the people who knew her and sometimes I feel it’s going okay and then other
times I feel as if I’ll never get there. But, increasingly, I feel that all these people I’ve
interviewed tell me stories about Deirdre Wild but what I need is to hear her tell her own story in
her own words. That’s what I said to her in my letter. How long does mail from England take?’
‘A week or so. Leaving time for her to receive yours, I’d allow two weeks. How long’s it
been?’
I thought for a minute. ‘Nearly three weeks.’
‘She has to have time to absorb it and maybe she’s just taking her time – early days yet,
don’t give up hope.’
‘I wonder how she’s changed. She’s pretty ancient by now, early sixties, I probably
wouldn’t even recognise her.’
‘I thought you’d never met her,’ said Steve.
‘I met her once but I was a child. It was a long time ago.’
‘What was she like?’ said Nessie.
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I buttered a roll. ‘She visited us when I was eleven. She was fun. She took us to the zoo
and Jimmy got lost. She stood in front of the monkey cages and sketched page after page and
seemed to forget everything else. Her clothes were weird. And she refused to go to Mass with us!
And one time she came back on the tram with all this strange food. We weren’t used to it and my
father called it Wog food. Mum told him not to be vulgar.’ I laughed.
As if on cue, the second course of our ‘wog food’ arrived and we tucked into it with
gusto. ‘Mmmm, this is so tender,’ I said, then continued with my woes: ‘You know, what I’m
most anxious about is that I just haven’t got enough photographs of her paintings. So few of her
works survive. Lots of them got burnt in a gallery fire just after the war.’
‘But you’ll find others,’ said Nessie. ‘Was it Macquarie Galleries you went to the other
day?’
‘Yeah, and they were good. The guy in charge told me that, unless privately owned
pictures have been bought through an auction house, it’s hard to trace them, specially if they
were bought before an artist became famous and her work catalogued. Deirdre Wild is not
famous now, but she was then. But auction houses didn’t get going until after the war. He gave
me the names and addresses of people who’d bought four of Deirdre’s paintings from them. I
just have to track them down. But it was so long ago, they’re probably dead.’
‘Their children would have inherited their pictures,’ said Steve.
‘Yes and if those children were girls and got married, the trail dries up because they
would have changed their name and would now be known by something completely different –
they have in effect disappeared.’
‘Some must be male,’ said Nessie, ‘So they’re easy to trace. And, hey, what about
females who are divorced?’
‘Divorce was pretty rare then.’
‘But it’s getting more common and even some older women will be getting divorced,
since the Labor Government has made it so easy now.’
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‘Maybe,’ I said, refilling our glasses. ‘Yes, now they’ve made divorce much easier that’s
one half of my solution to a better society,’ I said.
‘What’s the other half?’ Steve and Nessie spoke simultaneously.
‘To make getting married really hard. You can laugh, but I’m serious. Or how about this?
People could get married if they liked but, after two or three years, they would have to renew the
licence. Both of them. And if one of them, through “forgetfulness” or any other Freudian type
slip, did not renew it, the licence would simply lapse and the marriage would be legally over.’
They laughed again and I said, ‘It would solve so many problems and it would mean that only
the people who both really did continue to love each other were still married.’
‘It’s a great idea,’ said Steve. ‘If that were the case I might even marry Melanie.’

When we were home I went through the address book again. Marjorie Bailey and Maddy
Carlson: no good; the Daleys and Geoffrey Pettifer: already seen; Bernadette and Peter Knox:
gone without a trace. Seamus Mike. Now that sounded like a good Irish name. But the address
was in Melbourne. And no telephone number.
Next day, on the way home from art school, I went to the Post Office and looked up the
Melbourne telephone directory. There were only four Mikes, a Garreth Mike, a P. J. Mike and
aha! – an S. Mike. Also a T. Mike.
I dialled the number and, as it rang, rehearsed my speech. When someone answered, it
was a much younger voice than I was expecting, and a nasal Australian accent. ‘G’day. Thomas
here.’ With a name like that I’d been expecting an Irish accent but that was silly, he could easily
have been born here.
‘It’s Keira Bolt here. I wanted to talk to Seamus Mike.’
‘My father’s not here at the moment. Can I help?’
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I outlined my project. Thomas told me that his father was house-minding in Sydney and
gave me the phone number. I pencilled the number on the back of our electricity bill envelope.
I tried ringing several times to no avail. When I finally got an answer, on Tuesday night,
his voice had a musical Irish lilt, and, once he started talking, he kept on going. He was very
enthusiastic about meeting me at the house and having a yarn. Halfway through my hesitating, he
said, ‘It’s a café that’d be better, and then you can judge for yourself whether I’m safe or not.’
‘Safe?’
‘You can judge whether or not I’m some sort of maniac before you risk being alone with
me.’
I laughed. ‘I wasn’t thinking that, Mr Mike.’
‘Call me Seamus, please. I am old, I grant you that, but you don’t have to give me that
much deference. It’s an ordinary sort of bloke I am, with no airs or graces.’
‘Okay – Seamus – is there a café near you?’
The line was silent for a moment. ‘A milk bar is the only choice I know of near here.
D’you have any objections to a pub?’
‘None.’
‘D’you know the Forth and Clyde? If you’re travelling down Darling Street, it’s towards
the water end on Mort Street, on a corner, a two-storey place with wooden verandahs and posts.’
Alan sometimes took me there for a drink. ‘Yes, I do. When?’
‘Is it tomorrow round five that would suit you?’
‘Yes. Thanks. See you then.’
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The next day, after Art School, I was sitting in the Forth and Clyde at a wooden bench and table
near the window, clinking the ice cubes in my lemon squash and checking out possible
candidates. On the phone I had forgotten to describe myself before we said goodbye and didn’t
know what he looked like, either. The pub was noisy with chattering groups, mostly men and
mostly too young to be him.
The afternoon’s developing and printing in the darkroom had made me thirsty and my
drink was half-gone when an old guy with thick, curly salt-and-pepper hair and dressed in blue
walked in by himself and quickly scanned the room. His large head looked out of proportion to
his small body. His glance stopped immediately at me. He walked straight over, only stopping
momentarily to allow a long-haired blond couple wearing identical jeans and white T-shirts to
pass on their way to the bar, and held out his hand. ‘Keira,’ and it was not a question, ‘Seamus
Mike, how d’you do?’
‘Hi, how do you do?’ My hand was tiny compared to his and his strong, warm grip gave
me a good feeling. Straight away I got the impression that he was reliable. His grin revealed
white teeth contrasting with a tanned, weathered complexion, the deep laugh lines at the corners
of his pale blue eyes less like spiderwebs than like shards of shattered glass. My mum was right:
‘Protect your complexion from the sun.’ What a great face to photograph, a cross between
Samuel Becket and a Viking.
‘You’re the image of Céit,’ he said. ‘Your eyes are very like hers and, like you, she was
proportionately made. How good it is to see that face again.’ He stood there, staring, as if
drinking me in. ‘Of course her real face won’t be looking like that any more, I know that.’ He
laughed. ‘That’s life, and I know there are enough wrinkles in my face to hold a week’s rain!’
I laughed, shaking my head politely, and indicated the opposite bench. ‘Please, you must
sit down.’
‘You’ll be wanting another drink first.’ He indicated my drink with a nod of his head.
‘That lemon squash is it, in case you want your wits about you to deal with some sort of
maniac?’
I laughed. ‘I’ll have a riesling this time, please.’
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‘Ah, it’s the right impression I’ve made – good!’ His eyes sparkled like Sydney harbour
water on a bright summer’s day and off he went to the bar.
He looked only a couple of inches taller than me and his hair still had plenty of black at
the back. He was dressed in a sturdy cotton shirt the colour of his eyes, tucked in to navy
trousers. Though his wrinkly face put him in his seventies, he had the gait of a much younger
man. I drank the rest of my lemon squash and wondered what to ask him first. The pub was
filling up fast and he had to queue for several minutes so I had time to rehearse my first question.
Then I remembered that it would seem rude to leap straight in without any small talk. I’d already
decided not to use my tape recorder. Alan had told me that, if you use it with extraneous noise
around, all you can hear later is the extraneous noise.
Seamus came back and put my drink in front of me. He’d got a schooner of beer for
himself and poured a foil packet of mixed nuts into a wooden bowl. ‘Thank you so much for
agreeing to see me, Mr … Seamus. When I spoke to your son he said you were house-minding.
Are the people who own the house gone for long?’
‘It’s a year they’re gone. An’ that year’s only just begun. Been here a month and a half.
It’s more boat-minding I’m doing. My old friend Mick Banks and his wife Naomi have gone to
England to visit their daughter and then they’re going to travel through Europe. They’ve a house
down the hill,’ he indicated with his head, ‘near Peacock Park, and a boatshed.’
I sipped my wine, cold and dry.
He paused for a sip of beer. ‘I took up their offer because my wife died ten months ago
and I was at a loss …’
‘My condolences.’
His eyes were shiny. ‘She had a good innings. The kids …’
‘How many do you have?’
‘Six: Bernadette, Pierce, Maurice, Thomas – he it was you talked to on the telephone –
Carmel and Anne. They persuaded me to take this offer when it came. A change of environment
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and working with boats … and it’s been good. Nothing like physical work to ease the ache of a
heart. You sleep well at night, too.’
‘What work did you do before you retired?’
‘Boat building. Not a good living but a good life. It’s a much better life than fishing, I can
tell you that.’
‘You were a fisherman before?’ I nibbled some cashews.
‘I was. A lifetime ago, back on the Blaskets.’
My heart jumped. ‘The Blaskets?’
‘The same. An’ that’s the connection between your grandmother and me. We both
emigrated at the same time. It was usual then for the young ones to leave because the island
didn’t give a good living any more. I’d a couple of half brothers and they went to America. So
many islanders did that, we called America the next parish west!’ I laughed with him. ‘It’s there
that they have houses so high they scratch the sky, they told us. They came back, though, my
brothers, along with some others. The food disagreed with them, they said, and there was too
much hard work for not enough gain. That was what first put me in mind of going to Canada or
Australia instead.’
‘I’d love to hear about the Great Blasket, Seamus, such an amazing place to grow up on.’
He nodded and looked a little sad. ‘Yes, it was there that we came from, but only the
birds and beasts do live there now.’
I nodded. ‘I read that the last people left in … 1953, was it?’
‘It was.’
‘What was it like living there?’
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‘It was grand.’ He drank his beer. ‘It was every day cutting the turf and fishing the sea.
Hard work, yes, but we’d our own food, our own clothes, we’d the pick o’ the strand and the
hunt o’ the hill. It’s true that things were better before our time …’
‘Why did people go to such a remote group of islands in the first place?’
‘They were remote, it’s true. Only three miles off the mainland but, if the weather made
the sea rough, it might as well have been thirty three. An’ no communication possible with the
mainland. There’d been families living there in the nineteenth century. Don’t know about before
that but many more came around the late 1840s because of the famine, and some had fled there
before because of the evictions. English landlords evicted Irish tenants from their farms because
sheep yielded bigger profits than tenants.’ He shook his head. Jimmy’s words echoed in my
head: ‘Bloody landlords.’
‘The evictions happened well into the twentieth century.’
‘God, really? That’s terrible.’
He nodded. ‘Terrible, it was. Ireland was never a country the English could manage, it
was always a country they could only subdue. Did y’know that Queen Victoria once wrote a
cheque for ten pounds to the Battersea Dogs’ Home and then a five pound cheque for the
suffering Irish?’
He nodded grimly at my appalled expression, his wrinkles seeming to deepen, and
continued: ‘Island life bred resourcefulness and toughness. Céit was as tough as anyone and
worked as hard as anyone but she also had the power to create. Even as a girl her charcoal
sketches on the back of a calendar of a gannet diving for fish or seals sunning themselves on the
rocks were a wonder.’ He paused to drink. ‘Tis no wonder she settled in Clovelly. She was used
to the sea all around her and, like me, she had grown up with the cycles of day and night, birth
and death, and season following season being very much on the doorstep. O’Mara means coming
from the sea, y’know.’
I was aware that I shouldn’t just be treating him like a walking encyclopaedia of my
topic, so I said, ‘Can you tell me about your own family history, Seamus?’
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‘Oh, if it’s family history you’re after you don’t know what to believe. I’m seventy-four
and I don’t believe half o’ my own history, it’s so remarkable.’ He laughed and I joined him.
‘An’ o’ course it intersects with your grandmother’s, so you won’t have to wait long to hear hers
as well.’
I nodded.
‘Well, now, my mother’s people were stonemasons. She’d a brother who had set up in
Tralee, and her sisters were in Dingle, along with their parents. Like Céit, I had one foot on the
island and one foot on the mainland. That’s because when I was five and my mother died, my
father sent me to live with my grandparents in Dingle. I stayed there, going to school every
weekday and to Mass every Sunday until I was eleven and my father wanted me back. But I still
went to Dingle sometimes to visit my grandparents.
‘I’d picked up something of stonemasonry from my grandfather and also something of
bar work in my uncle’s pub. And on the island I fished and set lobster traps and learnt how to
make naimhóga – that’s canoes to you. I’m making one here, just to keep me occupied, for a
Gladesville man who wants one. I’ll show you later if you want to see.’
‘I’d love to.’
‘You know, they called the Blaskets The Island of Stories because some linguists who
visited got some of us to write down our family stories, and they got them published to great
acclaim. I’ll write down some titles for you to look up, if you like. Did you know that in Kerry
they say the gift of poetry passes from father to daughter and the gift of story from father to son.
Poetry is akin to painting. Straight to the heart they both go. Whereas stories can meander and
philosophise along the way, like I’m doing now. Céit O’Mara inherited both. Her gift of poetry
she put into her pictures and her pictures tell a story.’ Seamus chewed some nuts.
‘How do you mean?’
He shrugged. ‘Her pictures made you feel deeply. They went straight to the heart like
poetry does plus they also told a story, about real people.’
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‘I’m interviewing people who knew her,’ I said, ‘But I need to see more of her works. I
already have one that she bequested to me – for some mysterious reason …’
‘You’ll find more pictures that belong to various dealers and collectors and piece together
her story that way, I can tell you the story I know, and you can compare it later with what you’ve
learnt from other sources, and tally up the various accounts to see what seems right.’
This was a valid and lucid point but he could also launch into a convoluted way of talking
that my father reckoned was typically Irish. He was always criticising my mother for doing it.
Seamus started off with colours, which reminded him of something else and of Irish rain and by
the end, my head buzzed with art and weather and Deirdre’s father all mixed together: ‘They say
Ireland contains forty shades o’ green. An’ Céit’s father Dermot O’Mara contained forty shades
o’ temper, all o’ them dark. Did you know Dublin gets thirty inches o’ rain a year? That seems a
lot to us in Australia an’ you know what? The very west of Ireland gets twice that amount a year.
So ’tis no wonder all those shades o’ green came about.’
And then he’d go into her art: ‘All those greens in her work, a person could drown in
’em. The greens o’ the ever-changing sea, pure green or mixed with blue or greyish-white, the
emerald o’ long winter grass growing on a cliff side, the lime o’ rainbow lorikeets. Australia
doesn’t have that many greens, not compared with Ireland; Australia has forty shades o’ straw!’
We laughed. ‘Bleached grass, dead shrubs, yellowing plants, golden stubbly grass and
everlasting daisies, dried-out earth – how did she stand that after Ireland? She brought with her
the palette of her girlhood. An’ it was the sea that saved her, too, the healing waves, cool
compared to the baking sun, life-giving and changeable and never boring, no matter how long
you look. Different in all the different lights and changing times o’ day an’ night.’ He paused.
‘Céit was like water, she was never still. Have you ever been at sea?’
‘Only on ferries.’
‘I’ll have to take you on the naomóg when it’s finished.’
‘I’d love that.’
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‘At sea is a different world, a better world in my opinion. ’Tis there that you can look at
only two landscapes: sky and sea. The colours of both change all the time, and nothing on the
surface or in its depths stays still. Céit was like that, either moving quickly on the surface or,
when still, her thoughts and feelings moving deeply within, you could see it in her big eyes.
She’d the bright, quick eyes of a teller of tales and her eyes were dark, like yours. I had to be a
storyteller and she had to paint her stories, for the country we came from was full to the lid o’
songs and stories and men and women making music of all that was happening.’
He drained his glass and concluded: ‘Well, talking never brought the turf home yet, and
stories nourish the soul, but you’ll be wanting your tea now. I can offer you some here if you
don’t mind pub food but it’s other plans you might have and another time we could meet.’
‘Yes, maybe next Sunday?’
‘Next weekend, it is. Would you like a lift home now?’
‘No, thanks, the buses go all the time, from just outside.’
‘If you’re sure.’ I nodded and he sighed. ‘The long years are gone in a gallop and some of
those in my story gone, too, as the mist goes with the wind.’
‘But Deirdre’s not gone, is she? Just sort of lost.’
He laughed at that. ‘She’s not gone.’ He looked enigmatic and we stood up and edged
past the crowd of drinkers.
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Chapter 22: July 1949
The Most Frightening Mask
Everyone I love disappears. It is like a curse. Bad luck. Evie, my younger sister, says that one
makes one’s own luck. I suppose I made my own in marrying Howard. Youth is my only excuse
but it is a pretty good one. What does one know at eighteen? Mother and Daddy had a fight
about it, she yelled that he always gave me everything I wanted and what did they know about
Howard Paddock? She said that Daddy was naïve and indulgent and that I was far too young,
but in the end I did get what I wanted. What does one know at eighteen?
Now I know that the most frightening mask is the one without a face. But I did not know
that then. He wore such a one to the artists’ ball. Many of us wore masks, it was that sort of ball.
But everyone else wore masks of something particular: a fox’s face with furry orange cheeks and
handsome whiskers; a Venetian lady’s mask with turquoise and gold sequins around the eyes; or
a silver cat mask with pointed ears – that was me, with stiff white pipe-cleaner whiskers. And
Norman Lindsay wore a tuxedo and a satyr’s mask, and he kissed my hand, said he would
recognise me anywhere, and cast a lascivious eye over my body, shoulders to toes and back
again.
Howard was in the mask with no face. White papier-maché, with almond-shaped holes
cut out for the eyes, those dark and watchful eyes, to look through. When he turned around to
retrieve another cocktail I saw that his mask was held in place with two loops that went behind
his ears so that his brilliantined hair was not spoilt by an elastic line forming a furrow into the
back of his neat, dark head.
Norman wanted me to dance with him and I was attempting to think of a polite way to
refuse when this man with the faceless mask appeared at my elbow, quiet and quick as a panther.
‘I wouldn’t trust Norman with any young girl,’ he said with a smile. ‘You come with me.’
His voice sounded rough and deep, and he took my hand and led me towards the dance floor.
Sleek as a cat he was and, when we danced, his feet were as light as a cat’s tread, sure and
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graceful. Like a well brought up man, he knew all the steps and afterwards kept one step ahead
of me, always at least one step ahead.
Nobody seemed to know who he was. Even when he took off his mask, much later, nobody
recognised him. I had been dancing with him for hours by then and some friends thought I had
brought him, but I never saw him before that night. Before he rescued me from Norman, I drank
the white rum punch, I danced with some forgotten men, I laughed at long-forgotten jokes, and
tried to keep the mysterious masked man in my peripheral vision. I longed to see the face beneath
the mask. I tried not to stare. I was wearing a tubular dress with silver and white sequins and a
low-cut back. When his gaze on my bare back made me go warm I would turn my head around
and his glance would slide up to my eyes. Mother would have called it brazen but it was simply a
longing too strong to be indirect.
I thought I had never experienced such longing. Later I would see that when Howard
wanted something he took it. Simple as that. Not so romantic, after all. But, on that night I was
captivated by the mystery of the man in the faceless white mask, his dark eyes glinting in the
chandelier lights as we waltzed round and round and round to the orchestra playing
Shostakovich. Round and round and round and round until we were flying, I was on the arms of
my mysterious man, and everything except his dark eyes was an impressionist picture of hazy
light and shade, warm colours and cool, soft dabbings of texture and sound. My silver shoes had
transformed my feet into weightless bits of grace and joy, my silver sequined bag with my coral
coloured lipstick, a handkerchief and a few shillings inside hung by its fine silver chain off my
elbow.
It seemed as if we were two parts of one whole, our hearts dying to join like the two arcs
of the Harbour Bridge. Oh, there was a time, there was a time when the two arcs did not meet.
There was a time, there was a moment, more than a moment but now gone forever. The two arcs
reached their sad arms through their pale grey veil of longing, oh, how they longed to be
together, so they stretched and strained, and one could look up to see them extending their
fingertips to each other across the liquid grey-blue.
Grace’s sky had short repeated marks, stroke after stroke of pale greyish-blue and dark
blue dabs alongside dabs of bright white. Grace Cossington Smith, that is who Grace was.
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Nobody hears much about her now but she still paints. Little energetic dabs of bright white and
blue summer air, dab-dab-dab, she would go with her stiff brush on the hungry canvas. I loved
that painting. Grace was talented and smart. She rejected marriage. And that harmonious life
with her family, that was another difference. They were affectionate. They laughed together.
Another world.
As for me, I thought that the world would open up for me. I stood there, strong and
smiling in my silver sequins, just ready for all the exciting things to happen. I did not know that
one has to make them happen and at the same time dodge the bullets of bad luck and bad
choices. Yet, to do that, requires good judgement and good judgement emerges only slowly, in
the mistakes from which we later learn. Grace, however, seemed to be born with good
judgement. I certainly was not.
‘Freedom is not given,’ Deirdre used to say, ‘It must be taken.’ I thought I understood
that, too, but I did not. I thought I was in charge of my life.
I was in charge of treats. I was Mistress of the Treats. Plenty of treats for my sisters and
me when we were young, and then, six weeks before my wedding, my father died and the only
thing my mother doled out after that was advice. ‘Marry in haste, repent at leisure,’ she said,
always to be counted on for rolling out a platitude, or three or four. ‘The universe does not
revolve around Olivia Kettlewell,’ she said, ‘You will discover that sooner or later, probably
sooner.’
I had a fine cotton frock the colour of the rusty red lilies in Mother’s garden, with sky
blue freesia-shaped flowers all over the fabric. But I do not think that freesias come in blue.
Mother-of-pearl buttons ran down the front and the waist was pintucked, oh, what a tiny waist I
once had. Padded shoulders, too, but I cut those out with my silver scissors. ‘My shoulders are
big enough, thank you,’ I said.
‘Big shoulders make the waist look smaller,’ said Mother.
‘My waist is small enough.’ How self assured and certain I was then.
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Mother sniffed, she was a great one for sniffing. ‘A lady’s waist can never be small
enough.’ Another sniff. ‘You can be thankful you do not have to wear a corset, everybody wore
one until recently.’ It was as if she were jealous of the younger generation’s ease and freedom.
She never had it as good as we were having it now and we never appreciated that enough nor all
she had sacrificed for us. She could have been a concert pianist, she could have been, she could
have been … her dissatisfaction was etched on her elegant face.
And so she sniffed and sneered, she did seem to sneer. The maid would be there, the thin,
red-haired Irish girl, Marie, and Mother could be seen in the fierce morning light running a
manicured forefinger along the banister or a window ledge and examining the pad of her finger.
The right eyebrow would do its little dance, rising up in a circumflex of judgement and she would
sniff and sneer at the apparent evidence of dust on her forefinger. Dust was her enemy.
Dust is not my enemy. Dust can communicate, dust can entertain. Dust in the shaft of
sunlight in the doctor’s office in the eastern window or the common room at breakfast can
absorb me for a long time. Dust can look like specks of gold and silver; the specks dance with
slow and effortless grace, flecks of eternity, trapeze artists of the ether, sparks of timelessness.
Dust can make me believe that time does not exist.
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Chapter 23: June 1973
Gossip and History
It had been a busy few weeks but still no word from Deirdre Wild. Between lectures and
darkroom workshop, going to some of the Sydney Film Festival with Alan, I’d written Deirdre
another letter and a postcard. I’d explained my position in more detail and kept the tone casual
and upbeat so as not to scare her off with my intensity.
But I was still waiting. I scribbled for my essay about the Blaskets and other aspects of
Deirdre’s life that I’d got from people I’d interviewed and, somehow, during those cloudy winter
days all that information started weighing me down. What would she herself think of them?
Which ones would she echo the truth of and which ones would she scoff at? Much as I
appreciated all these people’s generosity in sharing their memories with me, even the formidable
Miss Burnside and the oddly gleeful old Mr Pettifer, now I longed to hear Deirdre’s story in her
own words, with her own voice. Where was she? Why didn’t she answer my letters?
However, two of the people who’d bought Deirdre Wilds from Macquarie Galleries had
been surprisingly easy to find and a little detective work had unearthed the other two. Everyone
had been very cooperative and generous. Heide was right – it was exciting. My photographs of
the works, all from the early 1930s, showed the following:
First, Silver Lizard Railway Station – tempera and collage on masonite. Most of the
composition comprises collaged photographs of a multitude of faces – old and young, smiling or
frowning. To the left a painted blonde girl wearing a green swimsuit is holding a cigarette and
looking down, a half-smile on her face, as she gazes at a huge blue-tongued lizard on a sandstone
rock. Three black swans fly overhead against an orange sky and in the bottom right is a
photograph of a rocking horse with its mane on fire. The silver blue-tongued lizard motif is
repeated round the edges and onto the wooden frame.
Second, Song without a Name – oil and collage on board. A cityscape depicts grey terrace
houses with fragments of white lace collaged on, producing a textured effect. A red moon is
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rising in the east and in the foreground runs a narrow reddish stream with bright green ibis-like
birds wading in it. The black frame has red ferns stencilled on it.
Third, Jungle Dreaming – oil and collage on canvas crammed with black-and-white cutouts of 1930s cars, trams and buildings, as well as painted echidnas, rabbits and emus, in a forest
of twisting tree trunks and green velvet vines. The face of a small girl – could this be Maureen? –
looks out from between two tree trunks at a purple crocodile. Two black swans walk along the
bottom.
Fourth, Message in a Bottle – photography and tempera on masonite. A photograph of
Deirdre, dressed in a dark skirt and white shirt, standing with a hand on her hip by a doorway.
Instead of a house behind her is the sea. In a lemon-coloured sky floats a giant squid. In the
foreground are dozens of flies finely drawn in meticulous detail. Printed letters float in the sky
above the squid: Strive until you reach the beach of your belonging.
Meanwhile, Butch was still with us, Steve and Mel were on-again, off-again. Nessie and I
had listened to Mel’s laments for what seemed like hours. She was besotted with Steve but it was
her very intensity that was scaring him away. However, now they were on again. The four of us
went to see a von Sternberg double with Marlene Dietrich in both: Morocco and Dishonoured.
The latter was much better. She’s recruited as a spy and falls in love with a Russian rival spy. At
one stage he picks her up as if she’s light as a kitten, and in her sexy, smoky accent, she utters
the line that had us falling about: ‘You’re so pow-erful!’
I telephoned the next person I was able to get on to from Deirdre’s address book, careful
to avoid the walking encyclopaedia stance and to ask all about her own life. Perhaps I overdid it.
‘But that’s more than enough talk about me,’ said Ros Thwaites on the telephone,
‘divorced and happy and still painting – you want to hear about your grandmother. Deirdre was
living in Beach Lane when I knew her. She and Charles had a party and that’s when I first met
them. Pettifer’s Gallery had just had an exhibition and there were several of Deirdre’s paintings,
including some collages. I’d never seen anything like them. I asked Tamsin Pettifer about them
and she and Geoffrey took me along to the party so I could meet the artist.
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‘Pardon? No, I wasn’t painting then. I was a late starter. Before I got married and had the
children I was answering the telephone at Maxine’s hairdressing salon in Pitt Street, earning two
and sixpence a week and glad to get it, I can tell you. I kept my job all through the Depression.
Pettifer’s Gallery was nearby and Tamsin used to get her hair done at Maxine’s – a cut and set
every six weeks, and she would give the girls invitations to the openings. It opened up new
worlds for me. But let’s continue this face to face, dear.’
On Saturday morning I crossed the road from the bus stop and walked down MacLeay
Street until I found Sirius Road. Number fifty-five must be on the other side of the street. The
moreton bay fig tree roots crowding the footpath were dark and moody looking, their large
leaves blocking the yellowish-grey winter sunlight. The wind blew my hair about. Even in my
cord jeans, jumper and new leather jacket I was cold. I struggled against the great gusts of wind,
my boot heels clicking on the footpath, until I reached the white weatherboard house.
I opened the wooden church gate and walked up the crazy-paving path. The front door
had a Victorian-looking brass knocker in the shape of a lady’s hand. I pulled it up and rapped
three times. On the phone Ros had a low voice with a deep, knowing laugh and now I was with
her it was evident that her appearance matched her voice. She was heavily built. Her short hair
was hennaed a vibrant red, emphasising light blue eyes, and she was dressed in primary colours
like a Mondrian Painting, bright blue stretch pants and a yellow caftan top. ‘Keira, come on in,
lovely to meet you.’ She led me into the sunny kitchen.
Two kittens were playing in a towel-lined basket and it was impossible not be charmed
by the soft creatures with their trusting blue eyes and stiff little tails, their striped fur and white
paws. ‘How cute!’
‘A present for my grandchildren,’ said Ros, ‘I’m dropping them over tomorrow for the
twins’ birthday. Now, I’m having a café au lait. Would you like one, dear?’
‘Yes, thanks.’ I crouched down in front of the basket and stroked the kittens’ little heads,
impossibly fragile and soft. If only they could stay that size. Ros was unscrewing the top of an
espresso maker to spoon in coffee grounds. She wound the top to the bottom again and struck a
match to the gas ring, then put the espresso maker in it, lit another and put a small red enamel
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saucepan of milk on the blue flame. ‘Please – sit.’ With a plump hand Ros indicated a red
painted chair in the adjoining dining room.
I sat and looked around. A sculpted mosaic hand made from fragments of blue and white
porcelain, red glass and silvery bits of mirror sat on a polished wooden coffee table. On one wall
was a large yellow clock, and on the other framed photographs of babies and schoolchildren –
two girls and a boy – and some theatre posters in red frames. On the third wall was a painting.
Seeing me looking at it, she said casually, ‘That’s one of hers.’ It was an oil painting of
an unpeopled beach with trees in the foreground.
‘Gosh, how exciting!’ I moved off my chair to get closer. ‘But it seems so …
conventional.’
‘It wasn’t at the time.’
The beach was viewed from a distance, perhaps from the top of a nearby hill, the grey
waves full of white caps and all the trees in the foreground with their branches blown to the right
hand side of the frame. ‘Those cold hues and the bitter wind – you can really feel it.’
‘Yes, at first it looks conventional.’ The painting was a study in grey, white and black –
which was actually a very dark navy and some lighter greyish-blues. ‘But after a while you start
to feel a little chilly.’ She laughed. ‘It’s not surrealistic, too early for that, but it has a grotesque
sort of power.’
‘Grotesque!’ I echoed. ‘I don’t think I’d go that far!’ We laughed.
‘It seems that way to me because I hate wind. She was used to the fierce gusts off the
Atlantic roaring and rushing round the Great Blasket so she never minded a stiff breeze from the
sea.’
The kittens played with each other’s tails, going round and round in circles, making tiny
mewing sounds. Ros put a bowl-like white French cup in my place on a red placemat and sat
down at the table with hers. I sat down again and put my hands around my coffee cup. ‘Thank
you. I practically need this to warm me up!’
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‘Sugar?’ Ros pushed a yellow china bowl towards me.
‘No, thanks.’ I sipped the coffee, soothing and rich.
‘It is a funny word to use about her,’ said Ros, ‘because she used to say that we tell
stories to forget everything that is sad and grotesque, so why would you want to make pictures
that are sad and grotesque? She was thinking of James Gleeson and some other surrealists.’
Ros got up and reached into a cupboard to retrieve a packet of almond biscuits. She
shook a few onto a yellow plate. We both took one. ‘Yum,’ I said, ‘Mmmmm, more cakey than
biscuity. Now, Ros, I recently met an old friend of Deirdre’s called Seamus Mike. Have you met
him?’
‘The name doesn’t ring a bell.’
‘He lives in Melbourne mainly. He knows a lot about the Blaskets …’
‘Oh, yes, the chap who came over with her on the boat to Australia. I heard about him.
But we never met.’
‘He told me that in County Kerry they say that the gift of poetry passes from father to
daughter and the gift of story from father to son.’
Ros yelped with laughter. ‘And what gifts do the sons and daughters get from their
mothers, eh? The ones who gave them life itself. Do you think the mothers give their sons and
daughters some special gifts, too? It’s obvious, but the mothers will never get the credit for it, not
in that priest-ridden place and not in this country, either.’ She stared at me intently. ‘And you’ll
find that when men do research and write it up like you’re doing, it’s called history, and when
women do it, it’s called gossip!’ She gave a big belly laugh as if it was the funniest joke in the
world.
‘Mum said, if Deirdre had spent less time on love affairs, she’d have more to show for
her career. What do you think?’
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‘I think that art and love and politics were impossible for Deirdre to separate. You know
she went to Spain after the war to meet Owen. She was in love with him, so you could say she
went for love, but he was a Communist who’d fought against Franco, so, in supporting him she
was supporting the cause. And Australia was so backward then that she did think her art would
do better abroad. But art is about more than the personal, it’s about being alive to the whole of
humanity. That’s why you’ll find political activity among artists. Some are apolitical but the
interesting ones have empathy and that makes them feel strongly about injustice. Deirdre was
like that. But then there’s the age-old conflict: the work or the life? You can’t do equal justice to
both. So you can make your art political and contribute that way. Deirdre did that subtly. You
can’t preach in your work. I actually think that, in going to Spain, she was able to integrate
politics, love and art.’
‘Do you think she regretted coming here?’
‘Good Lord, no! She made the most of it here. Australia was good for her, much better
than if she had stayed in Ireland.’ She proffered the biscuits. ‘Even though the 1930s were very
difficult for many people, what with the Depression and the cultural isolation, there was an
artistic community where people supported one another. Too bad she’d left by the time Joy
Hester and her husband Gray moved to Coogee. Deirdre and she were in the same boat, their
work regarded as simply too weird to exhibit in the main galleries. Art in Europe was going
through all these revolutionary changes but the art establishment in Australia was lost in
conservatism.
‘You know what Sali Hermann said to Russell Drysdale? – “You’ve got sheep with
gumtrees in between or gumtrees with sheep in the middle.” Thirty major artists went away from
Australia after the second war. That lasted till a year or two ago. It was safer here during the war
than anywhere in Europe but it was culturally cut off in a way that made many artists feel
unbearably isolated.
‘And, in the war, you couldn’t get ordinary things like artist’s materials or elastic. There
were food shortages, nothing like as bad as England of course, but I think that things like that
and the lack of vitamins contributed to so many people getting TB. It was a terrible time with
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that and with so many lovely young men going overseas to fight and many of them not coming
back. Some came back wounded, physically or mentally. My dear, it was a terrible time.’
I thought of my father who, according to Mum, did not have a good war and that was
why he was moody. When I was a child the Second World War was remote to me and even in
high school it seemed very distant. But the older I get, the closer it seems. When I was younger it
seemed an immense gap between ‘the War to end all wars’ and the Second World War. But to an
adult, twenty years is not much time between those horrendous events and all those people
suffered the Great Depression between the wars as well. When I started thinking about Vietnam
because of Rowan’s stand against it, and put it with Modern History lessons, it started to look as
if they called a war for every generation to use its young men as cannon fodder.
‘Those times must have been so hard,’ I said.
‘The thirties were tough,’ Ros said, ‘But Sydney suited Deirdre for a while, specially
when she moved to Clovelly. To practise one’s art it is necessary to have not just time but space,
a place conducive to silence. Silence within and without. Clovelly was that place for her. It was a
backwater then, small and contained, not big and exciting like Coogee was with its famous
ballroom, the aquarium and the pier. Deirdre and Charles preferred the quietness of Clovelly.’
As Ros talked we could hear the soft thumping of the kittens wrestling with the fringed
edge of the Persian rug. ‘You see,’ she continued, ‘someone coming from a tiny island had to be
beside the sea. To her the sea was life. It was beauty and danger and every mood between. And
forever the sound of the wind.’ Ros shuddered and turned her head to the window and stared into
the garden. ‘I have a nice, protected nook here. I don’t want the drama of crashing waves and
fierce offshore winds. You must know about them, living at Clovelly.’
‘They’re called sea breezes,’ I smiled, ‘and I live at Bondi Junction. My parents and my
youngest brother Sean are the only ones there now.’
‘How is your mother? I haven’t seen her since she was a girl.’
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‘She’s okay. But she won’t talk to me about this project I’m doing. It’s so frustrating
because she must know stuff that would go in my essay. I wanted to ask … can you think of a
reason for her reticence?’
Ros looked thoughtful. ‘Most children want their parents to be conventional. Perhaps
Maureen wanted her mother to stay home doing housework and not paint strange pictures and
have dangerous friends.’
‘Dangerous friends?’
‘Like me! Communists were seen by the government as a threat to society, actually we
were a threat to the rich. We wanted a more equal distribution of the wealth. And that’s a
dangerous idea. Actually, there were two lots of dangerous people, the idealists like us and the
ones on the fringe of the Razor Gang. It wasn’t her, so much as Olivia Kettlewell with those
connections. She’d married Howard Paddock, it was disastrous.
‘Howard Paddock? The son of the hangman?’
‘No, he just lived in the hangman’s house. The hangman was Robert Howard. They
shared a name but not the same surname. Olivia’s Howard part-owned racing horses, had
gambling and boxing interests, God knows what else. He was tightly-wound before the war, and,
when he returned, he was worse. Whereas some men banded together and found camaraderie,
that didn’t happen to Howard. He was good-looking when he was younger but his looks faded
fast. The older you get, the more you get the face you deserve!’ She laughed that infectious belly
laugh then turned serious again. ‘When you get to my age, you can see patterns in people’s lives.
Some people have success and lucky breaks, they always seem to be in the right place at the right
time. Others have a pattern of loss and pain, and Olivia was one of those.’
‘Some ex-students from Rowe Street told me they thought she might still be in the
asylum.’
‘Good Lord, no. She came out after two or three years. But she went back from time to
time. She was in there again after the war. The drugs changed her. But that was a long time ago.
You should talk to her.’
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‘I had no idea I could. You know where she lives?’
‘With her mother at Dover Heights. I can give you the telephone number.’
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Chapter 24: July 1973
Pigeons in Overcoats
We’d arranged that I would come round to Alan’s on Saturday morning for croissants and coffee.
I wanted to ring first – what if he were out, what if the bus were late, what if I couldn’t come,
after all? But he said I didn’t have to ring, that he’d be here, and he’d come and drive me over if
I wanted.
But, when the morning came, I did ring, just to say that I’d be a bit later than I’d thought,
and I thought I’d bring up the issue of us having each other’s keys again because it had been a
while and we were getting along so well these days, I was sure I could persuade him this time.
But, as it happened, I couldn’t say how convenient it would be for me to have a key to his house
in case I arrived one time and he wasn’t there – because he wasn’t there – which made me feel
vindicated because it proved the very point I was about to say, but of course it made me feel
frustrated too because I couldn’t say it!
I hung up the phone and walked up to Bondi Road for the 353 to Central, then only had to
wait five minutes – a record – for a 433. I can remember exactly what I was wearing: my
chocolate brown wool miniskirt and a dark pink jumper with no bra, black tights and my brown
leather boots. The bus roared through the trafficky buzz of Broadway, past the rows of terrace
houses in Glebe, some with peeling paint and skewiff shutters and other recently painted in
glossy colours. Then it trundled over Glebe Island Bridge and on through the industrial part of
White Bay and Rozelle, then turned down Darling Street.
By the time I got off at the Laundromat and crossed the road, I knew he’d be in. As I
opened the white cast iron gate I called out, ‘Alan!’ with my head back looking up to the upper
storey windows, ‘Hello!’
‘Hi.’ His head appeared at the far left hand window. ‘Be down in a sec.’
When he opened the door his familiar figure in caramel coloured corduroys, a cream
jumper and bare feet made my heart beat faster. I breathed in the limey smell of his aftershave.
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We kissed and hugged and he followed me upstairs to the dining room. ‘Oh, no!’ he said, ‘I
forgot to get more coffee. Damn. We’ll have to have instant.’
‘That’s okay. Mochona Freeze-Dried is good.’
He plugged the kettle in and spooned the Mochona into our mugs. ‘I bought a new book
on Matisse,’ he said. ‘Have a look – it’s on the coffee table. Hungry?’
‘Sure.’ I wandered into the next room and saw the book, a massive tome with a detail of
the Madame Matisse in Blue Hat portrait on the cover. I hefted it up and took it to the dining
room table. I opened it at a random page and it turned out to be a double page spread of the three
naked women dancing. I smiled at the glorious pinks, blues you could drown in and greens as
velvety as Deirdre Wild’s, at the effortlessly harmonious lines evoking such joie de vivre. Then I
sat with my hands either side of it, watching Alan bend down to put the tray of croissants into the
oven. ‘Mmmmmmm…’ I said.
‘Hmmm?’ He stood up, looking distracted.
‘Has anyone ever told you you’ve got a lovely bottom?’
He looked embarrassed and said, ‘You’ve got a pretty lovely one yourself.’ He turned off
the burbling kettle and poured boiling water into the cups.
I ignored his compliment and smiled in surprise. ‘I don’t think I’ve ever seen you look
embarrassed before. Shy of compliments, eh? I had no idea you were so modest.’ He had poured
milk in the mugs and brought them over to the table. My nostrils flared with the slightly bitter
smell of instant coffee. I held out my arms to him and he came over and stood in front of me. I
wrapped my arms around his hips and rubbed the side of my face against him, feeling him
hardening straight away.
‘Oooooooh,’ I said and laughed. ‘Croissants take a long time to heat up in that oven,
don’t they?’ I unzipped his trousers.
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‘Keira, don’t …’ He held my arms and tried to push me back on the chair. I shifted off
the chair but knelt on the lino, not letting go of his trousers and butting my head gently against
his cock, which was now wonderfully tumescent. I kicked off my shoes.
‘Never heard such a half-hearted “don’t” – now, lie down on this nice lino and let me
have my way with you.’ I could feel my nipples hard against my jumper. I pulled down his
trousers and he pulled them up again, I pulled them down and he pulled them half up but was
prevented by my tugging at them and then allowed me to pull them all the way down to his
ankles. He sighed and stepped out of them, holding onto my head for balance.
‘Keira … Keira … No, no … Oh …’ then he just groaned, lifted me up to more or less
his level and half dragged, half carried me down the three steps into the bedroom. I took off his
jumper and my own, dragged the zipper on the left side of my skirt down, stepped out of it and
tugged off my tights. Then I hugged him, bare breasts against smooth chest, such a heartskipping feeling of bliss. We fell onto the unmade bed, kissing and kissing. He took one of my
nipples in his hot mouth and sucked till I thought I might come just from that, then he put the
other one in his mouth and kept squeezing the other with his fingers. I thought I might faint with
pleasure and I just laughed with the joy of it.
My arms were caressing his back and ribs then around down the slope of his hips and
between his suede-like thighs, teasing, teasing, keeping my fingers away from his cock
deliberately for a while. He kissed me, panting. He shifted his mouth down and sank his teeth
into my neck. ‘You’re just so lovely,’ he said.
‘You give me goosebumples when you do that,’ I said, pushing him over on to his back
and sliding my body onto his, while avoiding his extremely keen cock, teasing us both. It would
have been the easiest thing in the world since he was so hard and I was so wet but I wrestled with
his arms and wrangled his body, avoiding the very thing that we were both dying for, and I was
panting while at the same time laughing with the effort of my restraint.
‘Come on.’ He panted and tried to use his superior strength to get what he wanted so
badly, and what I wanted so badly too, but I wanted also to prolong the blissful agony. We were
kissing very deeply and he was urgent and sweating but I pushed him away. He pulled me to him
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and manoeuvred himself so he was very close, one might say a hair’s breadth close to what we
both wanted. I could tell that his gentlemanly impulses of not using his superior physical strength
were about to fly out the window. The sheet had become tangled around my leg during our
wrangling and I was partly trapped by it and partly by his weight. Ah, his perfect weight. He
pinned my arms down with his determined hands, ran his pointy tongue along the edge of my
ear, and when he finally penetrated me it was so powerful that I cried out straight away and
could have wept with happiness and it took only a few glorious strokes for us both to come and I
called out ‘Alan! Alan! Alan!’ into his ear and then we just collapsed, limp and joyful and
exhausted.
We slept briefly and then I just lay there until he made moves to get up. I felt like staying
in bed all day. ‘Mmmmm, I could just hang around here – could I?’ I flicked my tongue across
his earlobe, back and forth, back and forth. He drew back and attempted to get out of range. I
said, ‘Not necessarily in bed. Wouldn’t it be nice to just be together all day, go out for lunch,
maybe see a gallery or just walk in the Botanic Gardens or something? How come we never
really relax like that? We’re too busy and we should plan more breaks from our work. It’s
important, don’t you reckon? Otherwise the time just goes by and it’s all been rush-rush-rush
from one thing to another. And I’d like to spend some more time here with you, we’re always at
my place. Your place is good because we can be sure of being alone.’
‘Let’s get up. I didn’t really mean this to … put your clothes on and let’s have a coffee
and talk.’
I sniffed the air. ‘The croissants! How much time’s it been?’
‘Shit!’ he said and leapt out of bed. He grabbed the little blue terry-towelling shave coat
I’d given him for his birthday and put it on, tying the belt round his waist as he dashed out of the
room. I knelt up in bed and looked around for my discarded clothes. When I came up the three
steps and into the dining room I was in everything but my tights and boots and he had the
croissants on a big plate and had put a block of butter and a bottle of strawberry jam on the table
beside the Matisse book. He brandished two knives. ‘Sit down.’
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‘Oh,’ I laughed. ‘Okay, if you want to order me about like that.’ I moved Matisse’s happy
dancing nudes a bit further away and automatically sipped my coffee. ‘Ugh. Freezing!’ I took a
knife. ‘But the croissants are perfect, we got them just in time. Um, Alan – is anything the
matter?’
He looked miserable. ‘That coffee’s dreadful.’ He took my mug and poured its dreadful
contents into a little red enamel saucepan, then poured his coffee in too, put the saucepan on the
stove and switched on the electric burner underneath.
‘The coffee’s dreadful? Alan, what’s wrong? There’s something else, isn’t there? What?’
He was silent and I repeated, ‘What?’ He looked so serious.
‘Keira, I … I think we need to … see …’ he paused and the rest came out in a rush: ‘To
not see so much of each other.’
My mouth opened in shock. ‘What?’
It was hard to take it in. It didn’t make sense. ‘We don’t see all that much of each other as
it is. How much less would you like?’ My stomach growled. I sat there folding my arms around
it. ‘You want to see me less. Less than now, which is sometimes not very often.’ I paused. ‘You
mean you’d like to see me so rarely that you’re really breaking it off, is that it?’ My words
sounded dull in tone because I couldn’t absorb the meaning properly and I was just trying that
interpretation out, praying it would be a total misinterpretation.
He said nothing! My throat was terribly sore and tears started sliding down my cheeks.
‘Ow!’ I groaned.
‘Are you all right?’ he said.
‘My tummy hurts.’ He put the box of tissues on the table beside me and I grabbed one
and blew my nose, grabbed another and used it up too. I was trying not to let the flood gates open
but my throat was unbearably sore, the lump in it like one of Sean’s tombola marbles. ‘I just …’
I sniffed. ‘You invite me round for breakfast, make love and then break it off?’
‘I’m not breaking it off.’
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‘You are. Why? I don’t understand. What have I done wrong?’ I started crying in earnest,
taking tissue after tissue, sobbing and snorting and snuffling into them, then discarding them on
the table between my fragrant hot croissant and the still-open Matisse book displaying naked
pink brunettes having a wonderful time.
‘Keira, it’s nothing you’ve done or haven’t done, you’re lovely, you’re a great girl, it’s
just me – I need … I need to have more free time …’
‘I’ve always given you free time, I’ve never been demanding, I’ve never asked to see
more of you, even though I’ve been starved of your company sometimes – I never complained!
This is so unfair! It doesn’t make sense … Oh,’ I smacked my forehead with my hand. ‘You’ve
met someone else, haven’t you? That must be it. God, I’m so dim!’
‘No. I mean …’
I stared at him, sitting there so pale under his after-five shadow, vulnerable and younglooking in his sky blue shave coat with his tousled hair. My hands were shaking. ‘You mean you
have met someone. When? How long?’ He sat there saying nothing. ‘Tell me the truth! Have you
been two-timing me?’
‘It’s unfair to put it that way. But I couldn’t go on …’
I burst into a fresh lot of tears.
He turned his head and I looked around too at a hissing sort of noise. The coffee was
boiling over the rim of the saucepan and onto the stove’s white enamel. ‘Shit!’ he said, leaping
up and pulling the saucepan off the burner. ‘Shit!’ The metal handle must have burnt him. Good.
He turned off the burner.
‘You couldn’t go on … what? Seeing us both? How long has this been going on? Look
what you’re doing – forcing me to utter clichés!’
‘Don’t be melodramatic. Look, I was going to mention there’s a Godard double on
tomorrow night at Sydney Uni. I’d really like to go with you.’
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I did a double take, no dramatics, a completely honest response. ‘What? What am I
missing here? Why would you want to go out with me? Have you changed your mind? Are you
bored with her already?’
‘Look, we’re not married, Keira. And you agreed with me that jealousy’s just an
outmoded bourgeois concept to do with possession and that everyone is free. In all those
discussions we had about hypothetical situations …’
‘They were hypothetical!’ I was screaming at him now. ‘This is real! And you’ve been
dishonest with me! That’s the worst thing.’
‘I’m being honest with you now. I couldn’t go on … I’ve been wanting to tell you.’ He
paused and swallowed so hard I could see his Adam’s apple shifting. ‘I’ve been seeing a
colleague at work. And when we started seeing each other, well, the relationship was not without
latitude ...’
‘Not without latitude? Is that how you interpreted our relationship too?’
He said nothing. I stared at him. ‘Oh, let me guess: at first you could see other people but
now it’s got serious she wants fidelity and has made you an ultimatum, is that it?’ He was silent,
setting his jaw, so I rushed on. ‘Okay, it’s a game where I have to guess what happened. And,
and … you left it until the last minute and thought you’d just squeeze one more fuck out of me
before you broke it off! Is that right?’
‘No!’
‘Or – no, wait – she doesn’t even know about me! And so, breakfast – I mean, why here?
Why now? Breakfast is not the usual time to …’
‘I didn’t know there was a usual time.’
‘You shut up! You made it this early because you’re going out with her tonight! All those
Saturday nights when you were supposedly working or visiting your parents and you left me
alone to do my work. As if I’d want to do any fucking work on a Saturday night, you fucking
bastard! And … and when I came round unexpectedly after work a while back you looked so
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surprised and happy to see me. But it was relief, wasn’t it? It was sheer luck that I hadn’t turned
up when she was here! I can’t believe how stupid I’ve been!’
He came over to me and tried to pat my shoulder. I jerked it away from him as if a
funnel-web spider were trying to crawl onto my arm. ‘Fuck off!’
‘Keira, listen. I didn’t anticipate making love, I just got carried away.’
‘That’s right, blame me.’
‘You don’t realise how seductive you are.’
‘That’s a great way to avoid the responsibility of your … your cowardice and deception.
Like Germaine Greer says, Seduction is a four-letter word. And it ain’t love.’
‘I’m not trying to avoid anything. And a four-letter word like what? You’re surely not
accusing me of rape? And the reason I wanted you to come here is that at your place, as you
pointed out before, we can never be sure of being alone.’
‘Yeah, thanks for the memory, Alan.’ I thought of that time, ten minutes and a thousand
light years ago, when we were still a couple and I could still suggest spending some weekend
time together doing nothing much. I grabbed another tissue and stood up. My spent tissues
clustered on the table like a swarm of grubby, misshapen origami birds.
‘You never took me seriously. I’m not as educated as you want, not as smart. I’m not
professional, I’m just a kid to you. And a convenient fuck.’
‘That’s not true.’ He let out a loud sigh. ‘I don’t want to break up with you.’
‘And why here? Why now? Well, I know why now – so you’re free to go out with
Whatsername tonight. What is her name?
‘It doesn’t matter.’ He sounded weary.
Mere weariness. I wanted to punch him. He was putting me through hell and all he was
was tired! I grabbed my bag and ran out of the room.
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‘Let me drive you home,’ Alan called after me.
I was half-way down the main stairs when I realised I was barefooted. I cursed and turned
round, dashed up the stairs and past Alan who was standing on the landing.
‘Please, Keira, don’t leave like this – calm down, let me drive you.’
I went into the bedroom and pulled on my tights then shoved my feet into my boots.
While I was doing that I said, ‘Two Godards – you know what? Godard is incomprehensible! I
like Truffaut! You can think he’s lightweight if you like but he gets his story across! I never want
to see another Godard in my life!’ Then I tore past Alan, shrinking back from his outspread
hands and down the stairs and out the door, up the musty hallway and out the front door.
For a winter’s day the sunlight was blinding and the traffic horribly noisy. I was crying so
much I couldn’t even see properly, but I ran to the bus stop and looked up the road. Of course I’d
have to wait ages. I stood there, the only one there, luckily, blowing my nose and sniffling. I had
to squint. I rummaged in my bag to find my sunglasses.
When I looked up again along the road, there was a bus in the distance. It must be a
mirage, couldn’t possibly be mine. But it was. I hailed it and stumbled up the step and on. I
walked to the back and caught sight of Alan in jeans and shave coat running down the street
towards the bus stop. He looked gratifyingly distraught.
I stared at his ever-diminishing pale blue shave-coated form till the bus veered left just
past the pub and then I sat down. Once again I stared out the window, gazing at houses and
buildings and bridges but not seeing them, looking into my own private photograph album in my
head, of Alan and me holding hands, Alan and me eating fish and chips on the grass at Bondi,
Alan lifting me up near the Opera House building site at Circular Quay. He was going to the
opening. We had a bit of a fight about it. I refused to go because the Queen was due to open it
and I insisted that she was nothing to do with our country. He thought I was being petty. I said
sticking to my principles was not petty. I can’t remember how we resolved it except that we
ended up in bed.
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And all the time – or some of the time – he was seeing her. Who was she and how long
had he been seeing her? Idiotic of me not to stick around and grill him further. A colleague.
Beautiful, of course, and bright, she’d have to be bright. Super-educated, probably had an Oxford
PhD in Marxism and its influence on the films of Jean-Luc Godard.
At Central I got off and sat on a green painted wooden bench waiting for a 326, tears
welling up in my eyes. I hugged my stomach. I felt ill and awful and I wanted my mother.
Pigeons walked back and forth on the concrete, bobbing their little round heads and snaffling up
fragments of a packet of chips that had been spilt. I remembered hearing somewhere that
pigeons’ feathers weigh more than their actual bodies. Poor things, having to fly around in their
overcoats. I tried to concentrate on the pigeons but Alan’s perfidy kept going round and round in
my head, our words repeating themselves over and over like a broken record.
I tried not to think about her but nightmarish images of her long blonde hair – she’d have
to be a blonde, just as the Princess in fairy tales was always blonde and the negative girl
characters always brunettes. Her long blonde hair spread across his pillow, oh God, how my
stomach hurt, I felt winded. The pain was so bad it was amazing the other waiting passengers
weren’t turning round to stare at the girl – the brunette – with the disintegrating jagged fragments
of her bleeding body all over the green seat.
My hands were still shaking. My teeth felt dirty, my thighs were ruined like in the
Leonard Cohen song, I didn’t want too much, though. I wasn’t like the song in that way, was I?
What was it I’d wanted? Love, I wanted love! Was that too much to want? I loved him and
wanted to be loved back, I needed his love, well, need – need’s not love but it’s a part of love –
isn’t it? What was wrong with need? I was too needy, was that it? I don’t think I was demanding
at all! I respected his need for lots of time for his work – and all the time he was screwing her,
his work colleague, workmate, puts a new meaning into the term, work mate, they probably
mated in their lunch hours, the mate he works with, behind my back!
I really wanted my mother now and no one else would do. I would ring her. I would go
there and she would make me feel better. Dad would be out at an emergency job, I hoped, and if
not, we’d just ignore each other as usual. According to the timetable I still had ten minutes
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before the Clovelly bus. I walked up the concrete path towards the red public telephones. I
shoved my shredded tissues in a grey metal rubbish bin and got another out of my pocket pack.
I caught sight of my reflection in a milk bar window. How thin and shaken I looked, how
pale and distraught. That girl in the glass looked as if she could be blown away in the slightest
breeze. Her hair needed combing and she could have done with a bit of sun and a hot meal.
That’s what my mother would do: make me a cup of tea and maybe some hot soup. An image
flashed into my mind of curling up in the clean sheets of my old single bed, tucked-in and
drowsy with milky tea and my mother’s care. Safe. I’d feel safe. My soul was jagged with pain,
my body felt cold and stiff, and snuggling down into my old bed would smooth out all my jagged
pieces and restore my shattered self.
What was the difference between need and love and how could you tell if they were all
mixed up with each other? I wondered if my mother knew and resolved to ask her. Love and
need, love and need, my brain was jumbled, my nerves felt scrambled. Would I ever think
straight again? Brain and nerves, what about my heart? It was a damaged organ. Is the heart an
organ or a muscle? Whatever it was it was bruised by defeat. I felt it thudding hard beneath my
ribs.
This was so unlike me, the me I knew, or thought I knew. Wasn’t independence the virtue
I most valued? If it was a virtue. It was to me. Hadn’t I hardened my heart against sentimentality
and emotional wallowing? If girlfriends came to me in a state like this, hadn’t I been the practical
one, hadn’t I advised them to forget the boyfriend and throw themselves into their work or
travel?
I was known for being reasonable. I was sane, organised and level-headed, everyone
knew that. I was mature for my age. Walking along the dreary street towards the public
telephone, I was a person I no longer recognised. A flock of seagulls alighted a few metres in
front of me and swooped on some sandwich scraps and their squawks battered my ears. Shutup! I
wanted to scream at them. ‘Shutup!’ A balding middle aged man with a pot belly straining his
navy turtleneck passed by, giving me a curious look.
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So this is how it happens, something untoward occurs, bad news, an emotional shock, a
loss of some sort and then you’re yelling at seagulls, and the next step will be talking to yourself,
attracting even stranger looks from passers-by. Pretty soon you would start throwing fits on
public transport and alarming the other passengers and then you’d be ordered off the bus, have a
long walk ahead of you in the blazing sun and get heatstroke or in the pouring rain and get
pneumonia, wind up in hospital yelling at nurses, get put in the mental ward, where you’re
injected with drugs and lose sight of your former self entirely. Easy to see how it could happen.
I walked on. I must pull myself together. An apt phrase. I can imagine my mother saying
it, though I couldn’t actually remember her ever saying such a thing. Would she say it now? She
would have the opportunity. One way to find out. The bright red of a wooden telephone box
drew me like a beacon and I hurried towards it.
Change! Did I have the right change? It would be just like life to have none. But no, I had
some twenty cent pieces and still had enough left for bus fare. The telephone would be broken,
vandalised by some street-scummy boys for a lark. Texta pen scrawled obscenities all over its
smelly walls, I could see it now, and scribbled telephone numbers in scratchy biro by desperate
people too poor to have a home telephone.
But the telephone box was clean and seemed to be working when I held the heavy black
receiver to my ear. I put the coins in the slot, one by one, and dialled the number. A car revved
past and then another and another. A flare of annoyance lit up in me and I yelled, ‘Shut up! Shut
up!’ I pressed the receiver close to my ear in order to be able to hear my mum’s voice.
On and on it rang, on and on in the empty house. I could have cried, and in fact tears of
disappointment did fall from my eyes and down my cheeks. She was always going on about
being there for us, there when we got home from school, there whenever we needed her, but now
she was not there when I needed her.
I’d have to go home instead. I went and sat down to wait for a Bondi Junction bus.
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Chapter 25: July 1973
The Island of Stories
I got off the bus and trudged past the houses and shops towards home, past the butcher, the
newsagent and the corner shop so useful for last minute ingredients in happier times. A
hairdresser had moved into the vacant space next door to it, the name written in fancy cursive
script running diagonally across the plate glass pane. I read it as Absolute Pain but when I looked
more closely saw that it said Absolute Hair. It didn’t even make sense. I stumbled onwards,
looking forward to being inside, to having the house to myself. Steve would be at the football
and Nessie would still be in town. If I couldn’t see my mother, it was the quiet solitude of an
empty house that I longed for.
Home at last. I put my key in the lock and walked in, glancing down the empty hall. The
familiar red light that filtered through the stained glass panel at the top of the door felt soothing
as an empty church. This was what my scrambled nerves and bruised heart needed. I walked
down the hall and was nearly at my room when I heard voices coming from the kitchen. Damn.
Pausing at my bedroom doorway I stepped in. Butch was lying on my bed. As soon as he saw me
he miaowed repeatedly. I put down my bag, picked up Butch to eject him, and was just about to
close the door on him and lie quietly on my bed when I recognised one of the voices.
But they never visited me here, I always visited them. I stepped into the hall. Butch let
out an enormous miaow, as if he had been trying to tell me something but I refused to listen. ‘I
told you so!’ he seemed to say.
Increasingly puzzled, I walked down the hall. When I got to the kitchen doorway I
stopped at the threshold in shock. ‘Mum!’ She was sitting at the tiny kitchen table. ‘Hello,
darling,’ she said, and I turned to the stove to see Jimmy cutting pieces from my loaf of rye.
Melanie, in a pink fluffy jumper with a tea towel tucked into the waist of her jeans, was stirring
the yellow plastic mixing bowl with a wooden spoon.
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‘Keira,’ she said. ‘Hi. Just as well I was here – your mum and brother knocked on the
door and everyone else was out.’
I’d wanted to see my mother but this was really odd. Was it mental telepathy? She’d
picked up my tragic vibes and come straight to where I lived. ‘What’s going on?’ I pulled a
tissue out of the box on the fridge and blew my nose as I went forward to kiss Mum.
‘We were waiting for you. We’re just … visiting.’
‘Did you catch the bus?’
There was a pause, then Jimmy said, ‘She rode pillion on my bike.’ He raised his
eyebrows and his blue eyes twinkled. ‘You’ll catch some flies if you don’t close your mouth,
Keir.’
Mum lit a Benson and Hedges and began smoking with a display of equanimity. I looked
from her to Jimmy and suddenly realised that, if anything untoward had happened, it was not
about to be aired until the three of us were alone. The dirty linen, whatever it was, would have to
wait until later.
‘Darling, are you all right? You’re looking very pale.’ She rested her cigarette on the
green china ashtray.
I nodded and then burst into tears and moved blindly towards Mum’s outstretched arms. I
sat beside her and put my head on her shoulder. The familiar smell of cigarette smoke and Tea
Rose perfume was a balm for my sore heart. She kissed my cheek. ‘What is it, darling daughter,
what’s the matter?’
‘It’s Alan. He’s … he’s seeing someone else.’ I burst into a fresh bout of sobs.
‘The cad! Oh, my poor girl, he must be mad! Jimmy bring that box of tissues over here
please, and put on the kettle and make your sister some tea.’ She hugged me tightly and we
rocked back and forth as if I were a four year old with scraped knees full of gravel. I sobbed on. I
was a wreck.
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Eventually I stopped crying. Alan’s perfidy (Nessie’s word, suddenly apt for my life) felt
so raw, a brand new wound, impossible to get it out of my aching mind, but I had to wrench my
brain away from him and on to other people’s problems. What had happened to bring them both
here? Jimmy brought me a cup of milky tea and a cheese sandwich. He leant against the sink
eating a sandwich. ‘Is this cake for a particular occasion?’ he asked Melanie, who was easing the
mixture into a round cake tin.
‘It’s Steve’s birthday and we’re having dinner tonight for him.’
‘Oh, fuck! Oops, sorry, I completely forgot!’ Mum said nothing about my bad language,
she just kept smoking her cigarette.
‘You had other things on your mind,’ said Mel. ‘As soon as this cake’s in the oven I’m
going out for candles.’ She bent to open the oven door, slid the cake tin onto the top level and
closed the door.
‘Aren’t there some in the drawer?’
‘No.’ Melanie took the tea towel out of the front of her jeans. ‘Anyone want anything else
at the shop while I’m there?’
We all said no. ‘See you soon, Mel.’ I waited till the door shut behind her and then turned
to my guests. ‘What’s going on?’
‘Can’t I pay my favourite sister a visit and take our parent along for the ride without a
Spanish inquisition?’
‘Tell me. Has something happened?’ I sipped tea and pushed the sandwich towards Mum.
‘You should eat that,’ she said, pushing it back. ‘Jimmy can tell you the details himself
but, to cut a long story short, he came to our home to be safe from some bikie bullies and your
father refused to take him in.’ She paused to inhale, then blew smoke in the direction of the
window, which was closed. ‘As you know, it has always been our rule never to disagree in front
of the children. But somehow something snapped when that happened, and I said to him, “If
we’re not here for our children, what are we here for?” I said that Jimmy needed protection and
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that was my first priority. “I’m his mother,” I said, and he said, “And you’re my wife.”’ She
crushed her cigarette butt out in the ashtray with a fierce finality.
‘He said he’d had just about enough of my shenanigans,’ said Jimmy, ‘and to go and find
protection somewhere else.’
‘Shenanigans,’ I repeated, and laughed. ‘So you came here.’ I wondered how long they
were going to stay.
‘See, Clovelly and Bondi Junction are well away from my usual haunts in Glebe and
Newtown. The Mongol Hordes have no idea I have any connection with these places,’ said
Jimmy.
‘The Mongol Hordes?’ I raised an eyebrow.
He nodded. ‘That’s them.’
‘That’s they,’ said Mum.
A moment’s pause and then Jimmy and I burst out laughing. Our parent finally joined in.
‘God help us,’ she said, and stood up. ‘Try and eat this, Keira.’ She proffered the plate with the
cheese sandwich.
‘No, you have it, Mum. Aren’t you hungry after your dramatic morning?’
‘Not hungry but very tired. Could I have a rest on your bed please, Keira?’
‘Of course.’ I looked at Jimmy. ‘Are you going to let me in on the details?’
‘Sure. Why don’t we ride to the beach and I’ll tell you the whole gory story?’
‘Excellent plan. Do you have two helmets?’
‘Nah. You wear the helmet. Mum wore it and I took a risk. But no cops saw me.’
‘I’ll get my jacket,’ I said. As I walked up the hall it occurred to me that Alan might ring
but Mel would be back soon and would take a message. Anyway I didn’t want to give him the
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impression that I was hanging about just waiting for him to call. I had a busy, full life. Perhaps a
little too full at the moment.

Jimmy and I walked up and down the esplanade overlooking Bondi Beach, the sight and sound
of the fiercely pounding surf a background to his elaboration on the Mongol Hordes and their
grievance against him (to do with Jimmy protecting a girl who did not want to go home with
Clarrie Welsh – so he’d already been beaten up once before – and a Harley Davidson bike seat
belonging to Jimmy’s housemate, which Clarrie Welsh wanted). Then he dropped the bombshell:
Mum told him she’d started voting Labor.
‘Wow. But she thinks that voting is like Confession, never discussed.’
‘Yeah, she used to. Maybe it was to prevent her and Dad having almighty rows!’
We burst out laughing at the thought of our parents having huge, noisy fights when their
modus operandi was to treat any disagreements with brooding silence. Whatever you say, say
nothing. Of course Whitlam releasing Rowan and the other draft resistors from gaol would have
been enough to sway Mum to voting for him.
We returned to Woodstock Street with a bottle of champagne. We walked in to the
kitchen. ‘Steve – happy birthday,’ I said, kissing his stubbly cheek and handing him the bubbly.
He and Nessie were chopping salad veggies on the two wooden breadboards. Mum was icing the
cake. From the squeezed lemon halves decorating the sink I guessed lemon frosting. Melanie,
who had changed from jeans to a mauve mini-dress with white crocheted collar and cuffs and
white lace tights, looked up from topping and tailing green beans. ‘Hi,’ she said, ‘What’s the
beach like?’
‘Wild,’ said Jimmy. ‘What can we do to help?’
‘It’s all under control. If you really wanted to, you could wash up but, other than that, it’s
almost all done.’
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I took a tea towel off the back of a chair and tossed it to Jimmy who caught it with his
right hand. As I walked to the sink Melanie touched my upper arm, feeling my new jacket and
said, ‘Is that leather?’
‘Yeah, but it was made in India.’ I plugged the sink, turned on the hot water tap and
squirted detergent into the gushing water. I looked up from the resulting foamy bubbles to see
Mel looking completely blank and everyone else looking curious. ‘Huh?’ said Jimmy.
‘Of what significance is that?’ asked Nessie.
I turned off the water. Mum gave me the bright pink rubber gloves and told me to protect
my hands. ‘Thanks,’ I said, putting them on. ‘In India, they’re not only vegetarians but they
worship cows. So this jacket is virtually guaranteed to be made from a cow that died of old age.’
Jimmy chuckled and Steve guffawed. Melanie looked scornful. ‘Virtually guaranteed!’
she repeated. ‘I think that might be a bit of an overstatement.’
I turned to face their sceptical stares then continued washing up. ‘It’s perfectly logical.’
Mum patted Mel’s shoulder. ‘We’d better give Keira’s explanation the benefit of the
doubt.’
‘I don’t see why there should be any doubt at all. Hey, Nessie, could you put on a
record?’
‘Sure. Any particular request?’
‘Mmmm, Kind of Blue.’ I turned to Mum and said, ‘Miles Davis.’
The cool, relaxing sounds soon came from the living room. ‘I didn’t know you were a fan
of jazz, Keira,’ said Mum.
‘Yeah.’ I paused a beat and then said it: ‘Alan got me into it.’ There. And without crying
or even my voice wobbling. ‘What do you think of it?’
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She listened for a few moments, her head cocked to the side. ‘It’s … pleasant. But to me,
jazz always sounds as if any minute now it will turn into a tune.’
We laughed. I flicked a tea towel at Steve and said, ‘Hey, Birthday Boy, twenty-nine
today, you shouldn’t have to cook. Sit down.’
‘Salad’s not cooking.’
‘Doesn’t matter, I’ll do that. Why don’t you open a bottle of wine? Or sit down and
entertain my mother.’
‘My name is Maureen, I’m sure you don’t want to be addressing me as “my mother” all
night.’
‘Maureen,’ said Steve with a flourish of a tea towel. ‘A glass of champagne? Or …’ he
opened the fridge and peered inside, ‘we have beer, plus … Mateus Rosé – who brought that?’
‘Me,’ said Melanie.
‘Neither red nor white,’ said Steve, ‘but very popular with the ladies.’
‘Do you have any sherry?’ said Mum.
A big silence then as we all looked at her.
‘Sherry,’ I repeated. ‘Mum, no one drinks sherry any more, sherry is what the priest
would have had his housekeeper offer his visiting parishioners in the 1960s. It’s 1973, have a
nice glass of bubbly.’

That night Mum slept in my bed, I slept on a single mattress on my bedroom floor, and Jimmy
kipped down on the living room sofa. As I was making up my bed for Mum I breathed in the
fresh smell of lemon laundry detergent from the sheets. For Mum, staying at our house was
probably slumming it. Most of the Beach Lane rooms had carpet; all we had here was seagrass
matting. She had matching furniture, which I privately categorised, along with wall-to-wall
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carpets, as “stuffy bourgeois”. Her shelves held china ornaments – little ballerinas or birds,
Dad’s present of a Lalique Madonna – which I thought of as dust collectors. But to her, my ‘less
is more’ style would be roughing it.
At least our house ran to cotton sheets. Nessie told me that, when she first travelled
overseas, she lost her virginity between nylon sheets. Traumatic. A toenail snags them and you
get a ladder running right up. And you get too hot, so you kick them off, and then you’re too
cold. So you spend all night kicking them off and pulling them up. She said that, in England, it
rains so much it’s hard to get the washing dry and, if you’re running a Bed and Breakfast, dry
sheets are a priority.
Well, thank God we didn’t have to put up with nylon sheets in Australia, and here I was
making up my bed with lemony-clean sheets dried in the warm sunshine for my mother,
confident that she would be comfortable in them. Our roles were reversed, me looking after her
for once instead of the other way round.
I made up the bed while Mum was in the shower. I’d given her one of my big loose Tshirts to wear as a nightie. The blind was up and a sharp twig scratched against the window like a
horrid twiggy hand wanting to be let in. I shuddered and pulled down the matchstick blind. My
mind had been so full of the adventures of my parent and sibling that there was almost no room
for thoughts of Alan. My brain was crammed with Clarrie Welsh, the Mongol Hordes and the
image of Mum on the back of Jimmy’s Ducati. For five or even ten minutes at a time I didn’t
think about Alan or feel the sharp-nailed fingers of deception and betrayal scratching my heart
and squeezing the big bruise there. The champagne and rosé I had drunk at dinner followed by
two little glasses of port probably helped the hurt recede as well.
Mum came back from the shower looking refreshed and pink-cheeked, her hair damp and
her face relaxed. She looked about thirty.
‘Brilliant water pressure,’ she said, ‘You ought to get a plumber to stop that noise,
though.’
‘A plumber could stop it?’
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‘It’s a simple thing, apparently.’
We were both silent, then, presumably each thinking about the only plumber we knew.
When we were settled in, the door closed against Butch, and, ready to sleep, I said, ‘I’m going
sailing tomorrow. I interviewed this old guy called Seamus Mike and he invited me.’
‘Good Heavens, Seamus, I met him once,’ said Mum, ‘He visited us in the Easter
holidays when I was about seven.’
‘I didn’t realise you’d met him! He’s living in Balmain now, house-minding for a year.
His wife died. Would you like to meet him again?’
A pause. ‘I’d have no objections.’
‘He gave me such a fascinating picture of life on the Blaskets. Listening to him is like
going into a trance. I got so involved in that world because of the rhythmical way he talked, and
it’s a world that’s all gone now.’ I sighed with the romance of what I said next: ‘He told me he
and Deirdre came from the Island of Stories.’
‘Island of Stories!’ Mum made a scoffing noise. ‘He can spin an entertaining yarn, but an
entertaining yarn is all the stories are.’
‘They’re the truth. He told me stuff that really happened. Stories means well told, it
doesn’t mean they’re lies!’
Mum sceptically clicked her tongue and said, ‘Yes, well … At least we can assume he’s a
good sailor and he won’t take you out if the weather’s iffy. The radio forecast a possible storm
tomorrow.’
‘Did it?’ I paused. ‘Hey, Mum.’
‘Yes?’ I heard her turn over.
‘When I rang you …’
‘When?’
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‘Before I came here today, near the bus stop, I rang your house. It’s a wonder Dad didn’t
answer. I wonder where he was?’
‘He’d have driven Sean to soccer.’
‘Oh.’ It was weird thinking of the house without Mum, just Dad and Sean. How would
Dad cook Sean’s dinner? An image of Sean in his Christian Brothers school uniform making
toasted peanut butter sandwiches for them both popped into my head.
‘So, what are you going to do?’
‘I’m seeing Stephen Field on Monday.’
‘Wow. This is serious.’
‘It is.’
‘Hey, Mum?’
‘Mmmm?’
‘’Of course you can stay here as long as you like but how long do you think Jimmy will
stay? It’d be different if it was just me but I live with two other people …’
‘I wouldn’t worry about that,’ she said, ‘He’ll probably be in gaol again soon.’
A split second pause and then Mum gave a bleak little chuckle. I laughed and then she
started really laughing. On and on we went, Mum with a hysterical edge and me just straight-out
guffawing at my Mum’s rapidly developing gallows humour. After that we settled down to sleep
until I thought of something.
‘Hey, Mum, will you … do you want to go to Mass tomorrow?’
After a pause so long that I thought she must have suddenly nodded off she said, ‘I
should have said something sooner. I’ve been having doubts since Rowan started protesting
against the Vietnam War. It’s been building up ... I started questioning … politics, the
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government, the position of the church. Your father sees things more simply than I do. I tried
talking to him but he would simply restate his position.’
‘He’s dogmatic,’ I said.
‘Our talks were more like intersecting monologues. We were not communicating.’ I
heard her roll over. ‘You know, I’ve often thought that marriage is a conversation. About the
time when Rowan left your father stopped listening to me. It’s lonely, being in a marriage where
the conversation has stopped. And he’s still a believer but my faith has just about foundered.’
‘So tomorrow morning you won’t be needing to know where the local Catholic church
is?’
‘No.’
‘Well, that’s good.’
‘Why?’
‘Because I don’t know where it is.’
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Chapter 26: April 1937
The Fog
Everyone I love disappears. My father. Luke. The Howard I loved disappeared. Which was the
real him? Perhaps the nice Howard was the real one and the horrid one the imposter. But I know
that is not true. It is difficult to perceive what is real sometimes, but of Howard’s true nature, I
am sure. Actions speak louder than words. Actually, Howard’s actions shrieked rather than
spoke. Howard was a stranger to subtlety.
It is true that Howard’s actions plus his words draped a heavy fog over my brain. But I
was subject to such fogs even before I met him. I cannot blame him for causing them, only for
reinforcing them. All my life, even as a girl, the fog would come down at odd times. I felt that if I
could just break through the fog it would be all right. It was unpredictable. A disappointment or
some little thing would occur and suddenly the sun had gone and all was shade, I was shivering
and could barely see for the dark. A thick, penetrating fog invaded my being and sometimes
lasted for weeks.
It was like having a fever. During the fever there is no other world, it is the only reality
one knows. Then when one wakes and it is gone, it is difficult to recall just what it was like.
Howard could make that fog descend very easily. I did not understand his business
concerns, he said, when I began to object about his activities. Much of his life was above my
head, he said. And when he gave me that expensive camera he thought I would be sensible, and
take landscapes or portraits of my family and friends, not pictures of him and his business
associates. It was stupid, he said, to get out my camera at nightclubs and card games, at late
night parties and the races. When you take pictures of people, you should only take them at their
best moments, and as any fool would know – any fool but you, you stupid girl – you should warn
them so they can pose properly.
‘I knew you were stupid when I married you,’ he said, taking out a Pall Mall and tapping
its end on his silver cigarette case twice, thrice, four times, while eyeing my face with cool
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disdain. Then he put the cigarette between his well-shaped lips and said, ‘But I didn’t think it
would matter so much.’
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Chapter 27: August 1973
The By-Child
I thought I’d be crying all night because of Alan’s perfidy but I slept like a dead person until the
noisy mynahs woke me at seven o’clock. I quietly got my clothes out of the drawers and began
getting dressed.
‘You young people don’t have curtains, just these woody blinds.’
‘Mum! Sorry, didn’t mean to wake you.’ I turned round from hooking up my bra.
‘They’re called matchstick blinds.’
‘I always wake up early. But people could see through these blinds, what about privacy?’
I heard the note of maternal alarm in her voice but I gave an elaborate shrug, standing
there in my Bonds Hip-Nippers and white lace bra. ‘I’ve got nothing to hide. – Now, don’t be so
aghast, no one’s going to be walking along that narrow concrete alley.’ I gestured to the window.
‘Bamboo blinds are opaque but they’re too dark. I like the light coming through.’
Mum shook her head. ‘Privacy is important.’
‘Why?’
‘Keira, don’t be ridiculous.’ A pause and then she asked, ‘Were there curtains here when
you rented the house?’
I pulled on my Levis and a rust-coloured corduroy shirt. ‘Yeah, but they were horrible,
with beige roses all over them. In nearly every room. Ugh! Nessie and I took them down and
bought matchstick blinds – they’re really cheap, too.’
‘I see.’ She peered at the alarm clock on the bedside table. ‘Are you going sailing so
early?’
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‘Nope, going to Art School first to develop a couple of rolls of film. It’s so much faster
when I have the dark room to myself.’
In the kitchen, Butch tried to wind his way around my ankles in an aggressively
ingratiating way, alternately whining and purring until I went to the laundry and shook some
Meaty-Bites into his plastic bowl. A few minutes later – passing Jimmy, who had slept through
the cat’s noise and the kettle boiling – I walked up the hall and brought Mum her cup of tea, the
aroma mixing pleasantly with her faint tea rose smell.
‘Darling girl, thank you – tea in bed, what a luxury,’ she said.

I love the quiet serenity of the darkroom, I even love its chemical smell. It’s a place of
concentration on the present moment where problems and pressures are left behind the rubbersealed door. It’s essential to focus only on the task at hand. One lapse and you could ruin a whole
roll of thirty-six images. I unwound the week’s work from the film canister. In the blackness I
coiled the exposed film onto the metal spools that fitted inside the round developing tank, then
swished it slowly back and forth, back and forth for a while.
In spite of the risk of ruining my film, my mind refused to focus just on the process.
‘There can never be equality in a relationship,’ Nessie said once, ‘always one person loves more
than the other.’ I could see her point now. Sometimes it would go the other way, with the man
loving the woman more – probably this was the case with my parents – but for Nessie it was
always she who loved more. Before Alan, my boyfriends had always loved me more. I thought
I’d met my match with Alan. But I’d been swimming along in a warm sea of assumptions. Our
talks had been about intellectual things, never about emotional stuff. Whenever we’d veered in
that direction he’d changed route for the safer territory he knew so well – the life of the mind.
I put the film in the stop bath. A common complaint of Nessie’s about her boyfriends
was: ‘He’s terrified of intimacy.’ Was this true of Alan? Did he have intimacy with this other
woman? Or did she, and perhaps other women in the future, function to prevent intimacy in his
life? Transferring the film to the fixer, I thought that I should have paid attention to those
theoretical discussions we had about possessiveness being passé and marriage being a malaise of
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bourgeois capitalism with all these misguided young girls wanting their big white wedding –
what Germaine Greer called a ‘triumph of kitsch’ – and I agreed. But you could have
commitment without marriage, and that’s what I’d wanted.
I rinsed the film and hung it up in the drying room. That night I’d make a proofsheet and
enlarge the ones with the best exposure. They were simple shots of Ros, her house, the kittens
and Deirdre’s painting plus a few of Seamus Mike I’d taken before hopping on the bus.
Something Heide had said slipped into my brain: ‘The simplest photographs can precipitate a
train of stimulating ideas. A camera is so much more than a visual record – it can be the means
for contradicting notions of what we think we know.’ I thought I knew Alan. I thought I knew
that he’d be faithful to me. I thought I knew I was in control. What I hadn’t known was the effect
his deception would have on me. I was destabilised. I was discombobulated, one of Sean’s
favourite words.
Afterwards I caught a bus to Central to connect with a 433 for Balmain. In order to avoid
thoughts of yesterday’s trip (only yesterday!) along the same route I buried myself in Iris
Murdoch’s new novel The Black Prince, not looking up as the bus rolled past Broadway, much
quieter on a Sunday, my peripheral vision indicating when we were going past the Glebe
terraces, past Glebe Island Bridge, past industrial White Bay and finally Rozelle. I didn’t look up
properly from my book until we were well past the Darling Street fire station.
I got off at the stop before Peacock Park and walked down the quiet road. Louring clouds
tumbled in the dark grey sky like a Deirdre Wild landscape. Seamus was right. The house was
easy to find. He was digging some sort of seedlings into the dark earth with a red trowel. When
he caught sight of me he stood, brushed his hands on his thighs and walked towards me. His
smile revealed very white teeth against his tanned face. The knees of his jeans were damp with
sappy green patches. We greeted each other and I commented on the weather.
He nodded. ‘Tis a winter’s day and has the cut of it.’ He looked up at the low grey clouds
over the sea moving in the wind. ‘Don’t know about sailing – we’ll see what happens after we’ve
had a cup of tea. Before that, would you like to see the boats?’
‘I’d love to. Can I take some photographs please?’
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‘You can, of course.’ I followed him to down the yard to the harbour’s edge. The distant
water was grey with masses of white caps. The dark water near us slapped against the boats.
Seamus pointed to a one-masted wooden sloop. ‘That’s Mick and Naomi’s. Twenty foot. The
cockpit sleeps four.’ Naomi was painted in looping white letters on the bow. He waited while I
took some photographs. ‘In the boatshed you can see what I’m working on.’ I replaced my lens
cap and put the camera in my shoulder bag.
As we were walking over to it there was a sudden thunder clap. A few moments later we
felt rain spitting. Then it began falling in large, heavy drops, splashing our faces and hands with
surprising force. We ran up the grassy slope towards the whitewashed door, the two square
windows at either side seeming to eye us as we hastened for shelter. Seamus unlocked the door
and stood aside to let me in. The interior was dark and smelt like wet earth and kerosene plus
something I couldn’t place, maybe linseed oil. The walls were dotted with hooks. Tools and coils
of rope hung from them. How strange that it was only this time yesterday that … but I would
shut the window on thoughts of Alan. The diversion of novel surroundings was what I needed.
Seamus went to a pale wood tea chest on the floor and took out two blue towels. He gave
me one and we stood in silence for a bit, wiping the cold rain drops off our heads and hands.
After I’d dried my hair and my eyes had adjusted to the dimness I noticed a construction that
resembled the beginnings of a vast basket.
‘We’d better wait the rain out,’ said Seamus. ‘It has come quickly; perhaps it will leave
quickly.’ The boat shed had a tin roof and he had to raise his voice above the noise of the rain
‘Ah, ’tis all mod cons round here, we have electric light and hot and cold running tea,’ he said,
reaching over to pull the light cord by the door. Then he filled the kettle at the sink and plugged
it into the electric socket. He took the lid off a cake tin and took out a half-loaf. ‘Soda bread. I
make it m’self. Sit down, sit down,’ he said, gesturing to some wooden chairs with woven straw
bottoms I always thought of as Van Gogh chairs. I looked out at the falling rain. When the tea
was made he brought our mugs over and set a sugar packet on the wooden crate. ‘Milk?’
‘Yes, please.’
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He got a bottle and a block of butter from the tiny fridge near the sink. Other than the pint
milk bottle and the butter I noticed it was full of VB beer. He sat down and dipped the teaspoon
three times into the packet and finally stirred the contents into his tea. ‘I have some tea with m’
sugar,’ he said, winking. I smiled. He began slicing and buttering the soda bread.
‘So, Seamus, what is this?’ I gestured to the basket-like construction taking up much of
the floor space.
‘Well now,’ he said, handing me a piece of soda bread, ‘this is the makings of a naomóg.
They were known in Ireland for centuries but after the destruction of the woods in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries they came into their own.’
‘How exactly do you make it?’ I sipped my tea.
He grasped his mug in his right hand. ‘I mark out an oval on the ground, about six feet
long and four and a half feet wide.’ He gestured with his free hand, brown and calloused.
‘Originally we used to put thirty-two hazel rods about ten feet high firmly in the ground
following the oval, but hazel bushes not so easy to come by in Balmain, I’ve done the same thing
using wooden laths. I bend them over so they meet and bind them side by side …’ On and on he
went while I sipped the hot tea. I nodded as he offered me another piece of soda bread.
‘The next step is to pull it up and cover it with a tanned cow hide. That’s it,’ he pointed,
‘from the tannery at Five Dock. Now I need to stretch it tightly over here.’ He gestured with both
hands over the boat’s wooden framework. ‘Then I’ll trim it and put the seats in place, and it’s
ready for launching. Should be ready in a week.’
‘Would it be possible for you to take me for a ride in it?’
‘It would.’
‘How many people can go on it?’
‘Four comfortably. The Dingle Peninsula naomóga are the most seaworthy. The naomóg
was the only boat that could ever land on that wild coast. It’s a design with no ugly angles. As in
nature, it’s all curves, the same as in the curlicues and arabesques in the Irish illuminated
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manuscripts, inspired by the curves of a rowan branch or the bend of a swan’s neck. Now, here I
go gabbing on and on and it’s probably bored sick you are – ’tis very white you’re looking. You
don’t need a doctor or anything?’
I gave a brief laugh. ‘God, no. It’s not a doctor I need. It’s … it’s … my boyfriend –
we’ve broken up.’
‘Sorry to hear that. If you don’t mind my saying so, he must have poor judgement.’
I smiled ruefully. ‘Thanks.’ I blew my nose. ‘Please carry on – what I need is
distractions. I’d love to hear something more about Deirdre, her parents – what were they like,
what was her girlhood like?’
‘If a dolphin gets sick her companions will get beside her and nudge her along through
the sea because dolphins have to keep moving to keep breathing.’ He leant forward and patted
my shoulder. ‘We all need our dolphins nudging us from time to time and I think that today will
bring you yours.’
I sniffed. ‘What exactly do you mean?’
‘Never mind that for now. Céit’s mother was called Brigit an’ she used to say: “A good
story deepens the heart.” Brigit’s mother had three daughters, Brigit, Ettie and Maeve, and she
told them the Celtic myths and read to them from Shakespeare and the Bible. So Brigit, although
she was young and the daughter of a stonemason, knew a thing or two about the world and about
her own heritage.
‘When she fell in love with Dermot O’Mara from the Great Blasket, then got married and
was about to have her first child, she liked the name of Deirdre. Brigit knew the story of Deirdre
and knew the connotations of the tragedy from the ancient Irish myth of the same name but she
still wanted that name for her firstborn if it was a girl.
‘“Tis a bad omen to name the baby that,” said Brigit’s mother. “Think of another name.
What about your grandmother’s name Céit? That sits well with O’Mara.”
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‘Brigit took the advice of her mother and called the baby Céit and sought to outwit any
potential tragedy by hiding Deirdre in the middle, so she was Céit Deirdre O’Mara.
‘Season followed season and, as the baby grew, everyone noticed that the child always
had a pencil or piece of charcoal in her hand and could draw vivid likenesses on a whitewashed
wall or a scrap of school house paper. Brigit did not want to see that talent wasted. Even though
it involved a long journey – crossing the Sound in a naomóg, then being driven in a horse and
cart to her aunt Ettie’s house in Ballybunion, or catching the train from Tralee to her aunt Maeve
in Dublin, Brigit insisted that Céit see wider horizons than island life.
‘Maeve had studied at the Royal College of Art in Dublin and had nearly gone to Paris
but married a publican instead. God had not blessed them with children so they took a great
interest in their nephews and nieces, and Maeve took a particular interest in Céit. Maeve would
give Céit watercolours and paper to take back to the Blaskets so she could practise, and the year
she turned eighteen she paid for her to have a few lessons from an art teacher who lectured at the
Royal College of Art.
‘But the luck of the world wasn’t with her. When she returned to the Great Blasket it
became clear to Brigit that she was in trouble. Married he was, and not only married, for Céit
was never one to do things by halves, a Protestant as well. Maeve felt responsible for introducing
Deirdre to the bohemian world where she could be preyed upon by Protestant modernist types
with no morals and no restraint.
‘As we’ve seen before, Brigit knew a thing or two about the world, and just as she had
known to strike a deal with the gods by placing a name she wanted in the middle to hide it from
malevolent forces, so she struck a deal with fate to protect her eldest daughter a second time. She
wrote to Maeve and told her to suggest that if he should buy Céit a boat ticket to Australia he
would not hear of the matter again, but if he did not, he would be hearing about it, and his wife
too.
‘Brigit would make the sacrifice of probably not seeing her daughter again in order to
save her reputation and that of the family, to give her a new start, and the chance of a life that
wasn’t labouring from dawn to beyond dusk every day of her life.
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‘At the same time Céit was having her trouble, I’d met Bernadette and wanted to see her
in Australia, so Céit’s parents and her aunt asked me to go with Céit an’ to look out for her.’
‘Such a drastic step, though – for her to go twelve thousand miles away and probably
never see her family again – I understand how things used to be, but …’
‘With respect, I don’t think you do.’ He walked over and looked out the window. ‘Still
raining,’ he said. ‘Illegitimacy was a terrible thing then. It’s better now, with people used to it
and film stars giving birth without being married and never caring what people think. But then
and until recently it was a thing with terrible consequences.
‘There was an unmarried girl – Nell O’Sullivan – who had a baby in Dunquin and the
priest denounced the baby’s father from the pulpit for ruining Nell’s life. He cursed the dances
that were the road to Hell and said the good name of the parish was tarnished. After mass, I
asked my grandfather why everyone thought it was a crime when a baby was born like that. He
said it was because it ruined a girl’s life, that nobody would marry her and everyone would look
down on her and her family ever after.’ He paused. ‘Nell lived on the mainland in Dunquin, but
if you think it was any different on the Blaskets, it was not. It was self government we had there,
but if you did something wrong, people would not be content to let it pass. You had to keep to
the straight path, otherwise people would intervene and correct you.’
‘But who was the father of Deirdre’s child?’ That was my grandfather. Mum’s real father.
But Seamus shook his big head and said, ‘It’s herself you’ll have to ask that question.’
‘Who? Maureen? She doesn’t know.’
‘Not Maureen.’
‘Deirdre?’
‘Yes.’
‘What?’ I frowned. His voice sounded certain but at the same time casual, as if to ask her
would be the easiest thing in the world, instead of the frustrating, elusive and impossible thing it
was proving to be. I practically felt hives of irritation at his teasing me. I scratched my forearm
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and said, annoyed, ‘Well, you know, I can’t actually ask her, that’s the whole point of
interviewing people like you. She has disappeared, she never answers my letters …’
‘Yes, you can, you can meet her.’
‘What? When?’
He suddenly walked to the door, opened it and yelled, ‘Céit!’
I jumped. He’d gone crazy. It was theatrical, his big head and stocky form silhouetted
against the cold, whitish exterior light, a mad man trying to summon a ghost.
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Chapter 28: February 1952
Beyond the Pale
What was unpaintable she painted and what was unthinkable we thought. We waded out beyond
the pale. We danced in the water and swam through the sky. We floated above forbidden ground
and discovered a summer sky of hope and longing.
She was the girl who dipped her white hand in the mirror and broke the silvered surface
with a splash. Her hand was wet, I saw it flash with quicksilver drops, which flew up and dripped
down again, slowly as a dream. Her hand was cool and wondering, her mind was wild and wet,
and when she took my hand, mine dripped with silver too. Our reflections wriggled and
shimmered in a thousand slivers and shards before calming and cohering into a twin portrait.
My twin, my soul-mate, my darling girl. We stared into the mirror until we grew wings, then our
wings moved, gentle as a breeze, and we floated above forbidden ground.
She folded me in her downy hold and we flew into the indigo sky, tasting rain clouds and
hearing the music of our future selves. We floated and flew, and, adrift in that summer sky of
hope, discovered our bliss.
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Chapter 29: July 1973
My Music
Things never turn out the way you expect. I’m not naïve enough to expect dramatic events in life
to be presented the way they are in Hollywood movies but when something momentous happens,
I want it accompanied by a degree of dignity and aesthetic panache.
What I’d hoped for was an initial exchange of letters where Deirdre and I would
gradually get to know each other. What I’d wanted was perhaps a postal swapping of
photographs, her answering more of my questions with each letter. If I were to meet her, I guess
I’d have chosen Circular Quay with her just off the boat, or maybe in an art gallery, and there
behind us would be a vast wall of her long-lost works.
Silly, I know, but I had these vague, romantic notions (Keira’s romantic notions – that
was a phrase of my mother’s) in the back of my mind, and I just did not expect to see her
tramping through Seamus’s soggy yard in jeans, an over-size navy jumper and gumboots. Nor
holding up a black umbrella with two of its ribs broken. Nor arriving unannounced in a kerosenesmelling boatshed when I was completely unprepared.
Seamus opened the door wider and she bustled in like some mad woman, closed the
wrecked umbrella and leant it dripping like a drowned black cat with rigor mortis, against the
wall.
‘Here’s your dolphin, Keira,’ said Seamus. She looked puzzled at that, and I thought,
This is an imposter, this is Seamus’s idea of a joke, this is not … and then she looked up at me
and broke into a big smile and I recognised her fine, high-cheek-boned face from the
photographs, and her dark eyes undimmed. Even at her age she had kohl round her eyes and kept
her hair long. I’d have guessed it was dyed but for the coarse silvery strands mixed in with the
black and brown.
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‘Ah, Keira,’ she said, ‘So good to see you.’ And then she was hugging me, smelling like
cheap perfume and feeling thin but strong, not nearly as fragile as she looked. She stood back,
beaming at me. ‘Look at you,’ She said, shaking her head. ‘Just look at you!’
Seamus was filling the kettle. Deirdre released my hands, sat down on one of the Van
Gogh chairs and told me to sit by her. ‘You were meant to be out sailing, and then I’d have
greeted you in the house when you returned. I’d gone to the shop and got caught in the rain so I
waited it out in the milk bar with cup after cup of tea. Eventually I walked back and got awfully
wet! That brolly’s on its last legs.’ Seamus threw her a towel and she wiped her hair. ‘Seamus
was supposed to be preparing you for meeting me, but, by the look on your face, he hasn’t done a
good job! I knew you’d not be gone sailing in this weather. I thought you’d be in the house.
Eventually I got tired of waiting and concluded you might be in here. No more tea for me,
thanks, but Keira needs one – Keira, you look white – I know it’s a shock but I hope it is a good
one, not bad.’
Was she fishing for compliments? ‘No, no,’ I said, ‘it’s far from bad. I’m just … very …
surprised.’ Then for some reason, my eyes filled with tears. I tried to swallow the lump in my
throat, but it ached, so I started crying. Deirdre was at my side in an instant, one arm around my
shoulders, the other around my ribs.
‘My boyfriend,’ I said, between sobs. ‘He’s broken it off!’
She made a soothing sound and started rocking my body gently, just as my mother had.
She kissed my hair and said, ‘His ears were not ready for your music.’
Her lyrical turn of phrase almost made me smile, and although of course I recognised it
for the metaphor it was, it was ironic that she’d uncannily referred to the part of the anatomy that
I’m oversensitive about. ‘Sorry. I don’t know what …’ I shrugged and took the hankie Seamus
was proffering. He set my mug of tea on the floor near me. ‘Thanks,’ I said, and blew my nose.
‘Don’t be sorry,’ said Deirdre. ‘There’s not much that’s more painful in this life than this
sort of thing, isn’t that true, Seamus?’ Seamus nodded and drank his tea. He’d buttered more
pieces of soda bread. He offered us some and Deirdre took a piece. Then he went over to his
naemóg and started working on it.
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‘It was really unexpected,’ I said. ‘He’d invited me round for breakfast at his place and
we’d been getting along really well.’
‘When did it happen?’ asked Deirdre.
‘Yesterday.’
‘So recent?’ said Deirdre in a shocked tone. ‘No wonder you’re upset. I’m sorry, this
scheme of mine was ill-timed.’ She patted my forearm.
‘No, no. I feel like an idiot, going on about my personal problems when my long lost
grandmother turns up and I should be … I don’t know but it was so … sudden. And so painful I
can’t think of anything else. And I wrote and wrote to you but never got an answer.’ I blew my
nose again. ‘And what, what do you mean by scheme?’ I looked into her eyes, unfathomable
dark pools.
‘Oh, my dear, I didn’t know about your letters – my friend Jean visited, and persuaded
me to stay a bit with her, after Owen left me …’
‘Your husband left?’
‘Not my husband. We’d been living together for over twenty years, though. Yes, Owen
went off to London with our yoga teacher. Owen’s eleven years younger than me and he wanted
someone more his age, he said, or in this case, fifteen years younger than that.’ She pulled a
rueful face just like my mother’s expression sometimes. ‘Jean saw my … condition … and told
me that Geoffrey Pettifer had concocted a plan.’
‘My lecturer Heide put me on to him. What plan?’
‘It’s complicated and I pray you won’t think ill of me for cooperating in it.’ She paused
and finished off her soda bread. ‘Heide telephoned Geoffrey to ask him to help you with your
photographic essay, and when he received a letter from Jean telling him about Owen leaving and
my … pitiable state,’ – her smile was ironic – ‘he wrote and suggested that I return. He said
Australia was no longer a philistine nation, everything had changed, thanks to the new Labor
government, and it was a great time for anyone interested in the arts. I wrote back and told him
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that my daughter and I were not on good terms and she might prefer me to stay away. He replied
that your photographic essay could be a way of breaking down the wall between Maureen and
me. Jean and Ros reinforced this idea.’
‘Ros Thwaites?’
Deirdre nodded.
‘Ros was in on it, too?’ I was stunned. ‘It’s a conspiracy!’
‘A conspiracy of hope, it was. A conspiracy with only positive aims.’
I felt like a child, as if the grownups had been organising a surprise behind my back.
‘This was where the bequest came in?’
‘Yes. I arranged that through Geoffrey. It was to keep you on track and give you
something tangible.’ She was smiling, the network of wrinkles at the corners of her eyes like fine
spiderwebs. When first we practise to deceive … slipped into my head, and then I recalled Madge
Burnside’s accusation: ‘This is all a bit of a lark to you, isn’t it?’
‘I don’t know,’ I said. ‘It’s a lot to absorb. I’ve been kept in the dark.’
‘I hope you can forgive me, Keira. It might look like a conspiracy to you but it was really
just a sin of omission on my part.’ (Sins of omission run in the family, I thought.) ‘And ’tis
totally honest I’m being with you now. It made sense to me in so many ways. And I have some
time left before my life is spent as a candle …’
‘Ah, spent as a candle, is it?’ said Seamus, looking up from sandpapering a lath. ‘You
look ten years younger than you are, and it’s to ninety you’ll get before you’re spent as a
candle!’
‘Be that as it may, I’d reached the time in my life when …’ she faltered and continued in
a lower voice. ‘You know, I sat in my attic flat after Owen had gone and looked round and saw
the sum of my possessions. A few bits of furniture, my clothes, some books … apart from
painting gear. I didn’t have much. I know that life isn’t measured by possessions. Love is what’s
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important. But Owen was gone and my daughter was 12,000 miles away.’ I glanced over at
Seamus, absorbed in his boat. She didn’t seem worried at his overhearing and she continued: ‘I
was never one for writing letters.’
‘But you wrote lots to Mum!’
‘Not when you think how much time they cover. But yes, lots for me. I know it is late in
the piece, but I wanted to make amends for past mistakes and there was nothing holding me in
Cornwall any more. It seemed a good idea to use your essay as a way to Maureen but I had to do
it carefully.’ She paused. ‘How is she?’
‘Mum and Dad have split up.’
‘What? I could be knocked over with a feather! Since when?’
‘Since yesterday.’
‘Is it just a tiff they’ve had?’
‘No, it seems pretty serious.’
She sat there with her mouth open, then said, ‘Don’t tell me it’s a younger woman Jim’s
run away with.’
‘No, Mum left him.’
She was speechless for a moment, then said, ‘That’s all right, then. Maureen has always
known exactly what she wanted. It might take her a while to make up her mind but then she acts.
If she’s done this, you can be sure she’s been thinking about it for some time, and now she’s
certain.’
Well, then you could have knocked me over with a feather. She talked on about this and
that in a meandering, convoluted way for another half hour or so until I looked out the window
and noticed the sun shining and said, ‘The rain’s stopped.’
‘The rain stopped ages ago,’ said Seamus.
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After we’d walked up to the house, a neat, clean two-storey bungalow with hardwood
floors and nautically inspired décor, Deirdre suggested we not go sailing that afternoon but that I
should see Alfred Foote.
‘I’ve already seen him. He told me about the rent-collectors taking the Blasket boats. I’ve
got all the information I need from him. He smells like mothballs and stale paper.’
She laughed. We sat on the blue and white calico arm chairs. ‘You need to see him again.
For your essay. Seamus and I will come with you. Alfred Foote collected newspapers and wrote
notebooks about the times we lived through, Olivia and me. I hope you don’t mind but I’ve
already telephoned him about going there this afternoon.’
More of her conspiratorial machinations. I said, ‘Um … Okay. I’m seeing Olivia on
Tuesday.’
‘Good. You can prepare for it by reading some of Alfred’s scrapbooks about her life,
events that affected us both.’ She looked from me to Seamus and back and my confusion must
have shown on my face.
‘What she’s telling you,’ said Seamus, ‘is that she’d rather you hear some of these things
from him than upset Olivia by asking her about them.’
‘What things?’
‘You’ll see.’
‘Take that frown off your face,’ said Deirdre, sounding just like my mother. ‘Alfred
seems odd, but he was a loyal, steadfast friend. He looked after Olivia at her lowest ebb and
visited her after I went away.’
‘Why did you go away?’
‘When Owen went to fight for the republican cause in Spain and I didn’t hear from him
for years, I assumed he was dead. Then at the end of the war I got a letter from him asking me to
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join him. I went straight to Dalgetty’s Shipping Office and booked a passage on the Fairsky to
Spain.’
‘But why were you gone so long?’
She looked dreamy. ‘Places take you over, and ways of living take over, and before you
know it, decades have passed. We didn’t have much money to go back and forth and Owen
couldn’t risk coming back because he was a Communist. When I did return, remember, in 1957,
your mother had become so conservative – the whole country was. I just felt: I can’t live here.’
She said something about changing, and disappeared upstairs. She returned, still in jeans
but now wearing a close-fitting blue jumper and short black boots. She had a tidy look, agile yet
calm. She sat down and said, ‘You know, if Maureen’s quarrel with Jim is serious, she’ll be all
right.’
‘How do you mean?’
‘When Charles grew ill he began to put his affairs in order. One of the things he did was
to take me to visit his solicitor Stephen Field, whom you’ve met. Stephen drew up a new will so
that I would inherit the Beach Lane house when he died. Then he asked Stephen to draw up a
will for me as well.
‘He said, “If anything happens to you, we want Maureen to have the house. If she owns
property, she’ll be all right.” He looked into my eyes and said, “As every Irish person will
understand, property is the difference between surviving and not. With bricks and mortar one is
safe and life is not so hand-to-mouth. If there is another Depression, things will be easier for
Maureen.”
‘I put my hand on his arm and said, “But nothing is going to happen to me.” He squeezed
my hand. “Ah,” he said, “that is what I thought about myself.” And so when I went to Spain, I
had Stephen put the Beach Lane house legally in Maureen’s name. So it will be your father who
needs new lodgings, not your mother.’
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She got up and went to the white kitchen, standing on the polished boards, looking like a
sailor in her jeans and navy jumper. With quick, energetic movements, she put a loaf of bread in
a string bag with a package of butter and a bottle of red wine.
‘Alfred’s expecting us for lunch. He’ll do a vegetarian thing for me, but cooking was
never his thing, and even if he has butter, it’ll probably be rancid.’
It was too early to go so she sat down again. We could see more dark clouds through the
window. It would be raining again soon. Seamus pottered about upstairs while Deirdre talked
about her life. I sat there, absorbed, as her words danced like sparks across the darkening room.
Alfred’s white parchment complexion seemed more transparent than before. His white
hair trimmed to just below the ears, he wore an old-fashioned black suit a bit too big for him with
a grey turtle-neck underneath. It was clear he had bathed that day; his soap smell almost
overpowered the house’s mothball-mixed-with-mustiness smell. My nose twitched and I pressed
a finger under my nose to suppress a sneeze. He hugged Deirdre, shook hands with Seamus and
took my hand and patted it.
‘Welcome, welcome! Wine and bread – how kind, thank you. Come in!’ He took our
coats and ushered us to the dining room. On the way I saw that almost every surface was piled
high with newspapers.
On the laminex dining table were four white plates, each with chunks of raw carrot, a pile
of tinned pineapple and some sliced tomatoes. A huge bottle of Rosella tomato sauce stood on
the table alongside a jar of orange geraniums in water.
Alfred put the wine bottle between his knees to extract the cork. We picked at the meal
while sipping wine from crystal glasses. ‘These were your mother’s glasses, weren’t they?’ said
Deirdre. Alfred nodded slowly. ‘Sentimental value. Like the whole house.’ He turned to me and
said, ‘My parents were very good to me. I still miss them. They left me this house.’ He held up
his crystal glass as if toasting to Heaven and sipped from it. ‘For which I’m eternally grateful.’
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I was grateful for Deirdre’s bread and butter. I made myself a tomato sandwich. The
house was so quiet that, between the crunching of carrots, we could hear the grandfather clock
ticking. Deirdre asked, ‘Have you seen Olivia lately, Alfred?’
‘This morning. I went over there and she cooked a breakfast of omelette, bacon, French
toast – the works. Linen tablecoth and a big vase of flowers on the table, too!’ He laughed, and
started coughing. ‘It was a work of art.’
‘To some people, food and cooking are an art. I’m not so good at it,’ said Deirdre.
‘Me, neither,’ said Alfred, and we laughed with him.
‘I forget time when I’m painting, just grab something quick if I’m hungry, then get on
with the important things.’
‘The French believe the important things are food and cooking,’ said Seamus.
‘I don’t have time to be like the French,’ said Deidre, ‘but Olivia does. She’s very
organised.’
‘The French have time for both art and food,’ said Alfred.
‘And love,’ I said.
‘Ah, I always had time for love,’ said Deirdre. Alfred looked mournful and reached for a
cigarette.
‘Alfred, surely you don’t believe in intercourse smoking,’ said Deirdre.
We laughed. Alfred lit up and I said, ‘Mum’s trying to give up. She smokes a lot but she
doesn’t smoke between courses! Mum reckons the most important thing is love, but she was only
talking about family.’
‘Maureen’s right,’ said Seamus, ‘it’s not romantic love that makes the world go round,
it’s the love for children and family, that self-sacrificing love, you only realise that when you’re
older.’
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‘Ah, you realise a lot of things when you’re older,’ said Deirdre. ‘Now Alfred, after
lunch, could Keira see your notebooks?’
He said I could and I asked him what they were about. He went into one of his
monologues: ‘History. It’s people who make history. That’s where historians make their mistake.
It’s not the events that make the people, it’s the people who make the events, and that’s why I
copy down the words of ordinary people. You can compare their words with how events are
reported in the newspapers. The official version is not the truth, usually not even half the truth,
sometimes outright lies. What gets told as history is not facts but attitudes to serve the interests
of the present.’
‘Alfred,’ said Deirdre, ‘stop theorising and show Keira the notebooks – and the
scrapbooks too, you know the ones I mean.’
She could be bossy like that. Her imperious manner and her cheap perfume, her youthful
clothes and quick, decisive movements – she was nothing like I’d expected. I’d have to change
my essay. I’d have to change my mind.
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Chapter 30: August 1973
She’s the Cat’s Mother
After I’d looked through the scrapbooks, Seamus dropped me at home but he didn’t come in – he
said he’d wait until tomorrow. Alfred Foote had lent me two scrapbooks that would be really
useful for my essay. I would use the art criticism – horrifyingly sexist – and some of the
historical events for the context that Heide’s always talking about. But the article that horrified
me most was from the Sydney Morning Herald 26 April 1935. It happened on the Anzac Day
holiday. Alfred told me that Olivia’s boyfriend Luke the boxer had been missing for a week and
that she was worried sick because her husband Howard, the one in the Razor Gang, had found
out. She suspected he’d done something to him. She and Deirdre were in the crowd that day and
saw the whole thing. The paper said:
MAN’S ARM FOUND NEAR SHARK IN CAPTIVITY
Detectives are investigating a report that a 14-foot shark held in captivity at the Coogee
Aquarium disgorged a human arm yesterday afternoon. The shark, the aquarium officials
stated, was caught a week ago and immediately placed in the pool. It was reported to the
police that it had refused to eat since it was caught and spent its time swimming
incessantly round the pool. Yesterday the huge fish began to flay the water with its tail
and apparently disgorged several objects. Pieces of flesh from another shark, a number of
bones and the arm were seen floating about in the foam.
The police were notified and a squad of detectives hurried to the scene. Attempts were
made to obtain finger-prints in the hope of establishing identification. The hand was in a
good state of preservation and the skin was only peeling from the muscular tissues in a
few places. There was a tattooed picture of a boxer on it and a piece of rope was tied
around the wrist. Two slashes at the proximal end probably showed where it had been
separated from the body.
Mr. D.G. Stead, an authority on the fishes, said last night that the strong gastric juices of
a shark would almost certainly result in the arm being digested within 36 hours, but it
was possible for digestion to be suspended by a drastic change in environment. Fish were
specially sensitive to light, and bright conditions of the pool might upset the shark’s
system and food might lie undigested for days….Police are continuing their
investigations, and the government Medical Officer will be asked for a report to-day.
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There were several other articles in the succeeding days and weeks. The papers couldn’t
stop writing about such a sensational case. Alfred said that to this day it’s an unsolved crime.
Everyone knew that Howard had done it but no one could prove it. I couldn’t begin to imagine
how ghastly such a shock must have been for Olivia. No wonder she went crazy. It put my
situation in perspective: Alan wasn’t dead. I could ring him any time and he’d talk to me. That
was a comforting feeling. ‘Where there’s life, there’s hope,’ the nuns used to say, but it went in
one ear and out the other. Deirdre told me it’s impossible to understand the meaning of the word
“finality” until someone you love dies. Even though no one I loved had died yet, I could see now
that “Where there’s life, there’s hope” is the opposite of “finality.”
I wanted to break it to Mum gently that Deirdre was here and longing to see her, but
when I got home that Sunday night, the right time never came. Mum and Jimmy and I were
sharing a pot of tea in the dining room while the others in the adjoining kitchen were cooking
pasta. ‘Too many cooks,’ Mel said, shooing us out.
‘So, what have you been doing all day?’ I asked. Jimmy had been lying low, and fixing
things around the house that needed fixing. He’d cleaned out the gutters, mown the lawn and
sanded the window that was sticking.
‘Don’t do any more handyman stuff, Jimmy,’ I said, ‘that’s the landlord’s job.’
‘Does he do it?’ I shook my head and he said, ‘That’s okay, then. Did you notice Mum’s
cleaned the house from top to bottom?’
‘Yeah, fantastic – thank you!’
‘And I looked through your photos, Keira, I hope you don’t mind.’
‘Course not.’
‘There are some lovely ones of Alan. I hadn’t realised how serious it was until Saturday.’
‘Maybe I hadn’t, either. But he was the first real grownup I’ve ever dated. He knows so
much and it felt so right with him. I felt as if he took my hand and pulled me up to a higher plane
of classical music, architecture, film, politics …’
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‘But it was more than a type of teacher/student exchange, wasn’t it?’ said Mum.
‘Mmmmmm. It was the way he smells.’
Jimmy burst out laughing and then we joined him.
‘Mum,’ I said, ‘you know I’m on the Pill, don’t you?’
She nodded, drank some tea. ‘Better than having an illegitimate baby.’ Steve dashed in
with fistfuls of cutlery and set the table while Mum continued: ‘Specially with a man who wants
to have his cake and eat it, too.’
‘Ah, a man after my own heart,’ said Steve, heading back to the kitchen where we heard
the snap of a tea-towel on his jeans. ‘Ow! Just kidding, Mel! Red or white wine, people, any
preferences?’
‘I drink anything,’ called Jimmy.
‘That’s simplistic, though, Mum,’ I continued, ‘when we had agreed that jealousy’s an
old-fashioned concept of bourgeois possessiveness.’
‘You can have all the high-minded ideals you like about that but when it comes to love,
the heart knows what it wants, and it doesn’t generally want to share what it wants with someone
else.’ She lit a cigarette.
‘The heart has its reasons that reason cannot know,’ said Steve, putting the salt and
pepper on the table. ‘Pascal said that.’
Mel came in with a dish of grated parmesan. She looked at me, enthusiasm sparkling in
her blue eyes. ‘There’s an article in Cleo about how to get over a break-up. It says you should
buy a new dress, put on make-up and go out with anyone who asks, in fact, ask your exes out –
anyone good-looking – if it’s probable that you’ll see your ex – your current ex.’
Nessie carried in a tray with six glasses on it and said, ‘No, Keir, you should throw
yourself into your work – nothing better for the dark night of the soul.’
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‘Don’t elevate my pain to a philosophical crisis,’ I said, ‘I’m only going through a dark
night of the heart.’ I sniffed.
‘I wouldn’t dismiss your pain so lightly,’ she said, ‘when jealousy hits someone who
thought that jealousy was an outmoded bourgeois convention, that’s a serious philosophical
blow.’
‘It’s not so much jealousy, but that he was dishonest for so long.’
‘How long?’ asked Steve, sitting down next to Mum with a bottle of burgundy and a
corkscrew.
‘I don’t know. I was too angry to stick around and find out.’
‘Anger is therapeutic. It brings up repressed material.’ He extracted the cork with a loud
thok! ‘This is what you need.’ He sloshed the red liquid into a glass and thrust it towards me.
‘And as soon as you feel up to it, go to lots of comedies.’
I started crying.

On my way to Art School the following day I recalled something Seamus had said about physical
work being exhausting but good for easing heartache. With increasing mechanisation there’s less
physical work to do. How cerebral our jobs have become, at least for the clerks, students and
teachers I knew. Dad’s plumbing is physical, but my generation is mostly getting educated and
going into better jobs than possible before the war. My brothers’ work is a bit physical but they
still have to study for it. We work with our brains now, most of us, not with our bodies, and
when heartbreak happens, we don’t have any unthinking physical activity to ease it. Imagine how
good it would feel to sow crops or milk cows – the rhythmic, repetitive activity would get us
through painful days much better than the brain-work we do now. There’d be something
soothing about resting your cheek on the flank of a cow while milking her that bending our head
over pieces of paper and scribbling figures or teasing out words doesn’t do.
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Walking’s good, maybe I should do that again. Last year, when Nessie was losing the
weight she’d put on in Europe (‘I ate my way through Italy,’ she said) we walked everywhere for
a while. We felt fantastic afterwards – walking clears the mind – and we both lost weight.
In spite of this illuminating thought, I caught the bus to and from Art School on Monday
because I was running late. When I thought about it later I tried to find signs that something
bizarre and shocking was about to happen but I thought it was great that Mum was loosening up
enough to drink more and to even try smoking a joint, and that’s all I thought. When I got home,
Mum was in the kitchen in high-heels and a tea-towel tucked into her skirt waistband, making a
roast. Jimmy was peeling spuds while she rubbed rosemary on a large leg of lamb. ‘What can I
do?’ I asked.
‘You can sit down after your hard day’s work. No compost bin?’
‘Hey, I’ve had a hard day’s work, too,’ said Jimmy. Mum ignored him.
‘No compost.’
‘Jimmy, put those peels in the rubbish.’
I drank apple juice and pondered how to broach the topic of Deirdre, due to visit the next
day. I’d written more of my essay on her in the light of the scrapbooks. What struck me most, in
general, was the sexism of the art critics, the sexism in general really, and how Australia copied
whatever England did, politically and culturally, whereas now, it’s America we copy. All the way
with LBJ.
What struck me most, specifically, was reading about Olivia’s boyfriend Luke and the
shark arm incident.
Steve arrived and decided we needed ice cream. ‘And more juice,’ I said. Nessie
appeared. ‘Can you get some more Vogel’s bread? Do you want me to go?’
‘I can go,’ I said.
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Steve insisted on going and wrote the items on the phone pad. Mum took the list from
him, peered at his illegible scrawl and observed, ‘Well qualified for your profession already in
one respect.’ She wrote something at the bottom and gave it back.
‘Benson and Hedges,’ he read out. ‘They’re not good for your health, you know.’
She said nothing but reached her manicured fingers across to put a five dollar note in his
shirt pocket.
‘Look, I’ll go,’ I said, ‘she’s my mother.’
‘She’s the cat’s mother!’ said Mum and Steve simultaneously. Butch was winding his
way through Steve’s legs in figures of eight and whining. ‘I’ll go,’ repeated Steve. ‘Can someone
feed Butch?’
Nessie did so, then went to her room. ‘So what did you do today?’ I asked Jimmy.
‘Mum got me an appointment with her solicitor,’ said Jimmy. ‘I saw him after work and
he’s gonna take me on.’
‘It’s a relief to know he’s in good hands. Now, here’s an extraordinary thing – I went
home to get my marriage certificate and I couldn’t find it! I can’t understand it: I file all my
documents in one place and it wasn’t there.’ She glanced at me and I blushed but she just threw
up her hands and said, ‘It’s a complete mystery. But the irony struck me: you only need your
marriage certificate when you’re contemplating divorce.’
Jimmy and I looked at each other, then at her. ‘Divorce?’ we said.
‘It’s not a reality to me yet, I’ve been too busy to digest it. I’ve been thinking more about
my children’s problems.’ She peered significantly at Jimmy, who looked sheepish. ‘That cat!’
she said suddenly. ‘Already back in the kitchen. Get out of here, Butch! Shoo!’ Butch looked
sullen, looked up at Mum and opened his pink mouth in a silent miaow. ‘Oh, yes,’ she said, ‘I’m
so weak with hunger I don’t have the energy to make a noise. Get out of here, you pathetic
creature, you’ve been fed.’ Butch slunk past me and sauntered to Jimmy, rubbing himself against
his leg.
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The meal was a delicious success, and Steve asked rhetorically, ‘How long did you say you’d be
staying, Maureen?’
It happened when Mum was washing up. Jimmy was wiping up. We’d all argued with her
that, since she’d cooked, she didn’t have to wash up, but she simply started, ignoring our
objections. Jimmy and Steve were clowning around with their tea-towels, rolling the ends into
points and flicking them at each other, yelling ‘Ouch!’ and ‘Oy!’ and so on when Mum dashed
round them to get more dirty dishes and tripped over Butch, who had silently appeared.
She went over with a cry and was apparently in too much pain to get up. ‘Mum!’ Jimmy
and I crouched at either side of her head. Steve acted quickly, hoisting her up and supporting her
upper back and behind her knees with his arms. Dishonour flashed into my head with Marlene
Dietrich saying, ‘You’re so pow-erful!’ and I nearly laughed, but the impulse towards levity
evaporated in the next second when I heard her moan with pain. Steve settled her on the couch,
piled up the cushions and carefully put her injured foot on them. ‘Nessie, get some of that brandy
we got to make Brandy Alexanders.’ He was in doctor mode, yelling orders. ‘Keira, can you
wrap ice cubes in a tea-towel and bring them here?’ Nessie brought the bottle and a wine glass
and he unscrewed the cap and poured a hefty amount in. ‘Drink this.’
When I returned with the ice, some colour had come back into her face. Steve was
examining her ankle. ‘It’s swelling already,’ he said. ‘Does this hurt?’ She gasped a ‘Yes.’
‘Here?’ Another ‘Yes.’
‘You’ve injured the ligament –sprained your ankle. Probably not fractured. I’ve got some
painkillers you can have. Keep it elevated. We’ll keep up the ice packs and I’ll put a
compression bandage on it.’
‘Thank you.’ She squeezed his hand and looked round at Nessie and me. ‘The irony of
this hasn’t escaped me.’
‘Irony?’ said Steve.
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‘I made the roast to compensate for my being a burden and now I’m more of a burden
than ever!’
Steve and I exchanged glances, then he said, ‘Oh yeah, you’ve been a crushing burden,
cleaning the house and feeding the cat and making roasts!’ He poured her another brandy. He
wound a bandage round her foot, and then went to his room and came out rolling a joint. ‘Muscle
relaxant, Maureen, I promise you it’s harmless.’ He lit it, inhaled some to keep it alight, and then
offered it to her. ‘Doctor’s orders.’
We all burst out laughing, including Mum. But the amazing thing was: she took it and
inhaled deeply. I shook my head and met Jimmy’s glance. Now we’d seen everything.
Jimmy and I went back to the kitchen to continue the washing up. When I went back to
get the glasses, Steve and Mum were sharing the last of the joint, patient and doctor looking very
relaxed.
After he’d dried the glasses Jimmy hung the wet tea-towel on the stove-rail and said, ‘I’m
off now.’
‘Where to?’
‘Visiting Meg. She doesn’t live far from here. I may stay over – if I’m lucky.’
Now I had the ideal opportunity to talk to Mum properly. She had the Herald on her knee
and was just lying back with relaxed muscles and her eyes dilated. I poured us both a glass of
wine and brought a chair over close to her. ‘Mum?’
‘Mmmm?’ She sounded dreamy then looked up at me. ‘Probably shouldn’t have any
more, but why not?’
We clinked glasses and I took a deep breath. ‘You know how Seamus Mike is coming
tomorrow?’
‘Mmmmmm?’ She sounded as if anything I said would be just lovely.
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‘He won’t be alone. He’s bringing … bringing …’ I gulped some wine. ‘He’s bringing
Deirdre.’ Mum said nothing. I said lamely, ‘I hope you don’t mind.’
She was silent for a while. ‘Was that what you were doing on Sunday? Were you with
her?’
‘Seamus introduced us. It was a surprise.’
‘I’ll bet it was.’ Mum reached for a cigarette and tapped it on the box a few times. She
put it in her mouth. I lit it for her.
‘She told me all sorts of things about her and Owen’s travels in Europe and India and her
old life in Ireland. I asked her about when she threw the rocks at the rent-collectors and she told
me all about it.’
Mum nodded. ‘Deirdre can spin a yarn, I’ve never denied that.’
‘She wants to come back to Sydney. She’s dying to see you.’
Mum said nothing for such a long time it became uncomfortable and I gulped my wine
too quickly. ‘Well,’ she said at last, ‘she’ll certainly have a captive audience.’

Later that night I was coming out of the bathroom, ready for bed, when I saw Mel heading
towards the kitchen. She must have slipped in through the back door. For some reason I didn’t
call out ‘Hi,’ but followed until I nearly bumped into her, standing stock-still at the doorway of
the lounge room.
Over her shoulder I saw Steve sitting on the edge of the couch, leaning over Mum,
kissing her. The shiny ovals of Mum’s pink-varnished fingernails were pressed against his back,
contrasting with his blue shirt.
I heard Mel’s gasp and instinctively put a protective arm around her shoulder.
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Chapter 31: August 1973
The Islandman
After the uproar of the night before, next morning we went through the usual domestic routine on
automatic pilot. I’d slept deeply after the night’s dramas. There had been quick apologies and
lengthy talks after Mum and Steve sprang apart like guilty teenagers and stared at Mel and me
with horror while we stared at them with disbelief.
‘The brandy and wine,’ said Mum, a hand to her forehead, ‘and then marijuana!’
‘Mel, it’s not …’ Steve began, absurdly, before standing and moving towards her, saying,
‘I’m sorry, this is my fault, it was my move.’
‘Well, she looked pretty enthusiastic about your move!’ Mel spat, stepping back.
‘Melanie, I am so sorry! I was drunk!’ said Mum. ‘Keira, please don’t look at me that
way.’
‘Not to mention stoned,’ said Steve, reaching for Mel, who burst into tears and made for
the back door. He went after her. I turned back to Mum. My heart was pounding as if I’d been
running. It was horrible, incongruous, surely any moment I’d wake up.
Nessie appeared in her tartan flannelette pyjamas. ‘Is everything okay?’ We looked at her
in silence until I said, ‘Something weird just happened.’ I took the half-empty brandy bottle
away from Mum’s vicinity and moved towards the kitchen. ‘Black coffee, perhaps?’ I asked, and
she looked even more mortified than before.
While Nessie made a pot of camomile tea, I quietly filled her in on what had happened.
She looked shocked, then frowned and whispered, ‘Well, I guess Mel can see now that Steve’s
really not ready to settle down yet.’
‘Oh, yeah, that much is clear, since he’s willing to have an affair with a married woman
twice his age!’
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‘Shhhhh. And don’t exaggerate. Hardly twice his age – Maureen’s forty-something and
looks ten years younger. And anyway, it’s a sexist objection; older men go for younger women
all the time.’
‘Well, it’s hardly my only objection!’
‘Shush, she’ll hear you. Don’t be such a prude.’ I was left to drop my jaw while she
pretended not to notice and put the honey and teaspoons on the tray with the mugs. The night
ended with the three of us drinking camomile tea and Mum repeatedly apologising for her
bohemian behaviour.
Jimmy came back, but neither Steve nor Mel did. I filled Jimmy in on what had
happened. He couldn’t believe it. ‘Nessie thinks I’m a prude,’ I said to Jimmy just before bed. I
turned to Nessie, ‘It was a shock – you know what it was? A defining moment. The way the
Bloomsbury group had their defining moment.’
Jimmy said, ‘Huh?’ Nessie raised her eyebrows and said, ‘Do tell.’
‘Virginia Woolf and someone else, some guy, came into the drawing room where they all
were – in 1890 or something – and there was this white stain on Virginia’s dress. Lytton
Strachey pointed to it and said one word: “Sperm?” And they all burst out laughing with the
shock of it. Beyond the pale. Such a word was never uttered in polite society before that moment.
It was a defining moment: the course of western civilisation was altered from then on.’

In the morning, with the noisy mynahs doing their noisy thing, Mum looked white. ‘My head
hurts. My tongue feels like a piece of carpet.’ She looked up at me. ‘I …’
‘Don’t apologise again.’
‘I won’t if you’ll help me to the toilet.’
‘Deal.’
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I waited outside until I heard it flush, then helped Mum back towards my room. While
making our laborious way past the kitchen, Nessie was in there tearing up lettuce leaves for her
lunch box. Jimmy, who’d just come in, stuck bread in the toaster and said, ‘She eats like a
caterpillar.’
I burst out laughing, and Mum said to no one in particular, ‘Just like her grandmother –
laughing before breakfast.’ That set me off again, Jimmy and Nessie joining in.
When I was helping her get dressed, Mum said, ‘I don’t know if my hangover or my
remorse is the worse pain. Poor Melanie! What a selfish cow I’ve been.’
‘You could go to Confession.’ I handed her a singlet. She made a face at me.
The others went off to work, Jimmy giving Nessie a lift to William Street on the back of
his bike. We didn’t have much longer to wait until the doorbell rang. I practically ran up the hall.
The first thing I noticed when Deirdre hugged me was that she smelt different. ‘That’s not … ?’ I
asked, sniffing.
‘Pachtouli oil. Olivia gave it to me. It reminds me of India.’
My grandmother the hippy. I said, ‘It suits you.’ It was an improvement on the cheap
perfume from before, and who knew? Maybe Olivia would give her Chanel No. 5 next time?
Today Deirdre was wearing a green wool dress with dark blue tights and long black boots. A
blue scarf of fine wool was wound around her long neck and her hair was looped back gracefully
in the manner of Virginia Woolf in the famous Julia Margaret Cameron photograph. Seamus saw
me taking in these efforts and said, ‘Scrubs up nicely, doesn’t she?’
‘She’s the cat’s mother.’
I guided them down the hall to the lounge room. ‘Mum has sprained her ankle,’ I said.
‘She can’t get up.’ This would be a cover for any coldness on her part, I thought. But Deirdre
was already kneeling beside her with her arms around her, repeatedly kissing her cheek.
‘Hullo, Deirdre,’ said Mum, and gently disengaged herself and held out her hand to
Seamus, who bent and kissed it.
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‘Maureen, a pleasure to meet you again,’ he said.
I got them to sit down and made everyone a cup of tea. ‘You look about fifty,’ I heard
Mum say to Deirdre, ‘what’s your secret?’ Deirdre said, ‘Tibetan yoga.’ Seamus came in and
helped me and suggested that he drive me where I wanted to go. That would leave Deirdre and
Maureen to talk alone.
He took his tea with him to look at our back garden, such as it was, with only the daffodil
and jonquil buds to look at, and I left him there in the winter bareness to go and get my stuff
together. I was desperate to eavesdrop, but all I heard as I walked up the hall was Deirdre saying
‘… should never be beyond the pale to your family and you’re the only family I have.’ Mum
asked weren’t her brothers and sisters still alive, and she said, ‘Yes, but they’re scattered in
America and Ireland, one’s in Wales, and you mean more to me than any of them.’
I came down the hall with my bag to kiss them goodbye and Seamus came in from the
back. They had the house to themselves all day to talk – or to shout – if they wanted. Seamus
took me to the State Library. The leather-topped desks, the green lamps and hushed ambience
encouraged studious research. I’d covered surrealism and done all the interviews except for
Olivia’s, which I’d do that afternoon. As Heide had suggested, I’d investigated the general
historical context of my subject; now I would investigate what the documents said about
Deirdre’s participation in a specific historical event. My anticipation threw all the chaotic events
of the night before into the background as my fingers found the catalogue cards for the Blasket
books I hadn’t yet read and I ordered them.
I skimmed Eileen O’Sullivan’s Letters from the Great Blasket and Michael O’Guiheen’s
A Pity youth Does Not Last, taking some notes. When I started on Tomas O’Crohan’s The
Islander I saw that Chapter 6 included ‘Beating the Law’ and turned to it, skimming until I found
this:

A big boat crammed with men put out from the ship’s side, and when they came inshore
they were astounded to see the vast gathering above the harbour. They had expected that
every living soul would be hidden in terror. And no wonder! For every one of them had a
gun ready in his hand. But these women weren’t a bit afraid of them. … the women
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gathered round, every one of them with a chunk of rock in her hand. … two of them [the
men] standing in the prow … with their guns levelled at anybody who should lift a hand
against them. As soon as the first man left the boat, a woman flung a great stone down that
came near to knocking him off his feet. He glanced up at the cliff and pointed his gun at
them, but not a woman stirred. They kept their ranks unbroken above the harbour. Soon a
woman threw another stone, and then another, and another, till they made the whole beach
echo with the clatter.

Tomás had helped bring the rocks to the women. I turned to the back cover’s biographical
details: he was born in 1858 and died in 1937. No specific date for the incident but the date
mentioned for events in the same chapter was 1873. Thirty-four years before Deirdre was born.
The date of the boat theft by the tax collectors was 1888. Still way too early. I stared into the
distance, aware of a cold jolt in my stomach. My brain raced, hot with confusion.
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Chapter 32: August 1973
A Suitable Man
I was looking through my old photographs before the visit and I took out several of Deirdre with
her big eyes the colour of black olives, slanted slightly upwards above high cheekbones and her
triangular shaped face like a cat’s sloped down to her little chin. When I opened the front door
and saw Keira Bolt I nearly fainted: the same eyes and the same bone structure. The same
excessively long neck too, graceful and slender. Keira is taller. Better nutrition, they say, for the
post-war generation. No Depression or world wars for them, or not yet. Peace and prosperity for
them so far.
I used to be prosperous, or we were, it was always a ‘we’ who were prosperous and
doing well, never just ‘I.’ Who was this ‘we’? My parents were and Howard and I were. When I
tried to extricate myself, I discovered just how sticky that ‘we’ was. Who was I without them? I
went from family to Howard, from Dover Heights to the hangman’s cottage. When I was part of
a ‘we’ it was comfortable, an unthinking sort of existential comfort but a trap too. It is supposed
to mean belonging and freedom from want but it does not feel like freedom and can turn into
suffocation. To escape from the ‘we’ and to find out what is beyond ‘us’ one must confront an ‘I’
that is rusty from lack of use.
Who was I? I had always been an observer. A camera makes one attentive to life. For my
fifteenth birthday my father gave me a Kodak number ten Box Brownie. ‘You press the shutter,
we do the rest.’ That is what the advertisements said. They had pictures of women and children
pressing the button.
Uncle Edward had a dark room he had rigged up in their laundry at Belleview Hill. He
and Aunt Ella had no children and they paid my sisters and me a lot of attention. Uncle Edward
and Aunt Ella taught me to develop and print my photographs. They had an enlarger plugged
into the ironing light. They were members of the Sydney Camera Circle and they took me along.
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I took pictures of my sisters getting ready for balls, Evie’s hair in curlers sitting at the
dressing table in a petticoat, the nape of a neck with fingers pressing a bow-shaped diamond
clasp together on a string of pearls, Ada in all her finery yawning as widely as a lion. My family
did not like these photographs. One was to photograph the result, not the work it took to get
there, to capture Evie, the pretty girl in her elegant evening gown, long gloves and pearls, and
smiling, not Evie the pretty girl without makeup brushing her teeth.
At seventeen I graduated to a Rollieflex. Against my parents’ wishes I got a part-time job
in Percy Lamb’s studio. I made appointments, booked the models and helped Percy process the
negatives. I loved feeling competent and useful. That was when I started art modelling for
Norman Lindsay, just down the street.
And when I met Howard he gave me a Leica. Oh, such sweet beginnings before I married
him. What story does that gesture tell? One of generosity, acceptance of someone else’s talent,
two solitudes meeting? No, a story of naïveté. Before I started taking photographs I used to tell
stories in words. ‘Olivia is telling stories again.’ ‘Olivia, don’t tell stories. Don’t exaggerate.’
‘Don’t be ridiculous, that would never happen.’
‘But I saw it.’
‘No, you did not.’
I learned to distrust my own sight. When I received that first Box Brownie I used it to tell
stories of what I saw going on around me. My camera became an extension of my eye. ‘Stop
telling stories.’ Mother might as well have said, ‘Stop making sense.’
If I did not make a story out of what happened, what sense would it have had? If I did not
make a story of events and people, life would just be a bizarre string of accidents. To Howard,
life was a bizarre string of accidents. ‘Howard has a black soul,’ Deirdre said, and said it once
to his face.
‘The soul doesn’t exist, you’re living in fairyland, you little leprechaun,’ he said to her.
‘Nobody has a soul, black or white or any colour.’
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‘You only parade your ignorance when you say such things,’ she said. He hated her
superior smile, and I could tell he had to restrain himself from smashing it off her face with his
fist.
My mother wanted me to marry a suitable man. I thought, What is that? It must be a man
in a suit. Howard wore suits. He was a snappy dresser, he wore well-cut charcoal coloured suits
and paler ties, tailored shirts and polished black shoes. They gleamed, his shoes, black and solid,
but he was light on his feet. Mother thought he was very far from suitable, he was beyond the
pale. I seem to have a knack for people beyond the pale and then it rubs off and I become beyond
the pale, contaminated from association. Mother always saying, ‘Oh, Olivia, what now?’ And the
relations saying, ‘What has she done now?’
What I have done now is spend my inheritance on a two-storey terrace house in Burney
Street with a view of the southern end of the Clovelly Bay. It is an 1890s two-bedroom sandstone
structure. Though small as houses go, I fell in love with its generous proportions, the way the
light falls through the north-eastern windows and with that view of the sand and sea and sky
from the balcony. Much smaller than Mother’s Dover Heights house, it is just the right size. The
sale of Mother’s house fetched Evie and me a great deal of money. Only the two of us now. Ada
died of liver cancer in 1966.
The solicitor was fortyish and balding, in a well-cut navy suit. ‘Unusual,’ he said, ‘Not to
have a father or husband as guarantor…’
I looked at the Mont Blanc fountain pen lying on his polished oak desk. ‘Mr Stewart,’ I
said, ‘I am fifty-nine and I have the means to buy this house outright. No loan required. No
permission required. The only thing required is a suitable man who will handle the
conveyancing.’ I stood up. ‘If you are reluctant to do it, I shall find someone who will.’
‘No, please Miss Kettlewell …’
‘Ms.’
‘Ms, of course, Ms Kettlewell. Please sit down again. I would be more than happy …’
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He had stood up and with an embarrassing urgency was gesturing me to stay. I took a
step towards the door. His pale eyes were as panicked as a rabbit’s in a car headlights.
I waited a moment, then turned and walked back.
I sat. He picked up his Mont Blanc fountain pen.
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Chapter 33: August 1973
A Fragile Geometry
Romantic notions. Mum’s phrase was stuck in my head. I hoped Mum wouldn’t take advantage
of the opportunity, now they’d been smashed, to say ‘I told you so.’ I’d gone to Dover Heights
still hot with anger about Deirdre’s deception. When I reached the wide verandahs of Olivia’s
Federation sandstone house and rang the bell – a sonorous chime like a church organ sounding
deep inside the house – Olivia made me forget my anger, temporarily.
Her ash blonde hair was cut in a geometric Vidal Sassoon style to just below her ears.
The hair pushed behind her right ear revealed a small perfect oval with discreet whorls, glimpsed
when she hugged me. Blue-grey eyes beamed at me and her white shirt of fine cotton gave her a
fresh, pure look. The shirt was tucked into a grey corduroy skirt and though her grey suede boots
were flat she was taller than me. I followed her into the large dining room where she sank
gracefully to her knees to continue packing books into small cardboard boxes.
‘Any bigger and they’re impossible to lift,’ she said, leaning back on her heels.
‘Let me help you,’ I said, and knelt down at her level.
We talked about painting while we packed. I didn’t mention the shark arm incident or the
Razor Gang and we didn’t even get to the topic of Deirdre specifically until all the boxes were
packed and she led me into the lounge room, en route to the kitchen for afternoon tea. Propped
against the wall were three paintings. ‘Are they …?’ I said.
‘They are. I was the model. She called the first ones Cubic Nude One and Two. The third
is Clovelly Dreams.’
The first was an oil on canvas – a careful application of layered paint in cream, pink,
apricot and olive green – of a reclining statuesque blonde-haired girl. The nude was reduced to
its elemental shapes, accentuating the cylindrical and spherical, modelled in light and shade, and
foreshortened so that the roundness was emphasised, like a cubist version of Ingres’ Odalisque.
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Whereas the overriding impression of the first was warmth and solidity, the second felt
cold and insubstantial. Another oil, a nude dominated a background of sand and sea and sky. The
geometrical shapes of the white female form were slightly separated, as if forced apart by some
catastrophic pressure. She lay on a deserted beach with no birds and the sea a flat, grey expanse.
The eerie mood of silent desolation recalled de Chirico’s paintings. It was painted in white, grey,
ethereally pale pastel blue, mint green and silver. Olivia told me the first was done in 1934, the
second in 1937.
The third work, an oil on masonite with collaged fabric and found objects, Clovelly
Dreams, depicted Olivia with an enigmatic smile, floating in a silvery-mauve sky above
Clovelly. The mood was dreamy and whimsical, with the figure large compared to the little
township below, which clung to the water’s edge. A tram was pulling out of the tram-stop. White
yachts dotted the sea like toy boats in bath water and kookaburras sat in the hillside banksias. A
strange arrangement of tram tickets and cut-out engravings of fish floated in the sky along with
two flying black suede swans and a silver rocking horse. Olivia’s long hair blew about in the
breeze, the strands composed of letters spelling out strange fragments like: ‘Food is a diabolical
struggle and art is a struggle of a different order/It doesn’t matter what people say, only how they
laugh/Until time bends back on itself like a mighty blue wave/A portrait shouldn’t be a likeness,
it should be a poetic distillation of mood or identity/The materials are real but they create an
immaterial state – that which is beyond matter/We live a fragile geometry of trust and
bliss/Quaint events and disillusions are hammered out and scones are baked for people bruised as
beaten roses at sunset.
‘I thought you’d like to photograph them before I pack them.’

Olivia drove me back to Woodstock Street in her Renault and, when we walked down the hall
with its familiar reddish light, we could hear Deirdre’s musical voice holding forth. I kissed
Mum. Olivia did the same.
‘Olivia, how well you look!’ said Maureen.
‘You, too, you look beautiful,’ said Olivia, ‘a family trait.’
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Deirdre hugged me and kissed Olivia and they stood there holding hands. Mum didn’t
stare at them or mention an abomination under the sight of God or anything, she just seemed to
totally accept the fact that now her mother was gay.
Olivia didn’t want any tea, she just wanted to get going. The movers were coming in the
morning and there was still the kitchen stuff to pack up.
I couldn’t let Deirdre go without saying it: ‘Deirdre, today I read Tomás O’Crohan’s The
Islander where he describes the women repelling the rent-collectors with rocks.’ Her face
betrayed nothing. ‘It’s not possible that you were there – it happened years before you were
born.’ I shook my head, staring into her dark eyes, expecting remorse or embarrassment.
She said, ‘It was my mother who told the story, she it was who threw those rocks with the
other women.’
I stared at her. This was Mum’s vicarious living, except that she did it through us, the
younger generation, and Deirdre was doing it through the older generation. ‘You said it was you.
You lied.’
Her eyebrows went up, her eyes widened and she said, ‘It was a story. Stories like that
are told to entertain – to make people laugh and maybe teach ’em something. They’re called
seanchas.’ She spelt it, and pronounced it ‘shana-has.’ She continued: ‘They’re not lies, they’re
part of our oral tradition of ancient legends and recent history.’ Maybe she saw the doubt in my
face because she added: ‘They really happened.’
‘But not to you.’
‘That’s not the point. My mother told it often enough that I could see it just as if I was
there.’
‘What is the point?’
‘Total fidelity to the truth isn’t the point – the seanchas point to a larger truth.’
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When I said nothing, she continued: ‘Traditionally the men built the houses. The women
defended the island. My mother’s mother had done the same thing when necessary. The
authorities were scared of us. People said of islanders that we were wild in our mother’s womb.’
She looked proud.
We were silent until Maureen asked, ‘Why didn’t it happen in your time?’
Deirdre let go of Olivia’s hand, sat on the edge of an armchair and looked from Mum to
me and back again. ‘We were too poor,’ she said at last. ‘Our land had been worked for too many
generations. French and English fishing fleets with mechanised methods were depleting our
supplies of fish and lobster. The last time the rent-collectors came, the islanders saw them
coming and drove what few stock they had to the far west of the island out of sight. The women
did repel them with rocks, but unbeknownst to the women, a smaller boat sneaked round the
back, they disembarked on the White Strand and were on the island before we – they – could
stop them.’ She looked sad. ‘When they saw how little we had, they called off the raid. In the
end, the Congested Districts Board bought the land from the aristocratic Anglo-Norman family
that had owned it for centuries and no one had to pay rent any more.’

‘Tea?’ I said, after they’d gone.
‘You have one, I’ve been drinking it all day.’
I made myself a mug, sat down again and asked her the obvious question. ‘Well?’
‘Well, what?’
‘Did she tell you who your father was?’
‘Yes.’ She paused until I was frustrated, then said finally: ‘It was a married man: her
Dublin art teacher.’
‘Wow. Is he still alive? Do you want to see him?’
‘I don’t know – to both questions. Perhaps it’s enough just to know.’
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‘He had other children?’
She nodded. ‘He had a family already, yes.’
I sipped my tea. ‘Artists on both sides – you know, you should do more with that talent
you’ve inherited.’
‘Do? What could I do?’ She looked more serious then. ‘I’ve done enough already!’ She
put her hands up to her face and started crying. I didn’t know what to do. I brought over the box
of tissues. She took one and blew her nose, and then started wailing: ‘What have I done?’
‘Mum, it’s okay. Steve’s been wanting to break it off with Mel for ages, so don’t feel
guilty about …’
‘It’s not about that!’ She took another tissue. ‘I’ve been married for twenty-eight years.
I’m forty-six!’
‘Huh? Well, you look much younger, everyone says so.’
‘Life is about more than looks. I never got an education.’
‘Now’s your chance – from next year it’s free!’
‘I have to look after Sean, I can’t go gallivanting off doing my own thing.’
‘Mum, Sean’s twelve, he could cope with your going to some lectures. Stop looking
dismal –– you could go to Art School or do anything – do a law degree. Just imagine – in four
years you could be a lawyer!’
She whipped out another tissue and wept into it. ‘In four years I’ll be fifty!’
‘Yes, in four years you’ll be fifty – why not be a fifty-year old qualified lawyer?’
She blew her nose and laughed briefly. ‘I couldn’t do that!’
‘Yes, you could. You’re smart.’
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She looked up at me. ‘Suddenly I’m too exhausted to contemplate anything like that.’ She
stared out through the window then widened her mouth in an enormous yawn. ‘No wonder I feel
tired: I never knew my father, my stepfather died, my defacto second stepfather disappeared
overseas, and now I have to get used to having not a mother and new stepfather in my life but a
mother and new stepmother!’ She took a cigarette out of the package and put it back again. ‘It’s
not easy.’
‘Will I take those away?’
‘Deirdre did and I got her to give them back again a couple of times today. I still haven’t
had one but it’s a comfort to think they’re there.’ She held them out to me. ‘Take them away –
just not too far.’
I laughed and put them on the mantelpiece. ‘They both look so fit and young!’ I said.
She nodded. ‘Deirdre’s teaching Olivia Tibetan yoga. Deirdre’s certainly a good
advertisement for it.’ She picked up a small red cushion. ‘And she’s much more serene than she
used to be. Well she was never serene at all. That’s why I was happy at boarding school. Thank
God Charles had the money to pay for it. It was ordered and safe, a world away from the artists
and models, poets and crooks that Deirdre encouraged And away from her … intensity.’ She
paused. ‘I always felt more grownup than my mother. I could boil eggs at seven and scramble
them at eight. By nine I’d mastered omelettes and at ten I could make a soufflé. I had to. Deirdre
couldn’t cook. Charles could make tea and toast – and stew if it was called for. It often was.’ She
paused again, fiddling with the tassel on the cushion, she said softly, ‘He was a wonderful
father.’
We looked at each other for some moments. I thought about all the loss in people’s lives:
Deirdre losing a husband and Maureen losing a father to T. B. and Olivia losing her boxer
boyfriend under those horrendous circumstances. I said, ‘There’s something I’ve been wondering
after I read about the shark incident in Alfred Foote’s scrapbook.’
‘What is it?’
‘When that shark vomited up Olivia’s boyfriend’s arm – were you there too?’
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Her eyes widened and she nodded.
‘Oh, God – so you were … how old?’
‘Eight.’ She hugged the cushion against her chest. ‘We were right up the front. We saw it
all close up. Olivia fainted. People were screaming. I had nightmares about it – I suppose she did
too. Hard to conceive of a worse shock for her.’
We looked at each other and shuddered in unison.
‘Did you visit Olivia in the asylum?’
‘Not the first time. Deirdre told me she’d gone away, not exactly a lie. But Jim and I did
visit her in the forties. It was sad. She was in and out of there, one step forward and two back, on
drugs that worked and drugs that didn’t – all the drugs had vile side effects but were addictive so
you couldn’t just get off them cold turkey. Then I got so busy with you kids and I stopped
visiting. Her family and Alfred Foote kept visiting, and she was being looked after.’
‘What about Olivia’s husband?’
She released a long sigh. ‘Listen, Keira. I want to tell you something about him. I’d
always blamed Deirdre’s contacts with bohemian and criminal circles for exposing me to this
harm. But it’s time I stopped blaming her for what really wasn’t her fault. We’ve been talking
about it all today, and I want to clear the air with you, too.’ She paused. She coughed. ‘I was
twelve. Home for the hols. I was in the kitchen cutting bread. He came in looking for Olivia. He
… tried to molest me.’
‘Oh, my God!’ My hands went to my mouth, then I went to her, sat on the sofa’s edge
and held her hand.
‘I screamed and yelled and managed to bite him, he smelt horribly of Brylcreme …’
‘What’s that?’
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‘Greasy stuff men used to put on their hair. Then Olivia came – she and Deirdre’d been in
the studio – and Olivia rushed at him brandishing the breadknife, slashing through the air at him.
“If you ever look at her again, I’ll kill you!” she yelled.’
‘Did you go to the Police?’
‘Howard had friends there. Plus he was stopped before … succeeding.’
‘But it was still an assault!’
‘I went back to school two days after and by next holidays he’d gone to war.’
‘Does Dad know about this?’
‘He’s the only other one I’ve told until now.’ She sighed and looked longingly in the
direction of the mantelpiece. She turned the cushion round and round and continued: ‘When
Howard returned from the war – I was out – by then I was eighteen and working at Martin Place
Post Office – he came to Beach Lane looking for Olivia. He found her with Deirdre and there
was a scene. He apparently made some lascivious comments about me as he pulled Olivia away
into his waiting taxi. Deirdre convinced Howard that we were both going to Spain. She did go to
the police that time but nothing came of it; it was a threat, he hadn’t actually done anything …
Then Olivia disappeared.’ She paused.
‘When he came back to Beach Lane looking for her again, Deirdre told me she picked up
the breadknife and emphasised again that we were both off to Spain. She was talking to him
through the locked screen-door. And Howard yelled, “You women with your knives and
scissors” (we found out later what he meant about the scissors) “You should all be locked up!”
He fled down the path and she never saw him again.’ She put the cushion aside. ‘I didn’t want to
go overseas and live a bohemian life with Deirdre – I wanted to marry my handsome returned
soldier and have lots of children.’ She paused. ‘I got what I wanted. And I never saw him again
either.’
‘What happened to Howard?’
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‘Olivia had stabbed him in the neck with a pair of scissors, then disappeared. Her mother
found her living on the streets with tramps. Howard’s wound turned septic and he nearly died. As
luck would have it, penicillin was invented just in time. Give me a cigarette, now – when I finish
this packet I’m giving up.’
‘Sure?’ She nodded, stretched out her arm, shiny pink nails fluttering as her fingers
gestured. Reluctantly, I brought them over.
‘Can you light it for me?’
‘Gee, we’ve run out of matches.’ But after a moment I brought over her lighter.
‘After the court case, Olivia spent time in a ward for the criminally insane.’

During the time Mum was recovering, she phoned Sean every day, and I went over there to help
him with his homework. The house was a bit messy but Dad was doing the best he could. Sean
kept asking, ‘When’s Mum coming home?’ Dad helped him with Maths and I helped him with
English. Dad and I started talking about his Geography, and that led to my staying for dinner
(chops, peas and mashed spuds). Unimaginative fare but I was impressed at his initiative. For
dessert he opened a tin of peaches and served them with ice cream. When I brought an apple
tarte (the only way Sean would ever eat fruit) Dad asked if I’d made it.
‘No, but it’s home-made.’
‘Did your mother make it?’
I looked at him, surprised at the naked hope in his eyes. ‘She’s not up and about yet.’ He
and Sean looked confused and I said, ‘I got it at a patisserie. So someone made it.’
‘Irish logic,’ said Dad.
After a few of my visits Dad and I started talking more than we had for years – first about
Sean’s homework and then about me and finally about Mum. Dad wanted to make sure she was
being looked after properly at Woodstock Street and I assured him she was.
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‘Your mother looked after everybody but nobody looked after her,’ he said.
I nodded. ‘We all took her for granted,’ I said. I’d blamed my dad for that but maybe I
was the worst offender. I’d thought nothing of her cooking and cleaning. But where would I be
without them? All that uncomplaining housework of hers had liberated me to focus on
photography or whatever I’d been interested in. I’d blindly accepted her doing everything for me
as my due, worse: despised her for it. I’d been so stupid. When I talked to Mum about it she said
she had let me off the housework because I was always drawing or painting and she wanted me
to be able to do that before my life became peeling potatoes and washing nappies – she and Dad
had assumed I’d get married young like she had.
Sometimes the image of her urgent hands spread out on Steve’s back, her shiny pink
fingernails stark and shocking against the blue of his shirt replayed in my mind like a movie
scene that keeps coming back ages after you’ve walked out of the cinema. (Thank God Dad
couldn’t see into my head.) I could be knocked over with a feather, as Deirdre put it – Mum had
a sex life! If I’d thought about that at all, I’d have said that she and Dad had done it five times,
but not much more than that. Her drunken kiss with Steve had made me see her for the first time
as a person more than a mother and housewife.
And if as a mother she’d been overprotective I could see now that in doing the opposite
of what Deirdre had done she’d done the best she could. Nessie and I had seen Truffaut’s
L’enfant Sauvage about a boy apparently raised by a wolf. It was based on a true nineteenthcentury case and it made us think about raising children.
I’d blamed Maureen for being repressed and never talking about anything important and
having chosen a boring life but where would I be without her having a life like that? And Mum
blamed Deirdre for living the life she did. We’re all in the same boat – we all, most of us, were
raised by human beings living in their fragile geometries of love and need, generosity and
selfishness, kindness and weakness, doing the best they could.
‘Imagine being raised by a wolf,’ I’d said to Nessie as we emerged from the cinema – all
the psychological counselling those people would need: “My mother never talked to me, she
only howled at me!” ’
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Because of Dad’s and my recent talks it wasn’t a complete surprise when I opened the
Woodstock Street front door on a Thursday afternoon to find him. ‘Dad – hi.’ He looked as if
he’d just had a shower. He wasn’t in his overalls but in his Sunday clothes. I led him in and he
pulled up a chair and sat near Mum.
After the initial politenesses I disappeared to make a pot of tea and when I eavesdropped
from the dining room I heard him say: ‘A Yank soldier I knew used to say “Tough times never
last but tough people do.” I reckon I’m a tough bloke and if I ride this thing out for long enough
…’
‘How do you mean, long enough?’
‘I mean for as long as it takes for you to make up your mind what to do.’
‘You mean for me to come to my senses, don’t you?’
‘No, I’m not saying that.’ A pause. ‘I’m saying that it’s up to you. I’m waiting …
because I …’ a pause. ‘I’d like you to come back.’
A bit later when I entered with the tea things they’d moved on to the topic of Sean. Dad
didn’t stay long, although I invited him to dinner. I noticed that Mum didn’t echo my invitation
and I guess he noticed too. He had to get back for Sean, he said, due back from his friend’s house
soon. I asked him to drop me at Sylvia’s on the way.
He helped me put Butch in a cardboard box, no mean feat, and the second time we
managed to close it up before he could spring out. ‘Shouldn’t you telephone?’ said Mum. But I
didn’t have the phone number and if Sylvia wasn’t in I’d just leave the box in the laundry out the
back, which didn’t have a lock. I directed Dad to Sylvia’s address. He grumbled about it (‘Cat
piss is like plutonium – has a half-life of a thousand years – you make sure he does it on the
towel and it doesn’t leak’) but he did it. When we arrived and I rang the bell I got a shock: Steve
opened the door. ‘I thought you’d be staying with Mel,’ I said.
‘She won’t have me.’
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I introduced him to Dad (a tense moment) then we followed him into the living room.
Sylvia tossed her Cleo aside, stood up and stared at the cardboard box, from which frantic
miaowing was issuing. Then Butch’s head pushed through the tiny gap in the middle of the four
flaps. I thrust the box into Sylvia’s hands. ‘We’ve looked after him long enough,’ I said.
‘I’ve appreciated you doing it,’ she said, ‘but I’m still with …’
‘That’s your problem, not mine.’ Everyone looked a bit shocked. I added, ‘I don’t mean
to be rude, but Butch is responsible for spraining my mother’s ankle and we’re not even
supposed to have pets and it has been ages.’
Sylvia opened the box and Butch sprang out and walked over to Steve. ‘Butch!’ said
Sylvia, walking across and picking him up, ‘Have you forgotten your mother?’ He let himself be
cuddled but with a disdainful expression on his face. She continued: ‘Well, I’ll just have to find
somewhere else to mind him.’
‘I’m making a pot of tea. Keira, could you help, please?’ Steve looked meaningfully at
me and led the way into the kitchen. Dad sat on the sofa that Sylvia indicated. When we were out
of earshot Steve said, ‘How’s Maureen?’
‘Improving every day. The swelling’s almost gone.’ As he looked at me I realised he
hadn’t meant the ankle. I said, ‘She’s fine.’
‘I wanted to ring. I feel bad – plus it’s practically medical negligence …’
‘She’s doing well, don’t worry.’
‘I should go back and face the music.’ He turned off the kettle.
‘There won’t be any to face. Just have a talk with her and get everything out in the open.’
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Chapter 34: August 1973
Cubic Nudes
Steve drove me home that night and he and Maureen had a big talk while I left them to it. They
seemed to be friends after that. Weeks passed until it was late August. Mum told me that she’d
got Dad to agree that some things had to change between them. Then, her ankle almost better,
she’d gone home with Dad. Mel and Steve had broken permanently and life was back to normal
at Woodstock Street. I’d been working hard on my photographic essay and the work was proving
good for taking my thoughts away from Alan. I was getting used to doing without him, or so I
thought.
Deirdre and Olivia had helped me get photographs of nine more works from private
collectors. Deirdre had written to her London agent and he contacted collectors and had
photographed their works of hers, so I’d have those as well. My bequest, plus the eight I had
access to already – from the Art Gallery of New South Wales’ one, the Macquarie Galleries
collectors’ four, and Olivia’s three – made a respectable number to be photographed for my
essay.
I was showing Steve and Nessie the photographs of Deirdre’s work that would go in my
essay. Nessie asked, ‘What’s this one called?’
‘Cubic Nude.’
‘Sounds nice when you say it with the two words rhyming, like a little two-word poem.
Nude as in viewed rather than lewd.’
‘Or rude,’ said Steve.
‘You’re rude,’ Nessie teased. ‘It looks wonderful, Keir – I can’t wait to read it. These
photographs are great.’
‘I had to compromise and use colour film for the paintings and collages,’ I said.
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‘You could never have done them justice without it,’ said Nessie.
We moved into the kitchen to start cooking dinner. I said, ‘You know, all this time I’ve
been wanting and hoping …’
‘Like the Dionne Warwick song: wanting and hoping and wishing and praying,’ he sang,
‘it won’t get you into his ar-ar-arrrms!’
I ignored that. ‘And now I could actually see Alan again, hear what more he has to say
…’
‘What did he say?’ Nessie paused, knife held still over the zucchini. ‘What’s he actually
offering?’ She resumed chopping, quick decisive strokes, transforming the zucchini into a neat
roll of fine white, green-edged slices.
‘He misses me, wants to see me, have a talk.’
‘He doesn’t want to talk,’ said Steve. ‘He wants your bodeeeeee!’
‘Nessie made a dismissive gesture with her knife at Steve’s leer. ‘Is he still seeing her?
That’s the important issue.’
‘He has to.’ I grimaced. ‘She’s a colleague. But I’m the one he wants to have a personal
relationship with.’
‘Hmmmm, ambiguous,’ said Steve, ‘he could be having impersonal fucks with her.’
Nessie made a face at Steve then turned to me. ‘Find out exactly what happened, whether
she’s dumped him or what.’ Nessie scraped the zucchini slices and tomato chunks into the
saucepan.
‘But it’s funny. I’m not even sure I want to see him.’
‘You get used to being free,’ said Steve, ‘it’s great – you can fuck around as much as you
want!’
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Nessie and I glared at him and shook our heads. I said, ‘I’ve got used to doing without
him. And now my life is so full I’ve hardly got time for a relationship.’
Steve had poured the wine into three glasses. ‘Cooking wine – wine for the cooks.’
‘Thanks,’ I said, sipping some. ‘I was going through the motions, dealing with my weird
family, throwing myself into my work and painting my bedroom walls purple …’
‘And the light fixture and skirting boards and architraves!’ said Steve.
‘And the window frames and ceiling and furniture!’ said Nessie.
‘Don’t exaggerate – and it’s also lavender and violet and very pale mauve.’ For some
reason they laughed. I ignored them and continued: ‘And then at some stage the motions turned
into real life, and … I think I’m happy again.’
‘Keep it that way,’ said Nessie, ‘don’t risk seeing him again.’
I thought I might compromise and send him an invitation to Deirdre’s retrospective that I
was helping to curate at Pettifer’s in November. That way I’d be surrounded by friends and
family. My reverie was interrupted by Steve cursing that there was no parmesan.
I said I’d go. I took some kitty money and walked up the hall. When I pushed open the
front gate I heard a car door slam to my right. I glanced over and my heart stopped for a couple
of seconds before galloping into action again. Alan, his eyes locked on my gaze, walked up and
put his hands on either side of mine on the gate. I inwardly cursed that I was in old jeans and a
nondescript jumper.
‘I’m going to the shop,’ I said, drinking in his dark eyes, his neat ears, his soft curly hair.
He was wearing his caramel-coloured corduroy jacket.
‘Let me drive you.’
The smell of his car – soap and leather, even though the seats were vinyl – stopped my
heart again. It’s a short trip but it lasted an ineffably long time as I sneaked looks at his
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handsome profile and vulnerable neck. We barely spoke until I’d bought the cheese and jumped
back in the car.
He asked if the others were home and suggested we drive to Cooper Park for a talk.
Cooper Park was a serene, green wilderness of a place, one of my favourites in the area.
‘They’re waiting for the cheese,’ I said stupidly.
He drove towards Woodstock Street but veered off to Woollahra Park, close by, and
stopped the car. ‘Just for a minute. I wanted to talk face-to-face.’ He turned towards me and
rested his elbow on the back of his seat.
I could hear him breathing. His blue eyes looked intense. I couldn’t trust myself to keep
composed and so I looked away from his face to the front. Winter trees, nearly bare. Closest to
the windscreen there was a big chestnut and a smaller one beside it, a space of a few yards
between them. He looked at them, too. Dozens of tiny birds were floating out of the larger tree
like leaves falling sideways. They landed in the smaller tree, flitted a bit, then flew up to the
bigger tree again.
‘Silver-eyes,’ he said. ‘So pretty, so incomprehensible. Are they playing?’
‘Maybe they’re exercising.’
This struck us as a huge joke. Then he stopped laughing, turned away from the birds and
looked at me.
‘Keira,’ he said, ‘I’ve been thinking about you. I stopped myself from ringing before
because I wanted to give you time. And myself, too. I didn’t want to ruin things any further ...
the thing is, I miss you a lot.’
He leant close and we turned to each other and gazed into each other’s eyes. He put his
hands up to either side of my face and started kissing me. The smell of lime aftershave was
intense. Countless ecstatic memories flooded my mind and my body. My arms went right round
him. His hand pushed the back of my head so his kiss could press harder. I always melted when
he did that and I started making inchoate little sounds of bliss.
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Finally we drew apart, panting.
‘Let’s go to my place,’ he said.
‘I’ve got to deliver the cheese.’
He burst out laughing. ‘Has anyone ever told you you’ve got an over-developed sense of
responsibility?’ He turned the key in the ignition and drove to Woodstock Street. I persuaded
him to come in and ushered him into my bedroom, knowing he’d be surprised at the new colour
scheme. I went down the hall, stood in the kitchen doorway and tossed the parmesan to Steve,
who caught it with one hand.
‘See you later,’ I said, ‘ – much later.’ He and Nessie stared at me and I floated up the
hall, went into my room and closed the door.

The following morning we woke to warm sunshine and noisy mynah birds. ‘Mmmmmm,’ I said,
stretching my body against Alan’s, ‘I need food and coffee.’
‘I suppose at some stage we need to have a conversation, too,’ he said.
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Chapter 35: September 1973
Lost and Found
Upstairs where I am sitting, my hand round the warm curve of a tea cup, I stare past the
magnolia tree-top to the blue-grey sea beyond. The scent of jasmine tea mingles with the rainwashed street smell wafting through the window. Warm sunshine all day when we were moving –
Keira bringing Rowan, Michael and Jimmy made light work of it all – and then a sunshower
when they’d gone – good timing. I hear a faint sound and turn my head.
It is a new edition of an old desire. I rise from my bentwood chair and hold out my arms.
Deirdre, emerged from the shower, strolls forward in a long green silk kimono. She puts her
hands in mine and squeezes them. In each other’s eyes we see the depths of our past and the
lights of the present.
Closer, she steps, and closer, sliding her arms around the back of my ribs. She rests her
head in the curve of my neck, her small pointed chin near my collarbone. My arms go round her
slender, strong body. The smell of her lemon-scented hair takes me back thirty years.
My love for her has been nourished by time. She turns slightly and breathes in the scent
of the rain-soaked magnolia through the open window. I breathe it in too and we both smile. This
love feels so new, yet at the same time as old as the century, which it practically is. Our arms
around each other we walk to our new bedroom with its eastern window and filmy curtains.
I do not know how long we have slept. I look for a long time at her hair across the pillow,
strands of black and brown and shining silver. She opens her eyes, turns her head and sees me
staring. Turning on her side, she reaches over to rest a warm hand on my cheek. Her eyes are
shiny and clear, the irises lustrous as olives. She heaves a profound sigh and says to me, ‘You
know what this feels like?’
I shake my head and kiss her hand still at the side of my face.
‘It feels like coming home.’
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Chapter 36: September 1973
Fragments
It was late September and the air smelt of jasmine and franjipani flowers. Mum had radicalised
and re-invented herself to the extent that she marched with Rowan, Michael, Nessie, Steve and
me from Town Hall to the American Embassy. We were protesting about the CIA-backed
military coup that had violently overthrown Chile’s democratically elected government on the
11th September. Thousands of Chileans – not just communists but teachers, musicians, artists,
ordinary people – were rounded up, tortured and killed. Maybe it was going on the march that
drove Mum and Dad apart again.
My brothers and I were at Mum’s for lunch the Sunday after. We were all sitting down to
a lamb roast, sniffing the mingled aromas of rosemary-flavoured tender meat and crispy spuds. I
was still getting used to the parents having split up again and that was on my mind when Rowan
turned to me and said, ‘Michael says you’ve split up with Alan again.’
‘Yeah.’ I sighed. ‘It’s been one of those on-again/off-again things.’
‘But off-again at the moment,’ said Jimmy.
‘Thanks for clarifying that, Jimmy,’ I said.
‘Plenty of fish and chips in the sea,’ said Sean. I looked at him. That was one of Steve’s
expressions.
Rowan passed the beans to Jimmy and asked how his court case went and if Dad had
gone.
‘Dad didn’t go but Mum did. I was in the suit Stephen made me buy – Saint Vinny de
Paul’s: three bucks – and Stephen drew such a pathetic picture of me for the judge I was nearly
crying myself. An altar boy, left school early, from a broken home …!’ He laughed. ‘I ended up
with a $200 fine and six months to pay it.’
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‘Great,’ said Rowan.
‘And the Mongol Hordes?’ I said, helping myself to more roast onions.
‘They’ll be after someone else now, one thing I can rely on is their short attention spans.’
‘If you’re still worried at all you could stay here, now that Mum’s kicked Dad out,’ said
Rowan.
‘Rowan! It wasn’t like that. We have both agreed on this separation.’
I don’t know how much agreement went on about it but if Dad was shattered by the
separation he kept it to himself and if we were both aware of its unexpected side-effect – us
getting closer than we’d been in years – neither of us spoke directly about it. He was renting a
first storey flat down the hill in Mundarrah Street, ugly on the outside – 1960s red brick – but
better on the inside with high ceilings and wood panelled walls as well as a northern balcony.
When we were finishing the pavlova I was thinking about popping down to visit Dad
with Sean when Mum made her startling announcement: she was seeing Steve.
‘Steve? My housemate, Steve?!’ My spoon banged on my plate. ‘What? He never said
anything to me!’
‘I wanted to tell you all myself.’
My brothers looked amused. I could hardly speak. ‘Talk about beyond the pale!’ I said
finally.
‘Really, Keira, you’re behaving as if he’s seventeen.’ She sounded infuriatingly matterof-fact.
‘I’m behaving as if there’s a seventeen year age gap.’
‘It doesn’t bother us. It shouldn’t bother anyone else.’
‘Does it bother Dad?’ I asked.
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She ignored my sarcasm and refilled her wine glass – another change – she’d never drunk
wine with meals before. An image of Mum and Steve sitting around on the floor smoking dope
came into my mind, Mum absolutely wasted, with red eyes and bare feet. Rowan and Michael
and Jimmy just made jokes about Mum’s ‘young man’ and his prospects and intentions. It was
clear they thought I should lighten up; in fact that was what Michael finally said. I couldn’t
express the intense indignation I felt – all the lectures she used to give me on the importance of
virginity and rubbish like that – and now she was Sydney’s most liberated woman!
In the coming weeks, instead of Women’s Weeklies on the coffee table there were copies
of Spare Rib and Refractory Girl. Instead of doing the Telegraph crossword in her spare time she
read books like Germaine Greer’s The Female Eunuch. It took me ages to get my head around it.

Geoffrey Pettifer was organising a retrospective of Deirdre’s works and I was helping to curate
it. It was a wonderful opportunity and, as Heide said, it would look fantastic on my C.V. After a
recent session with Deirdre choosing which works to hang where, we went for a walk to find a
coffee shop and I brought up the significance of sexism in her career.
‘It wasn’t just the sexism,’ she said, thus dismantling the argument I’d based my whole
essay on. ‘I’m not good at self-promotion. Many men are not, either, and their careers suffer, too.
I know I seem … flamboyant. But the truth is I’m an introvert. I don’t like dealing with people,
having to deal with strangers, I mean.’
We walked along the footpath, businessmen with briefcases hurrying along and
pedestrians with shopping bags, the London plane trees sheltering us from the Pitt Street traffic.
Deirdre continued: ‘Exhibition openings were a paralysing pressure. Not this one because I’ve
found my equilibrium now. But before, they were. And I’ve gone through so many stages, not
settling on one long enough to get known for a particular style or technique.’
‘What about surrealism?’
‘Except surrealism, perhaps. But my work can’t be contained in one category. Labels are
invented by critics, not artists. To grow as an artist was more important to me than establishing a
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reputation. As long as I had enough to eat, art materials and a view of the sea I was happy. I
didn’t want worldly success and fame.’ She turned to me, took my hand and squeezed. ‘All I
want now is love – my family and Olivia – and painting and yoga.’
I’d been wrong about Deirdre, just as I’d been wrong about Mum. I’d been stupid, basing
my views and my essay on assumptions. I thought my essay was about a migrant single mum
whose artistic prospects were obscured by sexism – not a bad story but its two-dimensional
linearity didn’t begin to approach the multi-faceted complexities of the real one. But what was
real anyway, and to whom? I thought I could get it down on paper neatly in a logically unfolding
line but reality was more like the Deirdre portrait on the 1932 exhibition invitation: the artist’s
face like shards of glass, each showing a different angle or aspect, then further complicated by
the viewer’s reflection in the shards.
I’d written my essay as a chronologically arranged mini-biography entitled ‘Deirdre
Wild: Life and Work.’ The new form, developed after talking to Deirdre, just weeks before my
deadline, echoed Deirdre’s technique of collage. It was now a non-linear photo-narrative
composed of fragments and images from her life and work. The new arrangement was no longer
chronological but partly random and partly thematic. My new title? – ‘Fragments from a
Creative Life.’

In spite of Deirdre’s attitude to fame, she and her work would be getting maximum exposure
very soon. There was Pettifer’s retrospective in November and then Janine Burke had written
asking permission to exhibit Deirdre’s works in her exhibition on Australian women’s art, ‘A
Room of Her Own’ next year.
I was busy helping with that and helping Geoffrey Pettifer as well as trying to rewrite my
essay. But all this activity wasn’t stopping me missing Alan. Was my hesitation about him
merely because I didn’t want to risk being hurt again? Even if the relationship didn’t last,
wouldn’t it be worth it to have love, even if only temporarily? For all my theories about freedom,
wasn’t I too concerned with the security of commitment? Maybe not as blatantly or
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conventionally as Mel fantasising about the big white wedding but in an emotional sense, just as
much?
It was a horrifying thought. But all I wanted was for us to live together. He didn’t. To me,
going out together was like reading a book of short stories. Brief intense times between the rest
of life. But living together was being inside a novel – it lasted a long time, had continuity and
coloured everything else you did. It was what I wanted. If Alan wasn’t ready for that maybe I
should take what he was offering and it might lead to that? My way, nothing could develop.
Except I was free to go out with other people.
But I didn’t want other people.

When I visited Dad next weekend I brought up the subject of Mum. He was his usual laconic
self. We sat on the balcony looking over at next door’s poplar trees and drinking Cooper’s stout
from the little, squat bottles. Dad’s half-done crossword puzzle was on the table, his biro behind
his ear.
‘Maybe she’s having the mid-life crisis she was too busy looking after us to have before,’
I suggested.
After a silence he said, ‘P’raps she is.’
I told him she was even going to consciousness-raising now. Dad didn’t know what that
was. I took a swig of stout, gazed into the poplars and quoted: ‘It’s the transferring of hidden
concerns of individual women into the shared awareness of them as social problems – so the
personal is political.’ I turned to him. ‘She actually said that to me. My mother talking in slogans
– now I’ve heard everything!’
He laughed briefly but would not be drawn into a discussion. I think he was still coming
to terms with Mum getting into Sydney University to study Fine Art next year. I was still coming
to terms with having my house-mate as my mother’s choice for a toy boy. Maybe Nessie was
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right – I was a prude – but Maureen’s new-found freedom and sudden rabid feminism remained
hard to take.

I was almost finished composing my essay when I went to meet Deirdre at Clovelly on a
Wednesday afternoon. I was walking along the gravelly cliff-side path from Bondi, the ocean on
my left a bluish-grey with a light swell. Clouds covered the sun from time to time and the breeze
was getting stronger, blowing my hair about. My mind was full of Deirdre’s paintings and the
upcoming retrospective at Pettifer’s. It would be an opportunity for Dad to meet Steve, if Steve
was still around by then. I wondered how that would go.
As I neared Clovelly, I came up alongside Waverley Cemetery on my right. This was
where Alfred Foote used to work. A strange job but one with a spectacular view. Walking along
beside bleached tombstones and crumbling stone angels, my mind was vivid with Deirdre’s
paintings and collages, the sea-greens and harbour blues, the aquas and limes vibrant and tactile.
The kaleidoscope of colours and strange juxtapositions seemed to jumble my senses. Staring at
her paintings sometimes gave me the sensation of smelling colour and tasting light, of hearing
the different chords of the various greens and touching time.
The painting most vivid in my mind was A Fragile Geometry: two women in long white
dresses, one fair and one dark, are swirling around in a strange dance, their hair floating free. The
fair one floats diagonally and reaches for the dark one’s ankle. The latter is higher in the sky and
reaches a hand down to touch the other’s hair. The background is a collage of watercolourwashed blues and greens, aquas and mauves. At first it looks as if they’re in the sky but they
could be doing their gravity-defying dance against a background of sea. One notices only later
something in that background – a young man rowing a boat – in either the sea or the sky.
In the dichotomy of representation and abstraction, in this, as in so many of her other
works, the artist could be asking: what do we see when we look at something? Things are not
always what they seem. The odd juxtapositions in her works led to much intellectualising by the
critics, reluctant though she was to comment, insisting: ‘I’m not an intellectual; I work
instinctively.’ Many critics comment on the underlying tension between the observed and
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imagined, the quotidian and the disturbing. The longer one looks, a critic wrote, the less sure one
is of what one is looking at.
As sunset approached the light was changing. No one could paint that sky without
producing kitsch. A tasteless extravagance of fluorescent lemon and orange glowed above.
Reaching Hanging Swamp I walked to the rock ledges on the edge where sedges and blue-green
grasses grew between the sandstone rocks. Striped marsh frogs sounded their thock-thock, thockthock rhythm like two racquets hitting a tennis ball to and fro.
I walked on. Five seagulls stood in a rock-pool so large it was more like a rock-lake.
They repeatedly wet their wings and shook them, rippling the shallow water again and again
from the centre to the edges. The clouds above were ruffled satin now, deep grey underneath and
tinged with apricot above.
I looked out and saw the deep squally grey of falling rain over the distant ocean out from
Coogee. I walked past the bowling club and took a shortcut along the road, past Burrows Park,
past Beach Lane and down the hill, dodging a mini coming up the wrong side of the road
crammed with four laughing girls and a huge black poodle. I leapt up to the footpath and spotted
Deirdre at the bottom of the park, elegant in loose white cotton trousers and a pale green top. We
walked towards each other and she gave me a big hug.
We started walking along the concrete promenade towards her and Olivia’s place, the
scent of her pachtouli oil a strange undercurrent to the salty seaweed spring breeze. I’d been
looking at my time-line of events and something about it had been puzzling me for a while. I
tried to be diplomatic but in the end I just came out with it: ‘Where does Owen fit in? When?
You were involved with him about the same time you were involved with Olivia.’
She walked along, holding my gaze until a young couple in white shorts and T-shirts
jogged between us, their legs toned and tanned, their bottoms pert. His ears stuck out, marring
his handsomeness, hers were small and pierced. A little further ahead they bounded effortlessly
up the steep stone steps of a house with the rather obvious name, ‘Ocean View’. I looked back at
Deirdre and repeated my question about Owen.
She raised her eyebrows. There followed a long moment.
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‘You don’t mean …’
Her purply-black eyes shone with a cheerful innocence. Still she said nothing. I said, ‘Not
a ménage à trois?’
She smiled and said, ‘Your generation didn’t invent sex, you know.’
We walked for some time while I absorbed this and then she said, ‘Experiments like that
are not often sustainable. It certainly doesn’t sound like what you want.’
‘No. Alan and I are on-off and on-off. I miss him so much. But if he’s not ready for what
I want out of a relationship … What do you think I should do?’
‘You want Alan. But on your terms. You don’t like to compromise. But relationships
founder without it. You need to bend a little the other person’s way. But not too far! There’s an
Irish saying: “If you don’t use your power, it will leave you for someone who will.” You have to
know your own values so well that you know which things you won’t compromise about, know
where to draw the line.’
She was right. The conversation Alan and I needed to have was about that. And if his ears
were still not ready for my music then I would break it off for good. I thought that it would be
less painful if I didn’t see him again if it was the latter. But it would be unsatisfactory to establish
such a thing over the phone. We walked on for a little, listening to the wash of small waves
repeatedly stroking the shore, rhythmical and soothing.
‘Have you sent him an invitation to the opening?’ asked Deirdre.
‘I ran out of invitations.’
She laughed. ‘That’s easily remedied.’ A magpie flew past us. In its beak was a slim
silver lizard, inert and shiny as a necklace. ‘We’re nearly home. You can write one straight away
and hand deliver it if you like – I’m sure Olivia would be happy to drive you to his place.’
At the house I sat upstairs on one of the bentwood chairs, staring across the balcony at the
darkening sea, drinking the tea Olivia had brought me and composing my note. Finally I bent my
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head and wrote a few succinct lines on the back of the invitation about my position, telling him
that if he could give fidelity a try and if living together was a definite possibility, then to come to
Deirdre’s opening and we could give it a go. And if he didn’t come, I’d take that as my answer
and get on with my life. I wouldn’t hand deliver it. I’d post it on the way home.
When you’re a child your parents (and certainly grandparents) seem static. They’re the
grownups. They’ve done all the growing they’re going to do. I was quite old to be realising now
that that’s not the case. When I thought about everything that had happened – to Dad and to
Mum, as well as to Deirdre and Olivia – their lives were like fragments that had been thrown into
the air and become rearranged where chance had allowed them to fall.
Except it wasn’t chance. It was choices. Or as Deirdre once put it, it was choice dancing
with chance. Maybe love was like Deirdre’s forty shades of green. Maybe there were nearly as
many permutations of love as there were people. Maybe Alan’s ears were ready for my music
now or maybe not. I would take the chance.
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